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Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. does not warranty the safety of any article it sells.
Therefore, we recommend that, before you use any firearm, purchased here or anywhere else,
you have it examined by a qualified gunsmith to determine whether or not it is safe to use.

WARNING

•   The Silent Auction is by absentee bidding only. Absentee bidders must register by filling out and signing an absentee bid
sheet.

•   The highest bidder acknowledged by the auctioneer shall become the owner upon the fall of the hammer. The auctioneer
has sole discretion in the case of a dispute among bidders.

•   Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. has taken great care in the preparation of the descriptions in this catalog. Although we
believe everything in the descriptions to be true, we do not guarantee any part of any description.  We recommend that the
bidders view the items in person and form their own opinions as to condition, originality, origin, etc. Amoskeag Auction
Company, Inc. will consider all requests for refunds. If a customer is unhappy with a purchase we will be happy to discuss
a remedy with them.

•   Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. reserves the right to reject any bid in order to protect our consignors interests.

•   Bidding on any item in the sale indicates the bidder’s full acceptance and understanding of all terms and conditions of sale.

GENERAL STATEMENTS

•   Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. will accept cash, check, MasterCard, Visa, and American Express as payment for items
purchased by those customers who attend the sale. Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. reserves the right to demand cash
or hold merchandise until funds are collected in full.   THERE WILL BE A $35.00 CHARGE FOR ALL RETURNED CHECKS.

•   There will be a Buyer’s Premium of 17.5% added to all purchases.  A discounted Buyer’s Premium of 15% will
apply to all purchases paid by cash or check. 

PAYMENT POLICY

•   All Federal, State and Local firearms laws will be observed. FFL holders may take possession of any firearm on day of sale when
they present a signed copy of their Federal Firearms License. New Hampshire residents over the age of 21 may take posses-
sion of any firearm on day of sale providing the proper paperwork is filled out and the transfer has been approved either through
the NH State Police or the FBI NICS System. While most NICS and State approvals are immediate, approvals could take up to
3 days. Most non-residents may take possession of long guns on day of sale after completing the proper forms and success-
fully completing a NICS check; modern handguns will need to be shipped to an FFL holder in the buyer’s home state. Buyer is
responsible for any and all shipping charges and all items must be paid for on day of sale. Bidders should be familiar with their
local and state laws.

GUIDELINES FOR FIREARM PURCHASES

Firearms are marked as follows:

ANTIQUE - no paperwork required

C&R - for firearms that fall under the ATF Curio & Relics licensing and if purchased by a person with a “C&R License” no
paperwork is required.  NOTE: Items that meet the age requirements but have been altered from their original configura-
tion may NOT be delivered on a C&R License.

Firearms that are not marked with one of these notations are considered to be “MODERN” and all proper paperwork is
required unless you are an FFL Dealer.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE

Sale #99 will be our first auction which has no printed Silent Auction Catalog. 

While we know all enjoy or full color live auction catalogs, we increasingly feel that in this digital age, a printed silent
auction catalog is not only un-necessary but also an additional draw on our natural resources.

The entire catalog will viewable, searchable and printable online by visiting our website.  In addition to the benefit hav-
ing the catalog be searchable, we will also be able to publish color photographs in an online catalog and we will be able
to "convert" the printing time to writing time enabling us to include more items in the auctions.

The silent catalogs run between 70 and 100 pages generally and many people bid on only a handful of items.  Customers
will be able to search the catalog, find the items they are interested in and print those select pages and bring them to
the office with them to make additional notes during preview.  Bid forms are also downloadable and can even be filled
out online and emailed.

We understand that people generally are resistant to change and because our consignor's interests are paramount, we
will monitor silent auction activity and we will listen to all of those with respectful comments, suggestions and ideas.
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NOTE: ALL BIDS ARE DUE BY 2:00PM, MAY 17, 2014. IF YOU ARE BIDDING ON AN EXCESSIVE AMOUNT 
OF ITEMS WE REQUEST THAT YOU SUBMIT YOUR BID SHEETS BY FRIDAY, MAY 16, 2014.
RESULTS FOR THE SILENT AUCTION WILL BE AVAILABLE WEDNESDAY, MAY 21, 2014 .

1000. SMITH & WESSON 32 TOP BREAK DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #39277, 32 S&W, 3 1/2” ribbed round barrel with
an about very good bore which shows strong evident rifling but with light pitting.  The metal surfaces retain about 50-60% original
nickel, the flaked areas toning to a dull pewter and oxidized brown patina.  The triggerguard shows some strong original blue, also
with some light surface oxidation.  The hammer shows vivid color case-hardening while the trigger has toned somewhat to a pewter
brown.  The checkered S&W monogram hard rubber grips rate very good plus, they are scratch-numbered to the gun.  The main-
spring and hammer have been removed from the gun but they are included.  Overall a good too near very good antique Smith top
break for parts or restoration.  (36332-104) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)

1001. JP SAUER & SON BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #182493, 12 ga., 27” barrels choked I.C. and modified with bright
about excellent bores showing some very sparsely scattered very light pinprick pitting.  The barrels retain about 90% mottled dark
gray-blue fading later blue, the left tube with a very minor ding 6” from the muzzle.  The frame is a dull pewter gray with some sparse
brown oxidation freckling and light silver flaky case-hardening.  The frame shows some very good quality light scroll and banknote
filigree engraving.  The checkered round knob pistolgrip buttstock and splinter style forend rate good to near very good showing an
old refinish which has left the checkering mostly flat-topped and the metal slightly proud in areas.  The ebony inlay is missing from
the forend tip and the length of pull at the butt to the grooved horn buttplate is 13 3/8; drops are 1 3/4” and 3 1/8”.  The barrel lock-
up is loose exhibiting both lateral and vertical play; the top lever currently has about 1/4” of play in it.  A very good German boxlock
overall needing some mechanical attention to be put back in play for October birds.  (36599-36) {C&R} (250/450)

1002. ROLLIN WHITE PIVOT
BREECH SINGLE SHOT POCK-
ET PISTOL serial #107, 38 RF, 5”
octagon barrel with a poor bore.
The iron surfaces are primarily, mot-
tled dull pewter gray and darker
gray-blue patina.  The breechblock
shows a number of impact marks on its left flat and the barrel shows evi-
dence of a light cleaning, there are still remnants of pinprick pitting in
areas.  The brass frame is a tarnished goldenrod patina showing evidence
of a light cleaning which has left behind some minor dings and handling marks.
The extractor is present, its actuating piece appears to be a later, slightly short, replacement.  The
smooth walnut grips rate very
good with much original varnish,
the left grip perhaps showing a
light cleaning, they are un-num-
bered.  The gun will need some
mechanical attention as it will not
hold on cock.  A good to about
very good example piece overall.  (36597-3) {ANTIQUE}(400/600)

1003. BELGIAN CENTERFIRE-CONVERTED REVOLVER BY J
CHAINEUX serial #1, .38 CF, 5 7/8” round barrel with an about very good
bore.  The metal surfaces on this 12-shot revolver are primarily a deep
pewter gray and speckled brown patina.  There is light oxidation staining
and overall light pinprick pitting present.  The cylinder shows loose flowing
scroll engraving between each of the flutes with the frame also showing the
same good quality loose flowing scroll on its flats and up the backstrap.  Most of
the engraving is still fully present although some has been lost to the light pitting.
The checkered European walnut grips rate about good showing some light foliate
carving at their cheeks with incise scalloping at the butt.  The revolver has been con-
verted to centerfire by having a nice iron band neatly affixed around the circumference of
the rear of the cylinder covering the pinfire slots and the hammer fitted with a centerfire pin, its top protrusion neat-
ly trimmed.  The gun seems to function well mechanically and index properly.  An interesting if somewhat tired exam-
ple overall.  (36597-1) {ANTIQUE}                                                                                                  (400/600)

1004. PERCUSSION HALFSTOCK FOWLER BY SMITH About 12 bore.  This is a rather nice percussion halfstock Fowler
with 32” part octagon part round damascus barrel with turned medial at the point of transition.  The barrel shows nice con-
trasting light gray and a darker gray-brown pattern nearly its full-length.  There is a lightly engraved long iron upper tang and the
back action lock shows loose sprays of light engraving on lockplate and hammer, it is marked only “Smith”.  There is an under-barrel
rib with 2 simple iron thimbles and a lightly ribbed tailpipe.  The long tang triggerguard has a pineapple front extension and very light
engraving on the bow, the buttplate tang also with some very light engraving.  The walnut stock rates about very good as neatly refin-
ished showing a stable repair to a crack from the triggerplate upwards through the lock then rearward to the tang. The lock func-
tions well and there is a replacement ramrod from the period of use.  (36288-121) {ANTIQUE} (250/400)

1005. U.S. MODEL 1903 RIFLE BY ROCK ISLAND ARSENAL serial #308971, 30-06, 24” 8-29 dated SA barrel with a very
good plus to near excellent bore which shows just some light frosting in the grooves.  The metal surfaces are an overall pewter
gray patina with remnants of light oxidation and the bottom metal showing light pinprick pitting.  The smooth pistolgrip field
replacement stock rates very good and is very dark with oil and preservative soaking, showing overall minor dings and han-
dling marks.  The flat upper surface of the bolt knob is DC pencil-marked “8941” however, the 4 could easily be a poorly-exe-
cuted European 7 with the slash through the center.  The gun was packed in cosmoline, much of which has now been removed
but it will still need a judicious cleaning.  The rifle comes with a Certificate of Authenticity from the Civilian Marksmanship
Program dated 2002, along with an instruction manual and shipping ticket.  The shipping box is included however it shows
moderate mildew and should likely be discarded.  (36518-1) {C&R} (500/700)

1006. INTERNATIONAL FLARE SIGNAL COMPANY MODEL 52 FLARE PISTOL serial #PT9753, 37 mm, 8” barrel with an oxidized
bore.  The steel barrel is an overall faded brown patina showing some very light pinprick pitting nearer the muzzle.  The heavy brass
frame is a dull ocher patina showing some minor oxidation and light dings.  The left side of the barrel lug is serial numbered and dated
Nov. 1942.  Both grips are correctly marked and show some minor wear, the S-shaped lanyard ring is intact, no lanyard is present.
The tinned surfaces of the hammer and top latch rate very good with a dull gray patina, the trigger has flaked on its left side show-
ing brown oxidation.  Lockup is tight and the gun seems to work properly.  (36578-5) (NON-GUN) (100/200)
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1007. U.S. MODEL 1903 MARK 1 RIFLE BY SPRINGFIELD ARMORY serial
#1100524, 30-06, 24” 7-42 dated SA barrel with a very good plus to near excellent bore which shows
some minor frosting within the grooves.  The barreled action retains 90% fading gray parkerizing with some

minor dings and handling marks.  The bottom metal is a dark gray-blue showing remnants of some scratches and scarring.
The smooth walnut field replacement pistolgrip stock rates good showing a 1” crack to the rear of the upper tang and matching 3”
cracks at the rear of the triggerguard emanating through the pistolgrip, also with the overall expected minor dings and dents.  The
top surface of the bolt knob has been cleaned and the number “0524” hand-stamped.  The rifle comes with a Certificate of
Authenticity from the Civilian Marksmanship  Program dated 2002, along with an instruction manual and shipping ticket.  The ship-
ping box is also included however it is moderately mildewed and in a state of delamination and should be discarded. (36518-2)
{C&R} (500/700)

1008. U.S. COLT MODEL 1860
ARMY PERCUSSION
REVOLVER serial #60702, .44 cal.,
8” barrel with a poor bore.  The gun
is an overall oxidized brown patina
with pewter undertones showing
some light and some moderate oxidation,
some light and some moderate pitting and a number of minor dings
and handling marks.  The brass grip frame is a dull tarnished goldenrod patina.  The
one-piece walnut grip rates about very good and is unmolested showing light left and right-
side cartouches, the left side with a chip missing at the butt.  There are no real remnants of the
cylinder scene visible however all of the visible numbers are matching.  Due to the oxidation the
gun will not disassemble so numbering on the wedge, arbor and grip cannot be discerned.
Lowering the loading lever reveals a tiny Social Security number scratched just ahead of its milled recess, it is very
unobtrusive.  The gun needs mechanical attention as the trigger is broken, likely its spring is as well as it will not
catch the hammer.  An interesting, near relic, martial 1860 Army overall.  (36488-3) {ANTIQUE}          (500/700)

1009. INTERNATIONAL FLARE SIGNAL COMPANY MODEL 52
FLARE PISTOL serial #24020, 37 mm, 8” barrel with an oxi-
dized bore.  The steel barrel is an overall gray patina showing
some oxidation staining and light pitting.  The heavy brass
frame is a dull ocher patina showing some minor scratches
and dings.  The right side of the barrel lug is serial numbered
and dated December 1943.  Both grips are correctly marked
and show some minor wear, the S-shaped lanyard ring is
intact, no lanyard is present.  The tinned surfaces of the trig-

ger, hammer, and top latch have flaked and faded revealing the gray gunmetal beneath
with oxidation on the latch.  Lockup is tight and the gun seems to work properly.  (36387-
54) (NON-GUN) (100/200)

1010. GERMAN K98K BAYONET BY E. & F. HORSTER & CO. OF SOLINGEN 10” blued
blade with a 15 1/4” overall length.  The bayonet rates excellent overall with much original blue on

the blade.  It is serial numbered “6032e” and maker coded “44 asw” with Waffenamt stamps near the
pommel.  The brown phenolic resin grip scales rate about excellent.  The hilt itself has toned primarily to

brown showing one small spot of light pitting which was lightly cleaned and shows some cold-applied blue.
The scabbard has overall light pitting and is a dark gray patina.  It is numbered “608b” and property marked “S. 178K”
showing a few dings and dents near the tip ball.  A very nice example overall (36599-65A)
1011. JAPANESE ARISAKA TYPE 30 BAYONET BY TOKYO/KOKURA ARSENAL 15 3/4” blued blade with a
20” overall length.  The blade rates excellent retaining about 50% original blue with nice factory grind and polish marks.
The ricasso is marked with the Tokyo/Kokura arsenal marking.  The hilt features a sharply forward-curving quillon and is
primarily an oxidized brown patina.  The Asian hardwood grip scales rate very good with some very light bruising.  Included
is what is likely the original scabbard.  The scabbard is an overall soft oxidized brown patina with some traces of blue
beneath, showing one nick on its rear edge.  Included is a very good suspension frog with tight seam stitching showing

some light drying but still mostly supple and flexible; the heads of the brass rivets have popped off the front, doubtless due to verdi-
gris.  Really a very nice example overall.  (36559-1A)

1012. U.S. KRAG-JORGENSEN BAYONET 11 3/4” bright blade with a 16 1/4” overall length.  The blade shows a couple very light oxi-
dation spots and is “U.S.” marked on its obverse ricasso with the reverse ricasso being dated “1903”.  The crossguard is a dull pewter
gunmetal gray with some moderate oxidation and pitting, the pommel is similar with some of the pitting more likely heavy rather than
moderate.  The walnut grip scales rate very good.  The included scabbard is intact and retains about 40% original blue, also show-
ing a few spots of moderate, and one area of heavy, pitting.  An attractive example nonetheless.  (36195-4A)

1013. U.S. M 1904 HOSPITAL CORPS BOLO KNIFE 12” lobe-shaped blade with a 17 1/4” overall length.  The blade is a dull gun-
metal gray with overall a very light oxidation staining.  The obverse ricasso is marked “U.S./33677” while the reverse ricasso is
“SA/(ordnance bomb)/1913” marked.  The S-curve guard is a raw umber patina.  The one-piece walnut grip rates very good with
some very minor dings and impact marks.  The included leather scabbard rates about very good with some minor, and some moder-
ate flaking along the leading face.  The seam stitching is near fully intact showing an about 1 1/2” separation at the very tip.  The
throat shows some light dirt and oxidation and rates very good, the hanger retaining some good original blue.  The rear is Rock Island
Arsenal marked as well as “4ACNY” and numbered 67.  A respectable late model 1904.  (36562-12)

1014. LOT OF COLT GOVERNMENT MODEL MAGAZINES This lot consists of 2 blued factory 7-round magazines for the 45 ACP 1911A1
Government Model-style pistols.  Both magazines are stamped with the Rampant Colt trademark on their base as well as “Colt/45 Auto”
and a small trademark c.  The magazines rate excellent with only very light handling marks, one with a small spot of oxidation.  (36605-1B)

1015. LUGER ACCESSORY LOT This lot consists of a single modern magazine and two modern pairs of walnut grips.  The blued-steel
magazine has a molded plastic base retained by 2 roll pins.  The follower as well is molded black plastic.  The magazine rates about
very good overall.  The grips are both fully checkered walnut, one very coarsely, the other identical to original checkering.  Both pairs
rate excellent, the coarsely checkered pair appears brand-new, the other pair appears as though it may have been fitted to a gun at
some point.  (36599-10)
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1016. LUGER MAGAZINE This lot consists of an original bright-bodied magazine with aluminum base.  The magazine body retains most
of its original plating with only minor wear and a checkered thumb piece.  The aluminum base is numbered “312l” with a “+” mark-
ing and a Waffenamt 83 stamp.  The follower as well is plated and shows some very light oxidation.  (36534-7A)

1017. U.S. MODEL 1911A1 HOLSTER AND BELT This lot consists of a GI leather holster, green web belt and 1st World War-era maga-
zine pouch.  The holster is not maker marked and features a slightly light “U.S.” embossed impression on its flap.  It exhibits overall minor
scuffing and light crackling with light crackling on the flex point of the flap.  The seam stitching is tight overall and there is only light verdi-
gris present.  The green web belt features aluminum or zinc belt catches with stamped sheet metal keepers.  It rates about very good
and is maker marked however the name is not discernible.  The last item is a khaki-colored dual magazine pouch with slightly puckered
bottom seams.  The flap shows some light scuffing and ingrained dirt while the interior shows some rust staining from contact with no-
longer-present magazines.  The mag pouch rates about very good overall.  An attractive holster-belt-pouch rig.  (36605-1A)

1018. OAK AND LEATHER RIFLE CASE.  This quality 10" x 26" case is covered in brown leather with reinforced leather corners show-
ing a few stains and scuffs. There is a leather handle with brass fittings and the lid remains unattached but ready to be installed with
the included three brass hinges and screws.  The interior is lined with green felt and has a compartment for a 24" barrel, one for the
action and stock, a covered accessory compartment, a tapered open accessory compartment, and provision for two 7/16" snap caps.
The oak frame appears to be new and the interior is in excellent condition.  The only thing needed is a lock. (115677-3A)

1019. OAK AND LEATHER GUN CASE.  A quality 10" x 30" case tightly covered in heavy brown leather with reinforced leather cor-
ners showing a few scuffs.  There is a leather handle attached with steel fittings and leather strap retainers on both sides of the front
and back.  The lid is unattached but ready to be installed with hinges and screws supplied.  The interior is lined in green felt and has
a compartment for up to 28 1/2" over/under barrels and for stock and action.  There is an open tapered accessory compartment, a
covered accessory compartment, and a slot in the oak partition for a cleaning rod.  Included are two leather straps with buckles for
securing the case and two steel snap locks to be mounted on the exterior.  A nice well made case.  (115677-3B)

1020. OAK AND LEATHER GUN CASE.  This 9 1/2" x 34 1/2" case is made with tightly fitting tan leather showing a few scuffs.  It has
a leather handle with steel fittings, two brass keyed locks (no key), and leather strap retainers on both sides front and back.  The
interior is lined in green felt and has a 32 3/4" single barrel compartment, an open compartment for stock and action, two tapered
open accessory compartments and includes two leather straps for securing the case and three green felt-wrapped spacers for cus-
tom fitting.  A solid case for a single barrel shotgun or rifle.  (115677-3C)

1021. LEG-O-MUTTON LEATHER BREAKDOWN SHOTGUN CASE.  Made from textured light brown leather this case will accom-
modate up to 30" barrels.  There is a leather handle with shoulder strap and a tan felt liner with barrel partition having a separate
sleeve for a forearm, all in good shape.  The leather trim on the opening end shows tattering and drying, but overall the case is in
good condition with solid seams and covering.  (116372-8)

1022. SMITH & WESSON BOX AND GALCO HOLSTER.  The blue cardboard box is labeled for a S&W model 442 .38 Special and
remains in good condition with liner and owner's manual.  The Galco Speed Paddle Holster shows some scuffs but remains in good
condition.  (115705-28A)

1023. OAK HANDGUN PRESENTATION CASE.  This quality solid oak case measures 15 1/2" x 9 1/2" and is fitted with a full length
piano hinge and brass keyed lock.  There is a brass plaque inlaid into the lid engraved "Valley Gun Distributors, Inc., Million Dollar
Club, 1989".  The interior is lined in burgundy velvet and is French fitted for a 5" barreled revolver.  It remains in excellent condition.
Included is one key and a cardboard box with separated corners. A handsome case.  (115905-2) 

1024. LOT OF DOSKOCIL GUN CASES.  This lot consists of two 26" x 13" x 5" tan plastic foam lined cases with double handles and
double locks. A key is supplied with each.  Very good condition.  (115865-276)

1025. DOSKOCIL GUN GUARD PLASTIC GUN CASE.  This case measures 52" x 11" and has an embossed bugling elk on both
sides.  The black textured plastic shows a few scuffs and some soiling and there are four keyed locks (no key) and double handles.
The foam liner displays a little soiling but is in good shape.  (114922-135)

1026. LOT OF GUN CASES.  There are four cases in this lot.  Three of the cases are Fieldline tactical soft cases made of heavy black
polyester with web handles and padded corduroy liners and measure 36" x 11".  The fourth case is Plano Protector plastic pistol case
measuring 16" x 11 1/2" x 6" with molded handle, two snap locks, and a foam liner.  All are just about new.  (116332-143A)

1027. LOT OF AMMUNITION.  This lot consists of a partial  box of 33 Winchester Ranger law enforcement 9mm Parabellum hollow
points, one full box of Remington 9mm Parabellum 124 grain metal jacket cartridges, one full box of Remington .32 Long rimfire car-
tridges in a tattered green and red box, a bag of 25 .32 rimfire shorts, and an envelope containing two .32 long rimfire cartridges and
one Henry 44 rimfire cartridge. The older ammo shows some tarnish.  (115986-4)

1028. BARREL LOT.  This lot consists of a 30" Davenport damascus shotgun barrel (single) in 16 ga. choked improved modified which
shows light to moderate pitting.  It has been polished bright and displays some oxidation spotting.  (115677-7)

1029. BARREL LOT.  This lot consists of a 29" Mauser 1898 stepped barrel in 7mm with some fouling in the chamber area but with strong
rifling.  It has been polished bright and exhibits some tarnishing.  (115677)

1030. BARREL LOT.  This lot consists of an 1893 Marlin part octagon part round barrel in 32-40 measuring 26" with bright excellent bore.
The barrel retains 80% blue with scattered scratches and dings with silvering of the edges of the barrel flats and muzzle.  (115677-5)

1031. BARREL LOT.  This lot consists of a Remington Model 11 shotgun barrel in 12 ga, 28" choked improved modified with bright bore
showing a bulge about half way down.  The barrel retains about 70% blue exhibiting dings and nicks with a few spots of oxidation
around the muzzle.  (115677-4)

1032. GUN CASE BY DOSKOCIL.  This tan plastic foam lined case measures 18" x 14" x 4 1/2" and is equipped with double keyed
locks and handles.  The corrugated foam interior is excellent.  There is no key.  (114360-2)

1033. IVER JOHNSON "HAMMER FORGED" BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #29804, 16 ga., 30" barrels choked improved
modified and full with bright excellent bores.  The barrels display a mottled pewter patina with brown freckling and some light oxi-
dation on the under rib.  The frame exhibits more of the same mottled pewter color showing lots of brown staining.  It is marked
"Hammer Forged" on the left side with the company name and address on the right and a replacement pin has been crudely installed
in the frame.  The pistolgrip stock and splinter forearm rate good to very good having scattered scratches and dings over a thin var-
nish showing some flaking and chipping with a small crack on the right side of the grip and displaying well defined but soiled cut
checkering.  There is a lever release for the forearm and the stock has hard rubber Iver Johnson gripcap and buttplate, the length of
the stock measuring 14 1/4".  The gun features double triggers, extractors, and an automatic safety.  The action is slightly loose but
it functions fine.  A good candidate for some restorative effort.  (116395-2) {C&R} (300/500)
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1034. STOEGER COACH GUN DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #C654377-11, 20 ga. (3"), 20" raised matted rib barrel choked light mod-
ified and improved modified having bright excellent bores.  The metal surfaces display 97% dark blue with an occasional oxidation
speck and light scratches.  The pistolgrip stock and beavertail forearm rate about excellent showing a few handling marks over a
strong varnish and exhibiting clean cut checkering on both the grip and forearm.  The forearm has a lever release and there is a
grooved hard rubber buttplate installed providing a length of 14 1/4".  The gun is equipped with double triggers, extractors, and an
automatic safety.  Included is the original cardboard box with plastic liner containing an owner's manual, hanging tag, and NRA
brochure.  A good cowboy or home defense gun.  (116363-14) (200/300) 

1035. TED WILLIAMS MODEL 300 SEMI AUTO SHOTGUN serial #Q43799, 12 ga., 26" ventilated rib barrel with an adjustable
choke device fitted and a bright very good bore showing some faint ripples approaching the muzzle.  The barrel retains 95% dark
blue with oxidation spotting around the breech and toward the muzzle and the frame exhibits more of a matte blue finish with some
light blemishes on the left side.  The pistolgrip stock and forearm rate very good displaying light dings and scratches with some light
water stains over a smooth dry thin varnish and exhibiting slightly worn and soiled press checkering.  There is an aluminum gripcap
with bright embossed center and a factory recoil pad is fitted providing a length of 14".  (116363-23) (150/250)

1036. LOT OF POWDER FLASKS.  This lot consists of 4 flasks.  First is a Dixon copper flask measuring 7 1/2" tall and about 3 1/2" at
the swell with a simple "bush" pattern decoration.  It has a graduated brass charger for 3 1/2 to 4 1/2 drams and there are two sus-
pension rings affixed to either side.  It shows some tarnishing and discoloration.  The second is an unmarked fluted brass flask mea-
suring 7" tall and 3 1/2" wide at the swell displaying a dark tarnished exterior with a couple of dents in one side.  The brass charg-
er is unmarked and there are two suspension rings affixed to each side.  Third is an unmarked fluted copper flask measuring 5 1/2"
high and about 3" wide at the swell with standing seam.  It shows dark tarnish and the charger is unmarked and the spring is cor-
roded but functional.  Fourth is a large plain copper flask marked "Batty" and 1854 measuring 9" tall and 4 3/4" wide at the swell.  It
has an adjustable brass charger showing some corrosion around the base but it is functional.  There are two suspension rings
attached to each side. (113135-314A)

1037. LOT OF POWDER FLASKS.  This lot consists of 7 assorted flasks.  First is a Dixon marked leather-covered flask measuring 7 1/2"
tall and about 3 3/4" at the swell.  It shows scuffs and some flaking but the seams are good.  The adjustable brass charger functions
fine although shows some light corrosion.  Second is a plain unmarked copper flask measuring 6 1/2" tall and 3 1/2" wide at the swell
showing dents and scratches with an adjustable brass charger which has a broken spring and stripped threads. There are two sus-
pension rings on each side.  Third is an unmarked zinc flask measuring 5 1/4" tall and 3" at the swell showing oxidation over 60% of
its surface.  There is a metal cap for the charger and two suspension rings are soldered to each side.  Fourth is a plain zinc flask with
standing seams marked Hazard on the screw stopper measuring 6" tall and 4" wide showing areas of oxidation.  It has a fixed charg-
er with the aforementioned stopper and there is an old braided cord with tassels affixed to a ring on each side.  Fifth is a Dixon cop-
per flask with "bush" pattern decoration measuring 6 1/4" tall and 3" wide showing tarnish and a couple of dents.  The flask has a
brass adjustable charger which is stuck and a broken top spring.  Sixth is an embossed zinc flask with running deer encircled by leaf
and vine motifs showing tarnishing, the exception being the brass adjustable charger.  The charging spring is broken but it functions.
There is a suspension ring on one side, the other being broken off.  Seventh is copper flask believed to be a Dixon with embossed
leaf and vine motif showing a mostly tarnished surface with a few dents.  There is an adjustable brass charger which functions stiffly
and has a broken top spring and suspension rings are affixed to each side.  And, in addition, there is a brass shot pouch charger
which shows moderate corrosion but functions fine.  (113135-314B)

1038. SHOOTERS LOT.  This lot consists of a Western Hand Trap with wooden handle having a functional but tarnished and soiled head,
an Uncle Mike's black nylon holster with retaining strap for a snub nose revolver, and a zippered green vinyl soft long gun case  with
flannel lining.  (113135-314)

1039. LOT OF REDFIELD SCOPE RINGS AND BASES.  This lot consists of 5 ring and base sets, all new-in-the box. The specific
applications are as follows: Colt "J" or "I" revolver, 2 Interarms Virginia Dragoon revolvers, 2 muzzle loading guns with octagon bar-
rels.  (112920-14A)

1040. LOT OF REDFIELD SCOPE RINGS AND BASES.  This lot consists of 6 ring and base sets, all new-in-the box.  The specific
applications are as follows: Colt "J" or "I" revolver, Colt Automatic, Interarms Virginian Dragoon, and 3 muzzle loading guns with octa-
gon barrels, one with no base.  (2920-14B)

1041. LOT OF REDFIELD SCOPE BASES.  This lot consists of 6 one-piece bases all in original boxes as follows: 2 Ruger Model 77, 1
Winchester Model 54 or 70, 1 Browning Sako, 1 Browning A Bolt, and 1 Shikar rifle.  All appear to be new with appropriate screws.
(112920-14C)

1042. LOT OF REDFIELD SCOPE BASES.  This lot consists of 7 base sets in original boxes as follows: 1 Browning short FN, 2 Ruger
Model 77, 1 Browning 22 Auto, 1 Marlin 1894, 1 Winchester Model 70 .300 mag., 1 two-piece for Remington Model 700 or
Weatherby mark V.  All appear to be new and come with screws and instructions.  (112920-14D)

1043. LOT OF AR MAGAZINES.  This lot consists of four 30 round magazines and one stripper clip adaptor. Two of the magazines are
made by Parsons Precision Products and rate good, one having a nylon loop taped to the bottom.  One magazine by La Belle
Industries is also good and the fourth by Okay Industries which has very little finish remaining.  (116272-10)

1044. STEN GUN MAGAZINE.  This 32 round 9mm magazine shows a good gray finish with small scattered spots of oxidation.
(116272-10A)

1045. LOT OF MAGAZINES Includes four steel AR-15 magazines.  First is a 20 round Colt .223 marked magazine showing some finish
loss due to use but remains in very good overall condition.  Second is a 20 round Simmonds Precision Products Inc., 5.56mm marked
magazine nearly in-the-white in good overall condition.  Third is a 30 round Colt 5.56mm marked magazine with the number 62667
stamped on the left side flat.  The magazine shows a handfull of light scratches and is in near excellent condition.  Fourth is a Korean
manufactured 30 round 5.56mm magazine in very good overall condition.  (106287-218)

1046. TREADLOCK SECURITY CHEST  Sand colored model 602 measuring 63” x 24” x 19” keyed lock (two provided) from the bot-
tom.  The cabinet has two adjustable wooden shelves trimmed with red felt for creating a 16 place secure space for ones long guns.
This is an all steel constructed vertical chest that is not fire rated but will provide adequate prevention from theft.  The large plastic
knob from the locking arm is missing but it does not hamper the action of the locking mechanism.  [Please note item must be picked
up]  (106019-25B)

1047. POLY U.S.A. NORINCO TYPE 56 CHINESE SKS SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #21002728C, 7.62x39mm, 20 1/4" barrel with an
excellent, bright bore.  The barrel rates excellent and has retained about 97% of its factory blue finish.  The receiver rates very good
with an acquired mottled gray finish, while the receiver top cover rates excellent retaining 95% plus of its factory blue finish with light
marks from handling and wear; the bolt displays some minor brown oxidation.  The smooth wood top handguard rates excellent with
some handling evident, while the pistolgrip stock rates very good exhibiting more widespread signs of having been handled.  The rifle
features sling mounts and a Chinese folding spike bayonet; comes with a cleaning rod. (136400-1) (300/500)
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1048. MOSSBERG MODEL 590 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #P070403, 12 Ga., 20" barrel choked cylinder with an excellent,
bright bore.  The barrel rates excellent and retains roughly 97% of its factory parkerized finish with some minor handling marks.  The
receiver rates excellent and retains about 97% of its factory blue finish with some slight signs of handling.  The black synthetic forend
and pistolgrip stock both rate excellent.  The shotgun features a vented recoil pad, sling mounts, bayonet lug, ghost ring sights, and a
heat shield. (136403-2) (200/400)

1049. REMINGTON MODEL 11-A SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #192334, 12 Ga., 28" barrel choked cylinder with an excellent, bright
bore.  The barrel rates very good, retaining about 90% of its factory blue finish but with some handling marks and oxidation spotting pre-
sent.  The receiver rates very good and retains about 90% of its factory blue finish but exhibits signs of handling and some oxidation
development which is limited to the top portion of the receiver.  The smooth wood beavertail forend and pistolgrip stock both rate very
good and display various dings, scratches, and scuffs.  The rifle features a recoil mitigating buttpad in a somewhat deteriorated state.
(136363-1) {C&R} (300/500)

1050. WINCHESTER MODEL 1897 PUMP SHOTGUN serial #56819, 12 Ga., cut-down 20" un-choked barrel with an excellent bore.  The
metal surfaces rate very good and have acquired a mottled gray finish with some light brown speckling, with scarce factory blue finish
remaining in certain protected areas.  The smooth wood pistolgrip stock rates excellent with only a very few minor dings.  The smooth wood
forend rates good with substantial cracking along its length, particularly along the right side, but nonetheless remaining fully functional.  The
shotgun features sling mounts and comes with a military style 1 1/4” leather sling. (136321-11) {C&R} (175/275)

1051. MOSSBERG 500 PUMP SHOTGUN serial #H166933, 12 Ga., 18" cylinder bore barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The barrel
rates excellent and retains about 97% of its factory blue finish, with some slight signs of wear present and a noticeable grind mark on
the muzzle.  The receiver rates excellent and has retained about 98% of its factory blue finish, with several minor light scratches from
previous handling.  The ribbed wood forend rates excellent with a couple of extremely minor dings, while the smooth wood stock rates
excellent and exhibits nominal lights dings and scratches.  The shotgun features a recoil mitigating buttpad and sling mounts. (136381-
15) (200/300)

1052. TED WILLIAMS MODEL 300 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #Q43799, 12 Ga., 28” barrel with an excellent, bright bore and
adjustable choke.  The ribbed barrel rates very good, retaining about 95% of its factory blue finish but with some oxidation present toward
both ends of the barrel and features a choke.  The receiver also rates very good with some light oxidation present on the left side of the
receiver.  The checkered wood beavertail forend rates excellent with negligible faint dings, while the pistolgrip stock rates very good with
several various dings, scuffs, and shallow scratches.  The shotgun features a recoil mitigating buttpad. (136363-23) (200/300)

1053. ITHACA MODEL 37 PUMP SHOTGUN serial #281130, 16 Ga., 27 1/2” barrel choked modified with an excellent, bright bore.  The
barrel rates excellent and retains 97% plus of its factory blue finish with some faint signs of oxidation beginning to develop.  The receiv-
er rates excellent retaining about 98% of its factory blue finish with similarly faint signs of light oxidation; the factory engravings on both
sides of the receiver have held up very well.  The ribbed wood forearm rates excellent, with the checkered wood pistolgrip rating very
good as a result of numerous, albeit light, ding and scratches. (136372-7) (200/300)

1054. KESSLER WESTCHESTER "BUFFALO BILL CODY" BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN, 12 Ga., 28" barrel choked full with bright,
lightly oxidized bore.  The barrel rates very good and retains approximately 98% of its factory blue finish, but displays a fairly long and
noticeable scratch along its underside.  The receiver rates excellent and retains 98% plus of its factory blue finish.  The smooth wood
pistolgrip stock rates very good but exhibits a relatively long crack located on the underside of the forend as well as a few other
extremely minor dings and scuffs.  The rifle features a recoil mitigating buttpad and comes with a single 2 shell magazine. (136272-4)
{C&R} (50/100)

1055. WINCHESTER MODEL 1400 RANGER SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #N1108038, 12 Ga., 28” barrel choked improved cylin-
der with a very good bright bore, but showing signs of wear.  The ventilated ribbed barrel rates excellent as it has retained about 97%
of its factory blue finish with some isolated instances of minor oxidation development.  The receiver rates excellent having retained about
98% of its factory blue finish with some small light scratches and signs of wear around the chamber.  The checkered wood forend and
pistolgrip stock both rate excellent with only a few minor faint scratches and dings. (136363-3) (200/300)

1056. WESTERN FIELD M550AR PUMP SHOTGUN, 12 Ga., 28” barrel choked improved cylinder with a very good, bright bore.  The
ventilated rib barrel rates very good, having acquired a mottled gray finish with moderate brown patina and some minor instances of its
factory blue finish in certain protected areas.  The receiver rates good with an acquired mottled gray finish, and some minor factory blue
finish remaining toward the receiver’s extremities.  The engravings on both sides of the receiver have been considerably faded and exten-
sive noticeable handling marks are present particularly along the receiver’s left side.  The checkered wood forend rates excellent with
only a few minor signs of previous handling, with the pistolgrip stock rating very good with numerous noticeable signs of handling and
wear.  The shotgun features a recoil mitigating buttpad. (136300-2) (75/150)

1057. RUGER 10/22 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE  serial #112-69191, 22 LR, 18 1/2” barrel with a very good, bright bore.  The metal surfaces rate
very good plus, having retained about 90% of their factory blue finish, but exhibit a few noticeable scratches and minor light oxidation
along the length of the barrel, as well as some instances of wear on the receiver.  The smooth wood pistolgrip stock rates very good but
does possess several examples of scratches, scuffs, and dings; as well as wear along the edges of the metal buttplate.  The rifle does
not include any magazine. (136418-11) (100/200)

1058. RUGER 10/22 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE  serial #248-73875, 22 LR, 18 1/2” barrel with a very good, bright bore.  The stainless steel
barrel rates very good and remains bright overall; however, the barrel does exhibit some sparse scattering of faint oxidation devel-
opment.  The alloy receiver, trigger group, and barrel band all rate very good, but do show some cases of slight discoloration.  The
checkered black plastic skeletonized pistolgrip stock rates very good plus with only extremely minimal signs of previous handling.
The rifle features a mounted Simmons 4x32 scope with lens covers; the rifle comes with a single 10 round rotary magazine.
(136416-40) (150/250)

1059. HAMILTON NO. 27 BREAK OPEN RIFLE, 22 RF, 15” barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The barrel rates very good as it demon-
strates major loss of its factory blue finish, having since acquired a mottled brown-gray tint, and exhibiting minor pitting along the right
side.  The frame rates very good, although it has lost much of its factory blue finish, having similarly acquired a mottled brown-gray tint
with light gray tint along edges; the frame also exhibits some light scratching and dings.  The original stock and forearm have been
replaced with plywood counterparts.  The smooth wood forearm rates very good as there are negligible faint dings and is somewhat
loose on the gun; the straight stock rates very good but shows numerous lights dings and scratches, the stock also lacks a buttplate.
Originally, the triggerguard would have extended further and connected to the stock, but a portion of the guard has broken off rearward
from the screw connecting it to the frame; but nonetheless the guard remains securely attached to the rifle. (136403-3) (50/75)

1060. DAVENPORT BREAK OPEN TAKEDOWN SHOTGUN  serial #483, 12 Gauge, 32” barrel with a bright, moderately oxidized bore.
The barrel rates good and displays extensive brown patina as well as extensive examples of moderate loss of finish and exhibition of
unprotected metal; the factory markings remain visible and intact but near illegible stemming from the condition of the barrel.  The frame
rates very good but retains none of its factory original finish, instead is entirely covered in brown patina.  The hammer spur has broken
off, but is still capable of being cocked (albeit with some difficulty).  The checkered wood Schnabel forearm and pistolgrip stock both
rate good as they exhibit extensive noticeable scratches, dings, and some chips; the stock also exhibits loss of much of its varnish, giv-
ing the stock a very rough appearance.  In addition, a crack is visible along the top right of the stock where the wood meets the frame,
as well as in the left side of the forearm, parallel to the barrel. (136229-325) (20/60)
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1061. TREADLOCK SECURITY CHEST  Sand colored model 602 measuring 63” x 24” x 19” keyed lock (two provided) from the bot-
tom.  The cabinet has two adjustable wooden shelves trimmed with red felt for creating a 16 place secure space for ones long guns.
This is an all steel constructed vertical chest that is not fire rated but will provide adequate prevention from theft that has some minor
staining issues.  [Please note item must be picked up]  (106019-25G)

1062. TREADLOCK SECURITY CHEST  Sand colored model 602 measuring 63” x 24” x 19” keyed lock (two provided) from the bot-
tom.  The cabinet has two adjustable wooden shelves trimmed with red felt for creating a 16 place secure space for ones long guns.
This is an all steel constructed vertical chest that is not fire rated but will provide adequate prevention from theft.  [Please note item
must be picked up]  (106019-25H)

1063. TREADLOCK SECURITY CHEST  Sand colored model 602 measuring 63” x 24” x 19” keyed lock (one provided) from the bot-
tom.  The cabinet has two adjustable wooden shelves trimmed with red felt for creating a 16 place secure space for ones long guns.
This is an all steel constructed vertical chest that is not fire rated but will provide adequate prevention from theft.  [Please note item
must be picked up]  (106019-25F)

1064. TC CONTENDER BARREL LOT  Includes a round 10" ribbed removable choke .357 Mag., barrel with excellent bore.  The barrel
retains 90% plus original blue showing a few light scratches and has been ported.  There is a flip down sporting style rear sight with
pinned front ramp and the choke key is included.  (106503-1)

1065. TC CONTENDER BARREL LOT  Includes a round 10" ribbed removable choke 44 Mag., barrel with excellent bore.  The barrel
retains 90% plus original blue showing a few light scratches.  There is a flip down sporting style rear sight with pinned front ramp
and the choke key is not included.  (106503-2)

1066. FOOT LOCKER  Includes a modern made Seward chest measuring 30" x 16" x 12" with reinforced brass corners over plastic edge
guards.  The chest is lockable and would need to have a key made for it as one is not present.  It is in good overall condition.
(104299-32)

1067. WEB GEAR LOT  Includes a belt, holster (with die cast toy pistol), canteen pouch and small generic pouch.  The items show light
wear and some have been marked "Joe Mc D" in black sharpie.  The toy pistol is a black painted replica of an M1911 and sits in a
M1916 black-colored U.S. marked holster that shows moderate damage from insects and the leather is dried cracked and crazed
near all over.  (103167-6A)

1068. LOT OF GI GEAR  Includes a canvas over the shoulder half flap style flight bag made in China with brass buckles and zip-
pered compartment.  This item is very similar in design to the modern “man purses” suitable in size to fit a lap top or several
other business related items and is in excellent condition.  Also included with this lot are two cloth bandoleers and 19 Garand
en-bloc clips.  (103167-6B)

1069. KNIFE LOT  Includes a Joseph Allen & Sons bone handled fixed blade knife.  The knife has a 4 1/2" double edged blade with an
overall measurement of 8 1/2".  The blade shows spots of moderate oxidation staining and appears unsharpened.  It would make a
great letter opener.  (102880-46C)

1070. LOT OF MILITARY RIFLE ACCESSORIES  Includes a M1 carbine gas piston wrench marked with an “M” (inside circle) cov-
ered in a light layer of cosmoline.  Also included in this lot is a plastic oiler from an M1 Garand with an M1A style combination tool.
All items are in very good overall condition.  (103042-3)

1071. LOT OF PINS AND BUTTONS  Includes a large lot of assorted military, civilian, and police style buttons, pins, patches and other
related insignia.  There are both foreign and domestic police and military insignias all in very good overall condition. (101051-378)

1072. ACCESSORY LOT  Includes two items first is a 1" wide leather military style sling in good overall condition with some of the brass
hardware showing light signs of verdigris.  Second is a Bausch & Lomb Balvar fixed 4X scope with rings and plunger base.  The slight-
ly cloudy optic has a wide crosshair style reticle.  There are scattered spots of oxidation present along the tube but it remains in good
overall condition.  (105849-7)

1073. LOT OF GUN LEATHER AND ACCESSORIES  Includes four leather cartridge belts in various sizes and condition, one military
style leather sling in good condition with active verdigris on the brass fixtures, a rubber slip-on recoil pad with “U.S. / (ordnance
bomb)/B200968” on the back, a slip-on elastic style shell holder with five 20 ga., shotshells and 10 assorted flap and military style
holsters ranging in condition from fair to very good overall.  They will fit a variety of revolvers with 2" to 5 1/2" barrels and some stan-
dard size military pistols. (103750-18)

1074. ELBOW TELESCOPE  A U.S. marked M17 Artillery scope manufactured by the Minneapolis -Honeywell Reg. Co., dated 1942.
Model No. 41267 with serial number D43795 in very good overall condition.  The optics are slightly spotted and in need of a thor-
ough interior cleaning.  The four color lens selector works properly, it appears to be only missing a rubber eye cup.  (103637-3)

1075. LOT OF THREE BOOKS  First is an illustrated 96 page soft cover title Know Your Broomhandle Mausers, by R.J. Berger, copyright
1985.  The book is in very good overall condition with some light scuff marks and folded corners.  Second is an illustrated 320 page
hardcover title Encyclopedia of Shotguns & Other Game Guns, by A.E. Hartink, copyright 1988.  The book is in excellent condition
showing only minor scuffing on the corners.  Third is an illustrated 681 page hardcover title Small Arms of the World.  The book
appears to be missing a few pages and the spine has been repaired with clear packing tape, an overall poor condition example of an
early production book.  (104349-1)

1076. LOT OF SEVEN BOOKS  First are three military manuals to include; “Aircrew Survival, Map Reading and Land Navigation”, and a
TM book on the 1911 pistol all in excellent condition.  Second is a Numrich Gun Parts Corp., catalog #22 in very good overall con-
dition.  Third is a reproduction 1927 dated Bannerman Catalogue with lightly faded colors and scuffed edges in excellent condition.
Fourth is a 276 page hardcover title The New Way of the Wilderness, by Calvin Rutsrum, copy right 1958 with original dust cover
showing some light mildew staining in very good overall condition.  Fifth is a 282 page illustrated hardcover title Two-In-One Survival
Library, by Tom Brown with Brady Morgan, copyright 1983.  The spine has been slanted and the book slightly warped however the
original dust cover is still intact and the pages are securely attached.  (104349-1A)

1077. LOT OF EIGHT BOOKS  First is an illustrated 260 page soft cover title The Complete Wilderness Paddler, by James West Davidson
and John Rugge, copyright 1975 with slightly yellowed pages and scuffed edges in very good overall condition.  Second is a 112 page
soft cover title The Wilderness Companion, by David Backes, copyright 1992 in excellent condition.  Third is a 314 page soft cover
title The Best of Field & Stream, edited by J.I. Merritt, copyright 1995 with light scuffing and yellowing of the pages in good overall
condition.  Fourth is a 208 page illustrated hardcover title North American Hunting Adventures, published by the North American
Hunting Club copyright protected in excellent condition.  Fifth is a 500 page hardcover title The Fireside Book of Fishing, edited by
Raymond R. Camp, copyright 1959.  This first printing book is in excellent condition with complete dust cover showing only minor
scuff marks along the corners.  Sixth is an illustrated 253 page hardcover title A Sporting Chance, by Daniel P. Mannix, copyright 1967.
This second print book shows some mild foxing on the edges as well as light scuffing to the edges and corners of the dust cover but
remains in very good overall condition.  Seventh is a 233 page illustrated hardcover title Sigurd F. Olson's Wilderness Days, by Sigurd
F. Olson, Copyright 1972.  The book shows some minor light yellowing of the pages and the dust cover is complete.  Eighth is an illus-
trated 394 page hardcover title A Treasury of Outdoor Life, edited by William E. Rae, copyright 1975.  The front flap is separated off
the dust cover but is present and the book rates in excellent condition overall.  (104349-1B)



1078. LOT OF FIVE BOOKS  First is a 56 page soft cover Pamphlet “Shooting Thompson/Center Black Powder Guns”, published by T/C
Arms, copyright 1983 in excellent condition.  Second is an illustrated 568 page soft cover title Hornady Handbook of Cartridge
Reloading, copyright 1991 abridged edition in excellent condition.  Third is an illustrated 385 page hardcover title Complete Book of
Shooting, by Jack O'Connor, copyright 1965.  The dust jacket is slightly tattered and the corners rounded but the book is solid and
still in very good to excellent condition.  Fourth is an illustrated 403 page hardcover title The Hunters Rifle, published by North
American Hunting Club, copyright 1988 in very good overall condition.  Fifth is an illustrated 656 page hardcover title The Book of
Rifles, by W.H.B. Smith and Joseph E. Smith, copyright 1963 in very good overall condition.  (104349-1C)

1079. LOT OF THREE BOOKS  First is an illustrated 360 page hardcover title The Ben East Hunting Book, by Ben East, copyright 1974 with
lightly tattered dust cover protecting the near excellent condition book.  Second is a 384 page illustrated hardcover title Guns & Ammo
for Big Game Hunting, by Elmer Keith, copyright, 1985.  The book is in good to very good overall condition with several high-lighted cap-
tions and a few light scuffs in the dust jacket.  Third is an illustrated 154 page hardcover title Classic African Animals: The Big Five, by
Anthony Dyer, copyright 1973.  Aside from a tattered dust cover this book remains in very good plus condition.  (104349-1D)

1080. LOT OF THREE BOOKS  First is an illustrated 280 page hardcover title Firearms Curiosa, by Lewis Winant, copyright 1955 complete
with dust jacket showing only light scuffing along the edges.  Second is an illustrated hardcover title Arms and Armor in Colonia America
1526-1783, by Harold L. Peterson, copyright 1956 complete with dust jacket in good overall condition.  Third is a 768 page illustrated
hardcover title Small Arms of the World, by Joseph E. Smith, copyright 1969 complete in very good condition.  (105366-12D)

1081. FOOT LOCKER  Includes a 30" x 16" x 12" modern reproduction chest style foot locker with the following contents; five assorted
military style rifle slings, a SafariLand shoulder holster designed for a 25 ACP pistol, a cloth bandoleer and lastly a modern repro-
duction of an East German Army Helmet.  Painted a primer grey color the helmet has a clean like new foam cushioned insert and is
in excellent condition.  (103167-6)

1082. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes nine full 15 round boxes of German manufactured 8mm Mauser cartridges.  Cartridges come in
five round stripper clips and are in excellent condition.  (106129-13A)

1083. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes eight full 15 round boxes of German manufactured 8mm Mauser cartridges from multiple plants
in very good overall condition housed in a small green ammo can.  (106129-13)

1084. 8MM MAUSER BATTLE PACK  Includes a 300 round cardboard pack with German manufactured 8mm Copper Clad ball car-
tridges in 15 round boxes on five round stripper clips in excellent condition.  (106129-11H)

1085. 8MM MAUSER BATTLE PACK  Includes a 300 round complete (missing only its paper label) cardboard battle pack of German
manufactured 8mm Mauser in 15 round boxes on five round stripper clips in very good overall condition.  (106129-11J)

1086. 8MM MAUSER BATTLE PACK  Includes a 300 round complete cardboard battle pack of German manufactured 8mm Mauser in
15 round boxes on five round stripper clips in very good overall condition.  (106129-11L)

1087.  8MM MAUSER BATTLE PACK  Includes a complete 300 round cardboard battle pack of German manufactured 8mm Mauser.
Cartridges come in 15 round boxes on five round stripper clips and are presumably in excellent condition.  (106129-11I)

1088. 8MM MAUSER BATTLE PACK  Includes a 300 round cardboard battle pack with broken cloth handle of German manufactured
8mm Mauser in 15 round boxes on five round stripper clips in very good overall condition.  (106129-11K)

1089. LOT OF 8MM MAUSER  Includes 340 rounds of ball ammunition on five round stripper clips with FN / 78 headstamps in excel-
lent condition.  (106129-12)

1090. LOT OF 9MM  Includes an assortment of military ball cartridges on 14, eight round stripper clips and a 100 count bag of Williams
Cartridge Co., 9mm Parabellum, 115 gr., plated cartridges.  The ball ammo rates in good to near very good condition with varying
levels of scattered to light oxidation on the brass.  (106129-12A)

1091. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes three full 50 round boxes of Geco, 9mm Parabellum, 124 gr., FMJ cartridges in excellent con-
dition.  (106129-12B)

1092. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes four full 50 round boxes of RWS, 9mm Parabellum 124 gr., FMJ cartridges in excellent condi-
tion.  (106129-12C)

1093. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes three boxes of 9mm, first is a partial 50 round box (42) of Winchester 9mm, 115 gr., full patch
cartridges in very good overall condition.  Second are two full 50 round boxes of Geco, 9mm, 124 gr., FMJ cartridges in excellent
condition.  (106129-12D)

1094. LOT OF CZECH 9MM  Includes six full 16 round boxes of Czech ball 9mm cartridges.  There are four dated 1/1950 and two dated
5/1949 most of the boxes are sealed and are in very good overall condition.  (106129-12E)

1095. LOT OF CZECH 9MM  Includes six full 16 round boxes of Czech ball 9mm cartridges.  There are four dated 5/1949 with one box
showing a repair and oxidation on the steel bullets and two dated 1/1950 most of the boxes are sealed and are in very good overall
condition.  (106129-12F)

1096. LOT OF CZECH 9MM  Includes six full 16 round boxes of Czech ball 9mm cartridges.  There are three dated 1/1950 and three
dated 5/1949 most of the boxes are sealed and are in very good overall condition.  (106129-12G)

1097. LOT OF GERMAN 9MM  Includes five full 16 round boxes of WA head-stamped 9mm cartridges.  There are four boxes dated 1943
and one 1939.  The earliest box has cartridges showing varying levels of oxidation staining on the bullets and cases with the balance
rating in very good condition.  (106129-12H)

1098. LOT OF GERMAN MANUFACTURED 9MM  Includes six boxes; first are five full 16 round boxes of “WA 43” headstamped car-
tridges in very good boxes with cartridges in near excellent condition.  Second is a partial 16 round box(15) of mix headstamp ball
9mm cartridges all in good to very good condition.  (106129-12I)

1099. LOT OF GERMAN MANUFACTURED 9MM  Includes six boxes; first are five full 16 round boxes of WA 43 headstamped car-
tridges in very good boxes with cartridges in near excellent condition.  Second is a partial 16 round box (8) of mixed headstamps all
dated 1943 in very good overall condition.  (106129-12J)

1100. LOT OF 9MM PARABELLUM  Includes 190 rounds of mixed headstamp military ball ammo with the majority appearing to be
Israeli manufactured.  The cartridges are in good to very good overall condition with some showing varying amounts of oxidation
staining on the bullets or the casings.  (106129-12K)

1101. LOT OF 9MM PARABELLUM  Includes 190 rounds of mixed headstamp military ball ammo mostly Belgian and Israeli manufac-
tured.  The cartridges range in condition from good to very good plus overall. (106129-12L)

1102. LOT OF 9MM PARABELLUM  Includes 190 rounds of mixed headstamp military ball ammo mostly Belgian and Israeli manufac-
tured.  The cartridges range in condition from good to very good plus overall. (106129-12M)
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1103. LOT OF 9MM AMMUNITION  Includes five full South African manufactured (Musgrave Manufacturing) made ball ammunition.
Each box contains 64 cartridges in very good to excellent condition.  There are three boxes with “MM 6 44” headstamps one with
“MM 6 41” and one with “MM 6 40” headstamps.  (106129-12N)

1104. LOT OF 9MM PARABELLUM  Includes 239 rounds of mixed military headstamp 9mm ball cartridges in very good to excellent
condition.  (106129-12O)

1105. LOT OF 9MM PARABELLUM  Includes 256 rounds of mixed Canadian and South African manufactured 9mm ball cartridges.
Headstamps are marked with the following “DI 43”, “MM 6 40”, and “MM 6 45” all are in excellent condition.  (106129-12P)

1106. LOT OF 9MM PARABELLUM  Includes 219 rounds of South African manufactured 9mm ball cartridges.  The Musgrave
Manufacturing Co., cartridges are headstamped with the following dates 40, 41, and 44 all in excellent condition.  (106129-12Q)

1107. LOT OF EGYPTIAN 9MM BALL AMMO  Includes six boxes; first are four 36 round boxes of corrosive primed "Silly-Submachine
Gun" ammunition.  There are three full and on partial containing 32 cartridges.  The boxes show light handling marks and the ammo
is in good to very good overall condition.  Second are two full 40 round boxes of 9mm Para on 8 round stripper clips with “11 50”-
marked headstamps in good overall condition.  (106129-12R)

1108. LOT OF EGYPTIAN 9MM BALL AMMO  Includes seven full and partial 36 round boxes of corrosive primed "Silly-Machine Gun"
ammunition.  The cartridges show light discoloration on the brass and are in good overall condition.  (106129-12S)

1109. LOT OF YUGOSLAVIAN 8MM MAUSER  Includes eight 15 round boxes with cartridges on 5 round stripper clips in very good
to excellent condition.  There are five boxes dated 1953, one dated 1955 and two 1956.  (106129-10A)

1110. LOT OF YUGOSLAVIAN 8MM MAUSER  Includes eight 15 round boxes with cartridges on 5 round stripper clips in very good
to excellent condition.  There are two boxes dated 1953, four dated 1955 and two 1956.  (106129-10A1)

1111. LOT OF YUGOSLAVIAN 8MM MAUSER  Includes eight 1953-dated 15 round boxes with cartridges on 5 round stripper clips
in very good to excellent condition.  (106129-10A2)

1112. LOT OF YUGOSLAVIAN 8MM MAUSER  Includes eight 1953-dated 15 round boxes with cartridges on 5 round stripper clips
in very good to excellent condition.  Two of the boxes have been repaired with brown packing tape.  (106129-10A3)

1113. LOT OF YUGOSLAVIAN 8MM MAUSER  Includes eight 1953-dated 15 round boxes with cartridges on 5 round stripper clips
in very good to excellent condition.  Two of the boxes are partials containing eight and ten rounds and one does not have stripper
clips.  (106129-10A4)

1114. LOT OF YUGOSLAVIAN 8MM MAUSER  Includes eight 15 round boxes with cartridges on 5 round stripper clips in very good
to excellent condition.  There is one box dated 1953, six dated 1955 and one 1956 five of which have had repairs to the boxes made
in brown packing tape.  (106129-10A5)

1115. LOT OF 30 LUGER  Includes five 50 round boxes and a stripper clip, first are three red with yellow stripe boxes (two full one par-
tial containing 29) of Winchester 30 Luger, 93 gr., FMC cartridges in very good overall condition.  Second is a yellow partial box (36)
of Winchester 30 Luger, 93 gr., FMC cartridges in very good condition.  Third is a full box of Remington 30 Luger, 93 gr., MC car-
tridges in fair to good condition with some cartridges showing light to near moderate oxidation staining on the brass.  Fifth is a ten
round stripper clip full of mixed manufacturer 30 Luger cartridges in very good condition.  (106129-10A6)

1116. LOT OF 7.65X53MM AMMUNITION  Includes seven full 15 round boxes of Belgian manufactured cartridges with F N 39 marked
headstamps in very good overall condition housed in a wooden ammunition crate.  (106129-10B)

1117. LOT OF 7.65X53MM AMMUNITION  Includes seven full 15 round boxes of Belgian manufactured cartridges with F N 39 marked
headstamps in very good overall condition with light ingrained dirt staining on the boxes.  (106129-10B1)

1118. LOT OF 7.65X53MM AMMUNITION  Includes seven full 15 round boxes of Belgian manufactured cartridges with F N 39 marked
headstamps in very good overall condition with light ingrained dirt staining on the boxes.  One box has been repaired with brown
packing tape.  (106129-10B2)

1119. LOT OF 7.65X53MM AMMUNITION  Includes eight full 15 round boxes of Belgian manufactured cartridges with F N 39 marked
headstamps in very good overall condition with light ingrained dirt staining on the boxes.  (106129-10B3)

1120. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes one full 20 round box of Winchester Big Bore 94, 375 Win., 250 gr., PP cartridges in excellent
condition.  (106277-25)

1121. LOT OF 8MM MAUSER AMMUNITION  Includes eight, 15 round boxes, with most on five round stripper clips with manufac-
turer codes from Germany, North Korea, and Spain.  The ammo varies in condition from good to very good condition.  (106129-10C1)

1122. LOT OF 8MM MAUSER AMMUNITION  Includes eight, 15 round boxes, with most on five round stripper clips with manufac-
turer codes from Germany, Great Brittan, and Czechoslovakia.  The ammo varies in condition from good to very good condition.
(106129-10C2)

1123. LOT OF 8MM MAUSER AMMUNITION  Includes nine, 15 round boxes of ball ammunition with most on five round stripper clips
with German manufacturer code headstamps dating from 38-44 in good overall condition.  (106129-10C3)

1124. LOT OF 8MM MAUSER AMMUNITION  Includes nine, 15 round boxes of Yugoslavian-manufactured 8mm ball ammunition most
on 5 round stripper clips in good overall condition.  (106129-10C4)

1125. LOT OF 8MM MAUSER AMMUNITION  Includes ten 15 round boxes of Yugoslavian-manufactured ball ammunition dated
between 53-57 on five round stripper clips in very good overall condition.  (106129-10C5)

1126. LOT OF 8MM MAUSER AMMUNITION  Includes nine, 15 round boxes of German manufactured ball cartridges on five round
stripper clips in very good condition.  (106129-10C6)

1127. LOT OF 8MM MAUSER  Includes seven boxes (six-15 round and one-20 round box) of mixed manufacturer ball ammunition on
stripper clips in a wooden ammo crate that measures 13" x 8" x 12" all in good overall condition.  (106129-10C)

1128. LOT OF 6.5X53R AMMUNITION  Includes 100 rounds of Dutch-manufactured ball ammunition on 5 round charging clips.  The
cartridges are in good overall condition, some showing light oxidation on the brass and bullets with the chargers in similar states of
condition.  (106129-10D)

1129. LOT OF 6.5X53R AMMUNITION  Includes 90 rounds of Dutch-manufactured ball ammunition on 5 round charging clips.  The
cartridges are in good overall condition, some showing light oxidation on the brass and bullets with the chargers in similar states of
condition.  (106129-10D1)

1130. LOT OF 6.5X53R AMMUNITION  Includes 100 rounds of Dutch-manufactured ball ammunition on 5 round charging clips.  The
cartridges are in good overall condition, some showing light oxidation on the brass and bullets with the chargers in similar states of
condition.  (106129-10D2)
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1131. LOT OF 6.5X53R AMMUNITION  Includes 100 rounds of Dutch-manufactured ball ammunition on 5 round charging clips.  The
cartridges are in good overall condition, some showing light oxidation on the brass and bullets with the chargers showing some in
slightly lesser states of condition.  (106129-10D3)

1132. LOT OF 6.5X53R AMMUNITION  Includes 100 rounds of Dutch-manufactured ball ammunition on 5 round charging clips.  The
cartridges are in good overall condition, some showing light oxidation on the brass and bullets with the chargers showing some in
slightly lesser states of condition.  (106129-10D4)

1133. LOT OF 6.5X53R AMMUNITION  Includes 100 rounds of Dutch-manufactured ball ammunition on 5 round charging clips.  The
cartridges are in good overall condition, some showing light oxidation on the brass and bullets with the chargers showing some in
slightly lesser states of condition.  (106129-10D5)

1134. LOT OF 6.5X53R AMMUNITION  Includes 100 rounds of Dutch-manufactured ball ammunition on 5 round charging clips.  The
cartridges are in good overall condition, with showing varying amounts of light oxidation on the brass and bullets with the chargers
in slight less to similar condition.  (106129-10D6)

1135. LOT OF BAR MAGS  Includes six total.  The magazines show light oxidation staining scattered near over all.  It was implied to us
by the consignor that these mags were converted to fit a G43 rifle.  They have had tabs welded on both the front and rear body and
are in overall good condition.  No warranty on what these fit or don’t.  (106129-10D7) 

1136. LOT OF 7.65MM MAUSER  Includes 100 rounds of FN headstamped ball cartridges on 5 round stripper clips in very good to
near excellent condition.  (106129-10E)

1137. LOT OF 7.65MM MAUSER  Includes 100 rounds of FN headstamped ball cartridges on 5 round stripper clips in very good to near
excellent condition.  (106129-10E1)

1138. LOT OF 7.65MM MAUSER  Includes 95 rounds of FN headstamped ball cartridges on 5 round stripper clips in very good to near
excellent condition.  (106129-10E2)

1139. LOT OF 8MM MAUSER  Includes 116 steel cased rounds of ball ammunition on 5 round stripper clips in varying levels of condi-
tion from good to very good with some evidence of light oxidation staining present on both the bullets and the cases.  (106129-10E2)

1140. LOT OF 7MM MAUSER  Includes two full sealed boxes of Kynoch 7mm Mauser, 140 gr., solid pointed bullets on 5 round charg-
ing clips presumably in excellent condition.  (106129-9C)

1141. LOT OF 7MM MAUSER  Includes two full sealed boxes of Kynoch 7mm Mauser, 140 gr., solid pointed bullets on 5 round charg-
ing clips presumably in excellent condition.  (106129-9C1)

1142. LOT OF 7MM MAUSER  Includes two full sealed boxes of Kynoch 7mm Mauser, 140 gr., solid pointed bullets on 5 round charg-
ing clips presumably in excellent condition.  (106129-9C2)

1143. LOT OF 7MM MAUSER  Includes two full sealed boxes of Kynoch 7mm Mauser, 140 gr., solid pointed bullets on 5 round charg-
ing clips presumably in excellent condition.  One box has a split seam along the bottom and remains partially sealed. (106129-9C3)

1144. LOT OF 7MM MAUSER  Includes three full boxes of Kynoch 7mm Mauser, 140 gr., solid pointed bullets on 5 round charging clips
presumably in excellent condition.  Two of the boxes are sealed and one has separated glue joints but appears complete.  (106129-9C4)

1145. LOT OF 7MM MAUSER  Includes four boxes; first are two full boxes; of Kynoch 7mm Mauser, 140 gr., solid pointed bullets on 5
round charging clips presumably in excellent condition.  Second is a 15 round box simply marked “7mm” in red wax pencil on the
side appearing to be full with ammo on stripper clips wrapped in wax paper.  Third is a full 15 round box of Czech-manufactured
1937-dated ball ammunition in good overall condition showing light tarnish near over all.  (106129-9C5)

1146. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes 135 rounds of 8 mm ball ammunition with mixed headstamp markings on five round stripper
clips in very good condition.  Ammunition comes in two cloth bandoleers.  (106129-9D)

1147. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes 205 rounds of mixed headstamp 7mm Mauser on five round stripper clips in very good condi-
tion.  There are 70 rounds of ball and 135 rounds of round nose all in cloth bandoleers.  (106129-9D4)

1148. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes 60 rounds of mixed headstamped 8mm ball ammunition on five round stripper clips in good
overall condition.  (106129-9D6)

1149. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes 140 rounds of 7mm ball ammunition on five round stripper clips in cloth bandoleers all in very
good overall condition.  There are 70 round nose and 70 SP style cartridges with mixed headstamp markings.  (106129-9D5)

1150. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes 140 rounds of 7mm ball ammunition with “FNT 50” marked headstamps (Spanish manufactured)
on five round stripper clips in cloth bandoleers in excellent condition.  (106129-9D1)

1151. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes 130 mixed rounds of 7mm ball ammunition to include 70 round nose and 60 SP ball cartridges
with mixed headstamp markings on five round stripper clips in cloth bandoleers in very good overall condition.  (106129-9D3)

1152. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes 100 mixed rounds of ball 7mm Spanish on five round stripper clips in good overall condition.
Cartridges come in two cloth bandoleers each holding 50 rounds.  (106129-9D2)

1153. LOT OF EGYPTIAN BALL AMMUNITION  Includes four full 50 round boxes of 7mm Mauser ball cartridges on 5 round stripper
clips in very good overall condition.  (106129-9E)

1154. LOT OF SURPLUS AMMUNITION  Includes 190 rounds of mixed manufacture headstamp 7mm round nose cartridges on five
round stripper clips in cloth bandoleers in very good overall condition.  (106129-9E2)

1155. LOT OF SURPLUS AMMUNITION  Includes 170 rounds of mixed headstamp 7mm round nose cartridges in very good overall
condition on five round stripper clips in cloth bandoleers.  (106129-9E3)

1156. LOT OF SURPLUS AMMUNITION  Includes 175 rounds of mixed headstamp 7mm Mauser ball cartridges on five round strip-
per clips in three cloth bandoleers in very good condition.  (106129-9E4)

1157. LOT OF SURPLUS AMMUNITION  Includes 175 rounds of mixed headstamp 7mm round nose cartridges in very good overall
condition on five round stripper clips in cloth bandoleers.  (106129-9E1)

1158. LOT OF SURPLUS AMMUNITION  Includes 200 mixed rounds of 7mm SP and round nose cartridges with multiple headstamp
markings on five round stripper clips in four cloth bandoleers all in very good condition.  (106129-9E6)

1159. LOT OF SURPLUS AMMUNITION  Includes 175 rounds of mixed headstamp 7mm Mauser ball cartridges on five round strip-
per clips in three cloth bandoleers in very good condition.  (106129-9E5)

1160. LOT OF 32 ACP  Four boxes; first are three 50 round boxes of Winchester Super-X 60gr., Silvertip HP cartridges in excellent con-
dition.  There are two full boxes and one partial containing 28 rounds.  Second is a partial mixed box of Remington and Western 32,
ACP cartridges in a Remington High Velocity box containing 29 cartridges total in very good overall condition.  (106417-20F)
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1161. LOT OF 22 RIMFIRE AMMUNITION  Four boxes; first are two full 50 round boxes of Remington Hi-Speed labeled .22
Winchester Model 1890 22 Remington Special on the end flap with light amounts of white oxidation on the lead in good overall con-
dition.  Second is a full sealed 50 round box of CCI 22 WMRF, 45 gr., HP cartridges in excellent condition.  Third is a full 50 round
box of Federal 22 Win. Mag., 50 gr., HP cartridges in very good condition.  (106417-20D)

1162. LOT OF 32 ACP Six boxes; first are two 50 round boxes (one full one partial containing 47 cartridges) of Winchester 32 Auto, 74
gr., full patch bullets in good overall condition.  Second is a partial 50 round box (36) of Winchester 32 Auto, 71 gr., FMC cartridges
in good overall condition.  Third is a full 50 round box of Western 32 Auto, 71 gr., FMC cartridges in excellent condition.  Fourth is a
full 50 round box of Remington 32 Auto, 71 gr., metal cased cartridges in very good overall condition.  Fifth is a partial mixed box
containing 46, 32 Auto cartridges in a Western box in good overall condition.  (106417-20E)

1163. LOT OF 45 ACP  Two boxes; first is a full 20 round box of Winchester Black Talon, 230 gr., SXT cartridges in excellent condition.
Second is a full 10 round box of CCI 45 ACP shotshells, 1/3 oz, No. 9 shot in excellent condition.  (106417-26B)

1164. LOT OF 22 RIMFIRE  Three boxes; first is a full 50 round box of Western X 22 Win. Automatic, 45 gr., Lubaloy cartridges in excel-
lent condition.  Second are two full 50 round red and yellow boxes of Winchester 22 Win. Automatic, Kopperklad inside lubricated
cartridges in excellent condition.  One of the boxes has a separated but present endflap.  (106417-20C)

1165. LOT OF WINCHESTER RIMFIRE  Includes four full 50 round boxes of 22 WRF, 45 gr., cartridges in special edition boxes in excel-
lent condition.  The boxes are a light tan color with red lettering and have a “1994 limited edition cartridges” banner in the left hand
corner.  (106417-20B)

1166. LOT OF WINCHESTER RIMFIRE  Includes a full 250 round sleeve of 1994 Limited Edition 22 WRF, 45 gr., cartridges in excel-
lent condition.  (106417-23G)

1167. REMINGTON 22 RIMFIRE GIFT SET  Includes 400 rounds of High-Velocity 22LR and a folding imitation stag handle Remington
pocket knife.  The set is in its still-sealed original packaging in excellent condition.  (106417-23)

1168. REMINGTON 22 RIMFIRE GIFT SET  Includes 400 rounds of High-Velocity 22 LR and a deck of playing cards.  The items come
inside a handsomely illustrated tin showing a father teaching his son how to shoot.  Set is in its original sealed packaging and appears
in excellent condition. (106417-23A)

1169. REMINGTON 22 RIMFIRE #8 RACECAR TIN  Includes a sealed 350 round racecar tin of Remington 22 LR High Velocity
Golden Bullets in its original box in excellent condition.  (106417-23F)

1170. REMINGTON 22 RIMFIRE GIFT SET  Includes 400 rounds of High-Velocity 22 LR and a deck of playing cards.  The items come
inside a handsomely illustrated tin showing a father teaching his son how to shoot.  Set is in its original sealed packaging and appears
in excellent condition. (106417-23B)

1171. LOT OF 380 ACP  Three boxes; first is a full 50 round box of Remington UMC 380 Auto, 95 gr., MC cartridges in excellent condi-
tion.  Second is a full 50 round box of Magtech 380 Auto, 95 gr., JHP cartridges in very good condition.  Third is a full mixed box
containing 23 Remington FMJ and 27 S&W JHP cartridges all in very good to excellent condition.  (106417-23N)

1172. LOT OF 38 SPECIAL  Four Boxes; first are two full boxes of Master Cartridges 38 Special, 148 gr., wadcutter cartridges in very
good condition.  Second is a full 50 round box of Remington Target Master, 38 Special, 158 gr., lead bullets in very good condition.
Third is a partial 50 round box of Browning 38 Special, 148 gr., Match, LWC cartridges in good overall condition showing some light
oxidation on the brass.  (106417-23O)

1173. REMINGTON COLLECTIBLE TIN OF RIMFIRE CARTRIDGES  Includes a full 325 round, oval tin of Remington UMC 22 LR
cartridges.  The tin is green and illustrated with a flintlock rifle and powder horn with 175th Anniversary banner.  The tin has a cou-
ple of small dents but is in overall very good to near excellent condition. (106417-23H)

1174. LOT OF 38 SPECIAL  Four boxes; first are three boxes of Cor Bon 38 Special +P, 115 gr., JHP cartridges in good overall condi-
tion.  Two of the boxes are full and one is a partial containing 35 cartridges all showing varying levels of oxidation on the brass.
Second is a full 50 round box of S&W 38 Special +P, 158 gr., JSP cartridges in very good overall condition.  (106417-23L)

1175. LOT OF 40 S&W  Four boxes; First are three full 50 round boxes of Speer Lawman, 40 S&W, 180 gr., FMJ cartridges in very good
overall condition with the lead starting to show faint traces of oxidation staining.  Second is a partial 50 round (35 cartridges) mixed
box of Speer and Remington 40 S&W cartridges in very good overall condition.  (106417-25A)

1176. LOT OF 40 S&W  Four boxes; First are three full 50 round boxes of Speer Lawman, 40 S&W, 180 gr., FMJ cartridges in very good
overall condition with the lead starting to show faint traces of oxidation staining.  Second is a partial 50 round (38 Speer cartridges
6 snap caps, 2 impact HP cartridges) mixed box of 40 S&W cartridges in very good overall condition.  (106417-25B)

1177. FEDERAL VALUE PACK  550 rounds of copper plated hollow point 22 LR cartridges.  This is a sealed box with contents presum-
ably in excellent condition.  (106417-23E)

1178. LOT OF 22 RIMFIRE  Includes seven full 50 round boxes of Federal Classic 22 LR, 40gr., Solid cartridges in excellent condition.
(106417-23D)

1179. LOT OF 22 RIMFIRE  Includes seven full 50 round boxes of Federal Classic 22 LR, 40gr., Solid cartridges in excellent condition.
(106417-23C)

1180. LOT OF 40 S&W  Four boxes; first is a full 50 round box of Fiocchi 40 S&W, 170 gr., FMJTC cartridges in excellent condition.  Second
are three full 50 round boxes of Federal American Eagle 40 S&W, 180 gr., FMJ cartridges in excellent condition.  (106417-25)

1181. LOT OF 380 ACP  Three boxes; first is a sealed 20 round box of Federal Premium Low Recoil 380 ACP, 90 gr., Hydra-Shok JHP car-
tridges in excellent condition.  Second is a full 20 round box of Federal Premium 380 ACP, 90 gr., Hydra-Shok cartridges in excellent con-
dition.  Third is a full mixed 20 round box of Winchester and Federal 380 ACP cartridges in very good overall condition.  (106417-23K)

1182. LOT OF 40 S&W  Four boxes; first is a full 20 round box of Hornady Custom 40 S&W, 155gr., JHP/XTP cartridges in excellent con-
dition.  Second is a partial 20 round box (13) of Federal Premium 40 S&W, 165 gr., Hydra-Shok JHP cartridges in excellent condition.
Third is a full 25 round box of Remington Golden Saber 40 S&W, 165 gr., Brass JHP cartridges in excellent condition.  Fourth is a full
50 round box of Winchester 40 S&W, 180 gr., FMJ cartridges in excellent condition.  (106417-25C)

1183. LOT OF 380 ACP  Four boxes; first is a full 20 round box of Federal Premium 380 Auto, 90 gr., Hydra-Shok JHP cartridges in excel-
lent condition.  Second is a full 20 round mixed box of Cor Bon and Federal cartridges in very good overall condition.  Third is a par-
tial 50 round box (45) of CCI Blazer 380 Auto, 88 gr., JHP cartridges in excellent condition.  Fourth is a partial 50 round box (30) of
CCI Blazer 380 Auto, 95 gr., TMJ cartridges in excellent condition.  (106417-23J)

1184. LOT OF 32 S&W LONG  Includes two boxes of Remington 98 gr., lead cartridges in very good overall condition.  There is one full
(new style green and yellow box) and one partial containing 19 fired casings (solid green box).  The boxes rate very good overall as
do the cartridges.  (106417-20)

1185. LOT OF 38 SUPER  Includes two 50 round boxes of Winchester 38 Super+P, 130 gr., FMJ cartridges in excellent condition.  One
box is full and the other contains 47 cartridges.  (106417-24E)
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1186. LOT OF 45-70  Includes one full 20 round box of Bullseye Ammunition 45-70 Government, 405 gr., FLN cartridges in very good to
near excellent condition.  (106417-26)

1187. LOT OF 45 ACP  Four boxes; first is a partial 20 round (16) of Federal Premium Hydra-Shok, 230 gr., JHP cartridges in very good
condition.  Second is a full 20 round box of Federal Premium Personal Defense, 230 gr., Hydra-Shok JHP cartridges in excellent con-
dition.  Third are two 20 round boxes, one full, one partial containing 18 Federal Premium 230 gr., Hydra-Shok JHP cartridges in excel-
lent condition.  (106417-26K)

1188. LOT OF 45 ACP  Four boxes; first is a partial 50 round box (40) of American Ammunition 45 ACP, 230 gr., copper coated cartridges
in very good condition.  Second is a full 50 round box of Independence 45 ACP, 230 gr., FMJ cartridges in excellent condition.  Third
are two full 50 round boxes of CCI Blazer 45 ACP, 230 gr., FMJ cartridges in excellent condition.  (106417-26I)

1189. LOT OF 38 AUTOMATIC  Includes three full 50 round boxes Winchester Western X 38 Auto, 130 gr., FMC cartridges in very good over-
all condition.  There are some moderate scuffs along the edges of the boxes but they remain in good overall condition.  (106417-24D)

1190. LOT OF 38 CALIBER AMMUNITION  Four boxes; first is a red and yellow one piece full 50 round box of Winchester 38 Colt
New Police, 150 gr., lead bullets in excellent condition.  Second is a full 50 round box of Remington 38 Short Colt, 125 gr., Lead bul-
lets in very good overall condition showing light amounts of white oxidation on the lead.  Third is a full 50 round box of Remington
High Velocity 38 S&W, 146 gr., Lead bullets with trace amounts of white oxidation on the lead in very good condition.  Fourth is a full
50 round box of Winchester Super X 38 S&W, 145 gr., Lead bullets in excellent condition.  (106417-24C)

1191. LOT OF 38 AMMUNITION  Three boxes; first is a full 50 round box of Western 38 Special, 158 gr., coated bullets in very good
overall condition.  Second is a full 50 round box of Western 38 Special, 158 gr., metal point bullets in very good condition.  Third is a
full 50 round box of C-I-L 38 Special, 148 gr., wad cutters in very good condition.  (106417-24F)

1192. LOT OF 45 ACP  Four boxes; first is a sealed 100 round value pack of Federal American Eagle 45 ACP, 230 gr., FMJ cartridges in
excellent condition.  Second is a full 50 round box of Federal American Eagle 45 ACP, 230 gr., FMJ cartridges in excellent condition.
Third are two full 50 round boxes of MFS 45 ACP, 230 gr., FMJ cartridges in excellent condition.  (106417-25J)

1193. LOT OF 40 S&W  Includes a variety of cartridges from multiple manufacturers.  First are four 10 round blister packs of 3D blue 40
S&W, 155 gr., JHP cartridges in excellent condition.  Second is a partial 50 round box of 3D 40 S&W, 180 gr., SWC bullets in good
overall condition.  Third is a plastic 100 round Case Guard box containing a mixture of 40 S&W cartridges from CCI, Winchester, and
Federal all in very good to excellent condition.  (106417-25D)

1194. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes four blued 1911 magazines.  There are three unmarked and one Colt marked magazine with weld-
ed floorplate all in very good overall condition.  (106417-24A)

1195. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes three blued marked “Colt / 45 ACP” along the welded floorplate all in good overall condition.
(106417-24B)

1196. LOT OF 38 SPECIAL  Four boxes; first is a full 50 round box of Federal American Eagle 38 Special, 158 gr., LRN cartridges in excel-
lent condition.  Second is a full 10 round box of CCI 38 Special / 357 Mag, 1/4 oz, No. 9 shot, shotshells in excellent condition.  Third
is a partial 50 round box (43) of Winchester 38 Special +P, 95 gr., silvertip HP cartridges in very good condition.  Fourth is a partial
50 round box (49 total - 16 cartridges, 33 casings) of Western Super Match 38 Special, 148 gr., lead bullets in good overall condi-
tion.  (106417-23M)

1197. LOT OF 45 ACP  Three boxes; first is a partial 50 round box (40) of Winchester 45 Auto, 230 gr., FMJ cartridges in excellent con-
dition.  Second is a full 25 round box of Remington Golden Saber 45 Auto, 230 gr., Brass Cased JHP cartridges in excellent condi-
tion.  Third is a full 20 round box of Winchester 45 Auto, 185 gr., silvertip HP cartridges in good overall condition with some of the car-
tridges showing spots of oxidation along the brass.  (106417-26E)

1198. LOT OF 45 ACP  Four boxes; first are two boxes of Master Cartridges 45 ACP, 200 gr., lead SWC cartridges in good overall condi-
tion with some showing light amounts of oxidation staining along the brass.  Second is a full 50 round box of Remington Target Master
45 Auto, 185 gr., wadcutter bullets in excellent condition.  Third is a partial 50 round box (49) of Remington High Velocity 45 Auto,
185 gr., metal case wadcutter bullets in excellent condition.  (106417-26G)

1199. LOT OF 38 SPECIAL  Three boxes of S&W 38 special +P.  All three boxes are full 50 rounds 158 gr., bullets to include JHP, SWC,
and LRN bullets with all in excellent condition.  (106417-26H)

1200. LOT OF 38 SPECIAL  Three boxes; first are two full 50 round boxes of Federal Gold Medal Match 38 Special, 148 gr., lead Wadcutter bul-
lets in excellent condition.  Second is a full 50 round box of Magtech 38 Special, 158 gr., FMC cartridges in excellent condition. (106417-24)

1201. LOT OF 16 GAUGE SHOTSHELLS  Five full 25 round boxes of RST Ltd. 16 ga., 2 1/2", 7/8 oz, No. 6 shot in excellent condition.
(106417-16A)

1202. LOT OF 20 GAUGE SHOTSHELLS  Includes a 100 round value pack of Federal 20 ga., 2 3/4", 7/8 oz, No. 7 1/2 shot in excellent
condition.  (106417-16)

1203. LOT OF 20 GAUGE SHOTSHELLS  Five 25 round boxes of Winchester AA.  First are two boxes of AA target loads 20 ga., 2 3/4",
7/8 oz, No. 8 shot in excellent condition.  Second is a Full box of AA target loads 20 ga., 2 3/4", 1 oz, No. 8 shot in excellent condition.
Third is a full 25 round box of AA super sport 20 ga., 2 3/4", 7/8 oz, No. 8 shot in excellent condition.  Fourth is a full 25 round box of AA
super Sport 20 ga., 2 3/4", 7/8 oz, No. 7 1/2 shot in excellent condition.  (106417-16B)

1204. LOT OF 20 GAUGE SHOTSHELLS  Five boxes; first are two full 25 round boxes of Remington STS 20 ga., 2 3/4", 7/8 oz, No. 8
shot in excellent condition.  Second is a full 25 round box of Remington STS 20 ga., 2 3/4", 1 oz, No. 9 shot in excellent condition.  Third
is a full 25 round box of Winchester AA Super Sport 20 ga., 2 3/4", 7/8 oz, No. 8 shot in excellent condition.  Fourth is a full 25 round box
of Winchester AA target load 20 ga., 2 3/4", 7/8 oz, No. 9 shot in excellent condition.  (106417-16C)

1205. LOT OF 45 ACP  Three boxes; first is a full 50 round box of S&W 45 Auto, 230 gr., FMC cartridges in good overall condition.  Second
is a full 50 round box of Speer Lawman 45 Auto, 230 gr., TMJ cartridges showing scattered spots of light oxidation staining on the brass
and bullets in good overall condition.  Third is a full 50 round box of Federal 45 Auto Match, 185 gr., metal cased wadcutter bullets in excel-
lent condition.  (106417-26F)

1206. LOT OF 30 CARBINE  Includes 220 rounds of “LC 50” and “RA 53” headstamped ball ammunition on ten round stripper clips in cloth
bandoleers in very good to excellent condition.  (106417-22)

1207. LOT OF 30-30 WIN.  Includes four boxes of Remington Express Core-Lokt 30-30 Win.,  (3) 150 / (1) 170 gr., SP cartridges in very
good condition with some showing light oxidation staining on some of the brass.  (106417-22D)

1208. LOT OF 30-30 WIN.  Four boxes; first are two full 20 round boxes of Remington High Velocity 30-30 Win., 150 gr., Core-Lokt SP car-
tridges showing light amounts of white oxidation on the lead in very good condition.  Second are two full 20 round boxes of Winchester
30-30 Win., 150 gr., PP cartridges showing light amounts of white oxidation on the lead, in very good overall condition.  (106417-22E)
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1209. LOT OF 357 MAG.  Four boxes; first is a full 50 round box of Winchester Super-X 357 Mag., 145 gr., silvertip HP cartridges in excel-
lent condition.  Second is a full 20 round box of Federal Classic 357 Mag., 158 gr., Hi-Shok JSP cartridges in excellent condition.  Third
are two full 20 round boxes of Federal Premium 357 Mag., 158 gr., Hydra-Shok JHP cartridges in excellent condition. (106417-21E)

1210. LOT OF 25-20  Two boxes; first is a full box of 50 Western X 86 gr., SP cartridges in very good condition.  Second is a partial 50 round
box of (45) Remington Hi-Speed 60 gr., mushroom bullets in very good condition.  (106417-22G)

1211. LOT OF 25 ACP  Three boxes; first are two full 50 boxes of CCI Blazer 50 gr., TMJ cartridges in excellent condition.  Second is a par-
tial 50 round box (35) of Winchester 45 gr., expanding point cartridges in excellent condition.  (106417-22C)

1212. LOT OF 25 ACP  Three boxes; first are two 50 round boxes (one full one partial 45 cartridges) of Winchester 50 gr., FMJ cartridges
in very good condition showing some scattered light tarnish on the brass.  Second is a full 50 round box of Winchester-Western 45 gr.,
expanding point cartridges in fair condition showing varying levels of oxidation on the brass.  (106417-22B)

1213. LOT OF 32 CALIBER AMMUNITION  Three boxes; first are two full 50 round boxes of Remington High Velocity 32 S&W, 88 gr.,
lead cartridges in very good condition with some showing faint traces of white oxidation on the lead.  Second is a full 50 round box of
Winchester 32 ACP, 71 gr., FMJ cartridges in excellent condition.  (106417-21G)

1214. LOT OF 32 CALIBER AMMUNITION  Three boxes; first is a full 50 round box of Remington 32 Colt New Police, 100 gr., lead
cartridges in excellent condition.  Second is a full 50 round box of Federal 32 S&W Long, 98 gr., lead cartridges in excellent condition.
Third is a partial 50 round box (44) of Remington 32 S&W Long, 98 gr., lead cartridges in excellent condition.  (106417-21D)

1215. LOT OF MIXED CALIBER AMMUNITION  Three boxes; first is a full 50 round box of Winchester Super-X, 380 Auto, 85 gr., sil-
vertip HP cartridges in good condition with some showing varying levels of light oxidation staining on the brass.  Second are two full 50
round boxes of Winchester 22 Win. Automatic, Kopperklad cartridges in very good to near excellent condition.  (106417-21A)

1216. LOT OF 32-20  Two boxes; first is a full 50 round box of Winchester Super-X 100 gr., lead cartridges in very good condition with trace
amounts of white oxidation present on the lead.  Second is a full 50 round box of Winchester 100 gr., SP cartridges in good condition with
white oxidation present on the lead.  (106417-21C)

1217. LOT OF 357 MAGNUM  Three boxes; first is a full 50 round box of Federal American Eagle 158 gr., JSP cartridges in excellent condi-
tion.  Second is a full 50 round box of Federal 158 gr., SWC cartridges in excellent condition.  Third is a plastic 50 round ammo box contain-
ing an assortment of 357 Magnum cartridges from multiple manufacturers in a variety of configurations in very good overall condition.
(106417-21F)

1218. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE 45ACP  Includes two 20 round boxes of vintage ball ammunition.  First is a sealed box labeled "20 Cartridges
Pistol Ball / Caliber .45 M 1911 / for Automatic Pistol, Cal., .45M1911" from the Frankford Arsenal.  The ends have been taped-over to
strengthen the split seams along the corners but otherwise the box remains in good condition.  Second is an open mixed headstamp box
from the Frankford Arsenal containing cartridges marked FA 18, FA 28, FA 11 13, and FA 8 12.  The box and cartridges rate fair showing
split seams along the top of box, light ingrained dirt staining and light to moderate amounts of oxidation staining on the brass.  (106417-
26A)

1219. LOT OF 32-20 WIN.  Three Boxes; first is a full 50 round box of Remington High Velocity 100gr., lead cartridges in very good condi-
tion.  Second is a full 50 round box of Remington 100 gr., SP cartridges in very good condition.  Third is a full 50 round box of Remington
Express 100 gr., LRN cartridges in very good condition.  (106417-21B)

1220. LOT OF 25 ACP  Five boxes; first are three 50 round boxes of PMC 25 Auto, 50 gr., FMJ cartridges in very good condition.  There is
one full box and two partials containing 41 cartridges and 38 cartridges.  Second is a partial 25 round box (15) of Speer Gold Dot 25 Auto
35 gr., GDHP cartridges in excellent condition.  Third is a full 50 round box of Remington High Velocity 25 Auto, 50 gr., metal case car-
tridges in very good overall condition.  (106417-22F)

1221. WINCHESTER ANNIVERSARY TIN  Includes three sealed tins of Winchester AA Light Target Loads 12 ga., 2 3/4", 1 1/8 oz, No.
8 shot.  Each tin contains 25 rounds and is still sealed in shrink wrap.  All three tins are in excellent condition.  (106417-10A)

1222. LOT OF 12 GAUGE SHOTSHELLS  Includes five full 25 round boxes of Remington Gun Club Target Loads 2 3/4", 1 1/8 oz, No. 8
shot in excellent condition.  (106417-14)

1223. WINCHESTER ANNIVERSARY TIN  Includes three sealed tins of Winchester AA Light Target Loads 12 ga., 2 3/4", 1 1/8 oz, No.
8 shot.  Each tin contains 25 rounds and is still sealed in shrink wrap.  All three tins are in excellent condition.  (106417-10C)

1224. LOT OF WINCHESTER SHOTSHELLS  Includes two 25 round boxes of 20 ga., shotshells.  First is a full box of 2 3/4", 1 oz, no 7
1/2 shot AA Target loads in excellent condition.  Second is a full box of 2 3/4", 7/8 oz, No. 7 1/2 shot AA Super Sport loads in excellent
condition.  (106417-17A)

1225. WINCHESTER ANNIVERSARY TIN  Includes three sealed tins of Winchester AA Light Target Loads 12 ga., 2 3/4", 1 1/8 oz, No.
8 shot.  Each tin contains 25 rounds and is still sealed in shrink wrap.  All three tins are in excellent condition.  (106417-10)

1226. LOT OF 12 GAUGE SHOTSHELLS  Includes five full 25 round boxes of Remington Gun Club Target Loads 2 3/4", 1 1/8 oz, No. 8
shot in excellent condition.  (106417-14A)

1227. LOT OF 410 SHOTSHELLS  Includes two full 10 round boxes of Barnul 410/70, 3", No. 3 shot, zinc plated steel case shotshells in
very good overall condition.  These shotshells were designed for use in the Saiga-410 carbine as indicated on the box.  (106417-17C)

1228. LOT OF 410 SHOTSHELLS  Four boxes; first is a full 25 round box of Remington Express Long Range .410 bore, 2 1/2", 1/2 oz, No. 6
shot in excellent condition.  Second are two full 25 round boxes of Winchester AA Super Sport .410 bore, 2 1/2", 1/2 oz, No. 8 shot in excel-
lent condition.  Third is a full box of Winchester AA Target Load .410 bore, 2 1/2", 1/2 oz, No. 9 shot in excellent condition.  (106417-17)

1229. LOT OF MIXED CALIBER AMMUNITION  Three Boxes and three belt clips.  First is a partial 50 round box (40) of Winchester
22 Win. Mag., 40 gr., JHP cartridges in excellent condition.  Second is a partial 50 round box (35) of Winchester "Cowboy Action Loads"
44 Special, 240 gr., LFN cartridges in very good overall condition.  Third are three plastic belt loop ten round cartridge holders containing
26 assorted 30-30 Win. cartridges in good overall condition.  Fourth is a full 20 round box of Federal 30-30 Win., 150 gr., SP Hi-Shok car-
tridges in excellent condition.  (106417-21, 26D)

1230. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS  Includes six assorted sized packages.  First is a Winchester 40th Anniversary tin of AA Target Loads 12 ga.,
2 3/4", 1 1/8 oz, No. 8 shot still sealed in shrink wrap in excellent condition.  Second is a three round blister pack of Winchester 12 ga.,
Extra Loud Black Powder Blanks showing some light tarnish on the brass in good overall condition.  Third is a full five round pack of
Rottweil 12 ga., 2 3/4", 1 oz, Rifled slugs in very good condition.  Fourth is a full five round box of PMC 12 ga., 2 3/4", Standard Bean
Bag in excellent condition.  Fifth are two full five round boxes of Winchester Ranger 12 ga., 2 3/4", Low Recoil, 00 Buck shotshells in
excellent condition.  (106417-10B)
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1231. LOT OF 28 GAUGE SHOTSHELLS  Four boxes; first are two full 25 round boxes of Remington STS 28 ga., 2 3/4", 3/4 oz, No. 8
shot in excellent condition.  Second are two full 25 round boxes of Remington Express Long Range 28 ga., 2 3/4", 3/4 oz, No. 6 shot in
very good to near excellent condition.  (106417-17B)

1232. LOT OF WINCHESTER 12 GAUGE SHOTSHELLS  Four boxes; first is a full 25 round box of AA plus 12 ga., 2 3/4" 1 1/8 oz,
No. 9 shot in good overall condition with the brass showing varying levels of oxidation staining.  Second is a mixture of 25 Peters 12 ga.,
low and high brass plastic hull shotshells in a variety of configurations housed in a Winchester AA box in very good condition.  Third is a
mixture of Winchester 12 ga., low and high brass plastic hull shotshells in a variety of configurations in good overall condition with some
showing oxidation staining along the brass.  Fourth is a 25 round plastic cartridge case containing a variety of Winchester plastic hull 12
ga., shotshells in excellent condition.  (106417-15)

1233. LOT OF 12 GAUGE SHOTSHELLS  Five boxes; first are two full 25 round boxes of Winchester Super-Target 12 ga., 2 3/4", 1 oz,
No. 9 shot in excellent condition.  Second is a full 25 round box of Winchester Super-Target 12 ga., 2 3/4", 1 1/8 oz, No. 7 1/2 shot in
excellent condition.  Third is a full 20 round box of Aguila Minishells 12 ga., 18g, No. 7 1/2 shot in excellent condition.  Fourth is a full 25
round box of Winchester 12 ga., 2 3/4", Blank Shot in excellent condition.  (106417-15A)

1234. LOT OF MIXED CALIBER AMMUNITION  Five boxes; first are two full 20 round boxes of Pakistan manufactured 7.62 L2A2 ball
ammunition dated 1980 in very good plus condition.  Second is a full ten round box of M67 7.62 Sec Plastic cartridges with “FN – 72”
headstamps in very good condition.  Third is a full 20 round box of Remington Express 30 Rem., 170 gr., SP Core-Lokt bullets in very good
plus condition.  Fourth are 20 rounds of mixed manufacture 30-40 Krag cartridges housed in a Remington Hi-Speed box in good overall
condition.  (106417-22A)

1235. LOT OF 16 GAUGE SHOTSHELLS  Three boxes  first are two full 25 round boxes of RTS Ltd., 16 ga, 2 1/2", 7/8 oz, No. 6 shot in
excellent condition.  Second is a full 25 round box of Fiocchi 16 ga., 2 3/4", 1 oz, No. 6 shot in excellent condition.  (106417-15B)

1236. LOT OF 16 GAUGE SHOTSHELLS  Four boxes; first is a full 25 round box of Federal Hi-Power 16 ga., 2 3/4", 1 1/8 oz, No. 4 shot
in excellent condition.  Second is a full 25 round box of 16 ga., 2 3/4", 1 1/8 oz, No. 6 shot in excellent condition.  Third is a full 25 round
box of Winchester Super X 16 ga., 2 3/4", 1 oz, No. 8 shot in excellent condition.  Fourth is a full five round box of Remington Slugger 16
ga., 2 3/4", 4/5 oz, HPRS in excellent condition.  (106417-15C)

1237. LOT OF MIXED 32 CALIBER AMMUNITION  Three boxes; first is a partial 50 round (35) two piece box of Winchester .32 cal-
iber S&W solid head cartridges in fair condition with oxidized lead and tarnished brass.  The two piece box is missing pieces from the side
labels and has several split seams with a near excellent top label showing only light scuffing.  Second is a full 50 round box of Western 32
Colt New Police 98 gr., Lubaloy coated bullet in very good plus condition.  Third is a partial 50 round box (35) of Navy Arms 32 Long Rim-
Fire smokeless cartridges in fair condition with white oxidation present on the lead and the one piece box showing a large tear and scuff-
ing on the top as well as scuffing along its edges.  (106417-20A)

1238. LOT OF MIXED 38 CALIBER AMMUNITION  Three boxes; first is a full 50 round box of M41 ball ammunition.  The white Olin
Mathieson Chemical Corporation box is labeled "50 cartridges Ball Caliber .38 M41 Lot WCC 6041” and is in excellent condition aside
from writing in red marker on an endflap.  Second is a full 50 round box of Winchester - Western X 38 Automatic, 130 gr., FMC cartridges
in very good condition.  Third is a full 50 round two piece box of Winchester 38 Short Rim Fire.  The cartridges are in good overall condi-
tion with white oxidation present on the lead.  The box has faded showing several small scuffs and split seams along the edges and cor-
ners.  It appears to be married to a correct bottom and is in fair to good condition.  (106417-23I)

1239. DAISY HEDDON 22 CALIBER AMMUNITION  Includes six full 100 round packs of VL Caseless Ammunition for use in the
Daisy VL 22 Rifle.  The boxes and bullets are in excellent condition.  (106019-1)

1240. LOT OF 32-40 WIN.  Three boxes; first is a full 20 round box of Winchester 32-40 Win, 165 gr., SP cartridges in near excellent con-
dition.  Second is a full 20 round box of Imperial 32-40 Win, 170 gr., KKSP cartridges in very good condition.  Third is a partial 20 round
box (17) of Winchester 32-40 Win., 165 gr., SP cartridges in very good condition.  (106019-1A)

1241. LOT OF 32-40 WIN.  Four full boxes of Winchester-Western "John Wayne" 32-40 Win, 165 gr., SP nickel brass cartridges in excel-
lent condition.  (106019-1B)

1242. LOT OF 22 RIMFIRE  Includes a near full (494) brick of 500 Winchester T22 Target Standard Velocity 22LR cartridges in excellent
condition.  (106019-1C)

1243. LOT OF 7.62X39MM  Three boxes; first is a full 20 round box of PMC 125 gr., PSP cartridges in excellent condition.  Second are two
full 20 round boxes of Hansen Cartridge Company 123 gr., FMJ cartridges in excellent condition.  (106019-1D)

1244. LOT OF 32-40 WIN.  Three full 20 round boxes of Imperial 32-40 Win, 170 gr., KKSP cartridges in excellent condition. (106019-1E)
1245. LOT OF 7.65 ARGENTINE  Three full 20 round boxes of Norma 7.65 ARG., 150 gr., SPSP cartridges in excellent condition.  (106019-1F)
1246. LOT OF 218 BEE  Three boxes; first are two boxes of Remington Hi-Speed in the green and red label boxes of 218 Bee, 46 gr.,

Mushroom Tip cartridges in very good condition.  Second is a full 50 round box of Winchester 218 Bee, 46 gr., HP cartridges in very good
condition.  (106019-1G)

1247. LOT OF KYNOCH AMMUNITION  Two sealed five round boxes of .375 Flanged Nitro-Express 270 gr., soft nose bullets in excel-
lent condition.  (106019-1H)

1248. LOT OF KYNOCH AMMUNITION  Three full five round boxes of .375 Flanged Nitro Express 270 gr., soft nose cartridges in excel-
lent condition.  One box is sealed the other two have been opened.  (106019-1I)

1249. LOT OF 25-35 WIN.  Four boxes; first is a full box of Remington Express 117 gr., SP Core-Lokt bullets in very good condition show-
ing light tarnish on the brass.  Second is a full 20 round box of Winchester Super-Speed 117 gr., SP cartridges in very good condition.
Third are two full 20 round boxes of Winchester-Western Super-X 117 gr., SP cartridges in very good condition.  (106019-1J)

1250. LOT OF 300 SAVAGE  Three boxes; first is a full 20 round box of Remington Express 300 Savage 180 gr., SP Core-Lokt cartridges
in very good condition.  Second is a full 20 round box of Federal 300 Savage 150 gr., Hi-Shok SP cartridges in excellent.  Third is a full
box of Remington High Velocity fired casings in very good condition.  (106019-1K)

1251. LOT OF 257 ROBERTS  Three boxes; first are two full 20 round boxes of Remington Express 117 gr., Core-Lokt SP cartridges in very
good to excellent condition.  Second is a full 20 round box of 100 gr., Core-Lokt PSP cartridges in excellent condition.  (106019-1L)

1252. LOT OF 257 ROBERTS  Three boxes; first is a full 20 round box of Western 117 gr., PSP cartridges in excellent condition.  Second
are two full 20 round boxes of Remington Hi- Speed 117 gr., Core-Lokt SP cartridges in excellent condition.  (106019-1M)

1253. LOT OF 45 WIN. MAG.  Two boxes; first is a full 50 round box of Winchester-Western Super X 45 Win. Mag., 230 gr., FMC bullets in excel-
lent condition.  Second is a full 50 round box of Winchester Super X 45 Win. Mag., 230 gr., FMC bullets in excellent condition. (106019-1N)
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1254. LOT OF 338 WIN. MAG.  Three boxes; first is a full 20 round box of Winchester Super Speed 200 gr., SP bullets in excellent condition.
The box has a sticker on it face from a Sporting Goods store.  Second is a full 20 round box of Winchester Super X 250 gr., Silvertip Expanding
bullets in excellent condition.  Third is a full 20 round box of 200 gr., Power-Point SP cartridges in excellent condition.  (106019-1O)

1255. LOT OF 25-20 WIN.  Three boxes; first are two full 50 round boxes of Remington High Velocity 86 gr., SP bullets in excellent condi-
tion.  Second is a full 50 round box of Remington High Velocity 86 gr., lead bullets in excellent condition.  (106019-1P)

1256. LOT OF RIMFIRE AMMUNITION  Eight boxes; first are three full 50 round boxes of CCI Maxi Mag 22 WMRF hollow point car-
tridges in excellent condition.  Second are two full 50 round boxes of Federal Classic .22 LR standard velocity cartridges in excellent con-
dition.  Third are two full 50 round boxes of Winchester 22 Short (extra loud) Blank black powder cartridges in excellent condition.  Fourth
is a near full 100 round box of Remington 22 Short Blanks extra loud report in excellent condition.  (106019-1Q)

1257. LOT OF 25-20 WIN.  Four boxes; first are two full 50 round boxes of Winchester 86 gr., soft point cartridges in excellent condition.
Second is a full 50 round box of Winchester-Western 86 gr., soft point cartridges in excellent condition.  Third is a full 50 round box of
Remington Hi-Speed 86 gr., lead cartridges in excellent condition.  (106019-1R)

1258. LOT OF .410 SHOTSHELLS  Thirteen boxes; first are two full five round boxes of Remington Express .410 bore, 2 1/2", 1/5 oz,
rifled slugs in excellent condition.  Second are five boxes of Winchester Super X .410 bore, 2 1/2", 1/5 oz, HPRS in excellent condition.
There are four full five round boxes and one partial containing 3 shotshells.  Third are three full five round boxes of Winchester Super X
.410 bore, 2 1/2", unplated shot, 000 Buck shot shells in excellent condition.  Fourth is a partial 25 round box (24) of Remington Express
.410 bore, 3", 11/16 oz, No. 6 shot in excellent condition.  Fifth is a partial 25 round box (15) of Remington Express .410 bore, 2 1/2",
1/2 oz, No. 4 shot in very good condition.  Sixth is a partial 25 round box (9) of Federal Hi-Power .410 bore, 2 1/2", 1/2 oz, No. 9 shot
in good condition.  (106019-1S)

1259. LOT OF BLANKS  Five full 20 round boxes of Lake City Arsenal Blank caliber 30 M1909 Lot LC13010 cartridges in excellent condi-
tion.  (106019-1T)

1260. LOT OF BLANKS  Five full 20 round boxes of Lake City Arsenal Blank caliber 30 M1909 Lot LC13010 cartridges in excellent condi-
tion.  (106019-1U)

1261. LOT OF BLANKS  Five full 20 round boxes of Lake City Arsenal Blank caliber 30 M1909 Lot LC13010 cartridges in excellent condi-
tion.  (106019-1V)

1262. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Three boxes of Remington  High Velocity 270 Win. 130 gr., PSP cartridges in very good condition.  There
are two full 20 round boxes and one partial containing 13 cartridges and five fired casings with some showing light amounts of oxidation
on the lead.  (106019-1W)

1263. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Two full 50 round boxes of Remington High Velocity 22 Hornet, 45 gr., PSP cartridges in good to very good
condition.  Some of the cartridges have started to develop areas of verdigris on the bullets where the lead and copper meet.  (106019-1X)

1264. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Two boxes; first is a full 20 round box of Western 351 Win., 180 gr., SP Lubaloy bullets in very good con-
dition.  Second is a full 20 round box of Winchester 351 Win., 180 gr., SP cartridges in excellent condition.  (106019-1Y)

1265. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Three boxes of Winchester 270 Win., 150 gr., PSP cartridges in very good condition.  There are two full
boxes of 20 and one containing 18.  (106019-1Z)

1266. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Two full 50 round boxes (one contains 35 cartridges and 15 fired casings) of Remington Hi-Speed 22
Hornet, 45 gr., HP cartridges in excellent condition.  (106019-1AA)

1267. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Two boxes; first is a full 50 round box of Winchester-Western Super-X 22 Hornet, 46 gr., HPE bullets in
excellent condition.  Second is a full 50 round box of Winchester Super-Speed 22 Hornet, 45 gr., SP bullets in very good to excellent con-
dition.  (106019-1AB)

1268. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes three full 20 round boxes of Remington High Velocity 7mm Rem. Mag., 150 gr., PSP Core-Lokt
bullets in excellent condition.  (106019-1AC)

1269. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Two boxes; first are 50 rounds of WCC headstamped ball M65 (22 Hornet) cartridges in a Remington box
in very good to near excellent condition.  Second is a partial 50 round box (39) of Remington HI-Speed 22 Hornet, 45 gr., Mushroom bul-
lets in excellent condition.  (106019-1AD)

1270. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION  Includes a Western Super X Standing Bear design full 20 round box of 300 H.&H.
Magnum, 220 gr., Silvertip expanding bullet.  The cartridges are in good condition showing varying levels of tarnish on the brass.  The box
is in good to very good condition showing light ingrained dirt staining, scuffs along some of the edges, rounded corners and is missing
the two inside tabs.  (106019-1AE)

1271. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes two full 20 round boxes of Winchester Super X 458 Win. Mag., 500 gr., FMC cartridges in excel-
lent condition.  (106019-1AF)

1272. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Two boxes; first is a full 20 round box of Winchester Super-Speed 458 Win. Mag., 510 gr., SP bullets in
excellent condition.  Second is a full 20 round box of Winchester Super-Speed 458 Win. Mag., 500 gr., FMC bullets in excellent condition.
(106019-1AG)

1273. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes two full 20 round boxes of Remington Hi-Speed 458 Win. Mag., 510 gr., SP cartridges in very good
to excellent condition.  (106019-1AH)

1274. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes two full 20 round boxes of Winchester Super-X 8mm Mauser, 170 gr., PSP bullets in excellent con-
dition.  (106019-1AI)

1275. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Three boxes; first are two full 20 round boxes of Western Super-X 303 Savage, 190 gr., Silvertip Expanding
cartridges in excellent condition.  Second is a partial 20 round box (10) of Remington Express 303 Savage, 180 gr., SP Core-Lokt bullets
in good overall condition.  (106019-1AJ)

1276. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes four full 20 round boxes of Remington Hi-Speed 250 Savage, 100 gr., SP Core-Lokt bullets in very
good to excellent condition.  (106019-1AK)

1277. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes two full 20 round boxes of Winchester Super-Speed 284 Win., 150 gr., SP bullets in excellent con-
dition.  (106019-1AL)

1278. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes two full 20 round boxes of Winchester Super-Speed 300 H.&H. Magnum, (1) 220, and (1) 180
gr., expanding bullets in excellent condition.  (106019-1AM)
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1279. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Three boxes; first are two full 20 round boxes of Remington High Velocity 8mm Mauser, 170 gr., Core-Lokt
SP bullets in excellent condition.  Second is a full 20 round box of Remington Hi-Speed 8mm Mauser, 170 gr., Core-Lokt SP bullets in
excellent condition.  (106019-1AN)

1280. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION  Includes two full 20 round boxes of Super X 284 Win., 150 gr., PSP cartridges in excel-
lent condition.  (106019-1AO)

1281. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Two boxes; first is a full 20 round box of Winchester Super-X 348 Win., 200 gr., Silvertip Expanding bullets
in excellent condition.  Second is a full 20 round box of Winchester Super-Speed 348 Win., 150 gr., Silvertip Expanding bullets in good
condition showing varying amounts of light oxidation both on the lead and the brass.  (106019-1AP)

1282. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Four boxes; first are three full 20 round boxes of Peters High Velocity 250 Savage, 87 gr., SP bullets in very
good to excellent condition.  Second is a full 20 round box of Remington High Velocity 250 Savage, 100 gr., PSP cartridges in excellent
condition.  (106019-1AQ)

1283. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes four full 20 round boxes of Remington Hi-Speed 22 Savage, 70 gr., Core-Lokt SP bullets in good
to very good condition with one box having cartridges that are showing light amounts of verdigris on the brass.  (106019-1AR)

1284. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Three boxes; first is a full 20 round box of Winchester Super-X 7mm Rem. Mag., 175 gr., PSP cartridges in
very good condition.  Second is a full 20 round box of Remington Hi-Speed 7mm Rem. Mag., 150 gr., PSP cartridges in very good condi-
tion showing light amounts of tarnish on the brass.  Third is a full 20 round box of Remington High Velocity 7mm Rem. Mag., 175 gr., SP
cartridges in very good condition showing light amounts of verdigris on the copper coated bullets.  (106019-1AS)

1285. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Three Boxes; first are two 20 round boxes of Remington Hi-Speed 22 Savage, 70 gr., Core-Lokt SP bullets
in excellent condition.  One box is full and the other is a partial containing 19 cartridges.  Second is a full 20 round box of C-I-L Imperial
22 Savage, 70 gr., PSP cartridges in excellent condition.  (106019-1AT)

1286. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Four boxes; first are two full 20 round boxes of Winchester Super-X 250 Savage, 100 gr., Silvertip Expanding
cartridges in excellent condition.  Second is a full 20 round box of Remington Hi-Speed 250 Savage, 87 gr., Mushroom bullet in very good con-
dition.  Third is a full 20 round box of Remington Hi-Speed 250 Savage, 100gr., Core-Lokt PSP cartridges in excellent condition.  (106019-1AU)

1287. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Four boxes; first is a full 20 round box of Winchester Super-Speed 30-30 Win., 150 gr., SP bullets in excel-
lent condition.  Second is a full 20 round box of Remington Express 30-30 Win., 150 gr., Core-Lokt SP bullets in excellent condition.  Third
is a full 20 round box (6 cartridges- 14 casings) of Remington Hi-Speed 30-30 Win., 150 gr., Core-Lokt SP bullets in very good condition.
Fourth is a partial 20 round box (11) of Remington .30-30 Winchester, Marlin & Savage, 170 gr., sp bullets in good overall condition show-
ing light tarnish on the brass and flattening on the lead.  (106019-1AV)

1288. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Three boxes; first is a full 20 round box of Winchester Super-X (blue and yellow box) 348 Win., 200 gr., SP
cartridges in excellent condition.  Second are two full 20 round boxes of Remington Express 348 Win., 200 gr., Core-Lokt SP bullets in
very good plus condition.  (106019-1AW)

1289. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes a full 20 round box of Remington .45-90 Winchester and Marlin, 300 gr., SP bullets in excellent
condition.  The cartridges are in the green and white box with the dog bone label that has a few minor scuffs and small tears but rates
very good overall.  (106019-1AX)

1290. LOT OF BRASS Includes 100 unprimed 500 Nitro Express cases.  They measure 3 1/4" overall and are in plastic 20 round cartridge
cases labeled distributed by Old Western Scrounger all in excellent condition.  (106019-1AY)

1291. LOT OF AMMUNITION Three boxes; first is a full 20 round box of Federal Premium 25-06 Remington, 117 gr., BTSP cartridges in
excellent condition.  Second is a full 20 round box of Remington High Velocity 25-06 Remington, 120 gr., Core-Lokt PSP cartridges in
excellent condition.  Third is a partial 20 round box (19) of Remington Hi-Speed 25-06 Remington, 120 gr., Core-Lokt PSP Cartridges in
very good condition.  (106019-1AZ)

1292. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Two boxes; first is a full 20 round box of Winchester Super-Speed 458 Win. Mag., 500 gr., FMC cartridges
in excellent condition.  Second is a partial 20 round box (18) of Remington High Velocity 458 Win. Mag., 500 gr., FMC cartridges in very
good condition in a slightly less than good condition box missing its end flap with multiple tears, crinkles, and scuffs.  (106019-1BA)

1293. LOT OF AMMUNITION Four boxes; first are two 20 round boxes (one full one partial containing 19) of Western Super-X 30-40 Krag,
180 gr., Expanding bullets in excellent condition.  Second is a full 20 round box of Peters High Velocity 30-40 Krag, 220 gr., inner belted
SP bullets in very good condition with a box missing its endflap.  Third is a full 20 round box of Peters High Velocity 30-40 Krag, 180 gr.,
Core-Lokt SP cartridges in excellent condition.  (106019-1BB)

1294. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes three full 20 round boxes of Norma 9.3X57, 286 gr., Plastspets Silverblixt bullets in excellent con-
dition.  (106019-1BC)

1295. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Four boxes; first are two full 20 round boxes of RWS 9.3X74R, 293 gr., FMJ cartridges in very good con-
dition.  Second are two full 20 round boxes of RWS 9.3X74R, 258 gr., H-mantle copper hollow point bullets in very good condition.  The
boxes all have a white sticker on them that reads "Distributed by Old Western Scrounger".  (106019-1BD)

1296. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Five Boxes; first are two 20 round boxes of RWS 9.3X74R, 285 gr., SP bullets in very good condition.  One
box is full the other a partial containing 18 cartridges.  Second is a full sealed ten round box of DWM 9.3X74R, 293 gr., universal torpedo
bullets presumably in excellent condition.  Third is a full 20 round box of RWS 9.3X74R, 258 gr., H-mantled, copper hollow point bullets in
very good condition.  Fourth is a full 20 round box of RWS 7.3X74R, 293 gr., universal torpedo bullets in very good condition.  (106019-1BE)

1297. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Four boxes; first is a full 20 round box of Remington Express 35 Rem., 200 gr., Core-Lokt SP bullets in excel-
lent condition.  Second is a full 20 round box of Western Super-X 35 Rem., 200 gr., open point expanding bullets.  Third is a partial 20
round box (14) of Western Super-X 35 Rem., 200 gr., expanding bullets in excellent condition.  Fourth is a partial 20 round box (14) of
Winchester Super-Speed 35 Rem., 200 gr., SP cartridges in very good condition.  (106019-1BF)

1298. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Six boxes; first are three full 20 round boxes of Remington High Velocity 243 Win., 80 gr., PSP cartridges
in good condition showing varying amounts of oxidation on the tips.  Second is a full 20 round box of Norma 243 Win., 100 gr., SPSP car-
tridges in excellent condition.  Third is a full 20 round box of Remington Power-Lokt 243 Win., 80 gr., HP cartridges in excellent condition.
Fourth is a full 20 round box of Federal 243 Win., 80 gr., SP cartridges in excellent condition.  (106019-1BG)

1299. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes three full 20 round boxes of Remington High Velocity 35 Re., 200 gr., Core-Lokt SP bullets in very
good condition with some showing light oxidation on the lead.  (106019-1BH)

1300. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Six boxes; first are two full 20 round boxes of Norma 6.5X54MS, 139 gr., SPBT cartridges in excellent con-
dition.  Second are four full 20 round boxes of Norma 6.5X54MS, 156 gr., SPRN cartridges in excellent condition.  (106019-1BI)
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1301. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION  Includes 7 loose four hole 13 mm Gyro-Jet cartridges.  The cartridges are in a plastic
package in overall excellent condition showing only light discoloration on the copper plated surface.  (106019-1BJ)

1302. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION  Includes 7 loose four hole 13 mm Gyro-Jet cartridges.  The cartridges are in a plastic
package in overall excellent condition showing only light discoloration on the copper plated surface.  (106019-1BK)

1303. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION  Includes 7 loose two hole 13 mm Gyro-Jet cartridges.  The cartridges are in overall excel-
lent condition showing only light discoloration on the copper plated surface.  (106019-1BL)

1304. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION  Includes 5 loose four hole 13mm Gyro-Jet wadcutter cartridges in excellent condition
showing minor discoloration on the copper plated surfaces.  (106019-1BM)

1305. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes a full two piece sealed box of Winchester 375 H.&H. Magnum, 300 gr., full patch bullets.  The box
is in good overall condition showing very light dirt staining with 90% plus of the labels remaining with the exception of a small section on
the top left part of the lid where a piece has been torn off exposing three cartridge heads.  Overall this is a nice box of cartridges with a
very good front label to add to ones collection.  (106019-1BN)

1306. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Three boxes; first is a full 20 round box of Norma 9.3X57, 232 gr., HP cartridges in very good to excellent con-
dition.  Second are two full 20 round boxes of Norma 9.3X57, 286 gr., Plastspets Silverblixt cartridges in excellent condition.  (106019-1BO)

1307. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes two 20 round boxes (one full one partial 15 cartridges) of Remington UMC with the dog bone
label .45-90 Winchester and Marlin, 300 gr., SP bullets in fair to good overall condition.  The cartridges are lightly tarnished with white oxi-
dation on the lead and the boxes are missing flaps have several small tears, scuffs and rounded edges.  (106019-1BP)

1308. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Four boxes; first is a full 20 round box of Remington High Velocity 30-06, 165 gr., PSP cartridges in excel-
lent condition. Second is a full 20 round box of Winchester Super-X 30-06, 180 gr., PPSP cartridges in excellent condition.  Third are two
full 20 round boxes of Norma 30-06, 180 gr., SPBT cartridges in excellent condition.  (106019-1BQ)

1309. LOT OF MIXED CALIBER AMMUNITION  Includes a full 24 round box of Federal 30-06, 180 gr., Hi-Shok SP cartridges in excel-
lent condition.  Also included are three Federal plastic cartridge holders with belt loops containing 20 rounds of 30-06 and 10 rounds of
270 Win., all in very good to near excellent condition.  (106019-1BR)

1310. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Six boxes; first are two full 20 round boxes of C-I-L Imperial 6.5mm Mann-Schoen, 160 gr., SP cartridges
in very good condition.  Second are two full 20 round boxes of Midway 6.5X54 Mann. Sch. 160 gr., RN cartridges in excellent condition.
Third is a full 20 round box of Norma 6.5X54MS, 156 gr., SPRN cartridges in excellent condition.  Fourth is a partial 20 round (14) box of
RWS 6.5X54MS in good overall condition.  (106019-1BS)

1311. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Five boxes; first are two full 20 round boxes of Norma 6.5X54MS, 139 gr., SPPBT cartridges in very
good to near excellent condition.  Second are three full 20 round boxes of Norma 6.5X54MS, 139 gr., SPR cartridges in very good
condition.  (106019-1BT)

1312. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes 300 rounds of PMC 7.62 NATO ball M80.  There are 15 boxes of 20 rounds in plain brown card-
board boxes with black stenciled lettering, Lot: PS-E7-2040-78 all in excellent condition.  (106019-1BU)

1313. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes three boxes of Winchester 45-70 Government cartridges.  First are two full 20 round boxes of
Winchester X 405 gr., soft point cartridges in excellent condition.  Second is a full 20 round yellow box (10 cartridges / 10 casings) of
Winchester 405 gr., soft point cartridges in very good condition showing light tarnish on the brass.  (106019-1BV)

1314. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes three boxes of Remington 45-70 Government cartridges.  First is a full 20 round red and green box
of Remington 405 gr., SP cartridges in very good to near excellent condition.  Second is a full 20 round box of Remington High Velocity
405 gr., SP cartridges in excellent condition.  Third is a partial 20 round box (10 cartridges / 7 casings) of Remington Hi-Speed 405 gr.,
SP cartridges in good to very good condition showing light tarnish on the brass and flattening of the lead tips.  (106019-1BW)  

1315. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes two full 20 round boxes of Remington Hi-Speed 375 H&H Magnum, 270 gr., SP cartridges in excel-
lent condition.  (106019-1BX)

1316. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Three Boxes; first are two 20 round boxes of Remington Hi-Speed 375 H&H Magnum, 270 gr., SP bullets
in very good condition.  One box is full the other a partial containing 14 cartridges and 5 casings.  Second is a full 20 round box of
Winchester Super-Speed 375 H&H Magnum, 300 gr., FMC cartridges in very good condition.  (106019-1BY) 

1317. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes two full 20 round boxes of Remington Hi-Speed 375 H&H Magnum, 270 gr., SP cartridges in excel-
lent condition.  (106019-1BZ)

1318. LOT OF MIXED CALIBER AMMUNITION  Three boxes; first is a full 20 round box of Remington Hi-Speed 6.5MM Rem. Mag.,
100 gr., Core-Lokt PSP cartridges in excellent condition.  Second is a full 20 round box of Winchester Legendary Frontiersmen 38-55 Win.,
255 gr., SP cartridges in excellent condition.  Third is a full 20 round box (16 cartridges / 4 casings) of Federal Premium 300 Win. Mag.,
200 gr., BTSP cartridges in very good condition.  (106019-1CA)

1319. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Four boxes; first is a 20 round box of Winchester Staynless 25 Rem. Auto, in the blue and white box with
red lettering.  The cartridges are in fair condition showing varying levels of verdigris and oxidation on the brass and lead and the box rates
good.  It shows light dirt staining, a couple of small tears and several scuffs along the edges.  Second are two full boxes of Western Super-
X 25 Rem., 117 gr., SP bullets in very good condition.  Third is a full 20 round box of Peters High Velocity 25 Rem., 117 gr., Inner-Belted
SP bullets in excellent condition.  (106019-1CB)

1320. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes four full 20 round boxes of Remington Express 25 Rem., 117 gr., Core-Lokt SP bullets in very
good condition.  The boxes rate from good to very good with some missing endflaps, having scuffs and small separations along the
seams.  (106019-1CC)

1321. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Three boxes; first is a full 20 round box of Federal Hi-Shok 35 Rem., 200 gr., SP bullets in excellent condi-
tion.  Second is a full 20 round box of Remington Express 35 Rem., 200 gr., Core-Lokt SP bullets in excellent condition.  Third is a full 20
round box of Remington High Velocity 35 Rem., 150 gr., PSP cartridges in excellent condition.  Also included are 10 rounds on a plastic
Federal belt clip in good overall condition.  (106019-1CD)

1322. REDFIELD REVENGE RIFLE SCOPE  This is a 6-18x44 mm scope measuring 14" overall with a 1" tube.  The scope rates excel-
lent retaining 99% original matte finish.  The scope features pop-up 1/8 MOA adjustable knobs and an Accu-Ranger Varmint reticle with
crisp optics.  (56610-10A)

1323. TASCO PRONGHORN RIFLE SCOPE  This is a 8-32x44 mm scope measuring 17" overall with a 1" tube.  The scope rates excel-
lent retaining 99% original matte finish.  The scope features a center-dot crosshair reticle with crisp optics and includes a solid Leupold
scope base with rings.  (56520-41A) [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]
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1324. LEUPOLD VX-III RIFLE SCOPE  This is a 2-5x36 mm scope measuring 11 1/2" overall with a 1" tube. The scope rates excel-
lent retaining 98-99% original matte finish with faint evidence of ring marks barely visible.  The scope is equipped with a duplex reticle
with crisp optics and Butler Creek flip-up lens covers.  (56588-4A)

1325. BURRIS RIFLE SCOPE This is a 1 3/4-5x20 mm scope measuring 11" overall with a 1" tube.  The scope rates near excellent retain-
ing about 98% original blue with light scuffs on the objectives.  The scope is features a duplex reticle and includes Butler Creek flip-up
lens covers.  (6599-69A)

1326. LEUPOLD VARI-X II I RIFLE SCOPE  This is a 1.5-5x20 mm scope measuring 9 1/2" overall with a 1" tube.  The scope rate fine
overall with a handful of pin size nicks and scuffs and is equipped with a duplex reticle and crisp optics.  (56588-3A)

1327. UNERTL 1" TARGET SCOPE serial #69826, 6 power, 21 3/4" overall with a 3/4" tube.  The scope retains about 90% original blue
with light ring marks and areas of light to modest oxidation staining also present on the rear mount.  The scope is equipped with a fine
crosshair reticle, clear optics, standard target mounts and threaded lens caps.  (56020-A5)

1328. UNERTL 1" TARGET SCOPE serial #18564, 10 power, 21 3/4" overall with a 3/4" tube The scope retains about 95% original blue
with light travel wear, handlings, some fine pinprick oxidation staining and a small round edge on the objective shade.  The scope is
equipped with a fine crosshair reticle, clear optics, standard target mounts and recoil spring with stop.  (56288-123)

1329. R.A. LITSCHERT SPOT-SHOT TARGET SCOPE 12 power, 26 1/8" overall with a 3/4" tube.  The scope retains about 92-95%
original blue with scattered light silvering mainly on the objective bell along with a few faint handling marks and specks of light oxidation
staining.  The scope is equipped with a medium crosshair reticle, standard target mounts, recoil spring with stop rubber eye cup and
threaded lens caps.  (56020-A6)

1330. ADJUSTABLE RIFLE BIPOD  This bipod is unmarked except for serial number on the right hand side of the mounting brack-
et.  The bipod is in excellent condition retaining about 98% original blue with a few light blemishes here and there and extends from
8"-12".  (56602-17A)

1331. ITHACA DEERSLAYER SLUG BARREL  This Ithaca model 37 Featherweight  20 ga., barrel measures 26" overall with a bright
excellent bore choked improved cylinder.  The barrel retains about 95-97% original blue with a few light handling marks and scattered
specks of fine oxidation and equipped with a Hi-Viz front sight and adjustable rear sight.  (56418-33)

1332. HERRETT NATIONAL MATCH HANDGUN GRIPS  This lot consists of a pair of Herrett National Match walnut grips for a High
Standard Victor pistol.  The have an adjustable hand rest on the right panel and rate fine overall with a few very light dents and blemish-
es. There are no grip screws present.  (56543-2A)

1333. LYMAN SUPER TARGETSPOT RIFLE SCOPE Serial #9662, 12 power, 21 1/4" overall with a 3/4" tube.  The scope retains about
98% original blue with some minor mount travel wear and a few light pin size scuffs here and there.  The scope is equipped with standard
adjustable target mount and spring stop but no recoil spring present.  (56519-260A) [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]

1334. REDFIELD RIFLE SCOPE  This is a Redfield 3-9x40 mm scope measuring 12 5/8" overall with a 1" tube.  The scope retains 98%
plus original blue with very light ring markings and is equipped with a duplex reticle and crisp optics.  (56519-260B) [Richard "Stretch"
Kennedy Collection]

1335. LEUPOLD M8 4X COMPACT RIFLE SCOPE  This is a Leupold M8 4x28 mm scope measuring 9 1/4" overall with a 1" tube.
The scope retains 98% original blue with a few pinprick specks of silvering.  The scope is equipped with a duplex reticle and crisp optics.
(56519-260C) [Richard "Stretch Kennedy Collection]

1336. LEUPOLD VARI-X RIMFIRE RIFLE SCOPE This is a Vari-X 2-7x28 mm scope measuring 9 7/8" overall with a 1" tube.  The
scope retains 99% original blue and is equipped with a fine duplex reticle and crisp optics.  (56519-260D) [Richard "Stretch"
Kennedy Collection]

1337. REDFIELD RIFLE SCOPE This is a Redfield 2 1/2x20 mm scope measuring 10 1/4" overall with a 1" tube.  The scope retains 98%
original blue with a couple pin size handling marks.  The scope is equipped with a post and crosshair reticle with crisp optics and includes
a Pachmayr flip-up scope mount for a Winchester model 54 rifle.  (56519-260E) [Richard "Stretch" Kennedy Collection]

1338. J.W. FECKER 3/4" TARGET TELESCOPIC SCOPE  serial #7303, magnification unknown, scope measures 20 1/8" with a 3/4"
tube.  The scope retains about 75% original blue toning to a dull brown with light silvering from travel wear.  The scope is equipped with
a fine crosshair and standard adjustable target mounts.  (56288-122)

1339. LEUPOLD M8 3X COMPACT RIFLE SCOPE  This is a Leupold M8 3x20 mm scope measuring 10 1/2” overall with a 1" tube.
The scope retains about 95-98% original blue with a handful of pinprick nicks and scratches.  The scope is equipped with a very fine
crosshair needing to be professionally cleaned and includes a set of factory bikini style covers.  (56605-2A)

1340. REDFIELD MODEL 3200 TARGET SCOPE  serial #J10387, 24 power, 23 1/8" overall with a 1" tube.  The scope retains 98%
original blue.  The scope is equipped with a fine crosshair center dot reticle with crisp optic, adjustable turret style knobs, 1 5/8" sunshade
and two-piece rings and mounting blocks.  (56580-3)

1341. BROWNING LIGHTWEIGHT SHOTGUN BARREL  This is a Belgian marked plain light weight 20 ga., barrel measuring 27 1/2"
overall with a bright fine bore choked improved cylinder.  The barrel retains about 98% plus original blue with a few light blemishes here
and there.  (56602-60)

1342. VZ GATOR 1911 GRIPS  This lot contains a pair of VZ Gator blast black canvas micarta grips for a Wilson Combat Professional or
other similar 1911 style frame.  The grips rate excellent and include a set of bright and dark grip screws.  (56596-4A)

1343. BRICK OF CCI RIMFIRE AMMUNITION This 500 rd. brick contains (10) 50 rd. boxes of CCI Pistol Match 40 gr. 22 LR lead
round nose cartridges in factory sealed clear plastic boxes with blue, red and silver labels.  In new-in-the-box condition in matching outer
factory box.  (556602-59A)

1344. BRICK OF CCI RIMFIRE AMMUNITION This 500 rd. brick contains (10) 50 rd. boxes of CCI Pistol Match 40 gr. 22 LR lead
round nose cartridges in factory sealed clear plastic boxes with blue, red and silver labels.  In new-in-the-box condition in matching outer
factory box.  (556602-59B)

1345. BRICK OF CCI RIMFIRE AMMUNITION This 500 rd. brick contains (10) 50 rd. boxes of CCI Pistol Match 40 gr. 22 LR lead
round nose cartridges in factory sealed clear plastic boxes with blue, red and silver labels.  In new-in-the-box condition in matching outer
factory box.  (556602-59C)

1346. BRICK OF CCI RIMFIRE AMMUNITION This 500 rd. brick contains (10) 50 rd. boxes of CCI Pistol Match 40 gr. 22 LR lead
round nose cartridges in factory sealed clear plastic boxes with blue, red and silver labels.  In new-in-the-box condition in matching outer
factory box.  (556602-59D)
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1347. BRICK OF CCI RIMFIRE AMMUNITION This 500 rd. brick contains (10) 50 rd. boxes of CCI Pistol Match 40 gr. 22 LR lead
round nose cartridges in factory sealed clear plastic boxes with blue, red and silver labels.  In new-in-the-box condition in matching outer
factory box.  (556602-59E)

1348. BRICK OF CCI RIMFIRE AMMUNITION This 500 rd. brick contains (10) 50 rd. boxes of CCI Pistol Match 40 gr. 22 LR lead
round nose cartridges in factory sealed clear plastic boxes with blue, red and silver labels.  In new-in-the-box condition in matching outer
factory box.  (556602-59F)

1349. BRICK OF CCI RIMFIRE AMMUNITION This 500 rd. brick contains (10) 50 rd. boxes of CCI Pistol Match 40 gr. 22 LR lead
round nose cartridges in factory sealed clear plastic boxes with blue, red and silver labels.  In new-in-the-box condition in matching outer
factory box.  (556602-59G)

1350. BRICK OF CCI RIMFIRE AMMUNITION This 500 rd. brick contains (10) 50 rd. boxes of CCI Pistol Match 40 gr. 22 LR lead
round nose cartridges in factory sealed clear plastic boxes with blue, red and silver labels.  In new-in-the-box condition in matching outer
factory box.  (556602-59H)

1351. BRICK OF CCI RIMFIRE AMMUNITION This 500 rd. brick contains (10) 50 rd. boxes of CCI Pistol Match 40 gr. 22 LR lead
round nose cartridges in factory sealed clear plastic boxes with blue, red and silver labels.  In new-in-the-box condition in matching outer
factory box.  (556602-59I)

1352. BRICK OF CCI RIMFIRE AMMUNITION This 500 rd. brick contains (10) 50 rd. boxes of CCI Pistol Match 40 gr. 22 LR lead
round nose cartridges in factory sealed clear plastic
boxes with blue, red and silver labels.  In new-in-the-
box condition in matching outer factory box.
(556602-59J)

1353. RANDALL MODEL 17 ASTRO FIXED
BLADE KNIFE  This rather unique knife measures
10 1/4” overall with a 5 5/8” full tang custom tip drop
point stainless steel blade.  The blade remains bright
and unsharpened.  The broad nickel silver double hilt
remains bright and the black micarta handle rate
excellent.  The handles are equipped with a lanyard
hole and are fastened with removable bolts and a hol-
lowed matching slot in tang for storing small survival
items.  Knife includes a Johnson roughback model C
leather sheath with hone in pocket and tie cords hav-
ing a few spots of light staining.  Overall a fine condi-
tion survival knife originally designed for the Mercury
Mission astronauts.  (56596-8)                  (400/600)

1354. RANDALL MODEL 14 ATTACK KNIFE
WITH MODEL 18 GRIND  This special order
knife measures 12” overall with a 7 1/2” full tang
stainless steel spear point blade equipped with a 2
1/4” sharpened false edge and saw tooth top edge
similar to the Randall Model 18.  The blade remains
unsharpened and bright.  The oblong brass hilt
remains bright overall with a couple spots of light
tarnish and staining from sheath storage.  The single
finger grip black micarta handle rates excellent and
is equipped with an brass lined lanyard hole.  Knife
includes a Johnson roughback model C leather
sheath with hone in pocket.  An excellent special
order model 14 Randall. �(56596-9) (500/700) 

1355. RANDALL MODEL 15 AIRMAN KNIFE
This knife measures 10 1/4” overall with a 5 1/2” full
tang tool steel blade equipped with a 2 3/8” sharp-
ened false edge.  The blade remains bright and
unsharpened. The brass double hilt remains bright
overall with a few spots of light tarnish.  The finger
grip black micarta handle rates excellent and is
equipped with a brass lined lanyard hole.  Knife
includes a Johnson roughback model C leather
sheath with hone in pocket having a couple light
stains.  (56596-14)                                 (400/600)
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1356. RANDALL MODEL 15 AIRMAN KNIFE
WITH MODEL 18 GRIND  This special knife
measures 10 1/4" overall with a 5 1/2” full tang stain-
less steel spear point blade equipped with a 1 1/2"
sharpened false edge and sawtooth back edge.  The
blade remains bright and unsharpened and the brass
oblong hilt remains bright with a few areas of light tar-
nish from sheath storage.  The finger grip black micar-
ta handle rates excellent and is equipped with a brass
lined lanyard hole.  Knife includes a Johnson rough-
back model C leather sheath with hone in pocket hav-
ing a few light stains.  (56596-10) (400/600)

1357. RANDALL ZIPPERED KNIFE CASE AND PATCHES  This lot contains a
19 3/4" zippered padded vinyl case with gold embossed "RANDALL MADE
KNIVES/Orlando, Fl." in the top center on one side.  All included is a 4 3/4" white and
gold Randall embroidered patch and a 4 1/4" green, orange and gold Randall embroi-
dered patch, both with crossed knives in the center.  (56596-17A)

1358. ANTIQUE PACKAGE OF .50 MAYNARD CARTRIDGES  This is a plain
brown paper wrapped package containing ten .50 cal. Maynard cartridges with
lead projectiles and wide base brass cases.  The paper has darkened with age and
shows numerous creases and tears where cartridges are poking through and
remains partially wrapped with thin linen cord.  The removed cartridge shows light
tarnish on the case along with some light oxidation also lightly present on the pro-
jectile.  (55658-12MY1)

1359. FRANKFORD ARSENAL BOX OF
REMINGTON ARMY PISTOL
AMMUNITION  This is a 10 rd. tan colored box
with black printed top label containing "10/Centre-
primed Cartridges,/-FOR-/Remington's Army
Pistol,/Calibre,50./FRANKFORD ARSENAL, MARCH
1872.".  The top has been removed and reinforced and
attached with strips of fabric tape.  The box shows
rounded corners, scuffs and a protective varnish coat-
ing.  The cartridges rate excellent with the copper
cases showing only minimal tarnish and the projectiles
remaining dark.  (55658-12MY2)

1360. WINCHESTER BOX OF SUPER SPEED RIFLED SLUGS  This is a five rd. natural colored box with blue and red printing of 12
ga., 2 3/4" Winchester Super Speed Long Range Rifled Slugs loaded with Progressive Burning Smokeless Powder.  The box rates excellent
with only slighted rounded corners and the shells rate excellent as well with minor light staining on the paper hulls and brass.  (55658-12MY3)

1361. REMINGTON UMC BOX OF 30 RIMFIRE AMMUNITION  This is an opened two piece box with blue top and side labels
containing 50 rds. of 30 caliber short rimfire cartridges loaded with 58 grain lead bullets.  The top label remains 98% intact with a couple
light holes and scuffs and has modestly darkened with age.  The side labels remain about 80% intact with torn and missing corners and
ends.  The box shows lightly rounded edges and corners, glued seams and white linen tape reinforced seams on the lid.  The cartridges
show light tarnish on the copper cases and oxidation on the lead bullets.  (55658-12MY4)
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1362. GERMAN BOX OF 32 RIMFIRE AMMUNITION  This is
an opened two piece cardboard box with light green top and side
labels.  The top label remains about 98% intact with a couple small
scuffs and stains and reads "Rhein.Wastfalische Sprengstoff
Act:Ger/50/Metallic Cartridges/For Winchester/Repeating
Arms/No. 32 Short/varm H.Utondorffar Nuremberg.".  The side
labels remain about 87% intact with missing corners and edges and
show caliber and sketch of cartridge.  The bottom of the box has old
ink writing in German.  The box rates good to very good with re-
glued edges and rounded corners with iron staples still present.
The cartridges show light tarnish on the copper cases and white
oxidization forming on the bullets.  (55658-12MY4)

1363. FRANCOTTE BOX OF 9 MM PINFIRE AMMUNITION
This is an opened two piece cardboard box with green top labels
containing 25 rds. of 9 mm pinfire cartridges.  The top label
remains about 90% intact mainly missing the outer left edge and
reads "Capsulerie Liegeoise/V.Francotte, May & Cie/Liege 25
(Belgique)/Cartouches pour Revolvers Lefaucheux/Cal. 9 m/m.".
The box shows lightly rounded edges and corners and light

ingrained dirt.  The
cartridges rate good
to very good with
light tarnish and oxidation, a few of the bullets have deteriorated and separated from the
cases.  (55658-12MY5)
1364. FRENCH BOX OF 9 MM PINFIRE AMMUNITION  This is a small two

piece box with salmon colored top label which reads "25/Lefaucheux-
Revolver/Patronen/Cal. 9 m/m".  The top label remains about 97% intact with a torn
upper left corner and some light scuffs, the remnants of a side label are still present on
the left side of the lid only.  The box rates very good plus with iron staple reinforce cor-
ners.  The cartridges rate fine with light tarnish and oxidation forming on the cases and
bullets.  (55658-12MY6)

1365. THOMPSON/CENTER CONTENDER BARREL & FOREARM  223 Rem.,
10" barrel with a bright fine bore.  The matte stainless steel metal surfaces rate excellent
as does the walnut forearm showing one or two light blemishes.  The front of the barrel
has been drilled and tapped but the appear unmolested possibly never seeing screws.
Installed is a stainless steel Leupold solid base with rings.  (56403-13)

1366. THOMPSON/CENTER SUPER 14 CONTENDER BARREL  17 HMR, 14"
barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue.  The
barrel is equipped with adjustable sights and includes an original factory cardboard
box with cut-out interior.  (56464-1)

1367. LOT OF AMMUNITION Four boxes total: (2) 20 rd. boxes of Remington Express 7mm-08 120 gr. HP.  Both ammunition and boxes
rate excellent; (2) 20 rd. boxes of Federal Premium 270 Win., containing 13 rds. of 150 gr. Nosler Partition and 27 fired cases.  (56589-3,2)

1368. LOT OF AMMUNITION Four boxes total: (2) 20 rd. boxes of Federal Fusion 338 Federal 220 gr., Fusion bullets; (1) Federal Fusion
338 Federal box containing 20 fired cases; (1) box containing 16 rds. od Federal Vital-Shok 338 Federal 180 gr., Nosler Accubond bul-
lets.  All in excellent condition overall.  (56589-1)

1369. BENCHMADE MODEL 530SBK PARDUE AXIS FOLDING KNIFE  This knife measures 7 3/8" overall with a 3 1/4" spear
point  stainless steel blade with partially serrated edge.  The blade retains 99% original BK1 black coated finish and the black Grivory han-
dles rate excellent.  The handle is equipped with a ambidextrous thumb opener and pocket clip and lanyard hole.  The knife is in as-new
condition and includes an original blue series factory cardboard box, protective carry bag and instruction sheet.  (56602-62A)

1370. BENCHMADE MODEL 480 SHOKI NAK-LOK FOLDING KNIFE This knife measures 6 5/8" overall with a 2 7/8" drop point
stainless steel blade.  The hollow ground blade remains bright and unsharpened and features an ambidextrous thumb opener.  The G10
black handles with stabilized wine wood panels rate excellent an features blue titanium liners, mim filework spine and lanyard hole.  Knife
is in as-new condition and includes an original blue series factory cardboard box, leather belt sheath and instruction sheet.  (56602-62B)

1371. BENCHMADE MODEL 211 ACTIVATOR FIXED BLADE KNIFE This knife measures 5 3/8" overall with a 2 1/8" full tang
drop point D2 tool steel blade equipped with thumb serrations. The blade remains bright and unsharpened.  The single finger grip stabi-
lized wine wood scales rate excellent and are equipped with a lanyard hole.  Knife is in as-new condition and includes an original blue
series factory cardboard box, textured leather sheath and instruction sheet.  (56602-62C)

1372. BENCHMADE PRE-PRODUCTION MODEL 145SBT NIMRAVUS CUB FIXED BLADE KNIFE Numbered
0811/1000, this knife measures 7 7/8" overall with a 3 3/8" extended full tang tool steel modified Tanto styled blade equipped with a par-
tially serrated edge and thumb serrations.  The blade remains unsharpened and retains all of its BT2 matte black coating.  The textured
black G10 scales rate excellent. Knife is in as-new condition and includes a black Kydex sheath, original blue series factory cardboard box
and instruction sheet.  (56602-62D)

1373. BENCHMADE MODEL 201 ACTIVATOR FIXED BLADE KNIFE  This knife measures 8" overall with a 3 1/2" full tang drop
point D2 tool steel blade equipped with thumb serrations.  The blade remains unsharpened and bright and the single finger grip stabilized
wine wood scales rate excellent and are equipped with a lanyard hole.  Knife is in as-new condition and includes a brown dyed leather
sheath with handle strap, an original blue series factory box and instruction sheet.  (56602-62E)
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1374. BENCHMADE MODEL 9100SBT STRYKER AUTOMATIC KNIFE  This knife measures 4 5/8" with a 3 5/8" modified Tanto
style stainless steel blade equipped with a partially serrated edge and thumb serrations.  The blade remains unsharpened and retains 99%
original BK1 black finish. The black anodized T-6 aluminum handle rates excellent and is equipped with a push-button automatic opener
with integrated safety, belt clip and lanyard hole.  Knife is in as-new condition and includes an original black series factory box, protective
drawstring pouch and instruction sheet.  Please Note: Automatic knives can be sold to New Hampshire Residents only.  (56602-62F) 

1375. BENCHMADE MODEL 175BK CBK BACKUP KNIFE  This all metal "D" handled push dagger measures 5 1/2" overall with
a 2 1/2" stainless steel chisel ground double edge spear point blade.  The metal surfaces retain 99% BK1 matte black finish.  Knife
includes a multi-position black Kydex sheath.  Knife is in as-new condition and includes an original black series factory box and instruc-
tion sheet.  (56602-62G)

1376. BENCHMADE MODEL 3300 INFIDEL AUTOMATIC KNIFE  This “springer” automatic knife measures 5" closed with a 4"
double edge D2 tool steel blade.  The blade remains bright and unsharpened and the black anodized T-6 aluminum coffin shaped handle
rates excellent and is equipped with a non-slip double action release and belt clip.  Knife is in as-new condition and includes a black nylon
sheath, an original black series factory cardboard box, malice clip and instruction sheet.  (56602-62H)

1377. BENCHMADE MODEL 175BK CBK BACKUP KNIFE  This all metal "D" handled push dagger measures 5 1/2" overall with
a 2 1/2" stainless steel chisel ground double edge spear point blade.  The metal surfaces retain 99% BK1 matte black finish.  Knife
includes a multi-position black Kydex sheath.  Knife is in as-new condition and includes an original black series factory box and instruc-
tion sheet.  (56602-62H)

1378. BENCHMADE BLACKWATER MODEL 04110 1ST PRODUCTION KNIFE  Numbered 016/250 this knife is a modified
Nimravus made for the Blackwater Gear line.  The knife measures 9" overall with a 5" extended full tang stainless steel modified Tanto styled
blade equipped with a serrated top edge and thumb serrations.  The blade remains unsharpened and retains 99% BT2 matte black coat-
ing.  The single finger grip black G10 scales with inlaid Blackwater Gear logo rate excellent.  The knife is in as-new condition and includes
a black Kydex sheath with Blackwater bear print logo, an original factory box and instruction sheet.  (56602-62H)

1379. BENCHMADE MODEL 04160 BLACKWATER GEAR 1ST PRODUCTION AUTOMATIC KNIFE  Numbered 16/250
this knife measures 4 3/4" with a 3 3/8" modified Tanto style stainless steel blade equipped with a partially serrated edge.  The blade
remains unsharpened and retains 99% original BK1 black finish. The black anodized T-6 aluminum handle with machined Blackwater logo
rates excellent and is equipped with a push-button automatic opener with integrated safety, ambidextrous belt clip and lanyard hole.  Knife
is in as-new condition and includes an original factory box and instruction sheet.  Please Note: Automatic knives can be sold to New
Hampshire Residents only.  (56602-62I) 

1380. H&K MODEL 14900SBT AUTO AXIS KNIFE  Manufactured by Benchmade for H&K this knife measures 4 3/8" with a 3 1/2"
stainless steel modified drop point blade with a partially serrated edge, false edge and thumb serrations.  The blade remains unsharpened
and retains 99% BT2 finish.  The dull aluminum handle with Tactile overmold grip rates excellent and is equipped with an Axis-Auto open-
er with integrated safety and an ambidextrous belt clip.  The knife is in as-new condition an includes an original factory cardboard box and
protective drawstring sleeve.  Please Note: Automatic knives can be sold to New Hampshire residents only.  (56602-62J)

1381. H&K MODEL 14450SBT AUTO AXIS KNIFE  Manufactured by Benchmade for H&K this knife measures 4 1/2" with a 3 1/2"
stainless steel modified Tanto blade with a partially serrated edge and thumb serrations.  The blade remains unsharpened and retains 99%
BT2 finish.  The dull aluminum handle with Tactile overmold grip rates excellent and is equipped with an Axis-Auto opener with integrated
safety and an ambidextrous belt clip.  The knife is in as-new condition an includes an original factory cardboard box. Please note: Automatic
knives can be sold to New Hampshire residents only.  (56602-62K)

1382. H&K MODEL 14100 FIXED BLADE KNIFE  Manufactured for H&K by Benchmade this knife measures 7 5/8" overall with a 3
5/8" full tang modified drop point recurved blade equipped with a three hole ventilated top edge and thumb serrations.  The blade remains
unsharpened and the metal surfaces retain 99% bead blasted matte finish.  The single finger grip black Zytel panels rate excellent and are
equipped with a lanyard hole.  Knife is in as-new condition and includes a black Kydex sheath.  (56602-62L)

1383. MASTERS OF DEFENSE HORNET COMBAT/UTILITY FOLDING KNIFE  Designed by James Keating this knife measures
4" with a 3" vented drop point stainless steel blade equipped with a partially serrated edge.  The blade remains unsharpened and retains
99% anodized black finish.  The black anodized T-6 aluminum handle with soft grip rubber inlay rates excellent and is equipped with a lan-
yard hole.  Knife is in as-new condition and includes an original factory box, nylon sheath and papers.  (56602-62M)

1384. MASTERS OF DEFENSE HARKINS TRITON BK AUTOMATIC KNIFE  This “springer” automatic knife measures 4 3/4"
with a 3 1/2" double edge spear point blade with partially serrated edges.  The blade remains unsharpened and retains 99% black coat-
ed finish.  The black anodized aluminum handle with skid-grip panels rate excellent and is equipped with a grooved double action open-
er and belt clip.  Knife is in as-new condition and includes an original factory cardboard box, black nylon sheath and papers.  (56602-62P)

1385. MASTERS OF DEFENSE HARKINS TRITON BK AUTOMATIC KNIFE  This “springer” automatic knife measures 4 3/4"
with a 3 1/2" double edge spear point blade with partially serrated edges.  The blade remains unsharpened and retains 99% black coat-
ed finish.  The black anodized aluminum handle with skid-grip panels rate excellent and is equipped with a grooved double action open-
er and belt clip.  Knife is in as-new condition and includes an original factory cardboard box, black nylon sheath and papers.  (56602-62Q)

1386. BERETTA M9 DEFENDER OF FREEDOM LIMITED EDITION FOLDING KNIFE  One of one thousand, this knife mea-
sures 4 1/4" with a 3 1/4" stainless steel Tanto blade equipped with thumb opener.  The blade remains unsharpened and retains 99% matte
black finish.  The checkered black plastic "pistolgrip" handle rates excellent and is equipped with a lanyard hole.  The knife is in as-new
condition and includes a blue baize lined glass top oak presentation case with U.S. flag lapel pin and outer cardboard box.  (56602-62N)

1387. UNMARKED WWI TRENCH KNIFE This trench measures 14" overall with a 9" triangular blade and a single row studded "D"
shaped handle.  The metal surfaces are toning to a brown-gray patina with generous amounts of original blue in protected areas and on
the blade which shows modest scuffing and scratching from scabbard removal.  The guard remains unmarked and the finger grip walnut
handle rates excellent with a few light handling marks.  The O.D. leather scabbard with steel throat and tip shows a few light scuffs and is
marked "FLC 1918".  (56602-63)

1388. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of (2) 20rd. boxes of Federal Power-Shok 300 Savage 150 gr. SP; (1) 50 rd. box of
Remington UMC 10 mm 180 gr. MC; (9) rds. of Hornady 300 Weatherby Mag. in a black Hunter's Specialties slip-on elastic buttstock
ammo sleeve and (1) Brute black padded nylon sling.  (56602-61)

1389. LOT OF AIR RIFLES Two total: (1) Daisy "Old Trusty" BB rifle, metal surfaces show moderate oxidation, pitting and a couple light dents.
The wood stock is a newer homemade replacement with a couple light cracks, no finish and spots of synthetic putty also present on rear of
frame;(1) Benjamin Model F pump BB rifle.  Metal surfaces are an overall dull gray with scattered light handling marks and oxidation stain-
ing, the walnut stock rates fine with a few light handling marks.  The seals are missing or no longer function properly.  (55075-1,2)
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1390. LOT OF POWDER FLASKS AND TOY BLUNDERBUSS (1) 4 3/4" brass body flask with dual sided Fleur-de'-lis motif, com-
mon top and three position adjustable charger.  The body shows a couple light dings and seams starting to separate.  The brass shows
light tarnish, oxidation and ingrained dirt staining. The top spring shows light oxidation but remains functional; (1) 7 1/4" brass bodied
contemporary brass bodied Batty Peace flask with dual sided motifs.  The body shows a couple light dings, light solder repairs at the throat
and holes where hangers were once present.  The brass shows some light tarnish and the charger and top spring are not present; (1)
small plastic toy Blunderbuss measuring 7" overall.  The copper metal surfaces show light tarnish and oxidation and the plastic stock shows
light handling marks.  (55075-3)

1391. LOT OF BELT PLATES AND BRIDLE ROSETTES 50 items total: (1) G.A.R. brass belt plate measuring 1 3/4" x 2 5/8" with
embossed G.A.R. logo on a stippled background.  The brass shows light tarnish, ingrained dirt and verdigris; (1) 2 3/4" square brass belt
plate with martial U.S. eagle on front.  The plate show moderate tarnish and verdigris mainly on the back of the plate; (48) assorted bri-
dle rosettes made of various metals with plain, martial eagle, decorative bead and shapes and clear Lucite fronts.  Some of the backs are
filled with lead and have varying degrees of light tarnish, verdigris and oxidation.  (55705-6)

1392. HIGH STANDARD MODEL 10B SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #018964, 12 Ga., 18" barrel with an excellent bore cylinder
choked.  The metal surfaces retain about 90% matte blue with light scuffs, silvering and contact wear along the edges more prominent on
the left side slide bar.  The black plastic shoulder rest, shroud and pistolgrip rate very good with light scuffs and handling marks.  Shotgun
is equipped with a folding front sight, the carry handle or flashlight are not present.  An overall very good condition High Standard Bullpup
design shotgun.  (56602-57) (350/550)

1393. S.W.D. TERMINATOR SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN serial #AF10460, 12 ga., 18" barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal
surfaces on this tactical looking shotgun retain about 95% original gray phosphate parkerized finish with some light scuffs, silvering along
the edges and on the extendable shoulder stock and minor light oxidation staining.  The checkered black plastic pistolgrip rates excellent.
(56602-11) (75/125)

1394. MAUSER HSC SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #01.2810, 380 ACP, 3 1/4" barrel with an overall very good bore having even fine pit-
ting and oxidation staining.  The metal surfaces on this Interarms import pistol retain about 98% original blue with light silvering along the
edges and a few blemishes.  The checkered walnut grips rate excellent one being slightly darker than the other.  Pistol includes a single
finger rest magazine.  (56599-3) (175/275)

1395. COLT FACTORY CONVERSION KIT WITH BOX  This is a factory Colt conversion unit with floating chamber for use on 45 ACP
and 38 Super pistols.  All seven parts are present and the barrel has a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 95-97% orig-
inal blue with some light scuffs and silvering along the edges and contact points.  The hinged brown factory box with gold Rampant Colt
rates very good to fine with light scuffing along the edges and corners.  Included is a folded instruction sheet with punched holes along
the edges.  An overall fine condition Colt factory conversion unit.  (56322-6)

1396. PIONEER ARMS POLISH MODEL PPS 43-C SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #AD05359P, 7.62x25 mm, 9 7/8" barrel with a
bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces  retain 98% original blue with light silvering along the edges.  The checkered black plastic pis-
tolgrip rates excellent.  The pistol is equipped with a folding leaf rear sight and a fixed closed position faux shoulder stock for appearance
only.  Pistol includes an original factory cardboard box and cleaning rod, there is no magazine present.  (56593-16) (300/500)

1397. HOPKINS & ALLEN ARMS BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #28143, 12 Ga., 28" twist steel barrels with excellent,
bright bores.  The barrels rate excellent, retaining about 97% of their damascus pattern with some minor brown oxidation present.  The
frame rates excellent, having retained approximately 97% of its factory case-hardened finish with some miniscule oxidation.  The checkered
wood forend rates very good with limited scratches, while the flat knob pistolgrip stock rates good as the scratching is significantly more
extensive than on the forend.  The shotgun features double triggers. (146287-172) {C&R} (175/275)

1398. DAVIS WARNER ARMS BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #G2725, 20 Ga., 28" barrels with excellent, bright bores.  The
barrels rate very good, with various signs of handling and wear, most notably on the top of the barrels and toward the break; overall, the
barrels retain about 93% factory blue finish.  The frame rates excellent, retaining a good amount of its factory case-hardened finish. The
smooth wood forend and flat knob pistolgrip stock rate excellent, with some slight handling marks and featuring added finish. The shot-
gun features double triggers and exhibits slight lateral play in the action. (146288-73) {C&R} (100/175)

1399. HOPKINS & ALLEN FALLING BLOCK SHOTGUN  serial #3905, 12 ga., 30" cylinder bore barrel that has a very good bore
that has light pitting throughout.  The metal surface are mostly a mottled blue and gray with brown patina and areas of very light, pinprick
pitting and surface oxidation blending in.  The barrel and frame have a few minor tool marks present and a few of the screws and pins
have minor slot and head damage as well.  The checkered walnut stocks have added finish and a few light dings and scratches present.
The schnabel tipped forearm rates very good and has a 3" sliver missing from the left leading edge while the pistolgrip buttstock rates
near excellent and has a few hairline cracks at the base of the upper tang.  The take-down barrel is frozen in place and cannot be removed
by hand.  An about very good example overall.  (46264-22) {C&R} (75/150)

1400. C.S. SHATTUCK AMERICAN SIDE SNAP SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN  serial #2196, 16 ga., 32" barrel that is choked
modified and has a very good bore with light pitting.  The metal surfaces are a mottled gray and brown with light handling marks and scat-
tered specks of light oxidation present.  The frame has some traces of original case colors still visible.  The barrel has an integral forearm
base extension which is chipped along the lower edge.  The walnut stocks rate about very good and feature a splinter forearm and pis-
tolgrip buttstock.  The buttstock has several cracks through the wrist area and has a replacement dog's head hard rubber buttplate.  The
action appears to function correctly but the barrel sits a bit loose in the frame.  A unique design where the lever acts as the triggerguard
as well, a good to about very good example overall.  (46264-13) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)

1401. HOPKINS & ALLEN BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #32671, 12 ga., 30" barrels choked modified in each with bright
lightly frosted bores.  The barrels exhibit a brown patina with light oxidation staining and the frame displays a pewter patina with mottled
brown discoloration on the front and bottom.  The pistolgrip stock and splinter forearm rate good to very good with small dings and
scratches over a strong factory varnish and show coarse but robust checkering showing some soiling.  There is a nice hard rubber fluted
gripcap and a "sunburst" pattern hard rubber buttplate providing a length of 14".  The gun is equipped with double triggers, extractors,
an automatic safety, and the forearm has a push button release.  Not a bad old gun.  (116288-76) {C&R} (150/250)

1402. SWISS VETTERLI MODEL 1881 BOLT ACTION RIFLE SPORTERIZED serial #213194, 41 Swiss RF, 20 1/2” shortened
barrel with a dark bore.  The metal surfaces bear an overall brown patina with scattered light pinprick pitting, fine oxidation staining and
light handling marks.  The straight grip walnut stock and forearm rates fair measuring 6 3/4” from the muzzle with numerous handling marks
and an added gloss finish; the buttstock has been lightly sanded at the toe and is a bit shy of the metal and only light evidence of the
cleaning rod channel remains at the tip.  The magazine tube has been shortened and the cap no longer present, the front and rear sights
are crude homemade replacements and the rear sling swivel has been removed.  A fair condition sporterized model 81 Vetterli rifle.
(56257-29) {ANTIQUE} (75/150)
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1403. U.S. MODEL 1902 OFFICERS SWORD 32" blade with three-quarter-length unstopped fullers.  Blade is oxidized overall with most
of its plating intact but showing overall very tiny oxidized spots.  Obverse and reverse show martial and foliate panoplies with "e pluribus
unum" Federal Eagle with riband and U.S.  The ricasso is un-marked.  The hilt rates about very good with minor oxidation, the pommel
showing some faint traces of brass at the terminus of the guard; the outer branch of the bow slightly misshapen.  The synthetic finger-
groove grip rates very good and appears to be hard rubber.  An incorrect, slightly too-large scabbard with a thin crack at the throat is
included.  (34395-3)

1404. U.S. MODEL 1860 STAFF AND FIELD OFFICERS SWORD BY MC LILLEY 36 1/2" overall length with a 30" blade.  The
straight double edged blade is diamond in cross section and is mostly bright with only some very light oxidation staining and discoloring.
The martial etching on both sides of the blade is still very crisp with the reverse ricasso having the makers name and address, the obverse
ricasso with a small bear stamp.  The sword features a federal eagle with panoplies of flags on the obverse counterguard with a federal
shield on the folding reverse counterguard.  There are generous traces of original gilt on most of the hilt with the pommel cap showing
toning to ocher on the worn section.  The shagreen grip is fully intact as is the wire wrap.  No scabbard is included.  A very nice exam-
ple overall.  (34299-53B)

1405. BPI- NEW FRONTIER WIND RIVER MAGNUM INLINE MUZZLELOADING RIFLE serial # 61-13-099443-03, 50 cal,
25" barrel with very good rifled bore.  The metal surfaces retain 60% blue showing scratch marks and oxidation spotting overall.  The black
synthetic pistolgrip stock rates very good having a few scratches with a grooved rubber buttplate "enhanced" by electrical tape.  There are
sling rings on the toeline and on the forend and the gun is equipped with a Tasco 3X - 9X scope mounted on blocks.  A synthetic ramrod
and black nylon sling are included.  (116054-17) {ANTIQUE} (50/100) 

1406. CONTEMPORARY SPANISH ARTILLERY SWORD 30 1/2" overall length with 26" single-edge lightly curved blade.  The blade
is an overall pewter gray patina and is marked on its reverse "M Fabrica De Toledo 1840/Made in Spain"; it certainly is not an antique how-
ever (it is much newer than 1940 never mind 1840).  The cast brass hilt shows some remnants of gold paint and has a simple forward-
curving quillon and d-shaped guard with cast integral ribs in the grip.  (34299-53C) 

1407. MARLIN MODEL 1898 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #6267, 12 ga., 28" plain barrel choked cylinder with bright very good
bore.  The top of the barrel is matted its full length and it exhibits a mottled pewter and brown patina with some oxidation spotting.  The
frame displays  a dark brown surface showing some scattered oxidation spotting.  The pistolgrip stock and grooved slide handle rate good
having dings and scratches with a tiny hairline crack at the top of the wrist all over a drying and slightly crazed finish.  There is a worn
grooved hard rubber buttplate present providing a length of 13 1/2".  The action functions fine.  (116277-6) {C&R} (75/150)

1408. ITHACA MODEL 37 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #157173, 16 ga., 28" plain barrel including the Poly-Choke device hav-
ing a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces exhibit 95% blue showing scattered oxidation specks and fading of the edges of the frame
and the frame is embellished with the standard birds and dog scenes.  The pistolgrip stock and grooved slide handle rate very good show-
ing a few minor dings and scratches over a flat oil finish.  There is a grooved factory buttplate installed providing a length of 14" and a hard
rubber gripcap is present.  The gun functions fine and would make a great affordable tool for the uplands.  (116256-5) (100/200)

1409. DAVIS WARNER ARMS AJAX DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #E5404, 12 Gauge, 30" barrels with excellent, bright bores.  The
barrels rate excellent, retaining about 97% of their factory blue finish with only slight wear, predominantly found toward the break.  The
frame rates excellent with much of the factory case-hardened finish retained, although beginning to develop into more of a gray tint.  The
smooth wood forend and pistolgrip stock both rate very good, with only a few dings and a slight chip in the stock on the upper left where
it meets the frame.  The shotgun features double triggers. (146287-162) {C&R} (150/250)

1410. HOPKINS & ALLEN DICTATOR SPUR TRIGGER REVOLVER serial #4746, .32 RF, 2 3/4" round barrel with oxidized bore.
The metal surfaces exhibit 70% nickel finish with nicks and scratches and showing oxidation spotting, particularly on the cylinder and
around the cylinder opening.  The frame is embellished with leaves and dotted line scroll while the cylinder shows some leafy marks with
stippled rings and the barrel has three leaf clovers on each side.  The checkered hard rubber bird's head grips rate very good displaying
a little light soiling.  The action functions but does not lock up.  (116287-13) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)

1411. AMERICAN STANDARD TOOL HERO PERCUSSION POCKET DERINGER serial #32473, .34 cal. percussion, 2" round
barrel with an about very good lightly oxidized bore.  The barrel is primarily a gun metal gray with some light brown oxidation staining and
overall minor dings and handling marks, also with overall pinprick pitting; the hammer and trigger have also toned to brown.  The frame
has tarnished now to a dull goldenrod patina with overall minor dings and handling marks, most prevalent on the frame flats.  It is marked
on its left side "A.S.T.C." with "Hero" beneath it.  The bag-shaped rosewood grips rate near very good showing numerous light dings and
handling marks.  The arm functions well mechanically.  (36229-683) {ANTIQUE} [Elliot Riggs Collection] (175/275)

1412. SMITH & WESSON .32 HAND EJECTOR THIRD MODEL REVOLVER serial #297335, 32 Long, 4 1/4" barrel with a slight-
ly oxidized bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 96% of their factory nickel finish, with a faint turn ring on the non-recessed, six shot cylin-
der.  The checkered wood grips rate very good. (146313-3) {C&R} (350/500)

1413. AMERICAN STANDARD TOOL COMPANY 22 CALIBER POCKET REVOLVER serial #14136, 3 1/8" ribbed octagon
barrel with a poor bore.  The barrel and cylinder are primarily a dull pewter and brown patina with some scattered oxidation staining.  The
barrel marking is still evident and there are only traces of the cylinder scene visible.  The flat brass frame has toned to a dull ocher patina
with some minor dings and handling marks scattered about its surface; the barrel as well has some very light bite marks from a vise on the
left and right of the lug.  The smooth walnut grips rate good and fair, the left grip missing a chip at its rear edge with prominent dents on
its butt.  Barrel-to-frame fit is good with only slight vertical play and the gun seems to function mechanically, albeit somewhat loosely.
(36229-61) {ANTIQUE} (175/275)

1414. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON SAFETY HAMMERLESS TOP BREAK REVOLVER  serial #98095, 38 S&W, 3 1/4”
barrel with a bright fine bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 90% original nickel flaking along the edges and backstrap also showing
some spots of light pitting and surface oxidation.  The checkered hard rubber target logo grips rate very good showing light wear and
ingrained dirt.  (56251-12) {C&R} (75/150)

1415. HOPKINS & ALLEN X. L. DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER, serial #8159, .38 CF, 5" octagon barrel with bright gray frosted bore
with strong rifling.  The metal surfaces exhibit 70% nickel finish with scratches, nicks, and scattered oxidation spotting, particularly on the
right side of the frame and around the cylinder opening.  Top strap markings include the maker's name, patent dates, model, and caliber.
The checkered hard rubber grips rate very good having a little light edge wear and there is a lanyard ring affixed to the bottom of the grip
which appears to be factory done.  The action is a little loose and out of time but operates well.  (116288-25) {ANTIQUE} (150/250)

1416. HOOD SPUR TRIGGER POCKET REVOLVER serial #14783, 22 RF, 2 1/2" octagon barrel with bright gray moderately frosted
bore.  The metal surfaces exhibit 80% nickel finish with some cloudy spots and scattered oxidation specks.  The frame is embellished with
a simple shaded foliate engraving and various lines and symbols are applied to the remaining metal.  The smooth ebony grips rate good
displaying fine scratches and a tiny hairline crack in the upper left grip panel all over a lightly flaking finish.  The hammer spring is broken
and the pistol does not cock or fire.  (116287-7) {ANTIQUE} (75/150)
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1417. HOPKINS & ALLEN XL DERRINGER PISTOL serial #1584, .41 RF, 2 9/16" octagon barrel having a gray oxidized bore with vis-
ible rifling.  The metal surfaces exhibit a pewter patina with an area of nickel finish remaining on the left side of the frame, most having
flaked off and some pinprick pitting is evident on the right side of the frame.  The rosewood bird's head grips rate good plus showing dings
and scratches over a thinning dull finish.  The action functions although the hammer does not hold on full cock.  Still an interesting 19th
century pistol.  (116287-28) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1418. HOPKINS & ALLEN XPERT SINGLE SHOT DERINGER serial #919, .22 RF, 2 1/4" round barrel having a bright gray bore
showing some frosting.  The barrel displays a pewter patina with some brown highlights having a few nicks and dings, and the remaining
metal exhibits about 70% nickel showing flaking edges and some oxidation specks.  The rosewood bird's head grips rate good displaying
scratches and dings over a dull finish.  This gun has a unique swiveling breechblock and functions quite well, if a little stiff.  (116287-14)
{ANTIQUE} (150/250) 

1419. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON 32 TOP BREAK BICYCLE MODEL SPURLESS HAMMER REVOLVER serial
#313601, 32 CF, 2" barrel with a very good bore with a couple of small spots of pitting.  The metal surfaces on this second model revolver
retain 80-85% original blue with scratches and impact marks, spotty freckling and oxidation; the hard rubber grips rate very good with
some wear to the checkering and base of the grips.  The frame, cylinder and barrel are numbered alike.  This revolver needs mechanical
attention, the hammer spring is broken.  (126251-13) {C&R} (75/150)

1420. RANDALL MODEL 1 ALL-PURPOSE FIGHTING KNIFE  This knife measures 10 3/4” overall with a 6” tool steel clip point
blade equipped with a notched thumb rest.  The blade has some light scuffs and scratches from being lightly sharpened and remains bright
overall with a small spot of freckling on the reverse side of the blade which is also etched with a previous owner’s name.  The exposed nut
Duralumin buttcap and nickel silver double guard remains bright overall with some areas of light staining on the guard from sheath stor-
age.  The stacked leather washer handle rates excellent and is centered between fading red, white and blue leather washer spacers. Knife
includes a Johnson roughback model A  leather sheath with gray combination Crystolon hone in pocket having a few light stains and
scuffs.�(56020-R368) (300/500)

1421. RANDALL MODEL 11-4 ALASKAN SKINNER FIXED BLADE KNIFE  This knife measures 8 1/4” overall with a 4” Tommy
Thompson-designed tool steel skinning blade equipped with notched thumb serrations.  The blade remains unsharpened and bright with
a few specks of faint freckling on the obverse side of the blade.  The brass single hilt remains bright with a few spots of light tarnishing
and there are a few light scuffs in the exposed nut Duralumin buttcap.  The stacked leather washer handle rates excellent and is centered
between red, white and black leather washer spacers.  Knife includes a Johnson roughback leather sheath with hone in pocket and pre-
vious owner’s initials written in ink above the handle strap.  (56020-R349) (300/500)

1422. RANDALL MODEL 14 ATTACK KNIFE WITH MODEL 18 GRIND  This special order “Attack” knife measures 12 1/4” over-
all with a 7 1/2” stainless steel spear point blade equipped with a 2 3/8” sharpened false edge and saw tooth top edge similar to the
Randall Model 18.  The blade remains unsharpened and bright as does the oblong stainless steel hilt.  The finger groove black micarta
handle rates excellent and is equipped with an aluminum lined lanyard hole.  Knife includes a Johnson roughback model C leather sheath
with hone in pocket.  An excellent special order model 14 Randall. �(56020-R318) (300/500)

1423. LOT OF PEWTER 1911 GRIPS  Cast by Pilgrim Pewter Inc., showing the designs of Sid Bell to include a raised relief bison on the
left panel and an eagle clutching a shield, arrows, and olive branch on the right.  The grips show some light handling marks near the cor-
ners but remain in excellent condition.  (106335-18)

1424. GERMAN P.08 LUGER PISTOL BY DWM serial #6003m, 9 mm, 4" barrel with a very good bore which shows strong rifling but
with minor frosting in the grooves more prominent near the throat.  The metal surfaces retain about 90% original blue, the loss is due pri-
marily to even fading on the barrel, high edges and contact point wear.  There is sparsely scattered light surface oxidation present in some
areas and a few spots of very light pinprick pitting.  The straw parts have faded primarily to gray on the left side of the gun showing some
very good color on the ejector and magazine release on the right side.  All of the visible numbers are matching including the firing pin.  The
firing pin shows a repaired nose and the milled recess in the bolt itself into-which the firing pin retainer keys, has broken out rearward, no
doubt due to some catastrophic failure that broke the firing pin and has resulted in the left side front of the toggle link being cracked (basi-
cally this means the firing pin retainer does not keep the firing pin in the bolt recess).  Currently the gun will not fire.  The checkered wal-
nut grips rate good to perhaps very good with some minor flattening of the points, more prominent on the left grip, they are stamp-num-
bered to the gun.  Included is one bright-bodied wood base magazine marked only "Germany" with the body of the magazine showing a
number of dents and wrinkles.  Overall a good 1916-dated Luger which needs some professional attention.  (36188-6) {C&R} (275/375)

1425. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 5903 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #TYC8693, 9mm, 4" barrel with an excellent bore.  This pis-
tol retains 97% of the original blue and anodized finishes with some silvering at the muzzle and on the high edges.  There are a few light
oxidation blemishes on the slide and a few very light scratches.  The wrap around plastic grips are in near excellent condition with one
prominent scratch on the rear of the grip.  The pistol features three dot adjustable sights and a slide mounted safety/de-cocker.  Three
magazines are included with pistol.  Two of the fourteen round magazines are stainless steel and the third is a blue finish.  A De Santis
double shoulder holster rig is included.  It consists of a horizontal #83 holster, a #A24 double magazine pouch and a brown suede shoul-
der harness.  The snap for a tie down strap (not included) on the holster has partially pulled off and needs replacement.  Overall, the pis-
tol and holster are in nice condition and would be a great concealed carry outfit.  (86188-1) (275/375)  

1426. RUGER LC380 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #323-65064, 380 ACP, 3” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  This is a new-in-the-
box pistol in 99% plus condition featuring a blued steel slide and synthetic frame with integrated grips.  It comes with its original factory
box, one single magazine, Ruger pistol rug, lock, and manual.  (126188-16) (275/375)

1427. MOSSBERG 500A PUMP SHOTGUN serial #K942418, 12 Ga., 28” barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The ventilated ribbed
barrel rates excellent and has retained about 97% of its factory blue finish.  The receiver rates excellent, retaining about 98% of its factory
blue finish with negligible signs of wear around the chamber.  The checkered wood forend and pistolgrip stock both rate excellent with
only a few minor faint dings.  The shotgun features a recoil mitigating buttpad. (136619-1) (200/300)

1428. SMITH & WESSON SIGMA MODEL SW40C SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #PAL5368, 40 S&W, 4" barrel with an excellent,
bright bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with a few light handling marks.  The synthetic frame with integrated grip rates excel-
lent.  The pistol comes with a single 10 round magazine, loaded chamber indicator, manual, and factory original box.  (146610-2) (300/400)

1429. UNMARKED BELGIAN PERCUSSION SINGLE BARREL FOWLER About 11 bore, 36" part octagon part round barrel with
a turned medial at the point of transition and a fair oxidized bore.  The barrel is an overall deep brown patina with light oxidation nearly it's
full-length, the top flat shows a Belgian proof mark.  The lockplate is unmarked and is a dull pewter patina with oxidation overall, the ham-
mer is an oxidized brown.  There are iron ramrod thimbles and tailpipe with a simple iron triggerguard and buttplate.  The European Walnut
buttstock rates about very good with minor handling marks and dings from the years, coarse checkering and a 12" crack along the left
side of the forearm area.  The lock is mechanically functional however the hammer is very loose on the lock as the hammer screw is an
improper replacement.  An excellent hanger for above the fireplace.  (35134-3) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)
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1430. LOT OF BAIT CASTING FISHING RODS  There are three rods total, all with removable handles.  The first is a Heddon Pal serial
#3151 measuring 5' made of steel painted tan with soiled cork grip and includes a canvas case marked "True Temper".  The second is a
Heddon Pal Deluxe serial #260-6 measuring 6' made of brown colored fiberglass with soiled cork grip and includes a vinyl case marked
"Heddon Deluxe".  The third is a Heddon Pal yellow fiberglass rod with soiled cork grip measuring 5' and includes a canvas case marked
"True Temper".  All are serviceable rods.  (116282-8,9,10) 

1431. CROSSMAN MODEL 760 POWERMASTER AIR RIFLE  .177/BB repeater airgun  This pump-action gun has a black cast
action, plastic pistolgrip stock and forearm, and metal barrel and air chamber showing a few oxidation spots.  It is equipped with a blade
front sight and an open rear sight.  Overall rating very good.  (115798-648)

1432. DAISY RED RYDER CARBINE  This is a lever-cocking air rifle, caliber .175/BB, has blued metal surfaces turning mostly brown with
oxidation spotting.  The wood stock and forearm rate good showing scuffs and dings still retaining thin varnish.  The buttstock is slightly
loose.  The gun is equipped with a small blade front sight, a simple non-adjustable rear sight, and a saddle ring with rawhide lace.  Gun
seems to function.  (115538-1)

1433. DAISY MODEL 96 CARBINE .175/BB caliber,  This lever-cocking carbine is little used, displaying 98% of the barrel and action blue
showing some flaking on the front of the lever.  The wood Monte Carlo stock and beavertail forearm rate very good exhibiting a few scuffs
and scrapes over a strong varnish. The plain wood butt has been crudely etched with the name "Steve".  Sights include a blade front and
adjustable rear.  Included is a paper pamphlet titled Daisy B-B Rifle Instruction Program dated 1959.  (115660-9)

1434. DAISY 853 POWERLINE TARGET AIR RIFLE .177 caliber.  The black painted metal surfaces retain 98% finish and the target
style pistolgrip stock rates very good showing a few scratches over a thin varnish.  The rifle is equipped with a plastic buttplate adjustable
for length and sights include a globe front sight and a receiver sight mounted on a grooved receiver.  In addition there is a faux muzzle-
brake and a simple metal loop is installed on the cocking lever providing a hand stop.  Overall a neat target gun.  (115798-644)

1435. DAISY POWERLINE 880 AIR RIFLE .177/BB caliber.  The metal surfaces on this lever-cocking rifle retain 95% of a black finish
showing a few scratches and dings on the barrel.  The plastic Monte Carlo pistolgrip stock displays a nice faux wood figure and rates very
good with a few dings and showing some white staining along the lower edge of the right hand cheekpiece.  There is a black gripcap and
grooved buttplate installed.  The gun is equipped with a ramp mounted front blade sight, an adjustable open rear sight, and a cross bolt
safety.  (115800-54)

1436. STEVENS MODEL 15 BOLT ACTION SINGLE SHOT RIFLE, .22 RF, 22" barrel with bright very good bore showing just a
touch of frosting.  The barrel displays a mottled black painted surface with some scattered oxidation spots and the bolt and bolt handle
exhibit a gray patina with oxidation freckling.  The pistolgrip stock has an amateurishly carved deer on the left side, a dog's head on the
right side, and is crudely checkered on the grip.  The forend has a two-piece hard rubber handguard tacked in place and is also crudely
checkered.  There is a hard rubber buttplate installed which is crudely checkered as well and the gun is equipped with a blade front sight
and adjustable rear sight.  (116380-12) (25/50)

1437. ITHACA MODEL 37 FEATHERLIGHT PUMP SHOTGUN serial #371523630, 12 Ga., 28" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.
The barrel rates excellent, retaining about 98% of its factory blue finish with isolated minor light oxidation accumulation around the front
sight.  The receiver rates excellent having retained 98% plus of its factory blue finish with no discernible signs of diminished condition stem-
ming from either handling or wear; the factory engravings on both sides of the receiver have held up very well.  The checkered wood forend
rates excellent; while the pistolgrip stock rates very good as a few faint dings, scratches, and scuffs are present, as well as wear and a slight
chip exhibited on the buttplate.  The shotgun features a red fiber optic front sight. (136356-D28847) (150/250)

1438. LOT OF DAISY AIR RIFLES  Two; first is a Model 99 with the Rogers Arkansas address on the barrel.  The metal surfaces retain
about 80% of their original finish with loss due to oxidation staining and scattered scratches.  The two piece wooden stocks rate very good
to near excellent with the expected light scratches and dings with scattered flakes in the varnish.  Second is a Co2 300 air rifle with Rogers
Arkansas address on the barrel.  The metal surfaces retain 95% of their original blue with spots of light oxidation staining with several small
scratches throughout.  The two piece checkered simulated wood thumb hole style stock rates excellent showing crisp points on the check-
ering and a few light scratches scattered around the butt.  (105458-13,14)

1439. LOT OF AIR RIFLES  Includes two Daisy .177 cal rifles.  First is a Powerline 860 with checkered plastic simulated wood stock in very
good condition.  The metal surfaces retain 90% of their original painted finish with some loss due to oxidation along the top of the barrel.
Second is a Powerline 880 with diamond-checkered plastic simulated wood stock in very good condition.  (105458-11,12)  

1440. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 1 1/2 SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #14222, 32 S&W Short, 3” barrel with a lightly pit-
ted bore.  This revolver retains about 96% of its original nickel finish with a cloudy area on the
backstrap below the hammer and some scattered, light oxidation blemishes.  The hard rub-
ber grips are correctly numbered to the gun as are, the latch and cylinder.  The grips
are the early variety with no Smith & Wesson logo and rate near excellent overall.  This
particular model has a strain screw in the front of the grip frame.  The revolver still
times and locks up perfectly, and there is no play between the frame and barrel.
(86492-20) {ANTIQUE}                                                                                  (150/350)  

1441. FREEDOM ARMS FA-S-22-LR BUCKLE / REVOLVER COMBI-
NATION serial #A42309, 1 1/8” barrel with an excellent bore.  The brushed
stainless steel surfaces are in excellent condition and rate 99% overall with a few
light scattered scratches.  The black Micarta grips are in near excellent condition
with light handling wear.  This mini single action revolver comes with a cast metal belt
buckle with “Freedom Arms” across the bottom in raised motif and a cast outline of the
mini-revolver to fit into.  A stud on the side of the revolver locks into a catch on the buck-
le and a button below releases it.  All state and Federal laws must be adhered to regarding
attachment of pistol to buckle.  (86506-2)                                                                  (200/400) 

1442. BERETTA MODEL 948 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #056604N, 22 LR, 3 1/4” bar-
rel with an excellent bore.  This pistol retains 99% of its original blue and anodized fin-
ishes with the frame drifting to an amber color.  The checkered black plastic grips
show some light handling wear but rate near excellent overall.  A single magazine
with finger extension floorplate is included.  Also provided is an original factory
box with a torn flap on one end.  The box contains an original factory manual that
will be a hard read as the cover is in English but the contents are in Italian.  This
pistol has seen limited use and would make a nice plinking and practice gun.
(86229-244)                                                                                 (150/250)
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1443. REMINGTON MODEL 1100LT-20 LIGHTWEIGHT SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #M972926K, 20 ga, 25” ventilated rib
barrel with an excellent bore that features an aftermarket screw-in choke system.  The metal surfaces retain about 99% of their original
factory blue finish with light handling marks and scratches evident.  The gloss finished walnut buttstock and forend are in near excellent
condition with light dents and handling wear visible.  The aftermarket choke system that was installed involved swaging the end of the bar-
rel slightly giving the barrel a two-step appearance at the muzzle.  It was then threaded to take what appears to be a copy of the
Winchester Winchoke screw-in choke tube.  One choke marked .610 (Improved Cylinder) is provided with the shotgun.  The choke fea-
tures a knurled section for screwing it in by hand and holes for a spanner wrench.  The ivory front bead has broken off but the bead base
is still present. Also provided is a 2 1/2” long aftermarket fiber optic bead front sight that attaches by means of two small magnets mak-
ing removal quick and easy.  This is a nice lightweight shotgun that has upland bird hunting written all over it.  (86393-59) (300/500)

1444. REMINGTON MODEL 1100 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #265114V, 12 ga, 25” ventilated rib barrel with an excellent bore
that features an aftermarket screw in choke system.  The metal surfaces retain about 93% of their original factory blue finish with most of
the loss due to silvering of the lower receiver from carrying the shotgun and some dispersed light handling wear.  The gloss finished wal-
nut buttstock and forend are in very good to excellent condition with several areas of flaked-off finish on the right side of the buttstock
accounting for most of the loss; there are also some random scratches and dents.  The aftermarket choke system that was installed involved
swaging the end of the barrel to a slightly larger diameter giving the barrel a two-step appearance at the muzzle.  It was then threaded to
take what appears to be a copy of the Winchester Winchoke screw in choke tube.  One choke marked Improved Cylinder is provided with
the shotgun.  The choke features a knurled section for screwing it in by hand and holes for a spanner wrench.  This shotgun has seen
some honest use but, remains in very good condition and ready for more days afield.  (86393-58) (250/450)

1445. REMINGTON SHOTGUN BARREL LOT This lot consist of a 12 gauge Remington Model 1100 ventilated rib shotgun barrel.  The
full choke barrel has an excellent bore and retains about 95% of its original polished blue finish.  There is some oxidation at the muzzle end
of the barrel and an isolated spot on the chamber.  (86416-41A)

1446. SAVAGE FOX MODEL FA-1 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #SA12617, 12 Ga., 28” ventilated rib barrel with an excellent bore
and fixed modified choke.  The blue and anodized metal surfaces of this shotgun are in excellent condition with about 99% remaining.  The
checkered walnut stock and forend are also in excellent condition exhibiting light handling wear.  This is a nice condition shotgun ready
for the field.  (86407-2) (175/275)

1447. ITHACA MODEL 37 FEATHERLIGHT SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #464283-2, 16 Ga., 28” plain barrel with an excel-
lent bore with a modified fixed choke.  This shotgun retains about 98% of its original factory finish with faint silvering of the high edges with
light handling and operational wear also present.  The walnut stock is in near excellent condition with light handling wear and a few light
dents detected.  Overall, this is a nice condition Ithaca exhibiting light usage.  (86429-4) (300/500)

1448. MOSSBERG 600AT “PREMIER HUNTER” SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #H600310, 12 ga., 28” plain barrel with an
excellent bore with an improved cylinder choke (the barrel is marked modified).  The metal surfaces retain about 98% of their original
blue and anodized finishes with some scattered light silvering visible on the edges of the receiver.  The hardwood stocks are in near
excellent condition with a few scattered light scratches.  The recoil pad is in excellent condition.  The buttstock is loose but that is a quick
fix. (86474-2) (150/250)  

1449. FABARMS FP6 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #6003184, 12 ga., 28” ventilated rib barrel with screw-in choke and an excel-
lent bore.  The Mossy Oak Break-Up finish on the metal surfaces and stocks are in excellent condition with about 99% remaining.  The
rubber recoil pad also rates excellent.  This shotgun comes equipped with sling swivel studs, FABARMS “Tribore” barrel and one modi-
fied screw in choke is provided.  (86470-7) (200/400) 

1450. WINCHESTER MODEL 12 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #1001485, 12 ga., 26” ventilated rib barrel with an excellent bore
that features a screw-in aftermarket choke.  The aftermarket choke system that was installed involved swaging the end of the barrel to a
slightly larger diameter giving the barrel a two-step appearance at the muzzle. It was then threaded to take what appears to be a copy of
the Winchester Winchoke screw in choke tube.  The barrel has also been professionally ported but it is uncertain who did the work.  The
metal surfaces have been re-blued into a dull satin finish with some original pits still visible under the new finish.  This 1946-manufactured
shotgun retains about 99% of the new finish with a few light scratches present.  The walnut buttstock and forend have been refinished
and are in very good to excellent condition with some scattered light dents, scratches and handling wear present.  There is a very fine 1”
crack visible on the left wrist by the receiver.  The ventilated rubber recoil pad is also in excellent condition but, the fit is slightly proud of
the wood and it is marked John W. Knope.  One improved cylinder screw-in choke is provided and it is marked .715 on the side.  This
Model 12 refinish has given it a new lease on life and should make for a nice hunting companion.  (86393-64) (300/500)

1451. ITHACA MODEL 37 FEATHERLIGHT DEERSLAYER SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #371355038, 12 ga., 20” barrel
with an excellent bore featuring adjustable rifle sights with fixed improved modified choke.  About 97% of the original factory finish remains
with random scratches present on the receiver, and light handling and operation marks are also visible.  The walnut buttstock and forend
are in near excellent condition with only light handling wear noted.  The ventilated recoil pad is in excellent condition and the gun is
equipped with sling swivel studs.  The Ithaca Deerslayer always had a reputation as a great deer gun.  (86393-23) (200/300)

1452. ITHACA MODEL 37 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #182363, 12 ga., 28” plain barrel with an excellent bore with a fixed
modified choke.  The original polished factory blue finish is in very good to excellent condition with a scattering of light scratches visible
on the receiver and other metal surfaces and rate 96% overall.  The walnut buttstock and corncob forend are in very good condition with
random scratches and scuff marks detected.  There is also an approximately 1 3/8” long, fine line crack on the left side of the pistolgrip
that extends from the receiver.  (86473-22) (150/250)

1453. CUSTOM WINCHESTER MODEL 12 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #1719969, 12 ga., 20” barrel with an excellent bore,
fixed full choke and rifle sights.  The factory barrel of this 1959 manufactured shotgun has been shortened to 20”, a separate but perma-
nently affixed full choke installed and a Remington adjustable ramp rear sight installed.  The front sight consists of a William’s ramped sight
base with a 1/16” brass bead sight installed.  The metal surfaces retain about 99% plus of their professionally applied blue finish with a
few light scattered scratches present.  The walnut straight grip buttstock and grooved round bottom forend are in near excellent condi-
tion and have been professionally refinished.  A nice thick ventilated recoil pad has been installed on the buttstock.  The fit is proud of the
wood in several locations but a good fit overall.  This should make a nice deer gun for those states with mandatory “shotgun only” areas.
(86393-36) (300/500)

1454. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 3000 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN TWO BARREL SET serial #FB80442, 12 ga., 18” “Riot”
barrel with a fixed “police cylinder” (improved cylinder) choke and an excellent bore.  The second barrel is a 30” plain barrel with fixed full
choke and an excellent bore.  The factory blue finish on the metal surfaces is in excellent condition with about 99% remaining and some
light scratches are present.  The painted surfaces on the folding metal buttstock are in excellent condition with about 99% remaining.  The
black synthetic forend and pistolgrip are in excellent condition.  Also included with this shotgun is a five round buttstock ammunition car-
rier.  (6416-43) (300/500)
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1455. SMITH & WESSON SIGMA MODEL SW380 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #RAE9812, 380 ACP, 3” barrel with an excellent
bore.  The black finish on the slide and the polymer frame are in excellent condition with an overall rating of 99%.  The pistol is packaged in
a factory hard case and it contains two magazines, special takedown and assembly tool, manual, and paperwork.  (86393-180) (200/300)

1456. RUGER NEW MODEL BLACKHAWK REVOLVER serial #36-04375, 357 Magnum, 6 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore.  The
blue and anodized surfaces are in near excellent condition with about 98% remaining.  The cylinder has a visible turn ring and there are a
few scattered light scratches present on the metal surfaces.  The smooth factory walnut grips are in near excellent condition with a few
light dents visible and feature a silver Ruger phoenix medallion.  The revolver includes and original two piece factory box and some paper-
work.  Blackhawks in this caliber have long been a favorite of sportsman and shooters.  (86393-191) (300/500)

1457. MOSSBERG MODEL 185-D BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN 20 ga., 26” barrel with excellent bore with a Mossberg screw on choke
system.  The blued metal surfaces exhibit considerable freckling and oxidation with about 50% of the original blue finish remaining.  The
remainder of the metal surfaces have oxidized to a brown hue.  The hardwood stock is in fair to good condition with numerous dents, dings,
scratches and some splitting around the crossbolt screw on the right side of the stock.  The action still functions and the shotgun is provid-
ed with one Mossberg improved cylinder screw on choke and a two round detachable box magazine.  (86357-S17272) {C&R} (25/50)

1458. RUGER MODEL P-85 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #300-35859, 9mm, 4 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore.  The matte black fin-
ish on the steel and aluminum surfaces is in near excellent condition with about 99% remaining.  There are a few light scratches, scuff
marks and handling blemishes present.  The polymer grips are also in near excellent condition with a few light handling blemishes present.
The pistol features a set of three dot sights, slide mounted de-cocker / safety and ambidextrous magazine release.  The pistol is provided
with two, fifteen round magazines, a manual and an original factory hard case.  The factory safety modification recall has not been com-
pleted on this firearm.  (86393-231) (250/350)

1459. BERETTA MODEL 70 PUMA SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #93268, 32 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore.  The blue and
anodized surfaces are in excellent condition with about 99% of the finish remaining.  The checkered, brown, wrap-around plastic grips are
in like new condition.  The pistol features fixed sights and cross bolt safety for cocked and locked carry.  A correctly labeled factory box is
included and it contains a magazine with finger extension base plate, bore brush and manual.  (86393-207) (200/300)

1460. COLT JUNIOR POCKET MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #57251CC, 22 Short, 2 1/4” barrel with an excellent bore.
Overall, this 1967 manufactured pistol retains about 99% of its original blue finish with just a few scant handling blemishes observed.  The
checkered walnut grips with silver Rampant Colt medallions are in excellent condition.  The pistol has crisp and correct marking including
the “Made in Spain for Colt” on the frame.  The pistol includes one magazine and an original box.  The box is very good to excellent con-
dition with part of the end tag torn off and light scuffing visible on the edges.  This little pistol appears to have seen very little, if any, use.
(86393-224) (300/500)

1461. COLT JUNIOR POCKET MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #OD49316, 25 ACP, 2 1/4” barrel with an excellent bore.
Overall, this “third model” pistol retains about 99% plus of its original blue finish.  The checkered walnut grips with silver Rampant Colt
medallions are in excellent condition.  The pistol includes one magazine, manual, paperwork and a correctly marked original box in near
excellent condition.  The third models were made in the U.S. after the G.C.A. of 1968 forced Colt to stop importing the Astra made Junior
models.  This little pistol appears to have seen very little, if any, use.  (86393-206) (300/500)

1462. LOT OF OPTICS AND MACHINE GUN LINKS This lot consists of two optical devices and one steel box.  Included are one
“Loca-Scope” in the original box with instructions.  This mirrored device allows the user to locate two landmarks at once to aid in land nav-
igation.  The second optic consists of a pair of Chevalier Opticien of Paris binoculars that are in poor condition.  The brass framed binocu-
lars are missing the left objective lens assembly and the right exhibits a crack in the glass.  The focus adjustment still functions.  Included
is a metal “Yankee Reflector-Flare” box that is in near excellent condition with light scratches and scuff marks.  The box measures 8 1/2”x
3  3/8” x3 3/8” but is missing its original contents.  It would make a great little “parts” box.  Also included are approximately (25) 30 cal-
iber steel, disintegrating, machine gun links with NATO cross.  (85682-19C5)

1463. STAR MODEL 45 FIRESTAR SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #2143832, 45 ACP, 3 5/8” barrel with an excellent bore.  This pistol
retains about 99% plus of its original brushed electroless nickel Starvel finish.  The black synthetic grips are in like-new condition and have
rubbery texture similar to the Pachmayr grips.  The pistol features three dot windage adjustable sights, ambidextrous thumb safeties that
allow several modes of carry, and checkered front and back straps.  Included is a factory hard box, a pair of six round magazines with Starvel
finish, cleaning rod with brush, and a combination flat screw driver and Torx wrench tool.  This would make a nice companion piece for the
following Star Model 43.  (86393-205) (300/500)

1464. STAR MODEL 43 FIRESTAR SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #2121715, 9mm, 3 3/8” barrel with an excellent bore.  This pistol
retains about 99% plus of its original brushed and matte electroless nickel Starvel finish.  The black synthetic grips are in like-new condi-
tion and have rubbery texture similar to the Pachmayr grips.  The pistol features three dot windage adjustable sights, ambidextrous thumb
safeties that allow several modes of carry, and checkered front and back straps.  Included is a factory hard box, a pair of seven round mag-
azines with Starvel finish, cleaning rod with bore mop, and a combination flat screw driver and Torx wrench tool.  This would make a nice
companion piece for the preceding Star Model 45.  (86393-208) (300/500)

1465. COLT FRONTIER SCOUT BUNTLINE MODEL REVOLVER serial #64326F, 22 S, L, LR, 9 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore.
The blue and anodized metal surfaces of this aluminum-framed gun are in near excellent condition with about 97% remaining.  There is
some light silvering present at the muzzle, and on the high edges of loading gate and cylinder.  The checkered plastic grips of this 1959-
manufactured revolver are in very good condition with only light handling wear visible on the exterior but the frame stud holes on the grip
panels have been repaired with some form of epoxy.  The exterior appearance has not been affected by this repair.  The Colt hardwood
presentation box features a Colt logo on the cover and on the interior of the red satin lined lid.  The bottom of the case is cut-out for the
revolver and is lined with crushed red velvet.  Overall, the case is in very good to excellent condition with some scattered light dents and
scratches.  (86393-170) {C&R} (300/500)

1466. ROSSI MODEL 526 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #539276, 22 S, L, LR, 3” barrel with an excellent bore.  The factory
nickel finish is in excellent condition with about 99% remaining.  The blued trigger and hammer also retain their full blue finish.  The brown
checkered plastic grips are in excellent condition.  This little revolver includes a leather covered presentation case with the Rossi logo on
the cover.  The case is felt lined and is in very good to excellent condition overall.  (86393-233) (75/175)

1467. BAUER FIREARMS BAUER MODEL PISTOL .25 ACP semi-auto pistol serial #147751, 25 ACP, 2 1/8” barrel with an excellent
bore.  The brushed stainless steel surfaces retain 99% of their original factory finish with a few light handling blemishes.  The checkered
hardwood stocks are in like new condition.  The pistol includes a correct factory box, a six shot magazine, manual and paperwork.
(86393-235) (125/275)

1468. SEECAMP MODEL LWS .25 ACP SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #3324, 25 ACP, 2” barrel with an excellent bore.  The matte
stainless steel surfaces are in near excellent condition but, exhibit light handling wear on the back and front strap areas for an overall rat-
ing of about 95%.  The checkered black plastic stocks are in near excellent condition with a few light handling blemishes.  The diminutive
pistol includes an original factory box, a pair of seven round magazines, manual and paperwork.  Seecamps were well known for their qual-
ity and reliability.  (86393-212) (300/500)
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1469. HIGH STANDARD MODEL DM-101 DERRINGER PISTOL, serial #D53264, 22 Rimfire Magnum, 3 1/2” barrels with excel-
lent bores on both barrels.  The factory nickel finish is in like new condition as are the black plastic grip panels.  The pistol includes the
original factory box containing a manual; paperwork and a Hidden Thunder Model .38 DER inside the pants holster.  This would make a
great backup or CCW pistol.  (86393-209) (200/300)

1470. HARTFORD ARMS CO. MODEL 1925 SEMI-AUTO TARGET PISTOL serial #2191, 22 LR, 6 3/4” barrel with an excellent
bore.  Overall, the pistol retains about 95% of its non-original blue finish with most of the loss on the right rear side of the slide and frame.
Oxidation blemishes that have been lightly cleaned have left these surfaces a mix of silver and brown with light to moderate pitting pre-
sent.  Some pits are still visible under the re-finished blue.  The checkered hard rubber grips are in near excellent condition with some light
handling wear present and a few scuff marks.  A single two tone magazine is included with the gun and the slide is correctly numbered
to the frame. (86393-300) {C&R} (300/500)

1471. HARTFORD ARMS CO. MODEL 1925 SEMI-AUTO TARGET PISTOL serial #4730, 22 LR, 6 3/4” barrel with an excel-
lent bore.  Overall the pistol retains about 98% of its non-original blue finish with most of the loss due to scattered light oxidation blem-
ishes and pits.  Some pits are still visible under the re-finished blue.  The walnut grips have fourteen vertical grooves on each panel and
rate near excellent overall.  A single two tone magazine is included with the gun and the slide is correctly numbered to the frame.
(86393-298) {C&R} (300/500)

1472. CUSTOM HARTFORD ARMS CO. MODEL 1925 SEMI-AUTO TARGET PISTOL serial #1181, 22 LR, 6 5/8” barrel with an
excellent bore.  Overall the pistol retains about 90% of its original blue finish.  Handling wear has flaked the finish to a mottled mix of gunmetal
gray and thinning blue on the grip frame, barrel and other areas.  There is also a scattering of scratches, dents and burnished oxidation blem-
ishes present.  The unmarked custom checkered walnut grips are in very good condition and feature double thumb rest for ambidextrous use
and extend below the frame about 1”.  They exhibit light compression damage to some of the diamond points especially on the lower portions
of the grip and light to moderate handling wear.  The single magazine displays considerable use and the floorplate has a 1” wooden exten-
sion that is contoured and checkered to match the grips.  The magazine release has been modified to only apply friction to the rear of the
magazine to retain it.  Magazine removal is accomplished by simply pulling the magazine down and out.  The slide is correctly numbered to
the frame.  The front sight has been changed to a bead and the rear sight is a fixed peep. (86393-297) {C&R} (250/450)

1473. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON MODEL 1900 SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN serial #121645, 12 ga., 30” Damascus bar-
rel with an oxidized and pitted bore equipped with a cylinder bore choke.  The metal surfaces of the receiver are a bright metal with a few
light scratches, dents and blemishes.  The Damascus barrel is a consistent gray color with some light handling and age blemishes, and the
fit is slightly loose to the receiver.  The forend has a number of dents and scratches present as does the buttstock.  Both of them appear
to have been refinished and there are a number of thin cracks visible in the wrist areas and a small chip of wood missing.  The nice appear-
ance of the shotgun in addition to just enough “character” makes this a great candidate for a “wall hanger”.  (86375-13) (25/75)  

1474. ITHACA LEFEVER LONG RANGE FIELD AND TRAP SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN serial #19855, 16 ga., 28” solid rib bar-
rel with an excellent bore equipped with a fixed full choke.  The receiver retains about 50% of its original blue finish with a gunmetal gray
color remaining on the high edges.  The barrel retains about 98% thinning blue finish with light scratches and handling wear present.  The
checkered walnut forend and buttstock are in near excellent condition with scattered light dents and handling blemishes present.  Both
stocks appear to have been re-varnished.  Barrel to frame fit remains tight and the non-selective ejector and safety still work properly.
(86393-39) {C&R} (200/400)

1475. HI-STANDARD MODEL G-B SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #325474, 22 LR, 6 3/4” barrel with a near excellent bore exhibiting
one small area of pitting just forward of the chamber with the remainder of the barrel bright.  The factory blue metal surfaces are near
excellent condition with about 98% remaining.  The bluing is starting to thin in the grip areas and there is some silvering and scratches on
the rear of the slide.  There is also some impact marks on and around the barrel catch pin which are most noticeable on the right side.
The barrel-to-slide fit is slightly loose but the numbers correctly match the frame.  The checkered brown plastic stocks are in excellent con-
dition and feature an HS monogram on each panel.  A single two tone magazine with a lightly bent floorplate lip is included with the pis-
tol.  (86393-303) {C&R} (300/500)

1476. HI-STANDARD MODEL H-B SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #292851, 22 LR, 6 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore.  This New
Haven Connecticut, second model pistol, retains about 90 - 95% of its original factory blue finish with some light silvering at the muzzle
and the grip frame has flaked to a predominately gray color from handling.  The checkered hard rubber grips feature a HS monogram and
rate very good to excellent overall.  The left panel has one small spot of flattened diamond points just above the bottom escutcheon and
some scattered light wear on both.  The slide is correctly numbered to the frame and the pistol includes a single magazine that is in near
excellent condition. The rear sight has been replaced by a Micro adjustable sight and the front sight blade has been replaced with a Lyman
ramp with a Lyman bead sight installed on the ramp.  (86393-316) (250/350)

1477. HIGH STANDARD BARREL LOT This lot consist of one New Haven Connecticut-manufactured High Standard barrel for a first
model lever series Sport King pistol or G-B model.  The barrel is chambered for the 22 LR and is 4 1/2” long with an excellent bore.  The
barrel retains about 95% of its original bluing with light silvering at the muzzle and on the high edges.  The number 3592 is scratch on the
bottom of the barrel lug.  (86393-387)  

1478. HIGH STANDARD MAGAZINE LOT This lot consist of a single curved “humpback” magazine for a High Standard G-O First Model
Olympic pistol.  This rare magazine is in very good to excellent condition with light wear from usage and a small oxidation blemish toward
the feed lips.  (86393-308A) 

1479. HIGH STANDARD MAGAZINE LOT This lot consist of a single curved “humpback” magazine for a High Standard G-O First
Model Olympic pistol.  This rare magazine is in very good to excellent condition with light wear from usage and a few scratches at the
base.  (86393-308B) 

1480. HIGH STANDARD BARREL LOT This lot consist of one New Haven Connecticut-manufactured High Standard barrel for a first
model lever series Supermatic pistol.  This heavy barrel is chambered for the 22 LR and is 4 1/2” long with an excellent bore.  The barrel
retains about 97% of its original bluing with light silvering present at the muzzle and on the high edges.  This barrel is grooved for weights
and the groove filler is present but no weights are provided.  (86393-313)  

1481. HI-STANDARD MODEL B SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #21445, 22 LR, 6 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore.  This pistol has
been refinished and re-blued during its life cycle with about 99% of the new finish remaining.  During the surface preparation some of
the legend on the side of the barrel was partially washed out as is the sideplate hole above the trigger.  The checkered hard rubber grips
are in near excellent condition with random light scratches and scuff marks visible.  A single, excellent condition magazine is included.
(86393-324) (250/350)
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1482. CUSTOM RUGER MARK I TARGET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #15-05360, 22 LR, 3 1/2” heavy barrel with an excellent
bore.  The barrel has been shortened from its original 5 1/2” length and the metal surfaces have been bead blasted and given a dull re-
blue finish with 99% remaining.  The checkered Delrin plastic grips are in very good to excellent condition with light handling marks.  This
pistol was further modified with the addition of an over travel screw on the trigger and a screw inserted into the front of the triggerguard
to limit reset travel.  Lastly, the set screw to lock the adjustable rear sight in its dovetail has been replaced with a larger screw but should
be easily replaced with a correct screw.  A single Mk I magazine is provided.  This was an obvious attempt to make the pistol more com-
pact and should make a good, handy woods gun.  (86393-288) (150/250) 

1483. CUSTOM RUGER MARK I TARGET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #13-44299, 22 LR, 5 1/2” heavy barrel with an excellent
bore.  This pistol retains about 99% of its original factory blue finish with light handling wear present.  The checkered Delrin plastic grips
are in near excellent condition with light handling marks observed.  The adjustable rear has a white outline blade and the front sight is a
red ramp.  A single MK I magazine is provided with the pistol.  The colored sights should be a real boon to hunting in the dark woods or
in reduced light. (86393-198) (300/500)

1484. H&K MAGAZINE LOT This lot consist of one Heckler & Koch P7 M10 stainless steel magazine for the 40 S&W cartridge.  The mag-
azines are marked “P7 M10 – 40 S&W – JC”.  The magazine is in excellent condition.  P7 M10 magazines are hard to find.  (86393-165A)

1485. H&K MAGAZINE LOT This lot consist of one Heckler & Koch P7 M10 stainless steel magazine for the 40 S&W cartridge.  The mag-
azines are marked “P7 M10 – 40 S&W – JC”.  The magazine is in excellent condition.  P7 M10 magazines are hard to find.  (86393-165B)

1486. COLT MODEL 1908 VEST POCKET HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #400599, 25ACP, 2 1/4” barrel with an
excellent bore.  This 1934 pistol was refinished at some point in its life cycle and retains about 99% of the new dull blue finish.  There are
a few light oxidation blemishes noted plus there are some old pits visible under the new finish.  The correct hard rubber grips are in very
good to excellent condition with light handling wear observed.  The grip screw has been replaced with an incorrect one on-which the head
was ground down to help it fit better.  The threads still protrudes slightly on the right grip panel.  A single unmarked magazine is included
with the pistol and the numbers on the slide correctly match the frame.  The magazine safety does not function as one or more of the dis-
connect safety parts are missing.  The grip safety and manual safety still function properly.  This pistol will fire with the magazine removed!
(86393-262) (300/500)

1487. COLT VEST POCKET MODEL 1908 HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #312692, 25ACP, 2 1/4” barrel with an
excellent bore.  This 1922 pistol was refinished at some point in its life cycle and retains about 99% of the new dull blue finish.  The trigger
retains some of its Nitre blue finish plus there are some old pits visible under the new finish.  There is nick in the top of the slide by the
extractor pin probably, caused during reassembly.  The correct hard rubber grips are in very good condition with light handling wear
observed and a small crack running from the right escutcheon to the rear of the panel.  A single magazine with correct marking is includ-
ed with little pistol.  The numbers on the slide correctly match the frame.  This would be a great starter gun for the beginning Colt collec-
tor or could be used for its original intended purpose of self-defense.  (86393-263) (300/500)

1488. SMITH & WESSON MILITARY & POLICE POST WAR HAND EJECTOR REVOLVER serial #C60136, 38 Special, 2”
pinned barrel with an excellent bore.  This pre-model 10 revolver retains about 90% of the original factory blue finish.  The high edges
are silvering and the grip frame has thinned to a gunmetal gray with brown overtones from handling.  The finish is starting to thin in
other locations along with some scattered light scratches and the usual turn ring on the cylinder.  The hammer and trigger retain strong
case-hardened colors and all appropriate parts have correct matching serial numbers.  The diamond centered checkered walnut grips
of this round butt revolver are in very good to excellent condition with random dents, scratches and lightly compressed diamond points.
(86393-289) {C&R} (250/350) 

1489. ARMALITE AR-7 EXPLORER ISRAELI PILOT’S SURVIVAL RIFLE serial #92612-1, 22 LR, 16” barrel with an excellent
bore.  The painted surfaces of this importer marked and Costa Mesa California-made rifle are in near excellent condition with some
slight silvering on the barrel in front of the barrel lock nut.  There is also some thinning and flaking of the finish in the same areas and
on the receiver.  The Parkerizing on the collapsing wire stock is starting to silver from use were it slides in and out.  The FAL pistolgrip
is in near excellent condition with light handling blemishes.  The bottom of the pistolgrip is hollow for storage of a survival or cleaning
kit and retained in position with a rubber cap.  This interesting piece of firearms history includes a pair of AR 7 magazines, canvas sling,
an unused military cleaning kit, cheekpiece with no mounting hardware, 3 1/2” x 5” canvas pouch and a camouflage nylon two pock-
et gun case.  (86393-142) (300/500)

1490. LOT OF AR-7 MAGAZINES This lot consist of two magazines for the AR-7 Explorer rifle.  Both magazines are still in their sealed
plastic sleeve and both have a factory sticker on them simply stating “Made in USA”.  Someone has handwritten Armalite AR-7 on the out-
side of each package.  (86393-142A)

1491. THOMPSON CENTER CONTENDER SINGLE SHOT PISTOL serial #375438, 30-30 Winchester, 10” bull barrel with an
excellent bore.  Overall, the pistol retains about 99% of its original polished blue finish.  The smooth walnut grip and forend are in excel-
lent condition.  The pistolgrip has a rubber insert to help dampen recoil.  The barrel is equipped with Thompson Center blade front sight
but the rear sight has been removed and a scope installed using a T / C scope base.  The Thompson Center long eye relief Model 4 RP
scope is in excellent condition with clear optics.  This pistol is equipped with the later hammer mounted selector / safety.  Included is a set
of scope lens caps and a Boyt canvas gun rug with two internal pockets for additional barrels.  (86393-237) (300/500)

1492. THOMPSON CENTER CONTENDER BARREL LOT This lot consist of one 10” Thompson Center Contender barrel with an
excellent bore.  The barrel is chambered for 45 Colt and 3” .410 bore shotshells and is equipped with T / C’s special screw-in choke.  The
barrel features a set of T / C adjustable sights.  Included with this barrel is the T / C choke tube wrench.  (86393-238A) 

1493. CASED SET COLT LORD AND LADY DERINGERS serial #4099LDR & 4100LDR, 22 Short, 2 1/2” barrel with excellent bores
on both Deringers.  The gold plated surfaces on both pistols are in excellent condition as-is the blued metal surfaces on the trigger, ham-
mer and barrel (Lord Deringer) for an overall rating of about 99%.  The pearlite grips of the Lady Deringer and walnut grips of the Lord
Deringer are in near excellent condition with few minor handling blemishes.  Both Deringers are cased in a maroon vinyl covered presenta-
tion case with images of a 19th century gentleman and lady on the outside of the cover with “Lord and Lady Deringer” between them along
with a photo of the pistols and the word “Colt” beneath them.  The case is red velvet lined with a Rampant Colt medallion on the lid.  The
case is in near excellent condition with some slight damage to the vinyl cover and some blemishes.  (86393-199 & 6393-200) (300/500)

1494. COLT FOURTH MODEL DERINGER SINGLE SHOT PISTOL serial #8614N, 22 Short, 2 1/2” barrel with a near excellent
barrel exhibiting some light and random oxidation in the bore.  The nickel plated surfaces retain about 99% of their finish with some scat-
tered light scratches observed.  The faux ivory plastic grips are in near excellent condition with some light dents and scratches present.
(6393-266) {C&R} (50/100)

1495. RUGER MK II STANDARD MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #215-38999, 22 LR, 6” barrel with an excellent bore.  The stain-
less steel surfaces are in excellent condition and rate 99% overall.  The black checkered Delrin grips are in like new condition and the right
panel has silver Ruger Phoenix.  This model is equipped with fixed sights and includes a single ten round magazine.  (86393-143)(200/400)
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1496. CUSTOM P.08 LUGER STOCK LOT This lot consist of a custom made smooth walnut shoulder stock for a P.08 Luger pistol.  It
appears an original flat stock was laminated with walnut and shaped.  The mounting hardware is numbered 5192l and the buttplate has
a six sided star on the top.  The stock is in near excellent condition with a 3” long defect where the new laminate meets the base wood
on the left side of the wrist.  The stock has a few light scratches and dents and is equipped with a solitary sling swivel.  (86393-141A)

1497. REPRODUCTION HI-POWER STOCK LOT This lot consist of a reproduction shoulder stock / holster for the Chinese Inglis Hi-
Power with correct mounting hardware and five Chinese characters on the left side of the wrist.  The stock is equipped with a green can-
vas webbing shoulder harness and hinged buttplate.  Overall the stock is in like new condition.  (86393-147A)

1498. COLT WOODSMAN SPORT MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #33179-S, 22 LR, 4 1/2” barrel with a near excellent bore
exhibiting traces of oxidation.  Overall, this 1948-manufactured pistol retains about 70% of its original factory finish with most of the lost
due holster and handling wear on the grip frame and barrel.  The front and back straps are a mix of gunmetal gray and oxidation blem-
ishes with the barrel thinning at the muzzle to silver.  The Coltwood grips are near excellent condition with scattered light dents and
scratches.  This pistol features the adjustable Coltmaster sight and includes a single ten round magazine.  (86602-41) {C&R} (300/500)

1499. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 13-3 REVOLVER serial #AFL 7290, 357 Mag, 3” heavy barrel with an excellent bore.  This round
butt revolver retains about 97% of its original blue finish with scattered pin prick pitting, freckling and other minor oxidation blemishes
observed.  The hammer and trigger still retain vigorous case-hardened colors with minor freckling detected.  This revolver is equipped
with Pachmayr Compac round butt rubber grips that are in excellent condition.  The revolver includes a set of S&W checkered walnut
Magna style grips that are not correctly numbered to the revolver but remain in very good condition with light flaking of the finish,
scratches and dents noted.  (86609-5) (350/550)

1500. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 15-3 COMBAT MASTERPIECE REVOLVER serial #K923661, 38 Special, 4” pinned barrel
with an excellent bore.  This revolver retains about 95% of its original blue finish with silvering present on the high edges and muzzle along
with a turn ring on the cylinder.  The hammer and trigger still retain rich case-hardened colors with light operation marks on the hammer.
This revolver is equipped with checkered Goncalo Alves target grips with S&W medallions exhibiting moderate to light handling wear.  The
revolver also includes a second set of Goncalo Alves target grips with S&W medallions that have moderate to light handling wear that have
been slightly modified by rounding the bottom edge of the grips.  (86543-3) (250/450)

1501. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 31-1 REVOLVER serial #H43489, 32 S&W Long, 1 7/8” pinned barrel with an excellent bore.  This
square butt J frame revolver retains about 98% of its original nickel finish however, there is scattered light freckling, pin prick pitting and
light oxidation blemishes observed.  These blemishes cover about 50% of surfaces but the hammer and trigger retain hearty case-hard-
ened colors.  The checkered walnut grips with S&W medallions are in very good condition with scattered light scratches, flaking and scuff
marks.  (86393-280) (200/400)

1502. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 10-7 REVOLVER serial #5D83007, 38 Special, 2” pinned barrel with an excellent bore.  This square
butt K frame revolver retains about 95% of its original blue finish scattered light freckling, pin prick pitting and light oxidation blemishes
along the topstrap and a thinning backstrap.  There is also light silvering of the high edges and a turn ring on the cylinder.  These ham-
mer and trigger retain hearty case-hardened colors.  The checkered walnut grips with S&W medallions are in near excellent condition.
(86393-280) (250/450)

1503. SMITH & WESSON DOUBLE ACTION FOURTH MODEL TIP UP REVOLVER serial #390171, 38 S&W, 3 1/4” barrel with
a very good but pitted bore.  This revolver has been re-finished in a bead blasted blue and about 99% remains with a light turn ring pre-
sent on the cylinder.  The revolver is equipped with real mother-of-pearl grips the bear a gold S&W medallion and are scratch-numbered
to the gun.  The grips are in near excellent condition overall with some light staining from rust visible on the front of the panels and light
handling blemishes.  All appropriate parts have correct matching numbers but they are washed-out in some of the locations from the metal
preparation for refinishing.  The automatic ejector is need of professional services.  (86393-360) {C&R} (150/250)

1504. SMITH & WESSON DOUBLE ACTION SECOND MODEL TIP UP REVOLVER serial #13059, 32 S&W Long, 3” barrel with
a near excellent bore with a few small pits visible.  This revolver retains about 98% of its original nickel finish with a light turn ring present
on the cylinder and scattered very small patches of oxidation.  The case-hardened colors on the hammer and trigger remain quite strong as
does the bluing on the triggerguard.  The revolver is equipped with hard rubber grips with a gold S&W medallion that are not numbered to
the gun but remain in excellent condition.  All appropriate parts have correct matching numbers.  (86393-358) {ANTIQUE} (350/550)

1505. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON SELF LOADING 32 PISTOL serial #8982, 32 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore.
The blue metal surfaces of this second-variation pistol are in excellent condition with about 99% remaining.  The case-hardened colors on
the trigger remain visible and strong and the triggerguard remains bright.  The hard rubber grips are scratch numbered to the pistol and
are in near excellent condition with light handling wear.  Unfortunately, the pistol no longer fires and is in need of professional services.  A
single magazine is included with the pistol.  (86393-245) {C&R} (300/500)

1506. BAUER FIREARMS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #040231, 25 ACP, 2 1/8” barrel with an excellent bore.  The stainless steel sur-
faces of this pistol are in excellent condition and rate 99% overall.  The white plastic aftermarket grips are also in excellent condition.  They
are much wider than the original grips allowing for a slightly better purchase on the diminutive pistol.  A single magazine is included.
(86393-265) (100/200)

1507. VINCENZO BERNARDELLI VEST POCKET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #95937, 25 ACP, 2 1/8” barrel with a near excel-
lent bore.  This pistol retains about 99% of its original factory blue finish with some slight silvering present of the high edges.  The check-
ered bakelite grips with Bernardelli logo are in excellent condition and the pistol includes one magazine.  (86393-270) (250/450)

1508. COLT AR-15 3X-20 RIFLE SCOPE LOT This lot consist of one Colt 3X-20 scope for an AR-15 sporter with A-1, A-2 and A-3
type carry handle.  The scope includes the mount for the carry handle and scope lens covers.  There is some slight silvering present on
the high edges but, the scope possesses clear optics.  (86393-79)

1509. BERETTA MODEL 1934 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #869605, 380 ACP, 3 3/8” barrel with an excellent bore that has a ring pre-
sent about 1 1/2” from the chamber end.  This 1941-marked pistol retains about 98% of its original factory blue finish with light silvering on
the high edges and scattered light scratches and handling wear.  The metal backed, plastic grips are in very good to excellent condition
with light handling wear observed.  The left side of the frame has a crown / RE acceptance mark of the Royal Army and the slide has a
Fascist calendar date stamp of XIX.  A single magazine with finger extension floorplate is included.  (86393-249) {C&R} (350/550)

1510. STEYR MODEL 1909 POCKET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #64913A, 25 ACP, 2 1/8” barrel with a near excellent but slight-
ly pitted bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 99% of their original blue finish with some faint silvering of the high edges.  The correct
hard rubber factory grips are in near excellent condition with only faint handling wear present.  The left side of the barrel is dated 1919
and the pistol has correct patent and manufacturer address lines.  A single magazine is included with the pistol.  The pistol is unique in
that there are two detents on the back of the magazine that allowed it to be partially inserted and the gun fired in single shot mode until
the full reserve of the magazine was needed which required it to simply be fully seated.  (86393-256) {C&R} (250/350)
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1511. WALTHER MODEL 8 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #397043, 25 ACP, 2 7/8” barrel with a near excellent but slightly frosted bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 30% of its original factory finish with the majority of the surfaces having thinned to a gunmetal gray with
a mottled mix of lessening bluing present.  The checkered hard rubber grips are in near excellent condition with Walther medallion on the
left panel and 6.35 on the right panel.  A single magazine with some light oxidation stains is included.  (86393-261) (100/200)

1512. BERETTA MODEL 1934 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #F78597, 380 ACP, 3 3/8” barrel with a near excellent bore that has a
slight amount of frosting visible.  This 1942-marked pistol retains about 80% of its original factory blue finish with most of the loss to a
heavily oxidized grip frame that has a burnished a brown hue.  There are also scattered light scratches, freckling and oxidation stains on
the other metal parts.  The metal backed, plastic grips are in very good condition with light handling wear observed.  The left side of the
frame has a crown / RE acceptance mark of the Royal Army and the slide has a Fascist calendar date stamp of XXI.  A single magazine
with flat floorplate is included.  (86602-49) {C&R} (250/350)

1513. GERMAN MAUSER MODEL HSC SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #830624, 32 ACP, 3 3/8” barrel with an excellent bore.  This
pistol retains about 97% of its factory blue finish with some thinning evident on the grip frame.  There is also light scattered pin prick pit-
ting and freckling on the slide and frame.  The checkered walnut grips have been re-stained and re-varnished but rate good to very good
condition with numerous scattered scratches and nicks present.  The numbers on the barrel match the serial number; there are correct
Army Waffenamt stamps on the left side of the triggerguard and correct proof marks present on the frame and barrel.  A single magazine
with a flat rolled sheet metal base is included with this pistol.  (86602-51) {C&R} (400/600)

1514. CZ MODEL 1924 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #71254, 380 ACP, 3 5/8” barrel with an excellent bore.  This pistol retains about
85% of its original blue finish with front strap, slide and some of the frame having flaked to a brown hue from handling and holster wear.
The hammer and trigger retain most of their straw coloring with some light oxidation blemishes observed.  The smooth one piece walnut
grips have scattered light dents and scratches present.  Correct matching serial numbers are found on the frame and barrel, there are mil-
itary acceptance marks on the frame and the pistol is date stamped 1928.  A single magazine marked “P. Mod27” is included with the gun.
(86602-50) {C&R} (300/500) 

1515. SMITH & WESSON 32 HAND EJECTOR THIRD MODEL REVOLVER serial #523757, 32 S&W Long, 4 1/4” barrel with a
near excellent bore exhibiting a few scattered oxidation blemishes.  This I frame, five screw revolver retains about 60% of its original fac-
tory blue finish with most of the loss on the frame.  The frame has oxidized and worn to a mottled mix of blue, brown and silver.  There is
silvering to the high edges with the usual turn ring on the cylinder.  The trigger and hammer retain strong case-hardened colors with the
hammer thinning to a gunmetal gray with some blues and purples still visible.  The checkered extended walnut grips with S&W medallion
are correctly numbered to the gun and exhibit moderate handling wear.  All the appropriate parts have correct matching numbers.  The
sideplate and bolt stop screws appear to be replacements.  (86602-53) {C&R} (225/325)

1516. SMITH & WESSON 38 SAFETY HAMMERLESS REVOLVER serial #257071, 38 S&W, 4” barrel with some scattered light
oxidation blemishes in the bore.  This fifth model revolver retains about 80% of its original blue finish with moderate silvering of the muz-
zle and cylinder.  There is light silvering of the high edges and some scattered pin prick pitting of the cylinder.  The gun is fitted with real
mother-of-pearl grips are in very good condition overall with a few surface chips missing on the bottom of the left grip.  All the appropri-
ate parts have correct matching numbers.  (86602-52) {C&R} (150/250)

1517. SMITH & WESSON 38 DOUBLE ACTION PERFECTED MODEL REVOLVER serial #34480, 38 S&W, 4” barrel with a
near perfect bore exhibiting scattered spots of pitting.  This revolver has primarily flaked to a brown color with isolated areas of the origi-
nal bluing detected.  Most of the bluing is in the flutes of the cylinder and other protected areas on the frame and barrel.  The hammer
and trigger are primarily gunmetal gray with oxidation stains.  The extended checkered walnut grips with gold S&W medallions are in fair
to good condition with heavy handling wear to the surfaces and diamond points.  All appropriate parts have correct matching numbers
and is still mechanically sound.  (86602-56) {C&R} (150/250)

1518. STEVENS OFFHAND NO. 35 PISTOL serial #32024, 22 S, L, LR, 8” barrel with an excellent bore that is correctly numbered to
the gun.  The pistol retains about 95% of its original blue finish with light silvering of the high edges and thinning finish on the grip frame
and muzzle area of the barrel.  The smooth hardwood grips are correctly numbered to the gun and are in very good to excellent condi-
tion overall with light handling wear and some strong dents on the left panel.  The pistol is fully functional but the barrel-to-frame fit is
loose.  The frame mounted firing pin appears frozen and is in need of professional attention.  (86393-357) {C&R} (350/550)  

1519. FRENCH MODEL 1892 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER BY ST. ETIENNE serial #H43770, 8mm Lebel, 4 5/8” barrel with
a lightly pitted bore.  This 1914-dated revolver retains about 70% of its original bluing.  The barrel, triggerguard, topstrap and a few other
areas have flaked to a brown finish with additional scattered light oxidation blemishes noted.  The hammer and trigger are predominately
a silver color with light stains present.  The checkered walnut grips are in near excellent condition with light handling wear observed.
(86393-381) {C&R} (200/400)

1520. FEG LILIPUT SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #403699, 25 ACP, 2 1/8” barrel with a slightly oxidized bore.  This pistol retains about
99% of its blue finish and the hardwood grips are in near excellent condition with light handling marks present.  This little pistol includes
a single magazine.  (86393-255) (150/250)

1521. GERMAN HEBEL MODEL 1894 FLARE PISTOL serial #266, 26.5mm, 6 1/8” barrel with an excellent bore.  This Belgian-
proofed gun retains about 97% of its original dull blue finish with silvering of the high edges, areas of cleaned pitting on the right side
below the barrel and some light freckling.  The case-hardened colors of the hammer remain strong with light flaking on the hammer spur.
The smooth factory grips are in very good condition with light handling wear observed.  The barrel is believed to have been shortened
from its original 9” length.  (86393-382) (200/300)

1522. UNMARKED BRASS FLARE PISTOL serial #Z95, 26.5mm, 4” barrel with an excellent bore.  This pistol is fashioned after the World
War I U.S. Mark IV flare pistol.  The brass surfaces are in excellent condition with a nice goldenrod patina.  The hardwood grips are poorly
cross-hatched with over runs present.  The back of the left grip panel has a light stress cracks running with the grain through the escutcheon
and both have hand-penciled Chinese or Japanese characters on each panel although one panel is very difficult to make out.  The only other
marks are a V on the left side of the frame and on the lug.  Overall the flare projector is in very nice condition.  (86393-383) (200/300)

1523. ETHAN ALLEN VEST POCKET SWIVEL BREECH SINGLE SHOT DERINGER serial #17106, 22 Rimfire, 2 1/4” barrel
with a heavily pitted bore.  There is barely any rifling left visible in the barrel due to the pitting.  The brass frame is a pleasing goldenrod
color with some darker areas of tarnish visible.  The smooth walnut grips are numbered to the pistol as is the barrel.  The grips have some
light dents and scratches present but rate near excellent overall.  (86393-333) {ANTIQUE) (300/500)

1524. IVER JOHNSON THIRD MODEL SAFETY HAMMER REVOLVER serial #J9612, 32 S&W, 4” barrel with a lightly pitted
bore.  The revolver is predominately a brown color with some scattered areas of bluing present in the protected areas.  The hard rubber
grips feature the Owl Head logo and rate about good to very good with light handling wear, unfortunately the left panel has a chip miss-
ing and signs of a previous repair.  The cylinder is in need of professional services as the automatic ejector does not snap back in the open
positions and the revolver cannot be closed.  Previous attempts to close the revolver have resulted in two legs on the extractor star par-
tially breaking off.  (86393-361) {C&R} (20/40)
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1525. IMI UZI MODEL A SEMI-AUTO CARBINE ACTION ARMS  serial #SA35587, 9 mm, 16" shrouded barrel with a grease
packed bore.  The carbine has been disassembled and most of the parts have been packed in grease for long term storage.  The folding
stock, and plastic forearm are not present and it is not known if the all of the mechanical parts are complete either.  Included are a bolt,
firing pin, trigger assembly with grip and top cover.  The parts remaining appear to be in excellent condition and with some time and
degreasing this may end up to be a fun and useable carbine once again.  A single 32-round magazine is included.  (46492-1)(600/800)

1526. SPRINGFIELD MODEL 1896 KRAG-JORGENSEN BOLT ACTION BANNERMAN CARBINE  serial #95927, 30-40
Krag, 22" barrel with a near excellent bore that is lightly frosted in the grooves.  The metal surfaces retain about 80% blue that is flaking
to a smooth brown patina, the tang showing some dark color.  The bolt and magazine plate both exhibit a mottled gray, the plate has traces
of case color.  The modified walnut, military stock rates very good to near excellent and has minor dings and scratches with one hairline
crack evident behind the tang.  The butt retains the steel buttplate with cleaning rod trap present which has turned mostly brown and sling
swivels are present.  There is a very faint "1898" dated cartouche on the left side of the stock and a more visible firing proof mark behind
the triggerguard.  The gun is equipped with a 1903 blade front sight and a 1902 rear tangent sight.  Both Bannerman and DCM convert-
ed many of these rifles into "NRA" style sporting carbines in the 1920-30's but without a certificate from DCM it is difficult to say which
did the conversion.  This example is in near excellent condition.  (46393-130) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)

1527. CZ MODEL 527 BOLT ACTION RIFLE  serial #57377, 222 Rem, 24" barrel with a bright, excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain
about 99% original blue that has a few light handling marks present.  The checkered walnut stock has had a textured black, Rhino or Linex
type finish applied but appears to rate excellent overall.  There is no provision for sights, but mounted to the receiver by a set of factory
rings is a Tasco World Class 6-24X44 adjustable objective riflescope.  The scope features target knobs and has a fine crosshair with target
dot reticle and excellent optics.  The scope is equipped with a 3" sunshade and a set of screw-on lens covers.  Included is a single detach-
able magazine.  An excellent sporting or target rifle with a durable, weather resistant coating on the stock.  (46518-15) (300/500)

1528. U.S. M1 CARBINE BY INLAND DIVISION  serial #4941818, 30 Carbine, 18" Inland barrel dated "1-44" with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces are mostly a mottled gray and have some areas of brown patina and surface oxidation blending through.  The walnut
military grade stocks rate very good and have light dings and small chips.  The wood has added finish and there are no markings present
except for a very faint firing proof.  The carbine is in the Type III configuration with bayonet lug and features an M2 round bolt.  The parts
are all mixed from various manufacturers and the barrel is Blue Sky import marked along the left side.  A canvas sling and oil are includ-
ed, no magazine is present.  A near excellent example overall that should make a great shooter.  (46529-4) {C&R} (350/550)

1529. MOSSBERG MODEL 590 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN  serial #L090030, 12 ga., 20" cylinder bore ported barrel with a very
good lightly oxidized bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 90% original parkerized and anodized finish with light handling wear and small
scratches and light tool marks throughout.  The black synthetic stocks rate excellent.  Shotgun is equipped with a set of factory ghost ring
sights and includes a canvas GI sling.  A very useable shotgun for home defense or for other tactical applications.  (46518-34) (200/300)

1530. LOT OF VINTAGE HENSOLDT BINOCULARS (1) 6x30 binoculars, these compact binoculars have a black textured body with
metal caps, plastic eyepieces, and a leather strap.  Optics are a bit foggy and the left adjustment ring seems to be stripped.  They come
in a rugged plastic case with leather straps which is soiled; (1) 6X24 Binoculars these compact binoculars have a black flaking painted
body with brass eyepieces and lens caps and with a dry and broken leather strap.  The optics are slightly foggy but the adjustment rings
function fine.  Included is a leather case with strap which shows crazing but remains solid.  (116189-1B)

1531. SAVAGE MODEL 1912 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE  serial #131040, 22 S,L,LR, 23 1/2" octagon barrel with an about very good
bore that has moderate pitting throughout.  The metal surfaces retain about 99% of a professionally applied blue finish that has some light
handling wear and covers areas of light pitting.  A few of the screws have minor slot damage.  The grooved walnut forearm rates excel-
lent while the pistolgrip buttstock features a crescent style buttplate and rates about very good with several repairs and it sits loose on the
frame.  Both the forearm and buttstock have a nice added oil finish.  A single detachable magazine is included.  Rifle has been complete-
ly disassembled and it is not known if all parts are present.  The two-pieces of the take-down frame, buttplate and buttstock are all num-
bered alike.  (46540-14) {C&R} (100/200)

1532. REMINGTON MODEL 581 BOLT ACTION RIFLE  serial #1217872, 22 LR, 24" barrel with a very good bore that has some
light pitting present throughout.  The metal surfaces retain about 90% original blue and have a few light handling marks present and some
minor loss and oxidation staining along the top of the barrel.  The hardwood stock rates excellent and has a few light dings and some
minor loss of the original varnish, possibly due to runoff from an aggressive cleaning agent.  The sights and original magazine are intact.
A near excellent example overall that should make a great plinker despite its noted issues.  (46514-1) (75/150)

1533. SAVAGE MODEL 1915 HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL  serial #131740, 32 ACP, 3 3/4" barrel with a near excellent
bore that is mostly bright but has a single medium sized pit about midway down.  The metal surfaces retain about 85% original blue that
has some minor flaking and areas of fine pinprick pitting throughout.  The pistol has been equipped with a nice set of custom, smooth
wood grips that are a good fit and comfortable to hold.  A single magazine is included.  A very good to near excellent example overall.
(46562-2) (250/450)

1534. REMINGTON MODEL 710 SPORTSMAN BOLT ACTION RIFLE  serial #71180602, 30-06, 22" barrel with a bright, excel-
lent bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 99% plus of original blue that has little if any signs of wear.  The gray polymer composite stock
rates excellent as well and has a few very light handling marks.  There are no provisions for sights but rifle does have a Weaver style scope
base mounted to the receiver.  A single detachable magazine is included.  A near new-condition example of these economical sporting
rifles, only missing the original box and Bushnell scope to be considered to be in new-in-box condition and needs only a set of quality
optics to be complete again.  (46549-3) (200/300)

1535. BROWNING AUTO 22 GRADE I SEMI-AUTO RIFLE  serial #01301PZ146, 22 LR, 19 1/4" barrel with a bright, excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 99% original polished blue that has a few light handling marks along the top of the receiver.  The check-
ered walnut forearm rates excellent while the buttstock rates very good and has a small 1 3/4" long crack on the right side where the wood
meets the rear of the receiver.  Both have a few light dings and scratches.  The original sights are intact.  A near excellent condition exam-
ple overall that was made by Miroku.  (46521-1) (300/500)

1536. STOEGER MODEL 2000 SEMI-AUTO COMBO SHOTGUN  serial #307376, 12 ga., 26 1/2" ventilated rib and 24 1/2" rifles
sight barrels, both with screw-in improved modified and modified chokes respectively, with bright excellent bores.  The metal surfaces
retain about 97-98% original Real Tree Advantage camouflage coated finish that has some light handling wear along the edges.  The syn-
thetic stocks retain a similar finish and are in similar condition.  The original box is included and contains the manual, choke wrench and
three additional chokes: full, improved cylinder and cylinder.  The ventilated rib barrel is equipped with an ivory bead front sight and is
numbered to a different shotgun while the slug barrel is numbered to the receiver and features a fiber optic front sight.  These quality
European-made shotguns are designed using the Benelli inertia system and offer terrific performance and reliability without the higher
price associated with Benelli shotguns.  A terrific all-purpose deer and bird combination setup.  (46549-5) (350/550)
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1537. WINCHESTER MODEL 69A TARGET BOLT ACTION RIFLE  22 S,L,LR, 25" barrel that has an excellent bore.  The receiver
retains about 90% original blue that is lightly flaking to brown and has some fading along the edges.  The remaining metal surfaces are a
mottled gray and brown with traces of original blue and a few areas of light pitting.  The smooth walnut stock rates near excellent and has
a few light dings and some minor scratches and handling marks.  The rifle is equipped with the original front sight and features the facto-
ry adjustable rear target sight.  A single detachable magazine is included.  A very good to near excellent condition example overall that
should make a terrific shooter.  (46540-8) {C&R} (200/400)

1538. REMINGTON MODEL 8 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE  serial #14155, 35 Rem, 22" shrouded barrel with an excellent bore.  The metal
surfaces retain about 60% original blue, the receiver has areas of mottled gray overall with blue that is flaking to brown and has light han-
dling marks.  The smooth walnut stocks rate very good and have added finish over light dings.  The buttstock has some minor chipping
at the base of the upper tang, a repaired toe section and a replacement solid rubber recoil pad.  What appears to be the original front
sight is in place, the rear sight has been removed and a Williams adjustable rear receiver sight has been added.  The front sling swivel is
intact, the rear was never reinstalled and the mainspring screw missing from the lower tang.  The rifle appears to be complete otherwise
and with a little help could make a fine shooter.  (46463-3) (300/500)

1539. RUGER FACTORY BRILEY TUBE LOT  This lot consists of a Ruger factory Briley .410 bore tube set in a Ruger-marked plastic
sleeve with skeet chokes installed.  Designed to fit Ruger Red Label 28 gauge 28" barrels, the kit includes two extra chokes of improved
cylinder and modified, choke tube wrench, and hammer and punch for installing the tubes.  All are in excellent to nearly as-new condi-
tion. A very nice, seldom-encountered set which was factory discontinued in 2005.  (46429-6)

1540. CZECH BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of a Czech VZ24 Mauser bayonet with correct steel scabbard.  The bayonet measures 17"
long and has an 11 3/4" blued blade.  The ricasso is marked "dot", the spine is dated "42" and the reverse is numbered "2320c".  The
bayonet rates excellent overall some minor handling wear and areas of light surface oxidation on the grip and pommel.  The wood grips
have a few small dings and there is a small Waffenamt on the pommel.  The scabbard is not numbered but has the same markings and
date.  The condition is similar to the grip but has more light oxidation present throughout.  An excellent example overall.  (46469-2)

1541. TRENCH KNIFE LOT  This lot consists of a reproduction World War I Mk I trench knife.  The knife measures 11 1/2" long and has a
6 1/2" bright steel, double edged blade and a brass cast grip.  The grip has "U.S 1918" cast into the side and there are no other mark-
ings present.  A very good example of these early fighting knives that would make a great display piece.  (46436-11)

1542. SPORTING KNIFE LOT  This lot consists of two sporting knives.  First is a Rapala fishing knife that measures 7 3/4" long with a 4"
fillet blade.  The knife has some minor handling wear and includes a brown leather sheath.  Next is a Schrade 5UH Uncle Henry Bruin
folding knife.  The knife measures 3 3/4" closed and has a 2 1/2" high carbon steel drop point blade. The knife features jigged Staglon
grips and has nickeled brass bolsters and brass liners.  Both are in excellent condition.  (45045-6AQ)

1543. BUCK KNIFE LOT  First is a Buck Model 102 Woodsman fixed blade knife with a russet brown leather sheath.  The knife measures
7 7/8" long with a 3 7/8" bright steel blade.  The grip has a brass guard and pommel and features a cocobolo wood center.  An excellent
example overall.  (45045-6AR)

1544. MAGAZINE LOT  This lot consists of two German magazine pouches each containing four AK style 30 round magazines.  The pouches have
a drab color wood grain pattern and are kept together with a gray nylon military style belt.  All are in excellent condition overall.  (46490-4) 

1545. MAGAZINE LOT  This lot consists of three Walther PP .32 ACP magazines.  Two are nickel that have some minor flaking, the third is
blued and all three are equipped with the finger extension.  All are in excellent condition and are factory Walther magazines.  (46403-16A)

1546. MAGAZINE LOT  This lot consists of four unmarked, aftermarket magazines for the UZI 9mm pistols and carbines.  The magazines
are blued and each is similar to the 32 round factory magazine.  Also included is an unmarked, ventilated blued steel barrel shroud, pos-
sibly for the UZI as well.  All are in excellent condition.  (46490-2)

1547. KRAG BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of a U.S. Model 1892 Krag bayonet with scabbard.  The bayonet measures 16 1/4" long with
an 11 1/2" blade.  The bright steel blade has some areas of light staining and light gray patina blending through and is dated "1899".  The
edge has some light impact damage and a few small nicks.  The wood grips have a few light dings and the grip steel has a more gray
appearance.  The blued steel scabbard has some minor fading and areas of very fine surface oxidation.  The scabbard is equipped with
the steel hook style frog.  A near excellent example overall.  (46287-155A)

1548. KRAG BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of a U.S. Model 1892 Krag bayonet with scabbard.  The bayonet measures 16 1/4" long with
an 11 1/2" blade,  The metal surfaces have a mottled patina with the "1899" dated blade being gray and having areas of minor staining
and the grip being a richer brown,  The wood grip panels rate excellent, one has the Pennsylvania state symbol with "9/D" in center.  The
included blued steel scabbard features the metal swivel and has some light fading and areas of minor surface oxidation and pitting.  A very
good example overall.  (46453-14)

1549. HOPKINS & ALLEN BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of a Belgian model 1889 Mauser bayonet with scabbard that was made by
Hopkins & Allen.  The bayonet measures 20 5/8" long and has a 15 5/8" long blade.  The ricasso is marked "Hopkins And Allen Arms Co
/ Norwich, Conn., USA" and has a small "P" on the reverse, some of the lettering is light.  The metal has a light gray patina with areas of
light pitting present.  The grip features a hooked quillon guard that is unnumbered and wood grip panels that rate excellent and have a
few light dings.  The blued steel scabbard rates very good and has overall light pitting and a few minor dents and impact marks.  A very
good to near excellent example of these rare U.S. made bayonets.  (46287-217C)

1550. HOPKINS & ALLEN BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of a Belgian model 1889 Mauser bayonet that was made by Hopkins &
Allen.  The bayonet measures 20 5/8" long and has a 15 5/8" blade that is marked "Hopkins And Allen Arms Co / Norwich, Conn., USA"
on the ricasso.  There are no additional markings present and the metal surfaces are an overall mottled gray with areas of light staining
and pitting present.  The grip features a hooked quillon guard and has wood panels that rate excellent.  No scabbard is included but this
rare bayonet is in very good to near excellent condition overall.  (46287-217B)

1551. HOPKINS & ALLEN BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of a Belgian model 1889 Mauser bayonet that was made by Hopkins &
Allen.  The bayonet measures 20 5/8" long and has a 15 5/8" blade that is marked "Hopkins And Allen Arms Co / Norwich, Conn., USA"
on the ricasso.  There is a very small "P" on the reverse but no additional markings are present.  The metal surfaces are mostly a bright
steel color with a few areas of light gray staining present.  The grip features a hooked quillon guard and has wood panels that rate excel-
lent.  No scabbard is included but this rare U.S.-made bayonet is in excellent condition overall.  (46287-217A)

1552. HOPKINS & ALLEN BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of a Belgian model 1889 Mauser bayonet that was made by Hopkins &
Allen.  The bayonet measures 20 1/2" long and has a 15 1/2" blade that is marked "Hopkins And Allen Arms Co / Norwich, Conn., USA"
on the ricasso.  There is a small "P" present on the reverse and guard is marked "PLUMB".  The metal surfaces are an overall mottled
brown with areas of light surface oxidation and fine pitting present.  The grip features a hooked quillon guard and has wood panels that
rate excellent.  No scabbard is included but this rare bayonet is in very good condition overall.  (46364-11)
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1553. BRITISH BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of a British No.4 Mk II bayonet with scabbard for the Jungle Carbine.  The bayonet mea-
sures 10 3/4" long with a 7 3/4" blade that is marked "W.S.C." for the Wilkinson Sword Company.  The blade is a mottled gray, while the
grip is painted OD green and has wood panels that rate excellent.  The steel scabbard has a black enamel finish that is heavily flaking and
includes the green canvas frog.  An excellent example overall.  (46363-59)

1554. AUSTRALIAN BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of an Australian Mk I style machete bayonet with scabbard.  This modern repro-
duction bayonet measures 16 1/4" long and has an 11 1/4" wide tipped blade that has "AIA" with dates of "1944" and "11/02" marked
on the ricasso.  The AIA logo is marked on the reverse side and the blade is numbered "0488".  The metal surfaces have a dark gray park-
erized finish that has a few light handling marks and the wood grip panels rate excellent.  A green and tan canvas scabbard is included
and all are in near new overall condition.  (46363-59A)

1555. PEABODY BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of a U.S. Model 1867 Peabody socket bayonet by the Providence Tool Company.  The
bayonet is unmarked and measures 20 3/4" long and has an 18" blade. The metal surfaces are a mottled brown overall with varying
amounts of gray and very light surface oxidation blending through.  A near excellent example overall.  (46380-14)

1556. U.S. SOCKET BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of a U.S. 1855 socket bayonet.  The bayonet measures 21" long and has an 18"
blade that is marked "U-S" on the face and has a small "R" on the side of the socket above the mortise.  The metal surfaces are a mot-
tled gray that have areas of light brown and some very light surface oxidation.  An excellent example overall.  (46380-15)

1557. U.S. SOCKET BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of a U.S. Model 1873 socket bayonet with scabbard.  The bayonet is unmarked and
measures 20 1/2" long and has an 18" blade.  The metal surfaces have a light gray and brown mottled patina with areas of light pitting
and some light handling marks present.  The steel bodied scabbard has little of its original blue which is being replaced by light surface
oxidation overall.  The leather hanger has some minor flaking and light crazing and features a brass hook with "US" disc.  The brass has a
mild ochre tarnish and speck of green verdigris present.  A near excellent example overall.  (46383-10A)

1558. KNIFE LOT  This lot consists of four fixed blade sporting knives with sheaths.  First is an 8 1/2" long hunting knife by John Newton of
Sheffield, England.  The knife features a 4 1/2" clip point blade and has jigged bone handles and a silver alloy guard.  The metal surfaces
have areas of scattered finish surface oxidation and the edge has been lightly sharpened.  A simple leather "boot" sheath is included.
Second is a hunting style knife by Joseph Allen & Sons of Sheffield, England and measures 9 1/4" long with a 5" clip point blade that has
been lightly sharpened and is broken at the tip.  The blade also has a few light nicks along the edge and light brown patina.  The check-
ered wood grip has some small chips and features a silver alloy spacer.  The brown leather sheath has some minor crazing and flaking.
Next is a Case hunting knife that measures 7 5/8" long and has a 4" blade.  The blade has "Taft" lightly scratched into either side and has
light handling and sharpening marks along the edge.  The leather washer grip and brown leather sheath rate excellent.  Lastly is a
Swedish-made hunting knife by P. Holmberg that measures 9" long with a 4 1/2" blade that has been lightly sharpened.  The knife fea-
tures a jigged bone grip with brass guard and an aluminum pommel.  The brown leather sheath rates excellent and bears the maker's
logo.  (46336-2)

1559. LOT OF SNAP CAPS  This lot consists of six packages of A-Zoom snap caps.  Included are 30-30, 308 Win, 9mm, 38 Special and
357 Magnum.  All are in excellent condition and in their original packaging.  (44957-2A)

1560. LOT OF SNAP CAPS  This lot consists of five packages of shotshell snap caps.  Included are four by A-Zoom in 12 gauge, 20 gauge,
28 gauge and 410 bore, and another set of Traditions 28 gauge.  All are in excellent condition and in their original packaging.  Also includ-
ed are Scattergun Technologies two-shot shell holder for Remington shotguns, a Galco leather two shotshell holder with clip and a Choate
Combat Speed Stripper.  (44957-2B,5)

1561. LOT OF RECOIL PADS  This lot consists of two LimbSaver Slip-On recoil pads in their original packaging.  Included are one six small
and one size large recoil pad.  (44957-2C)

1562. LOT OF RECOIL PADS  This lot consists of two Morgan adjustable recoil pads.  First is a #5 straight pad that is in its original box.
The second is a curved #14 pad that comes in a #5 box.  Both are in excellent condition.  (44957-2D)

1563. STOCK LOT  This lot consists of four walnut replacement stocks for Remington shotguns:  The first is a set, forearm and buttstock for
an 870.  The grooved forearm is unfinished while the buttstock has an oil finish and a factory vented recoil pad.  Second is an extended,
grooved 870 walnut forearm that has a flaking vanish finish.  Lastly is a walnut buttstock with LimbSaver solid recoil pad for the Model 11-
87 semi-auto that has a light oil finish and some very nice figure.  All are in excellent to as-new condition.  (44957-1B)

1564. MAGAZINE LOT  This lot consists of two magazines for the Ruger 10/22 rifles.  Included are a factory 10 round magazine in its orig-
inal packaging and a Butler Creek 25 round magazine.  Both are in excellent condition.  (44957-4)

1565. MAGAZINE LOT  This lot consists of two blued M1 Carbine magazines.  Included are a "GB" marked 15 round magazine and an
unmarked 30 round magazine.  Both are in excellent condition.  (44957-3A)

1566. MAGAZINE LOT  This lot consists of two Black Dog AR-15 22 LR magazines.  The magazines are clear plastic and hold 30 rounds
each.  Designed to be used in an AR-15 that has a 22 LR conversion installed they are both in excellent condition.  (44957-3B)

1567. LOT OF 22 CONVERSION SHELLS  This lot consists of 11 cartridge-converters for 303 British to 22 LR.  The unmarked, all steel
inserts have some areas of light oxidation staining and mild patina and rate excellent overall.  (43608-14A)

1568. LOT OF 22 CONVERSION SHELLS  This lot consists of six unmarked cartridge converters most likely for 30-06 to 22 LR.  The
all steel inserts have some areas of light oxidation staining and mild patina and rate excellent overall.  (43608-14B)

1569. LOT OF BRASS  This lot consists of six boxes of unprimed and once fired rifle brass.  Included are 20 pieces of Norma 8x57JS, 20
pieces of Remington 264 Win Mag, 20 pieces of Winchester & Remington 7mm Rem Mag, 20 pieces of Remington and Norma 350 Rem
Mag, and 40 pieces of Winchester 284 Win.  All are in excellent condition, some are new and in their original boxes.  (44471-1BR7)

1570. LOT OF BRASS  This lot consists of 59 pieces of once fired and primed and unprimed 458 Win Mag rifle brass.  Included are Norma, Herters,
Remington and Winchester brass, some are headstamped 300 Magnum and have been resized.  All are in excellent condition.  (44471-1BR2)

1571. LOT OF BRASS  This lot consists of an assortment of small bore rifle brass.  Included are 20 pieces of Remington 221 Fireball unprimed
brass, 20 pieces of Weatherby 224 Magnum unprimed brass, 46 pieces of assorted Winchester and Remington 218 Bee fired brass, and
about 80 pieces of mixed Remington and Winchester fired 22 Hornet brass.  All range from excellent to like new condition, some have
minor tarnish others are in their original boxes.  (44471-1BR1)

1572. BULLET MOULD LOT  This lot consists of a Lyman single cavity bullet mould #311413 in its original box.  The mould is for a .30 cal-
iber 169 grain spitzer bullet and is equipped with a sprue cutter.  It is in excellent condition overall and has a few areas of light surface oxi-
dation.  (44471-1BR12)

1573. AMMUNITION LOT  This lot consists of four boxes of Czech surplus 9mm ball ammunition, each with 40 rounds loaded in stripper
clips.  The boxes are opened and have "bxn" and a date of "3/50" on the labels.  The ammunition is in excellent overall condition some
have minor tarnish and light oxidation.  The boxes have torn edges and corners but are still intact.  (44471-1BR3)
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1574. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT  This lot consists of a box of Remington Kleanbore 38 Automatic 130 grain metal case ammu-
nition.  The box contains 48 rounds which rate excellent.  The green and red box itself has a torn corner and edges and has been repaired
with tape, the torn portion is missing.  A very good example that is nearly complete.  (44471-1BR19)

1575. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT  This lot consists of a partial box of Remington UMC 38-55, 255 grain soft point ammunition.
The green box features a "dog bone" Kleanbore label and is missing its end flaps and has some minor tears.  It contains 11 rounds of the
original cartridges and two later vintage examples.  The ammunition has some light tarnish and light oxidation.  An about very good exam-
ple overall.  (44471-1BR18)

1576. MAGAZINE LOT  This lot consists of two H&K MP5 30 round factory magazines.  The magazines are held with two commercial binders
and have light handling wear but are in excellent condition overall.  (44471-2)

1577. RIFLE STOCK LOT  This lot consists of a Ruger factory black synthetic rifle stock for the new Model 77 Hawkeye rifle.  The check-
ered stock rates as new and has sling swivel studs installed.  The perfect all-weather accessory to keep your nice walnut stock staying
nice.  (46435-1B)

1578. HOLSTER LOT  This lot consists of a S.D. Myers flap style pistol holster.  The tan all leather holster fits a medium sized semi-auto pistol
and is made of top quality pig skin.  The inside of the holster is lined with a lighter tan pig skin making this a durable and supple rig.  Known
for their quality, the holster is not marked with anything other than the maker's logo and is in excellent condition overall.  (44387-2B)

1579. MAGAZINE LOT  This lot consist of two aftermarket Colt Woodsman magazines.  The blued magazines are not marked and have a
few spots of light surface oxidation but are in excellent condition otherwise.  (44392-36A)

1580. AK ACCESSORY LOT  This lot consists of four AK accessories.  Included are two, unmarked 30 round magazines, one metal oil can
and a butt-trap style cleaning kit.  All are in excellent condition overall.  (44044-S14836B)

1581. CLOTHING LOT  This lot consists of four items.  Included are a U.S. GI woodlands camo size small blouse, a U.S. GI woodlands camo
size medium pair of pants, one Cabela's size XXL Dry-Plus camo hoodie pullover and a black synthetic cover.  All are in excellent condi-
tion, the cover has snaps for securing to a base, but its purpose is unknown.  It would make a great shooting mat.  (44457-6A)

1582. LOT OF SHOOTING JACKETS  This lot consists of two shooting jackets.  First is a 10X size 46 Aristocrat warm weather jacket with
ventilated back. Second is also a 10X jacket, but a standard style in size 36.  Both are in excellent condition.  (44457-6B)

1583. BULLET LOT  This lot consists of a small box containing about 30 conical lead bullets in .45 caliber.  The bullets have some light oxi-
dation but are in excellent condition otherwise.  Also included are a few round balls.  (45535-1)

1584. SIGHT LOT  This lot consists of four Redfield receiver sights and an assortment of front sight apertures.  The Redfield sights include a
#TR-WW for Winchester 77, 88 and Marlin 56,57 rifles,; a #TR-BR for Remington Models 552, 572, 740, 742, & 760; and two model TR-
LS sights for Savage 99 factory drilled rifles.  The front sight inserts are of various sizes and styles with about 20 pieces total.  Also includ-
ed are a few screws, a tread-on weight and shade extension.  The rear sights are in new condition and in their original boxes.  (44457-20A)

1585. LOT OF FIREARMS RELATED PUBLICATIONS  This lot consists of 12 firearms related paperback publications.  Included are
a 39th Edition: Lyman Ideal Hand Book, Dept of the Army TM-31-210: Improvised Munitions Handbook, Competitive Rifle Shooting by
James Sweet, A folder containing several Lyman product guides and catalogs, a Camp Perry 1967 U.S. Army Material Command rifle man-
ual, a Camp Perry 1967 U.S. Army Material Command 1911 pistol manual, a Wolff Precision Gunsprings catalog #46, How To Assemble
Your Own .45 Auto by Ken Hallock, Golden State Arms World's Guns And Other Weapons, The Official Gun Book & The Official Gun Book:
3rd Edition both by Charles Jacobs, and a June 2006 Greg Martin Auctions Fine Antique and Collectible Arms, Armor and Sporting Guns
catalog.  All are in very good to excellent condition, the Lyman Ideal guide is missing its front cover and a few others have minor tears and
folds.  (44457-20B)

1586. BOOK LOT  This lot consists of three U.S. Navy Bureau of Ordnance reference books.  Titled The Machine Gun included are volumes
I, II part VII (unclassified), and IV parts X & XI.  All are in excellent condition with some light foxing and fading on the blue hard covers.
An excellent addition for a firearms library.  (44457-20C)

1587. BOOK LOT  This lot consists of a copy of A Glossary of the Construction, Decoration and Use of Arms and Armor In All Countries And
In All Times by George Cameron Stone.  This jacketed hardcover reference guide features 694 pages with an alphabetized list of ancient
to modern arms and armor with lots of illustrations.  An excellent example, a must-have for the true arms collector.  (44457-20D)

1588. BOOK LOT  This lot consists of three books.  Included are: Firearms Investigation, Identification, and Evidence by Hatcher, Jury & Weller,
The Gun Digest Exploded Firearms Drawings 3rd Edition, and 2006 Standard Catalog of Firearms.  All are in excellent condition.  (44457-20E)

1589. HANDGUARD LOT  This lot consists of an unfinished walnut handguard for a Winchester Model 1892 rifle.  It is in excellent condi-
tion and only needs finish and final sanding.  (46296-19)

1590. RELOADING LOT  This lot consists of fired brass and dies for the 32-40 cartridge.  Included are six full boxes of 20 Winchester John
Wayne commemorative nickeled brass, one partial box with 12 fired brass and one live shell, 20 pieces of Winchester fired brass (some
have cracked necks) and a set of Lee Precision reloading dies.  All are in excellent condition except as noted.  (44397-1,3,4)

1591. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION  This lot consists of four collectible boxes of 12 gauge shotshell ammunition.  First is a
yellow and blue box of Western 2 3/4" #4 (SX124) that contains 21 rounds of the correct paper hull shotshells and two additional paper
hull Winchester slugs.  Next is a blue and white box of Peters 2 3/4" #8 Victor (5168) that contains 20 of the correct paper hull shells and
two additional rounds of OO buck by the same manufacturer. Third is a J.C. Higgins box of 2 3/4" #6 Sportload (425) that is two shades
of blue and contains 11 of the original paper hull shells.  Lastly is a full box of five Winchester 2 3/4" Long Range slugs (RS415) in a mani-
la colored box with blue and red lettering.  The boxes are all in near excellent condition and have some light foxing and minor scuffs and
abrasions along the edges and corners.  (44435-7A)

1592. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION  This lot consists of three boxes 22 Long Rifle ammunition.  First is a full red and yellow
box of 50 Winchester Superspeed shotshells (SS22LRS).  Second is a full yellow and blue box of Western Super Match Mark III target
(SM22LR).  Third is a partial blue and yellow box of Western Super-X (K1225R) containing ten rounds.  The boxes are all in excellent con-
dition, the boxes have some light foxing and some of the casings have mild tarnish.  (44435-7B)

1593. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION  This lot consists of a single box of Winchester 25 ACP 50 grain Full Patch "FMJ"
(K2541T).  The red and yellow box rates excellent and has some mild foxing and contains 23 rounds of correct ammunition.  The ammu-
nition has some mild tarnish but rate excellent as well.  (44435-7C)

1594. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION  This lot consists of a full box of 20 Winchester .30 Army Full Patch 220 grain ammuni-
tion for the Krag Jorgensen and Winchester Model 95 repeating arms.  The two-piece manila box rates excellent and the included ammu-
nition has a light tarnish.  (44435-7D)
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1595. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION  This lot consists of a full box of 20 Remington-UMC .30-40 Krag 220 grain Metal Case
ammunition for the .30 U.S. Krag Army and Winchester Model 95 rifle.  The two-piece manila box has a red lettered label and rates very
good with some small tears and lightly frayed edges. The included ammunition has a minor tarnish and areas of light oxidation.  (44435-7E)

1596. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION  This lot consists of two full boxes of 20 .45 M1911 Pistol Ball ammunition by the Western
Cartridge Company.  The plain cardboard boxes rate excellent, the end flaps and labels are loose but intact.  The ammunition has minor
to moderate tarnish and oxidation.  (44435-7F)

1597. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION  This lot consists of two partial boxes of 44 Smith & Wesson Russian.  First is a
Winchester red and yellow box for 246 grain lead (K4474T) containing 12 rounds.  The box has some minor foxing and some light scuffs
along the edges and corners, the brass has some mild tarnish.  The second is a green and red box of Remington Kleanbore also 246
grain lead (5244) that contains 15 loaded rounds.  The box also has some light scuffing and abrasions.  Very good to near excellent exam-
ples overall.  (44435-7G)

1598. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION  This lot consists of a single box of 20 Winchester 219 Zipper 56 grain hollow point
ammunition.  The red and yellow box has some light fraying along the edges and corners.  The ammunition has some light tarnish and
areas of light surface oxidation.  An excellent example overall.  (44435-7H)

1599. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION  This lot consists of two boxes of collectible ammunition.  First is a partial box of Western
Super-X 32 Remington Autoloading 170 grain Silvertip ammunition (K1714C).  The box is yellow with a blue label and depicts a standing
grizzly.  The edges and corners have some minor fraying and scuffs, the inner flaps are missing and one end has been taped.  The box
contains 11 rounds, five correct Winchester loads and six Remington Core-Lokt soft points; the brass has light to minor tarnish.  Second
is a blue and yellow box of Peters High Velocity 35 Remington 200 grain Inner-Belted soft points.  The box is intact but has some minor
foxing, scuffs along the edges and has becoming separated at the seams.  It contains 20 correct rounds of ammunition, some have light
tarnish and oxidation present.  Two very good examples overall.  (44435-7I)

1600. AMMUNITION LOT  This lot consists of a single box of 20, 22 Remington Jet ammunition by the Old Western Scrounger.  This new
manufactured ammo uses Remington brass and has 40 grain soft points.  The box depicts a bushy tailed gray squirrel.  (44435-7J)

1601. AMMUNITION LOT  This lot consists of two full boxes of 20, .256 Winchester Magnum ammunition by the Old Western Scrounger.
This new manufactured ammunition uses Winchester brass and has 60 grain soft point bullets.  The boxes each depict a feasting chip-
munk-type mammal, one facing to the left, the other to the right.  Both are in excellent condition.  (44435-7K)

1602. HOLSTER RIG LOT  This lot consists of a tooled brown leather, western style belt with drop leg holster.  The rig is unmarked but
appears that is may fit a 36"-38" waist and will accommodate a 4 1/2" -5 1/2" barreled single action revolver.  There are 17 shell holding
loops each housing a 45 ACP shell casing.  An excellent condition, quality leather rig.  (44435-7L)

1603. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT  This lot consists of a gloss blue Leupold 16X target riflescope.  The scope features a fine crosshair reticle
and has bright, excellent optics.  The tube has a few light ring marks from having been mounted but scope is in excellent condition over-
all.  Included are a 2" Leupold sunshade and a set of Butler Creek flip-open lens covers.  (46518-35A)

1604. COLT SCOPE LOT  This lot consists of non-maker marked Colt style 3X scope for the AR-15 style rifles.  The scope features a stan-
dard duplex reticle and has bright, excellent optics.  Though not maker-marked it is identical to the Colt-made examples and is designed
to fit a carry handle.  Lens covers are included.  An excellent example overall.  (46450-1A)

1605. REDFIELD SCOPE LOT  This lot consists of a Redfield 3-9x40 Widefield riflescope.  The scope features a duplex reticle and has
excellent optics.  The gloss blued finish tube has some light ring marks from having been mounted but scope is in excellent condition over-
all.  (46516-1A)

1606. POLY TECH MODEL AK 47/S SEMI-AUTO BY KFS  serial #P47-01795, 7.62x39mm, 16 1/2" chrome-lined barrel with an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue/black finish with light wear from handling and storage. The milled receiver is
missing the buttstock and pistolgrip and the barrel is missing the upper and lower handguards, as well as flash suppressor. The rifle has
been coated with a generous amount of Cosmoline and will need a thorough cleaning before use, in excellent condition overall. Does not
include magazine.  (66492-2) (600/800)

1607. COLT SPORTER HBAR MATCH RIFLE  serial
#MH027644, 223 Remington, 20" heavy barrel, 1:7 twist with birdcage

flash suppressor. The metal surfaces on this pre-ban rifle retain 98% orig-
inal phosphate finish with light wear from handling and storage. The rifle is missing the hand-
guards and is equipped with fixed buttstock as well as pistolgrip rating excellent. Liberal

amounts of Cosmoline were used to protect the metal surfaces and a thorough cleaning will be
required before use. This target rifle is in excellent condition overall but does not include a mag-
azine.  (66492-15) (1000/1500)

1608. ZASTAVA MODEL AK BY AMERICAN ARMS  serial #1102, 7.62x39mm, 16 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 98% original blue/black finish with light wear from handling and storage and a small scuff on the right side of the milled
receiver below the ejection port. The receiver is missing the internal buttstock bolt as well as buttstock and pistolgrip. The barrel is
missing the upper and lower handguards as well as flash suppressor which are all easily obtainable. The rifle was stored with gener-
ous amounts of Cosmoline inside and out requiring a thorough cleaning before use. In excellent condition overall but does not include
a magazine.  (66492-4) (300/500)

1609. ZASTAVA MODEL M90 SEMI-AUTO BY MITCHELL ARMS  serial #008836, 7.62x39mm, 21 1/2" heavy barrel with an excel-
lent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue/black finish with light wear from handling and storage as well as a small scuff on the
receiver's right side just in front of the triggerguard. The buttstock and bolt as well as pistolgrip are absent from the receiver. The barrel exhibits
a large flash suppressor but is missing the upper and lower handguards. The rifle has been treated with a generous amount of Cosmoline and
will need a thorough cleaning before use. In excellent condition overall but does not include a magazine.  (66492-6) (300/500) 
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1610. MAADI MODEL ARM SEMI-AUTO RIFLE BY PARIS INTERNATIONAL  serial #ES07366, 7.62x39mm, 16 1/2" chrome-
lined barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 97% original blue/black finish with light overall wear from handling and stor-
age as well as notable loss on the forward sling base. This AK-variant is in working order but is missing the fixed buttstock as well as the
other easily obtainable furniture and magazine. This rifle was stored with liberal amounts of Cosmoline and will require a thorough clean-
ing before use, in excellent condition overall.  (66492-10) (300/500)  

1611. LOT OF MILITARY RIFLE AMMO POUCHES  This lot consists of (4) military stripper clip pouches. Each pouch is construct-
ed of brown leather with two pockets per pouch measuring approximately 6"x4 1/2". These pouches are WWII era issue, most probably
Czech. The exterior leather surfaces exhibit wear consistent with age as well as areas exhibiting a white wax-type residue presumably a
preservative. The pouches show no visible markings. The stitching retains structural integrity with some stitching frayed and lightly split.
Each pocket features a top flap with a brass or aluminum stud closure. The reverse features two leather belt straps and a metal D-ring for
harness attachment. This lot is in very good condition overall.  (66129-4A11) 

1612. LOT OF MILITARY RIFLE AMMO POUCHES  This lot consists of (4) military stripper clip pouches. Each pouch is construct-
ed of brown leather with two pockets per pouch measuring approximately 6"x4 1/2". These pouches are WWII-era issue, most probably
Czech. The exterior leather surfaces exhibit wear consistent with age as well as significant crazing on one of the pouches. The exterior
leather surfaces exhibit a white wax-type residue presumably a preservative. The pouches show no visible markings. The stitching retains
structural integrity with some stitching frayed and lightly split. Each pocket features a top flap with a brass stud closure. The reverse fea-
tures two leather belt straps and a metal D-ring for harness attachment. This lot is in good to very good condition overall.  (66129-4A12)

1613. LOT OF MILITARY RIFLE AMMO POUCHES  This lot consists of (4) military stripper clip pouches. Each pouch is construct-
ed of brown leather with two pockets per pouch measuring approximately 6"x4 1/2". These pouches are WWII era issue, most probably
Czech. The exterior leather surfaces exhibit wear consistent with a vintage military issued item. One of the pouches appears to be darker
in color. The exterior leather surfaces also exhibit a wax residue with the pouches showing no visible markings. The stitching retains struc-
turally sound with some stitching frayed and lightly split. Each pocket features a top flap with a stud closure. The reverse features two
leather belt straps and a metal D-ring for harness attachment. This lot is in very good condition overall.  (66129-4A13)

1614. LOT OF MILITARY RIFLE AMMO POUCHES  This lot consists of (4) military stripper clip pouches. Each pouch is constructed
of brown leather with two pockets per pouch measuring approximately 6"x4 1/2". These pouches are WWII era issue, most probably
Czech with no markings visible. The exterior leather surfaces exhibit wear consistent with vintage military issue as well as areas coated
with a white wax preservative. The colors vary greatly from dark brown to almost black. The stitching retains structural integrity with some
stitching frayed and lightly split. Each pocket features a top flap with a brass stud closure. The reverse features two leather belt straps and
a metal D-ring for harness attachment. This lot is in good to very good condition overall.  (66129-4A14)

1615. LOT OF MILITARY RIFLE AMMO POUCHES  This lot consists of (4) military stripper clip pouches. Each pouch is construct-
ed of brown leather with two pockets per pouch measuring approximately 6"x4 1/2". These pouches are WWII era issue, most proba-
bly Czech with no markings visible. The exterior leather surfaces exhibit wear consistent with age as well as areas coated with a white
wax preservative. The colors vary greatly from tan to dark brown. The stitching remains sound. Each pocket features a top flap with a
brass stud closure. The reverse features two leather belt straps and a metal D-ring for harness attachment. This lot is in excellent con-
dition overall.  (66129-4A15)

1616. LOT OF MILITARY RIFLE AMMO POUCHES  This lot consists of (4) military stripper clip pouches. Each pouch is construct-
ed of brown leather with two pockets per pouch measuring approximately 6"x4 1/2". These pouches are WWII era issue, most probably
Czech with no markings visible. The exterior leather surfaces exhibit moderate to heavy wear with areas exhibiting a white wax preserva-
tive residue. The colors vary greatly from brown to almost black. The stitching remains structurally sound with one pouch exhibiting mild
separation near the top of the left hand side. Each pocket features a top flap with a brass stud closure. The reverse features two leather
belt straps and a metal D-ring for harness attachment. This lot is in good condition overall.  (66129-4A16)

1617. LOT OF MILITARY RIFLE AMMO POUCHES  This lot consists of (4) military stripper clip pouches. Each pouch is constructed
of brown leather with two pockets per pouch measuring approximately 6"x4 1/2". These pouches are WWII era issue, most probably Czech
with no markings visible. The exterior leather surfaces exhibit moderate to heavy wear with areas exhibiting a white wax preservative
residue. The stitching remains structurally sound. Each pocket features a top flap with a brass stud closure. The reverse features two leather
belt straps and a metal D-ring for harness attachment. This lot is in good  to very good condition overall.  (66129-4A17)

1618. MILITARY LOT  This lot consists of two leather Argentinean frogs for the M1909 machete. The first frog appears to be constructed
of tan leather with a stamp of "EAC" on the front and what appears to be an Argentine ordnance stamp of a bomb with flame and the let-
ter "A" in the center. The back of the frog exhibits what appears to be a makers stamp with the initials "EA" underneath the stamp. The
exterior leather surfaces exhibit minor wear and soiling as well as the occasional scuff. The frog features a leather strap which cinches into
a small brass buckle which is tarnished. The second frog is identical in construction but features a chocolate brown finish. There are no
markings on the front. The backside exhibits what appears to be the identical makers stamp but smaller, as well as a stamp with the let-
ters "ABC" inside a circle. The exterior leather surfaces exhibit minor wear with stitching intact with exception of the top which exhibits
minor fraying as well as a minor split. Both items in this lot are in excellent condition overall.  (66129-4A18)

1619. LOT OF AMMO POUCHES  This lot contains (4) Argentinean M1909 ammo pouches. Each pouch is tan in color, designed to hold
stripper clips of 7.65mm Mauser ammunition. Each pouch measures approximately 4 1/2" in height and 3" in width at the widest point.
The pouches feature a leather strap which secures the flap with a brass stud. The exterior leather surfaces exhibit light wear and minor
soiling. The stitching remains sound with the lot in excellent condition overall.  (66129-4A19)

1620. LOT OF AMMO POUCHES  This lot contains (4) Argentinean M1909 ammo pouches. Each pouch is tan in color, designed to hold
stripper clips of 7.65mm Mauser ammunition. Each pouch measures approximately 4 1/2" in height and 3" in width at the widest point.
The pouches feature a leather strap which secures the flap with a brass stud. The exterior leather surfaces exhibit light to moderate wear
with minor soiling. The stitching remains sound with the lot in excellent condition overall.  (66129-4A20)

1621. LOT OF AMMO POUCHES  This lot contains (4) Argentinean M1909 ammo pouches. Each pouch is tan in color, designed to hold
stripper clips of 7.65mm Mauser ammunition. Each pouch measures approximately 4 1/2" in height and 3" in width at the widest point.
The pouches feature a leather strap which secures the flap with a brass stud. The exterior leather surfaces exhibit light to moderate wear
as well as minor soiling and staining. The strap on one of the pouches is torn slightly but will function as designed. The stitching remains
sound with the lot in very good condition overall.  (66129-4A21)

1622. LOT OF AMMO POUCHES  This lot contains (4) Argentinean M1909 ammo pouches. Each pouch is tan in color, designed to hold
stripper clips of 7.65mm Mauser ammunition. Each pouch measures approximately 4 1/2" in height and 3" in width at the widest point.
The pouches feature a leather strap which secures the flap with a brass stud. The exterior leather surfaces exhibit moderate to heavy wear
combined with soiling and staining. The stitching remains tight with the lot in good condition overall.  (66129-4A22)
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1623. LOT OF AMMO POUCHES  Total of three Austrian M95 leather pouches for the Mannlicher 8mm rifle. Each pouch is constructed
with two pockets measuring approximately 4" in height by 7" in width at the widest point. Each pocket is secured by a leather strap which
is fastened with an aluminum or brass stud. The backside of the pouch is constructed of two wide leather belt loops and a metal D-ring
to attach to a shoulder harness. The exterior tanned leather surfaces exhibit wear and soiling as well as the occasional scuff. The stitch-
ing is tight with the lot in very good to excellent condition overall.  (66219-4A23)

1624. LOT OF AMMO POUCHES  Total of five Austrian M95 canvas pouches for the Mannlicher 8mm rifle. Each pouch is made of green
canvas with tanned leather trim. There are two pockets per pouch measuring overall approximately 4" in height by 7" in width at the widest
point. Each pocket is secured by a leather strap which is fastened with an aluminum or brass stud. The backside of the pouch is con-
structed of two wide belt loops and a metal D-ring for attachment to a shoulder harness. The exterior canvas surfaces exhibit wear and
soiling as well moderate fading. The leather exhibits wear consistent with age as well soiling and minor scuffs.  The stitching is frayed in
areas with the lot in good condition overall.  (66219-4A24)

1625. LOT OF 1911 MAGAZINES  Total of three: The first two are Chip McCormick stainless steel mags believed to be 7 round capacity; the
third is a stainless steel mag believed to be 8 round capacity by an unknown maker. All three mags feature rubber base plate pads exhibiting
minor wear with a few areas of minor oxidation freckling and powder residue. In very good to excellent condition overall.  (66417-7A)

1626. LOT OF PARA ORDNANCE MAGAZINES Total of two 45ACP mags: the first mag is stainless steel for an unknown model exhibit-
ing minor overall wear; the second mag. is a higher capacity for an unknown model retaining approximately 97% original blue finish with
minor wear and a few patches of oxidation. In very good condition overall.  (66417-7B)  

1627. LOT OF S&W MAGAZINES Total of two: both magazines are for a 9mm pistol with a 14-round capacity for an unknown model pis-
tol. The stainless steel surfaces exhibit minor wear and powder residue with the lot in excellent condition overall.  (66417-8C)

1628. LOT OF SIG 220 MAGAZINES Total of three: the first two are 8-round capacity; the third is 10 round capacity. The stainless steel
surfaces on all three mags exhibit light wear and are in excellent condition overall.  (66417-7Q)

1629. LOT OF KAHR MAGAZINES Total of four: this lot is believed to be for the Kahr CW40, 40S&W pistol with 6 round capacity. The
stainless steel surfaces exhibit minor wear. The lot includes two recoil springs, 2 extra floorplates and trigger blocking device with the lot
in excellent condition overall.  (66417-7)

1630. LOT OF RUGER MAGAZINES  Total of three: this lot consists of three, 5-round magazines for the Mini-14 rifle in 223 Remington.
The mags retain 99% original blue finish with light wear from minimal use. In excellent condition overall.  (66417-7AA)

1631. LOT OF KELTEC MAGAZINES  Total of three P32, 32ACP magazines. The metal surfaces retain approximately 99% original blue
finish with minor wear from limited use. Two magazines have extensions with the third featuring a grip extension. The lot also includes two
magazine springs, two followers, two base plates with the lot in excellent condition overall.  (66417-7C)

1632. LOT OF PISTOL MAGAZINES  Total of three: the first two are aftermarket magazines with 7-round capacity believed to fit a S&W
model 645, 45ACP pistol. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue finish with minor wear; the third is believed to fit the same model
pistol with a higher, unknown capacity. The metal surfaces retain approximately 95% original blue finish with patches of oxidation freckling
on the sides as well as moderate oxidation on the follower. The lot is in good to very good condition overall.  (66417-7AF)

1633. LOT OF RIMFIRE RIFLE MAGAZINES  Total of two: the first is for a Marlin Model 25 or similar model rimfire rifle; the second
magazine is believed to fit a Savage rifle but the model is unknown. Both magazines retain approximately 98% original blue finish with
minor wear. The second magazine exhibits minor oxidation freckling with the lot in excellent condition overall.  (66417-7U)

1634. LOT OF GLOCK MAGAZINES  Total of two Glock model 21, 13-round, 45ACP magazines. The exterior polymer surfaces exhibit
minor wear with the lot in excellent condition overall.  (66417-7Z)

1635. LOT OF S&W MAGAZINES  Total of two S&W model 41, 10-round, 22 LR magazines. The metal surfaces retain approximately 97%
original blue finish with light overall wear, minor silvering and sporadic areas of oxidation freckling. In excellent condition overall.  (6417-7S)

1636. LOT OF COLT MAGAZINES  Total of two 1911, 9-round, 38 Super magazines in stainless steel and blue. The stainless steel sur-
faces exhibit minor wear with light staining on the base plate. The blue retains 97% original finish with light wear and slight silvering. In
excellent condition overall.  (66417-7Y)

1637. LOT OF COLT 1911 MAGAZINES  Total of three: the first two are 7-round factory magazines for an Officer's Model pistol; the third
is for a full size, 7-round magazine. The metal surfaces on the Officer's Model magazines retain 97% original blue finish with minor wear
and light silvering. The third magazine retains 95% original blue finish with light to moderate wear as well as minor silvering at the follow-
er, The metal surfaces also exhibit scattered oxidation freckling. In very good to excellent condition overall.  (66417-7AB) 

1638. LOT OF 1911 MAGAZINES  Total of two: these magazines are constructed of brushed nickel with wear and scattered oxidation
freckling. One magazine exhibits the Rampant Colt on the base plate while the other does not. In very good condition overall.  (66417-7G)

1639. LOT OF RIMFIRE PISTOL MAGAZINES  Total of three: the first is a factory magazine for a Woodsman pistol; the second is an
aftermarket magazine for a Ruger MKI pistol; the third is believed to be an aftermarket magazine for a Browning Buckmark pistol. The
metal surfaces retain approximately 95-97% original blue finish with minor wear, in excellent condition overall.  (66417-7R)

1640. LOT OF HIGH STANDARD PISTOL MAGAZINES  Total of two: the magazines are for an unknown model pistol with the metal
surfaces retaining 98% original blue finish with light wear from handling and storage.  (66417-7AG)

1641. WINCHESTER MODEL 88 MAGAZINE  This lot consists of a single magazine for a 308 caliber rifle retaining approximately 70%
original blue finish with wear and silvering predominately on the base plate. In very good condition overall.  (66417-7L)

1642. REVERSIBLE HUNTING JACKET  This lot consists of a reversible jacket believed to be size Med.- Lg.. The exterior shows red and
black checkered wool with the interior blaze orange. The jacket features pockets on both sides with minor wear and soiling. An excellent
jacket for spring or fall New England days.  (64501-9) 

1643. KOREAN WAR ERA BODY ARMOR  This lot consists of a medium, fragmentation vest dated 12/14/1954. The vest is missing the
original side panel laces with a replacement instead. The exterior green nylon material exhibits some fading as well as areas of minor stain-
ing. The zipper is separated on one side with this interesting piece of history in good to very good condition overall. [Should not be used
for protective wear.]  (65538-9A)

1644. CAMP COT  This cot consists of wood legs, supports with metal brackets and aged white canvas measuring approximately
46"Hx76"Lx25 1/2"W. The canvas exhibits wear consistent with age as well as soiling. The cot is structurally sound with all the parts includ-
ed in very good condition overall.  (65538-12)

1645. LOT OF COLT GRIPS  This is a set of checkered walnut grips for a Colt Cobra with a round butt. The exterior surfaces retain 98% original
stained finish with mild flattening of points. The interior grip panels retain the previous owners name and initials. The Rampant Colt roundels
remain crisp with sharp outlines. The grips exhibit mild wear and include the screw and are in excellent condition overall.  (65538-5A)
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1646. LOT OF COLT GRIPS  This is a set of stag grips for the Colt New Service Revolver with one panel exhibiting a darker color but sim-
ilar grain. The heel of the butt has been carved to accept the stock pin which will appear exposed and the left panel exhibits a very small,
but inconsequential chip which has been polished and rounded over. These grips retain the escutcheons, but the grips screw is absent.
In very good to excellent condition overall (but does not include the grip screw.)  (65538-5B)

1647. LOT OF COLT GRIPS  This is a set of checkered, hard rubber grips for the Single Action Army revolver exhibiting mild flattening of
points and an occasional bruise. The Rampant Colt roundels on each panel exhibit minor wear retaining crisp lines. The interior surfaces do
not exhibit any numbers or marks. The lot includes the escutcheons and screw, with the grips in excellent condition overall.  (65538-5C)

1648. LOT OF COLT GRIPS  This lot is a set of checkered, hard rubber grips for the Single Action Army revolver with Rampant Colt roundels
and Federal Eagle. The interior panels are numbered “1997” on the left panel and “607” on the right panel. The grips exhibit minor wear
with light flattening of points and are in excellent condition overall, screw included.  (65538-5D)

1649. LOT OF COLT REPRODUCTION GRIPS  This lot is a set of hard rubber grips believed to fit the Colt New Service revolver. The
grips exhibit the Colt name at the top, finished with near overall checkering. These grips exhibit roughly finished panels and are in very
good to excellent condition overall.  (65538-5E) 

1650. LOT OF HUNTING AND SHOOTING EPHEMERA  This lot consists of: 12 “Pennsylvania Hunting and Trapping Regulation”
handbooks from September 1, 1960 - August 31, 1972. The handbooks were printed by the Pennsylvania Game Commission with each
booklet exhibiting minor wear. The lot also includes (3) Colt Firearm patches, (1) Bucks Co. Fish & Game Association and (1) National
Scholastic Rifle Tournament patch. All the patches exhibit mild to moderate wear with this informative lot in very good to excellent condi-
tion overall.  (65538-6A1) 

1651. VINTAGE COLT FIREARMS BOX  This lot consists of a brown cardboard box for a 22 caliber, Colt Trooper revolver with a 4" bar-
rel. The box measures approximately 10 3/4" in length by 4 1/2" in width by 1 3/4" in height. The only noticeable damage is to the right
top lid panel which is separated at the corners. The gold foil label is relatively intact exhibiting separation at the right corner. Above the
label is a white factory label denoting "wide spur hammer and target stocks" The box exhibits wear and light foxing due to age and han-
dling. The box retains the original cleaning brush, test target and rear sight paperwork with the lot in very good condition overall with
exception to the damaged corner.  (65538-6A2)

1652. SMITH & WESSON REVOLVER BOX  This lot consists of a two piece, blue card board box for a Model 10, round butt, 38 Military
& Police revolver measuring approximately 11" in length by 4 1/2" in width by 1 1/2" in height. The cover exhibits a small patch of blue
covering missing from the center as well as minor crazing at the seams. The label denoting serial number is absent with the box exhibit-
ing wear consistent with age. The lid bears the Springfield, Mass. factory in the lower right corner with the lot in very good condition
overall.  (65538-6A3)

1653. VINTAGE STEAM GAUGE  This lot consists of a Pierce Butler & Butler Mfg. Corp of New York pressure gauge with the face exhibit-
ing an approximate 4 1/2" radius. The glass is intact with a brass lid exhibiting wear and tarnish. The base retains approximately 50% orig-
inal black finish with patches of oxidation showing through. This interesting piece of history has a number of uses and is in very good con-
dition overall.  (65538-6A4) 

1654. LAW ENFORCEMENT LOT  This lot consists of: (1) pair of Peerless handcuffs serial #85094. The metal surfaces retain approxi-
mately 50% original nickel finish with areas of base metal and oxidation showing through. The cuffs are in good to very good condition
overall and include one key; (1) Bucheimer black leather sap measuring approximately 8 1/2" in length. The leather retains 95% original
black finish with wear and scuffing around the edges. The seams and handle are intact with the sap in excellent condition overall; (1) N.S.
Meyer Inc. brass whistle with chain. The brass surfaces exhibit tarnish and a small patch of verdigris. The chain measures approximately
12" with the whistle in very good condition overall; (1) Pennsylvania State Police shoulder patch measuring approximately 5" by 4" with
gold, silver, red, blue and green thread on a black background. The patch exhibits minor wear and is in very good condition overall; (1)
Abington, PA police badge for the rank of Sgt. measuring approximately 2 1/4" by 1 3/4". The badge is nickel with a brass state seal exhibit-
ing overall wear with the brass exhibiting light tarnish. The clasp on the backside is broken with no maker's stamp present. In good to very
good condition overall; (1) Philadelphia Police Dept. badge issued for the state's Sesquicentennial. The badge is nickel finished with a five
pointed star in the center. The star exhibits the No. 285 with the metal surfaces exhibiting general overall wear. The black lettering retains
remnants of polish. The clasp on the back is intact with no maker's mark present. In very good condition overall.  (65538-6A5) 

1655. LOT OF TOYS  This lot consists of : (1) cast metal rifle resembling an M1 Garand measuring approximately 7" in length exhibiting wear
and scuffing; (2) a large green plastic machine gun round measuring 6 1/2". The round is warped slightly due to heat but is in good con-
dition overall; (3) 2 metal cast figurines measuring approximately 3" in height. One figure is of a fireman and one is of a soldier the figures
retain approximately 90% original painted finish with light chips and nicks due to age. The fireman is by Barcley and the soldier is unmarked
both are good condition overall.  (65538-6A6)

1656. LOT OF CALVARY SPURS  This lot consists of one pair of brass, WWI-era spurs believed to be made by August Buerman. The
spurs retain only the letter "U" on the interior as well as the partial inspectors stamp. The spurs retain the chains that fit underneath the
boot but only one retains the leather strap. The metal surfaces exhibit tarnish and wear but are serviceable and in very good condition
overall.  (65538-6A7)

1657. BOWIE KNIFE  This lot consists of a full tang bowie knife by an unknown maker measuring approximately 13” overall with an 8” heav-
ily sharpened blade. The metal surfaces exhibit moderate oxidation staining. The ricasso exhibits the remnants of the maker’s name which
is illegible. The knife features a brass “S”-shaped guard and stag scales with three brass rivets. The right side scale exhibits a divot where
a monogram plate used to be. The knife appears old and is in very good to excellent condition overall, includes a handmade black leather
sheath.  (65538-5F)

1658. USMC KA-BAR KNIFE  This lot is a new production Ka-Bar measuring approximately 12” overall with a 7” bowie style sharpened
blade. The metal surfaces retain 98% original black finish with light scuffing along the edge. The handle is made of stacked leather wash-
ers. The knife features a brown leather sheath as well as original box with papers. In excellent to almost new condition overall.  (65538-5G)

1659. ANTIQUE AMERICAN FLAG  This flag holds 44 stars with the last star denoting Wyoming which was admitted on July 10, 1890.
The flag measures approximately 57”x35” exhibiting wear consistent with age. The field is faded and frayed as well as exhibiting some
moth holes. The canton retains nice blue color. This interesting piece of American history is in good condition overall.  (65538-15)

1660. ANTIQUE SOCKET BAYONET  This lot is an 1873 bayonet measuring approximately 21” overall with an 18” blade length. The metal
surfaces exhibit moderate to heavy oxidation staining as well as wear consistent with age with no stamp or markings visible. The bayonet
is in very good to excellent condition overall and includes a modern 1861-style scabbard.  (65538-5H)

1661. US 1898 KRAG BAYONET WITH SCABBARD  The bayonet measures approximately 16” with a blade length of 11 1/2”. The
ricasso is stamped US with the date 1900 on the obverse. The tip has been broken and ground-over with the metal surfaces exhibiting
wear and oxidation staining. The wood scales are intact with one scale exhibiting the initials “FAC”. The guard and pommel exhibit oxida-
tion staining as well as areas with impact marks. The metal scabbard retains 95% original blue finish with scattered oxidation freckling and
a small dent near the tip. In good to very good condition overall.  (65538-5J)
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1662. HUNTING KNIFE  This lot consists of an unmarked skinning type knife measuring approximately 9” overall with a heavily sharpened
5” clip blade. The metal surfaces exhibit heavy oxidation staining on a polished blade. The solid wood handle is secured with two brass
rivets. The knife is in good condition overall and includes a brown leather sheath for a different knife.  (65538-5K)

1663. LOT OF MILITARY INSIGNIA  This lot consists of an assortment of Army, Navy and Marine Corps insignia including shooting
badges, awards and shoulder patches as well as two sets of vintage dog tags. The lot also includes a Boy Scout sash with awards. In very
good condition overall.  (65538-5L)

1664. LOT OF MILITARY HELMETS  Total of two: the first is a US Military M1 Helmet with liner.  This helmet is complete with green plastic
liner, webbing and sweat band. The exterior metal surfaces retain 90% refinished green paint with bare metal at the top and areas of wear
and scuffing. The seam is located at the rear with the lot in very good condition overall; the second is a Brodie-style steel helmet. The padding
is a chocolate brown vinyl type fabric with a string in the rear for adjustment. The metal surfaces retain 99% refinished green color with light
scuffs and scraps underneath the paint. A very nice example of a Brodie helmet in excellent refinished condition overall.  (65538-5M)

1665. LOT OF LEATHER RIFLE SCABBARDS  Total of two: the first is a M-1938 scabbard for the M1 Garand rifle measures approxi-
mately 30”x8” with the remnants of the “US” stamp and “Boyt 42” near the brass bolt channel. The leather surfaces retain portions of orig-
inal brown finish with stitching remaining intact. The leather straps have been replaced with canvas straps; the second scabbard appears
to be a modern copy of a cavalry style scabbard which has been modified to accept a scoped rifle. The case measures approximately
39”x10” at the widest point. The exterior leather surfaces retain 90-95% original tan finish with light overall wear. The scabbard exhibits
no marks or stamps with the lot in good to very good condition overall.  (65538-10A,B)

1666. SADDLE SURCINGLE  This lot consists of a surcingle measuring approximately 90” in length, 3 1/2” in width. The surcingle is con-
structed of tan leather billet and chape with blue wool webbing. The lot exhibits light wear from limited use and is in excellent condition
overall.  (65538-7M)

1667. LOT OF CAMPING GEAR  Total of five items: First is a military entrenching tool with cover. The spade exhibits the manufacturer’s
name “Wood” with a date of 1940 retaining a strong portion of original green paint. The metal edges exhibit oxidation freckling. The wood-
en handle appears intact; second is a ballistic nylon military duffle bag with the previous owner’s name on the exterior. The bag is intact
exhibiting minor wear; third is a contemporary combination poncho and ground cloth similar to the style used during the Civil War mea-
suring approximately 5’ in length by 45” in width. The exterior is black rubber with a slit in the center and grommets on the edges; fourth
is a U.S. Navy lantern measuring approximately 7” X 71/2”. The exterior surfaces retain 85% original gray finish with general overall wear.
The lantern was working at the time of listing; fifth is a Colman sleeping bag designed to fit one average-sized adult. The light gray exteri-
or fabric is lightly faded and soiled. All the items in this lot are in very good to excellent condition overall.  (65538-9)

1668. LOT OF RIMFIRE AMMUNITION  This lot consists of: (1) 550 round box of Remington "Golden Bullet" 22LR ammunition con-
taining over 500 rounds. The box has been opened with some of the ammo unaccounted for. The lid exhibits minor fraying; (2) opened,
50 round boxes of CCI 22LR Stinger ammunition; (1) opened, 50 round box of Western Super X 22 Magnum ammo containing approxi-
mately 35 rounds; (1) opened, 100 round box of CCI Mini-Mag ammo. The box contains an assortment of 22LR ammo from different man-
ufacturers.  (64404-S13906JA2)

1669. AMMO BOX  This lot consists of a wooden box for ammo storage measuring approximately 16"x10"x8 1/2" with a decorative scene
of a 12 point buck along a fence line. The box features dovetail construction and rope handles. The exterior wood surfaces exhibit minor
wear with the lot in excellent condition overall.  (64404-S13906J1A1) 

1670. AMMO BOX  This lot consists of a wooden military ammo box measuring approximately 14 3/4"x10"x10 1/2". The exterior wooden sur-
faces exhibit a majority of added green paint with original stenciling partially visible. The lid has an added hasp to secure contents with the
box in very good condition overall.  (64390-3)

1671. LOT OF HOLSTERS  Total of four: (1) Galco, right handed, inside the waist model for a Beretta 21A semi-auto pistol. The exterior
leather surfaces are suede, appear unused with the holster in the original wrapper; (2) Ross Leather, right handed belt holster, color tan
for Glock models 19, 23 and 32. The holster appears unused and in the original wrapper; (3) Galco, right hand, Cop3 slot holster, color
black for Glock models 19, 23 and 32. The exterior leather appears unused and is in the original wrapper; (4) DeSantis, right hand, Thumb
break mini-slide holster, color black for the S&W and Walther model 99 pistols. The holster appears unused, in the original wrapper with
the lot in excellent to almost new condition overall.  (64707-5A)

1672. LOT OF HOLSTERS  Total of three: all three holsters are black, right hand, belt models by Safariland. The holsters fit Colt Commander,
1911, Glock 19, S&W and Walther. The holsters are synthetic leather, appear unused and are in the original wrappers. In excellent to almost
new condition overall.  (64707-5B)

1673. LOT OF HOLSTERS  Total of five: this lot consists of used leather, right hand holsters by various makers such as Bianchi and Smith &
Wesson in tan or black leather for small revolvers and autos. All the holsters are belt style except one which is inside-the-waist style. In
very good to excellent condition overall.  (64707-5C)

1674. LOT OF HOLSTERS  Total of five: this lot consists of used leather, right hand holsters by various makers such as Bianchi and Smith &
Wesson in tan or black leather for small revolvers and autos. All the holsters are in serviceable condition and are in good to very good con-
dition overall.  (64707-5D)

1675. LOT OF HOLSTERS  Total of three: all three holsters are tan leather, right hand holsters by Bianchi. The models are 55L for 2" revolver,
5BHL for a 2" revolver and a model 100 for a 2"-2 1/4" revolver. The holsters exhibit minimal if any wear and are in the original wrappers.
In excellent to almost new condition overall.  (64707-5E)

1676. LOT OF HOLSTERS  Total of four: all four are right hand, tan leather holsters by Bianchi. The models are 19L for a S&W 9mm auto,
1L for a SAA with a 4 3/4" barrel, 5BHL for a S&W model 60 with a 3" barrel and a model 100 for a Beretta small frame auto. The holsters
may be adaptable for other handguns. The holsters exhibit minimal if any wear and are in the original wrappers. In excellent to almost new
condition overall.  (64707-5F)  

1677. RUGER MARK II MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #211-02776, 22 LR, 6” tapered barrel with bright excellent bore. Metal
surfaces retain 99% plus original stainless finish with the exception of two very small scratches on the right side of the grip frame.  The
original plastic grips with silver SR emblems are provided.  Original fixed sights are provided.  A single magazine and Towson leather hol-
ster are included.  (116599-2) (250/350) 

1678. LLAMA X-1 MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #985039, 9mm, 5” barrel with excellent bore.  Metal surfaces retain 99 % orig-
inal blue finish with a number of very small handling marks on the slide and frame.  Smooth walnut grips with medallions are in fine con-
dition with small scratches on both. Ventilated slide with top serrations house windage adjustable rear and fixed front sights.  This 1911
“clone” features manual thumb and grip safeties external extractor, barrel bushing and loaded chamber indicator.  A single eight round sin-
gle stack magazine is included along with factory box and papers.  (116599-8) (200/300)
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1679. TAURUS MODEL PT 24/7 DOUBLE ACTION ONLY SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #NYB 60592 45 ACP, 4” barrel with
bright excellent bore.  Metal surfaces retain 99% plus original matte stainless finish.  Matte finish polymer frame with finger groove grip
and integral light rail is also in excellent condition with no visible blemishes.  Fixed three dot sightss external extractor, manual safety
and slide lock with key are provided.  Original plastic box with two 12 round magazines and photocopy portion of manual included.
(116602-18) (350-450)  

1680. WINCHESTER MODEL 62A SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #270546, 22 LR, 23” round tapered barrel with fine bore showing
just a hint of frosting in the grooves.  Metal retains approximately 80-85% later applied blue finish with light surface oxidation.  Plain fin-
ish walnut buttstock and forend are both replacement, likely by Bishop, as noted on the plastic buttplate.  Scattered impact marks and
scratches are visible on buttstock.  Original adjustable rear and dovetail blade front sights are present.  Tubular magazine and half cock
safety.  (116601-8) {C&R} (300/500)

1681. WINCHESTER MODEL 69A BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 LR, 25” tapered round barrel with very good bore showing some rifling
wear at the muzzle.  Metal surfaces retain 85-90% original blue finish that is fading to brown with light oxidation where barrel meets the
stock and silvering at the high edges, muzzle, bolt handle and triggerguard. The satin finish plain walnut stock as-originally finished-is in
fine condition with scattered impact marks scratches and a crack is forming at the tip of the forend.  Factory rear receiver mount peep and
dovetail blade front sights are present.  Two 5 shot detachable factory magazines and one aftermarket magazine and a tooled leather mil-
itary sling are included.  (116599-77) (200/300)

1682. STEVENS MODEL 530 DOUBLE BARREL BOXLOCK EJECTORGUN 16 Ga., 28” modified and full choked barrels with
very good plus bores both showing light pitting ahead of the chambers.  Approximately 85% original blue finish thinning to brown with
areas of solder showing through on barrel surface adjacent to raised rib.  Original color case-hardened receiver and forend iron finish has
faded to a grey brown patina with areas of strong color remaining in recesses.  Checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend appear
to have been lightly sanded and refinished. Two sections of the forend top have been repaired and small areas of the buttstock filled at
the receiver.  There is a significant surface abrasion at right side of the buttstock adjacent to the recoil pad.  A Pachmayr recoil pad was
installed without modification to the buttstock, the length of pull measures 14 1/4”.  (116473-20) (200/300)

1683. WINCHESTER MODEL 12 HEAVY DUCK SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #1470009, 12 Ga., 28” plain barrel marked
full with good bore with significant pitting midway between the chamber and muzzle.  Barrel was likely shortened from original 30” length
and choke now measures “improved modified”. Metal surfaces retain 60-65% later applied blue finish over freckled areas, that is thinning
to brown and grey with silvering on high edges magazine tube, receiver extension, triggerguard and muzzle.  Plain walnut stock and flat
bottom forend having been cleaned rate very good with numerous abrasions impact marks and scratches.  Magazine tube has a three
shot plug. Weighted buttstock has a 2” crack in the wrist and a undersized replacement buttplate.  An oversized aftermarket safety has
been installed. (116602-16) (350/550)

1684. BROWNING AUTO 5 LIGHT TWENTY SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #73Z74174, 20 Ga., 26” plain, matte top barrel,
marked improved cylinder with excellent bore, choke opened up to cylinder. Metal surfaces retain approximately 45% original blue finish
fading to brown patina with significant silvering on receiver triggerguard and both ends of barrel. Gloss finish checkered walnut buttstock
with round grip and finger grooved forend rate very good plus. Most abrasions and impact marks present are located on the forend with
a few smaller blemishes on the buttstock. Gold plated trigger and original hard plastic buttplate are present.  (116602-5) (350/450)

1685. STEVENS SPRINGFIELD MODEL DOUBLE BARREL BOXLOCK EJECTORGUN 12 Ga., 28” improved cylinder barrels
with excellent bores.  The barrels retain approximately 85-90% original blue finish thinning to brown with areas of solder showing through
on barrel surface adjacent to raised rib.  Approximately 50% of original color case-hardened receiver and forend iron finish remains fad-
ing to a grey brown patina with scattered fine surface oxidation. Areas of strong color remaining in recesses.  Plain walnut buttstock and
forend. Buttstock appears to be refinished over minor handling marks and scratches to a medium brown satin.  There is a small crack in
the wrist at the end of the tang.  (116606-8) (200/300)

1686. ITHACA FLUES MODEL BOXLOCK DOUBLE EJECTORGUN serial #214712, 16 Ga., 28” barrels choked modified and
improved modified with bright excellent bores.  Barrels and receiver an retain 75% reapplied blue.  There are scattered areas of pitting evi-
dent on both ends of the barrels, raised rib, receiver, triggers and triggerguard.  Original finish on checkered walnut round knob buttstock
and splinter forend rates very good with some loss and numerous abrasions and scratches.  Crack has formed on the right side of the
buttstock at the receiver.  (116473-21) {C&R} (250/350)

1687. HOPKINS & ALLEN FIELD GRADE BOXLOCK DOUBLE EJECTORGUN serial #41901, 16 Ga., 28” cylinder choked bar-
rels with excellent bores.  Barrels retain 95% reapplied blue finish over scattered lightly freckled surfaces.  Receiver retains approximately
70% original color case-hardened finish that is thinning to grey patina with fine surface oxidation on the bottom from carrying.  Checkered
walnut buttstock with pistolgrip and splinter forend have been refinished.  Condition of wood rates very good plus with a number of impact
marks and scratches evident throughout.  The new finish has been applied over the checkering.  Thumb safety is operational and action
with distinctive barrel doll’s-head extension locks up properly.  (116586-D29104)  {C&R} (150/250)

1688. HECKLER & KOCH BENELLI BLACK EAGLE MODEL SEMI AUTO SHOTGUN serial #F003851, 12 Ga., 26” ventilated
rib barrel with bright excellent bore.  Gun utilizes multi-choke system with single improved cylinder tube provided.  Metal surfaces retain
98% original blue finish with scratches and handling marks on the barrel and receiver.  Rib has one small area of surface oxidation.  The
gloss finish checkered walnut buttstock and forend with finger groove rate fine with only minimal surface abrasions and handling marks.
Polished bolt and immaculate interior suggest little use. (116586-D28976) (500/700)

1689. REMINGTON MODEL 1100 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #3812V, 12 Ga., 30” plain barrel with choked full with a bright
excellent bore.  Metal surfaces retain 95% original blue finish, silvering at the edges with scattered surface oxidation throughout.  Gloss
finish press-checkered pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good with numerous abrasions and scratches.  The receiver and bolt are
scroll engraved in a pattern typical to this model. (6587-S16666) (200/300)

1690. MARLIN MODEL 1892 LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #272310, 32 RF, 24” octagonal barrel with very good plus bore shows
pitting on lands and grooves within an inch of the muzzle.  Metal surfaces retain approximately 99% refinished blue.  The plain walnut butt-
stock with curved buttplate has been lightly sanded and satin finish applied.  Forend has been treated in the same manner but semi-gloss
finished applied.  Wood surfaces rate fine as refinished with a split in the wrist at the tang and minor blemishes.  Top of receiver has had
a single screw installed and filled.  Adjustable ramp rear and two piece front dovetail sights provided. Front sight is missing the blade.
(116599-42) {C&R} (400/600)

1691. J.C. HIGGINS SEARS ROEBUCK MODEL 583.19 BOLT ACTION REPEATING SHOTGUN, 20 Ga., 26” plain barrel
choked full with bright excellent bore. Metal surfaces retain 85% blue finish fading to plum brown with scattered surface oxidation through-
out. Satin finish plain walnut stock with pistolgrip and original recoil pad rate very good to fine with visible staining and minor surface blem-
ishes. Screw heads slightly marred and original bead sight is present.  (116599-74) (50/100)
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1692. WINCHESTER MODEL 77 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #25708, 22 LR, 22” round barrel with an excellent bore. Metal surfaces retain
98% original fading blue finish with fine surface oxidation on barrel and receiver.  Blue wearing to silver on high edges and on muzzle.  Plain
original satin finish walnut surfaces rate vary good to fine with minimal loss and blemishes.  Gun is fitted with open sights and a Weaver B4
fixed scope in 3/4” tip-off mount with clear optics and fine crosshair.  Detachable magazine not included. (116587-S17629) (150/250)

1693. J.C. HIGGINS SEARS ROEBUCK MODEL 20 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN, 12 Ga., 28” plain barrel with fixed modified
choke and an excellent bore.  Metal surfaces retain approximately 70% blue finish with scattered surface oxidation and sections cleaned
to silver on the barrel and receiver. Satin finish plain walnut buttstock with pistolgrip and grooved forend rate very good with scattered sur-
face abrasions and scratches throughout. The original recoil pad has become quite hard. (6587-S17591) (75/150)

1694. MARLIN MODEL 336CS LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #11047082, 30-30 Win, 20” tapered micro-groove barrel with excel-
lent bore.  Metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with surface oxidation forming on the bottom of the receiver from carrying.  Plain satin
finish walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend with barrel band rate very good plus with numerous visible scratches and impact marks.  Gun
is fitted with original open sights and Tasco 4x32 scope in Weaver see-thru mounts with clear optics and duplex reticle.  This lot will need
the services of a competent gunsmith to correct incomplete hammer cocking when action is cycled. (116587-11S17705) (250/350)

1695. J.C. HIGGINS SEARS ROEBUCK MODEL 583.20 BOLT ACTION REPEATING SHOTGUN, 12 Ga., 28” plain barrel
choked full with bright excellent bore.  Metal surfaces retain 90% of a reapplied paint finish over surface oxidation throughout.  Satin fin-
ish plain walnut stock with pistolgrip and original recoil pad rate very good with numerous blemishes. (116357-S17206) (50/100)

1696. STURM RUGER 44 CARBINE serial #103-08635, 44 Mag, 18 1/2” barrel with good bore shows pitting on lands and grooves from
muzzle back approximately four inches. Metal surfaces retain approximately 85% original blue with heavy oxidation on the barrel and top
of the receiver. Plain walnut stock with pistolgrip and carbine style buttplate rates very good with minimal abrasions and handling marks.
Paint finish on alloy barrel band is chipped. Factory open sights including folding leaf rear and heavily oxidized dovetail front are present.
Swivels and nylon sling are included. (116587-S16671) (150/250)

1697. REMINGTON MODEL 514 SINGLE SHOT BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 LR, 19 1/2” barrel with excellent bore, Metal surfaces
retain 99% original blue with scattered fine surface oxidation.  The plain satin finish walnut stock rates fine with a few small impact marks
and one of consequence on the belly.  Original open sights are provided.  (116586-D29155) (75/150)

1698. WINCHESTER MODEL 67A SINGLE SHOT BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 LR, 27” barrel with excellent bore. Metal surfaces
retain 85-90% original blue fading to plum brown with scattered surface oxidation.  The plain satin finish walnut stock rates very good plus
with some finish loss but no significant blemishes.  (116586-D29106) (75/150)

1699. WINCHESTER MODEL 74 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #102953, 22LR, 24” barrel with fine bore.  Metal surfaces retain 85%
original blue finish fading to plum brown with fine surface oxidation forming throughout and silvering at the muzzle.  The satin finish plain
walnut stock rates very good with numerous surface abrasions and impact marks.  Sling swivels have been mounted on the stock. Original
open sights are provided and a Weaver G4 scope with cloudy optics and surface oxidation is mounted on the side of the receiver. The
original scope base mounting holes have been damaged and new holes drilled and tapped.  (116587-S17689) (50/100)

1700. MARLIN MODEL 336 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #21112739, 30-30 Win, 20” tapered round barrel.  Action is seized
therefore evaluation of barrel is not possible.  Metal surfaces retain 75% original thinning blue finish with heavy surface oxidation through-
out.  Wood is in poor condition as refinished.  Buttstock shortened to 11 1/4” length of pull. Gun will require significant work by a compe-
tent gunsmith.  (116587-S16670) (10/20)

1701. WINCHESTER RANGER MODEL 120 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #L1639244, 20 Ga., 28” ventilated rib Win-choke
barrel with a bright excellent bore.  Metal surfaces retain 99% plus original blue with a few very small scratches on the receiver. The satin
finish checkered green & brown laminated buttstock with recoil pad and grooved forend rate excellent with only a couple of small impact
marks visible.  The included choke tubes are (2) improved cylinder and (1) modified.  A chrome finish magazine cap is included.
(116599-63) (200/300)

1702. WINCHESTER MODEL 12 HEAVY DUCK SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #1317869, 12 Ga., 29 3/4” ventilated rib bar-
rel marked full but choked with an excellent bore.  Barrel likely shortened from original 30” length and non-factory ventilated rib added.
Metal surfaces retain approximately 85% later applied thinning blue finish that is silvering on high edges magazine tube receiver extension
triggerguard and muzzle.  Replacement Herter’s checkered fancy walnut buttstock with pistolgrip and extended forend rate excellent with
minimal abrasions and impact marks.  (116610-6) (350/550)

1703. NEW ENGLAND FIREARMS PARDNER MODEL SB SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #NC207849, 20 Ga., 25 1/2”
plain barrel choked modified with a very good bore. Metal surfaces retain 85% original blue and color case-hardened finish with substan-
tial surface oxidation throughout. Satin finish smooth hardwood buttstock and forend rate very good with some visible loss surface abra-
sions and impact marks.  (116587-S17602) (50/75)

1704. SAVAGE MODEL 220A BREAK ACTION SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN 12 Ga., 28” barrel choked full with fine bore show-
ing just a hint of pitting beyond the chamber.  Metal blue and color case-hardened finishes rate 85% fading to brown with visible fine sur-
face oxidation.  Satin finish plain walnut buttstock and forend rate very good as cleaned with small crack at the wrist and blemishes filled
and smoothed. (116599-75) (50/75)

1705. REMINGTON MODEL 870 EXPRESS MAGNUM SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #A592539M, 12 Ga., 28” ventilated
rib Rem Choke barrel with an excellent bore with minimal wad buildup ahead of chamber.  Metal surfaces retain 85-90% original matte
blue finish with visible numerous handling marks and surface oxidation throughout.  Satin finish checkered hardwood buttstock with raised
comb and forend rate very good with some loss surface abrasions and scratches.  Ventilated rib is bent down towards barrel roughly 8
1/2” from muzzle.  Includes a single modified choke tube.  Firing mechanism is not functioning properly and will require attention of gun-
smith.  (116587-S17601) (50/75)

1706. REMINGTON MODEL 870 WINGMASTER SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial#511608V, 12 Ga., 27 1/4” barrel choked mod-
ified with a fine bore.  Metal surfaces retain approximately 65% original blue finish fading to grey brown with areas of significant surface oxi-
dation.  Original checkered walnut buttstock is damaged missing the top portion of the wrist.  Forend has fared better and rates very good
as refinished.  Action appears to functions properly and with a replacement buttstock can be returned to use.  (116587-S17603) (50/75)

1707. MARLIN MODEL NO. 20-A SLIDE ACTION RIFLE 22 LR, 22” tapered round barrel with fine bore. Metal surfaces retain
approximately 75% thinning blue finish fading to brown with some blemishes and light surface oxidation throughout. Satin finish smooth
walnut buttstock with crescent buttplate and grooved forend rate very good plus as lightly cleaned. Buttstock shows some abrasions and
impact marks. Forend has been refinished and one of the mounting screws is missing. Open sights provided with half-length tube maga-
zine. (115699-24) {C&R} (300/500)  

1708. REMINGTON MODEL 11 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #746162, 12 Ga., 28” plain barrel choke modified with a very good
plus bore.  Metal surfaces retain approximately 85% original blue finish with scattered oxidation evident on exposed areas.  Triggerguard
is heavily oxidized.  Satin finish checkered buttstock rates very good with visible surface abrasions and impact marks.  Forend has two
cracks running in opposite directions from either end on the left side.  (116587-S16667) {C&R} (50/100)
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1709. MARLIN MODEL 37 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #508, 22 LR, 24” round tapered barrel with very good plus bore shows a
small area of pitting about 6” from the muzzle.  The original blue has been removed and surfaces carefully polished to a natural gunmetal
finish.  Some surface blemishes remain on the left side of the receiver.  The satin finish smooth walnut buttstock has been replaced;
grooved forend has been refinished.  The firing pin in not present.  (116599-23) {C&R} (200/400)

1710. MARLIN MODEL 782 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #18672623, 22 WMRF, 22” tapered micro-groove barrel with bright excel-
lent bore.  Metal surfaces retain 99% original blue finish with a small area of scattered oxidation on the barrel and silvering at the muzzle.
Satin finish checkered walnut stock with raised comb rates fine with a few visible scratches and impact marks.  Original open sights are
present with a Simmons Blazer 3x9x40 variable power scope and tip-off mounts.  Two detachable magazines and a padded nylon sling
are included.  (116599-61) (150/250)

1711. BERETTA SILVER SNIPE MODEL OVER UNDER SHOTGUN serial #25274, 12 Ga., 28” plain barrels with fixed full and
improved modified chokes with excellent bores showing minor plastic buildup beyond the chamber.  Metal surfaces retain 95% original
blue finish fading to brown with scattered oxidation on barrels and 99% natural satin finish on the alloy receiver.  Blue trigger is heavily
oxidized.  Satin finish checkered walnut buttstock with pistolgrip rates good with numerous abrasions, impact marks, a chip is missing
where stock meets the tang and a split is opening up from the buttplate forward.  Forend is in the same general condition with two par-
allel splits at the tip on the right side.  Single non-selective trigger and tang mounted thumb safety. (116587-S16669) (250/450)

1712. SAVAGE MODEL 220A SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN 12 Ga., 30 “ plain barrel choked full with bright excellent bore.  Metal
surfaces retain 99% original blue fading to plum brown and color case-hardening finishes with minimal scattered fine surface oxida-
tion. Plain finish walnut buttstock and forend are also in excellent plus condition.  A very small crack is forming on left side where stock
meets receiver.  Action opens and closes with some difficulty therefore should be evaluated and repaired by a competent gunsmith.
(116564-31) (75/125)

1713. ITHACA MODEL 300 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #S7108868, 12 Ga., 26” plain barrel choked improved cylinder with a
bright excellent bore.  Metal surfaces retain 99% plus original blue finish with a small scratch on the left side of the receiver and another
small scratch on the barrel just beyond the forend.  Satin finish checkered walnut buttstock with pistolgrip and finger groove forend rate
excellent.  There are some surface abrasions on the belly of the buttstock.  Papers and a wood Federal Migratory Waterfowl plug includ-
ed.  This SKB manufactured Ithaca has seen little use and is in great shape.  (116516-2) (250/350)

1714. SEARS ROEBUCK RANGER MODEL 105-20 BOLT ACTION REPEATING SHOTGUN 16 Ga., 26” plain barrel choked
full with bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue finish fading to plum brown with scattered fine surface oxida-
tion.  Smooth satin finish hardwood buttstock with recoil pad rates excellent as lightly sanded and refinished.  There is a small crack at the
top of the wrist and another ahead of the bottom ejector port.  Replacement hardware used to secure the stock to the barreled action and
to secure the magazine tube to the hanger.  Front sight bead is missing.  (116568-1) (75/150)

1715. REMINGTON MODEL 14 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #4246, 25 Rem, 22” tapered round barrel with very good bore show-
ing light frosting in grooves near the muzzle. The metal surfaces retain approximately 70% original thinning blue finish turning to brown
with silvering at muzzle, bottom of receiver and triggerguard.  Smooth walnut scant grip buttstock and grooved forend rate very good as
refinished over numerous blemishes.  The front end of the forearm is cracked.  Open sights including replacement adjustable rear dam-
aged front dovetail type and permanently attached Lyman flip up peep sight.  (116573-7) {C&R} (250/350)

1716. REMINGTON MODEL 14 1/2 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial # 93944, 44 Rem or 44 WCF, 22” round tapered barrel with bright
excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain approximately 75-80% original thinning blue finish fading to plum brown with silvering at maga-
zine tube bottom of the receiver and high edges.  Plain satin finish walnut buttstock with pistolgrip and curved steel buttplate and grooved
forend rate very good as refinished over scattered blemishes.  There are two cracks in the wrist of the buttstock and another at the tip of
the forend.  (116573- 50 {C&R} (300/400)

1717. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 5906 DOUBLE ACTION SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #VBH2205, 9mm, 4” barrel with bright
excellent bore.  Satin stainless steel surfaces rate fine to near excellent with nicks and scratches on the grip frame and slide.  Factory grips
have been replaced with a one piece Hogue rubber grip that has worn smooth from carrying.  Wide grip frame to accommodate double
stack magazine with serrations on triggerguard and front strap.  Equipped with an ambidextrous decocking lever and three dot sights.  A
single factory 15 round magazine included.  (116578-12) (350/450)

1718. RUGER MK I TARGET MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #306660, 22 LR, 6 7/8” heavy tapered barrel with excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue finish thinning at the grip and muzzle with numerous nicks and handling marks on the grip
frame and barrel/receiver assembly.  Original factory plastic grips showing minimal wear.  Two of the four grip screws are replaced with
bright finish round-head hardware.  Equipped with early factory Micro adjustable rear and Patridge front sights.  One detachable maga-
zine with plastic base included. (116578-16) (250/350)

1719. RUGER MK I STANDARD MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #436571, 22 LR, 4 3/4” tapered barrel with excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue finish with silvering at the front sight and receiver where it joins the barrel.  Original factory
plastic grips in excellent condition.  One detachable steel base magazine included. (116578-17) (300/400)

1720. RUGER MK I TARGET MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial# 165750, 22LR, 6” bull barrel with bright excellent bore.  The
metal surfaces retain roughly 98% blue finish thinning at the grip and silvering at the muzzle with numerous small scratches throughout.
There has been a custom heavy barrel installed with recessed target crown and the barrel/receiver assembly has been refinished.  Trigger
has been modified for target use and a shoe installed.  Original factory adjustable rear and new front sights are provided.  Slightly worn
factory plastic grips remain.  Two detachable magazines with metal bases included.  (116609-4) (300/400)

1721. RUGER NEW MODEL SUPER BLACKHAWK SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #83-79524, 44 Mag, 7 1/2” tapered bar-
rel with bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue finish with only faint silvering at the muzzle and drag ring on the
cylinder.  Original satin finish walnut grips rate very good plus with some handling marks and a very small split forming in the right panel above
the medallion.  Factory sights remain in place.  Gun comes with a Hunter leather holster in excellent condition. (116529-7) (400/500)

1722. HIGH STANDARD DURA-MATIC PLINKER MODEL M-101 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #2277590, 22 LR, 6 1/2”
tapered barrel with bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue finish silvering ever so slightly at the muzzle and high
edges.  Original one piece brown plastic grips are in excellent condition.  Factory fixed sights remain in place and a detachable magazine
with green plastic follower is included.  This gun has seen limited use and has been very well cared for.  (116586-D29134) (250/350)

1723. HIGH STANDARD DURA-MATIC MODEL M-101 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #1212164, 22 LR, 6 1/2” tapered barrel
with bright excellent bore.  Metal surfaces retain 99% plus original blue finish with no visible blemishes.  Original one piece brown plastic
slant grips are in excellent condition.  Factory fixed sights remain in place and two detachable Hi-Standard marked factory magazines are
included.  This gun has seen little use and has been very well cared for.  (116534-13) (275/375)
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1724. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 64-3 M&P DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #AFD9833, 38 Special, 4” heavy barrel with
bright excellent bore. Stainless steel K-frame, cylinder and barrel rate very good with numerous scratches and handling marks over previ-
ously polished surfaces.  Six numbers and three letters have been pencil engraved on the left side of frame below cylinder opening. Square
butt checkered walnut grips rate good with significant surface wear. Original fixed sights remain in place. (116578-15) (200/300)

1725. TAURUS MODEL 94 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #JI23176, 22 LR, 4” barrel with excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 99% plus original finish with only a hint of thinning at the muzzle, a small scratch on the barrel and a very light drag line on the nine-
round cylinder.  Checkered walnut grips rate excellent with a small scuff a few lightly flattened points on the left panel.  Adjustable rear
and ramp type front sights are provided. (116518-12) (250/350)

1726. PHOENIX ARMS RAVEN MODEL SINGLE ACTION SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #3000546, 25 ACP, 2 3/8” barrel with
excellent bore. Metal surfaces retain 99% original chrome plated finish. Textured black nylon grips rate excellent. Single six round detach-
able magazine is included.  (116587-S13744) (50/100)

1727. HARINGTON & RICHARDSON MODEL 922 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #173195, 22 LR, 6” round barrel with
excellent bore.  Metal surfaces retain 98% original blue finish fading to brown with fine surface oxidation evident on the barrel and front
grip strap.  Scattered light oxidation spots are visible on the frame hammer and nine round cylinder.  Light silvering is visible at the muzzle.
Brown wood grain checkered one piece plastic grips rate excellent with very minimal handling marks on the bottom edge. Slightly worn
leather Hunter brand holster included.  (116587-S17702) (150/250)

1728. AMT BACK UP MODEL DOUBLE ACTION ONLY PISTOL serial #DA35197, 380 ACP, 2 3/4” barrel with excellent bore.
Matte stainless steel finish frame and slide rate excellent with no visible blemishes. Checkered black nylon grips also rate excellent with
minimal handling marks on the edges.  One detachable factory magazine included.  (116578-4) (350/450)

1729. CHARTER ARMS UNDERCOVER MODEL DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #803890, 38 Special, 2” barrel with
excellent bore.  Metal surfaces retain 99% plum and blue finishes with only minor loss on the high edges back strap and faint drag line on
the five round cylinder.  The round butt checkered walnut grips rate excellent.  A Gunskin Cobra leather holster and belt are included.
(116587-S17704) (100/200)

1730. DAN WESSON MODEL 15 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #142986, 357 Mag, 4” ventilated barrel with very good light-
ly pitted bore.  Metal surfaces retain 98% original blue finish with a number of very small scratches and nicks with sparse fine surface oxi-
dation spots on frame and barrel.  Satin finish one piece round butt plain walnut grips with finger grooves rate excellent with only minor
blemishes.  Features blackout line rear and red ramp front.  (116587-S17146) (150/250)

1731. TAURUS MODEL 85 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #QH22482, 38 Special, 2” barrel with ejector shroud has bright
excellent bore.  Stainless steel surfaces rate very good plus with light scratches and abrasions on barrel, frame and five round cylinder.
Original textured two piece rubber grips with Taurus medallion rate excellent.  Equipped with hammerlock safety, key not included.
(116587-S17708) (250/350)

1732. CANADIAN LONG BRANCH SHORT MAGAZINE LEE ENFIELD NO.4 MK1* BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial
#41L3879, 303 British, 25” barrel with bright excellent two groove bore. Manufactured in 1943 rifle retains 95% original blue finish silver-
ing at the muzzle and on high edges.  Long hardwood buttstock, lower forend and two piece upper forend rate very good with numerous
impact marks and abrasions. The letters XXK have been carved into the buttstock.  Mk III military leaf rear sight and dovetail front sight
with protective ears are provided.  The two piece bolt has a matching pencil-engraved serial number one detachable magazine is includ-
ed.  (116543-13) (200/300)

1733. SAVAGE-STEVENS SHORT MAGAZINE LEE ENFIELD NO.4 MKI* BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #C5556, 303 British,
25” barrel with bright excellent two groove bore.  Manufactured under Lend Lease program in 1942 receiver is marked U.S. Property with
import marks. Exposed metal surfaces retain approximately 75% original thinning black arsenal finish with silvering on high edges.
Standard length hardwood buttstock, lower forend and two piece upper forend rate excellent with minimal surface blemishes.  Swivels hold
a green nylon sling and one detachable magazine is included.  (116518-29) (250/350)

1734. LOT OF MILITARY ITEMS This is a lot of approximately 20 survival related items including two flares by Standard Fusee Corp.; two
complete U.S.-issued kits in correct transparent plastic cases, including one accompanied by an emergency signaling mirror (ESM/1) and
contained in an O.D. green  canvas pouch; an ESM/2 mirror with original sleeve; two multi-tooled pocket knives; a mosquito head net; an
Acme Thunderer whistle; a protective plastic rifle sleeve; a U.S. issued AAF Manual 64-0-1 and two additional manuals. Additionally there
is a one quart water bottle and a plastic cover for the .45 Colt Auto from the Army Air Force C1 survival vest; a WWII life raft plug, and
other small miscellaneous items.  The overall condition is near excellent.  (73634-26A)

1735. LOT OF MILITARY ITEMS  A wide range of mainly U.S.-issued supplies comprises this lot of approximately 30 items, many of which
include several components.  Examples are a fishing kit with instruction manual stamped “AN/D 207”; a gun cleaning kit marked “S 424
1945/S.M. 110”; a Corps of Engineers compass by Superior Magneto Corp. dated 7/45 and contained in the correct canvas pouch; a pen
style flashlight; a nylon survival hat with full brim; an Aircrew Member first aid kit with stock number 8300-623715; five cotton particle
masks; a factory sealed can marked “Emergency Parachute Ration”; two sealed boxes marked “U.S. Army Field Ration D”; two sealed
packages marked “Malted Milk Tablets”; an unopened box marked “Spit Assembly Parts No. SGA 43-27”; a box marked “A. A. F.
Classification No. 17-B” containing a knife and sheath by Western States Cutlery.  Also included are other hard-to-find items such as tourni-
quets in their original box, one of which is marked “Braided Line Spanish Windlass Type”, another,”U.S. Army Tourniquet and Forceps”.
Additional survival related items are two boxes containing Carlisle Model battle dressings; a second fishing kit, this one contained in the
correct canvas pouch; a canvas pouch marked “Laird Schober/1944” with multiple pockets still containing original items including an
unopened bottle of Eveready Insect Repellant and even a canister of lip balm.  Attached to the pouch is a Carlisle first aid kit in its own
correct pouch.  Also included are items in their original packaging such as iodine swabs, sunburn cream, foot powder and shoe dubbing.
Overall the lot is in near excellent condition.  (73634-26B)

1736. LOT OF UNIFORMS This is a box filled with numerous military related garments.  It is comprised of 13 jackets, 4 trousers, 3 shirts,
and 3 ties and mounted on hangers.  Most are U.S. Army Air Force related and contain correct buttons, medals and patches.  The over-
all condition is very good to excellent.  (73634-19A)

1737. MILITARY SURVIVAL LOT This is a U.S.-issued life raft with all components present and in the original canvas case marked “Raft
Pneumatic, Type C-2” and dated March 15, 1945.  Manufactured by Anderson Rubber Company, this hard-to-find item has some light
stains on the OD green case with hooks experiencing light oxidation in some areas.  The unused raft and accessories rate very good to
excellent with some minor mildew.  (73634-41A)

1738. MILITARY SURVIVAL LOT This lot consists of U.S.-issued life raft related gear to include a life vest dye marker; an emergency sig-
naling mirror no. 40653; five life raft plugs of various sizes; a 1967-dated 5 Min. Red Railway Fuse and a factory sealed one man life raft
reflector MX-137/A by Reed & Barton, dated June 26, 1945.  Also included is an unused sail complete with mast and accompanied by
original foil wrapper, and the last item is a weather apron measuring 45”x38” with a small area of mildew staining. Very good overall con-
dition lot.  (73634-41B)
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1739. MILITARY SURVIVAL LOT First is a U.S. Aviator sea dye marker and an accompanying flare dated Oct., 1942.  Next is a pair of
white canvas moccasins with accompanying survival hat.  Also included is a fishing kit with 13 separate components comprised mainly of
various types of line and enclosed in original cloth pouch.  The last item is a survival pack missing its back outer but still containing items
such as the weather apron and first aid kit and in good to very good condition with moderate mildew in areas.  The previous items rate
about very good overall.  (73634-41C)

1740. MILITARY SURVIVAL LOT This is a life vest measuring 19”x17” and weighing five lbs. that unzips to expose the enclosed survival
supplies tucked into form-fitted sections in the flotation material.  Some of the original items come with this lot.  They include a signaling
mirror, gauze bandage, spirit of ammonia, mosquito head net, flare; matches and tourniquet.  The outer OD green canvas exhibits mod-
erate ingrained dirt and stains and indications of use.  The two zippers, though functional are missing their handles. The overall condition
is near very good.  (73634-41D)

1741. LOT OF MILITARY ITEMS This is a lot of U.S. Aviator equipment and comprised of three hard-to-find items.  First is a life vest with
part no. 42J465 and identical in design and construction to the one mentioned in the previous lot but this one appears unused with only
light stains in isolated areas and includes no supplies.  The zippers function perfectly and include their brass handles. The second item is
a zippered leather case measuring 17”x12” and marked “Pilots” Navigation Kit/Air Forces/United States Army” in gold embossing.  The
tan canvas interior is comprised of several pockets, some still containing tools that were likely used by the 1st Lt. who signed the includ-
ed Customs Declaration and dated Oct. 3, 1945.  The case shows mild wear particularly at the corners and areas of scuffing.  The last item
is a zippered tan canvas case measuring 22”x13” with a large zippered front pocket marked “Bombardier’s Case/Type E-1”.  The fully func-
tional zipper opens the main section to expose a near excellent condition interior with several brass snap closure pockets.  The dual leather
handles are intact and the outer shows mild wear at the edges and light ingrained dirt.  (73634-41E)

1742. LOT OF WOOD CRATES This lot consists of two wood crates by the American Cyanamid Company measuring 18”x12”x10” and fea-
turing finger joint construction and bold black ID stampings.  The lengths are marked “American Cyanamid Company/Explosives
Department/30 Rockefeller Plaza/ New York 20, N.Y./ICC-14-65/High Explosives-Dangerous” and one end is marked “Explosives” in an
oval within the striped bottom of the company’s shield shaped logo.  Each case rates about near excellent with a few dings and scrapes
but remain visually appealing and are accented with interiors that have been painted brick red.  (73634-45A)

1743. LOT OF MILITARY ITEMS This is an aviator’s eye wear lot consisting of U.S.A.A.F. issued Type B-8 flying goggles by Polaroid in the
original box with instruction booklet and eight shade lenses contained in the original cloth sleeve and instruction booklet.  The leather gog-
gles are quite stiff and exhibit light wear and moderate mildew staining. The light OD green box rates near excellent and features metal
reinforced corners and is marked with Specification No. 3200.  Also included is an unused pair of clear lens goggles with cloth frames and
straps and contained in original paper wrap and outer sleeve.  The last item is an apparently unused and excellent pair of OD Green metal
goggles featuring hollow narrow horizontal slits on each side and comes complete with straps and padding.  (73634-25A) 

1744. LOT OF MILITARY ITEMS  This lot is comprised of a U.S.A.A.F. issued Polaroid Aviation Goggle Kit.  The goggles are marked as
model 1065 and rate near excellent with lens, padding and straps intact.  Included are eight additional interchangeable lenses in various
shades and in similar condition. These items, along with an instruction booklet for model 1068 are contained in a compartmentalized brown
cardboard Polaroid box rating good to very good with moderate wear and scuffing particularly along the edges.  (73634-25B)

1745. LOT OF MILITARY ITEMS This lot consists of aviator’s eyewear including goggles marked “A.A.F. Type B-8” that rate near excellent
with light wear at the contact points and incudes a light teal colored head strap. Currently mounted to the frame is a removable blue lens
and included is an additional blue lens. These items are contained in an OD green hinged cardboard box with metal reinforced corners
and labeled “Polaroid*/Blind Flying Goggle Kit/Blue Orange Type/No. 1087” and in about very good condition with an ink written name,
some staining and ingrained dirt mainly noticeable at the top teal colored label and some scuffing particularly at the corners.  Next is an
excellent pair of U.S. issued clip on wire framed green lenses in a brown vinyl case.  The last item is a tan vinyl and cardboard case marked
“American Polaroid Day Glasses” with a tear along the top rear.  (73634-25C)

1746. LOT OF UNIFORMS  Total of 21 separate pieces of mainly U.S.A.A.F issued uniforms to include three coats, four caps, four
jackets, two trousers, and six shirts.  The overall condition is very good to excellent with a couple of the jackets retaining original
pins and badges.  (73634-3A)

1747. LOT OF MILITARY GEAR First is a group of 17 pieces of assorted canvas and web gear in about very good overall condition, exam-
ples of which are a sleeve marked “Cover, Spare Barrel M8”, and a similar but longer example marked for an M8 barrel. Each has function-
al snap covers and leather reinforced muzzle ends.  Other examples are a bag complete with straps and marked “US/ Mask, Protective, Field”
and an “M-1918 Rope, Drag”, with shoulder strap which was used for towing equipment.  Also included is an apparently unused 20”x18”
inflatable OD green canvas pillow likely used as a flotation device as it is similar in appearance to a jungle flotation bladder and features a
metal air valve with a person’s name stenciled on the front.  The final items are a khaki colored pair of leggings with moderate mildew stains
and a 108”x72” white sleeping bag liner with numerous small spots and stains but otherwise excellent condition.  (73634-3B)

1748. LOT OF MILITARY ITEMS This is a group of small items that are mainly survival related.  They include a complete and unused Snake
Bite Outfit Pocket-Kit by A.E. Halperin in the original hinged tin box; a factory sealed tin marked “Gaff Hook Assembly”; a canister marked
“Fogpruf Paste  for Gas Masks” containing an unused cloth and unopened tube; an unused box marked “6 Iodine Swabs/ Item No. 91120”
and dated March 4, 1943; an unused one quart water container in original but torn paper bag marked “Canteen, Plastic Vinylite/S.
Buchsbaum & Co.”, and an excellent metal pen flashlight marked “Type A-6B U.S.” with clip and lanyard.  Also included in this lot is a July
1995 dated flare marked “5 Min. Red Fusee” by Standard Fusee Corp., a small unmarked handheld signal mirror; a plastic OD green whis-
tle marked “U.S.N. 1944” with lanyard and in excellent condition and a tubular U.S. Army marked brass whistle with chain lanyard also rat-
ing excellent.  (73634-26C)

1749. LOT OF MILITARY ITEMS This lot consists of three items.  First is an M2 Jungle First Aid Kit with what appears to be all original
items, however the Frazier’s solution has completely evaporated as has a small amount of iodine.  The kit also includes a Gillette Knife Blade
in the original box and an OD green tube of Boric Acid Ointment. The correct canvas case rates near excellent and is marked H. M.
CO./1945.  Also included is a U.S. Army Medical Dept. First Aid Jungle wood carry case measuring 18"x10"x5" and painted OD green
with about 90% original white and red paint logos still present.  The hinged lid opens to reveal two wood trays and the 15 compartment
middle section still present.  It also reveals some red stains presumably from some liquid.  The top has only about 25% of the original
instruction label remaining as it appears someone attempted to remove it with a scraper.  The outer surface has some mildew spots and
handling marks and the carry handle and snap closures are present and functional but the steel parts exhibit mild surface oxidation. Next
is a pair of U.S. Survival Raft Paddles with reflective side that are structurally sound and show areas of grime and two small chips at the
top of one of the handles.  The cloth hangers remain intact.  (73634-26D)

1750. LOT OF COMPASSES This lot consists of two desirable compasses in excellent condition.  First is a nickel-bodied U.S.-marked
Wittnauer that is fully functional.  The front has faded somewhat but it remains a fine example of a WW II compass.  The second is a brass-
bodied U.S.-marked example by Schwab Wuischpard of New York that operates perfectly and exhibits a pleasing darkened patina.
Attached is a string lanyard.  (73634-26E)
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1751. LOT OF MILITARY ITEMS This is a survival related lot consisting of an emergency flashlight by Acme marked “Type A-7” featuring
vertical and horizontal bulbs and string cord; two emergency signaling mirrors, one Type ESM/1 and the other Type ESM/2, both in excel-
lent condition with cords and in the original packaging; and an unused U.S.A.A.F Drinking Water Kit with original cord and currently rein-
forced with tape at some seams.  Also included is 5 Min. Red Railway Fusee dated Nov., 1967, and a U.S.N. issued manual titled Survival
on Land and Sea, and dated 1944.  The 187 page manual remains structurally sound but has a moderately stained tan cover with a name
written on the top left.  The last item is a U.S. Army issued plastic whistle with cord.  (73634-26F)

1752. LOT OF MILITARY PILLOW COVERS This lot might best be described as fabric dedications as many of the pieces are clad with
warm messages and poems to loved ones. This collection of approximately 25 pieces of silk or rayon linen have very colorful arrange-
ments and frill borders. Most of the messages include their origin, many being military outposts, examples of which are Camp Kilmer,
Buckley Field, Fort Devens, and Camp Chaffee.  The dimensions vary somewhat but the average is about 20”x 20”.  The overall condition
is excellent.  (73634-21A)

1753. LOT OF MILITARY ITEMS This is a lot of aviation equipment including a Grimes Model K-2 signal light lamp with original power
cord and excellent condition Bakelite plastic body. Included are four attachable colored lenses rating excellent and contained in their own
original hinged box in excellent condition and marked “N.A.F. 311389-6”.  (73634-43A)

1754. LOT OF AVIATION INSTRUMENTS Total of three items.  First is an  apparently unused and excellent condition Altitude Correction
Computer contained in the original box and manufactured by Cruver Mfg. Co.  It measures 8” in diameter and is calibrated  to give “true
altitude above a plateau from indicated values” according to the instructions posted in white text against a black surface on the rear of the
device.  The next item is also manufactured by Cruver and is a Computer True Airspeed A.C. Type G-1 and also appears unused and in
excellent condition.  It comes in the original box with War Dept. label date stamped May 1, 1945.  The last item also rates excellent and
appears unused, this one a Telex Model FDF-47 E-6B Computer measuring 10”x 4” and of alloy construction. Included is the original brown
vinyl sleeve with the Telex logo embossed at the top.  (73634-8A)

1755. LOT OF MILITARY MANUALS Total of 14 paperback, booklet style, and hardcover instruction and information-based WWII-era
publications from the U.S. War Dept. and related branches with page totals ranging from 32 to 1145.  Examples include Compensation
and Pensions, World War II, Handbook of First Aid, The State Defense Force Manual, Comparative Rules of the Road and How to Obey
them, and The Bluejackets’ Manual 1943.  A wide range of topics and some uncommon publications make up this lot that rates about very
good overall with various levels of wear, ingrained dirt, and some with mostly minor tears.  (73634-18A)

1756. LOT OF MILITARY MANUALS AND PERIODICALS  Total of 14 WWII and mainly U.S Government-issued publications with
titles such as Personal Conduct for the Soldier, Handbook of First Aid, The Marine Noncommissioned Officer, Unit Rifle Marksmanship
Training Guide, Mine Card GTA 5-21, and Field Wire and Field Cable Techniques. There are three issues of 1944 dated Quartermaster
Training Service Journal and a couple of parts list manuals for heavy duty Army vehicles.  Page quantities range from the 43 to 180 and
the conditions range from good to very good with some having price stickers attached.  (73634-18B)

1757. LOT OF MILITARY MANUALS AND BOOKS Total of 11 WWII-era publications pertaining to the U.S.A.A.F., several being for
training courses such as Flight Engineering, Aircraft Propellers, and Aircraft Instruments.  Examples of titles are What’s that Plane: How
to Identify American and Jap Airplanes, and Combat Air Forces of World War II (Army of the United States).  Also included is a pocket-
size issue of The New Testament with the Aviation Cadet insignia embossed on the brown pebble grain vinyl cover and the name and
address of the cadet to whom it was issued written in the provided space on the inside front cover. The overall condition of the lot is good
to very good.  (73634-18C)

1758. LOT OF MILITARY LITERATURE Approximately 22 various types of WWII-era printed matter highlighted by pocket size copies of
The New Testament, and Jewish Holy Scriptures issued by the U.S. Army.  Also included is the Fighting Forces Series 267 page paper-
back Report on the Army: July 1, 1939 to June 30 1943, which serves as the biennial reports of Gen. George C. Marshall, Chief of Staff of
the United States Army to The Secretary of War.  Examples of other titles are Basic Field Manual Automatic Pistol Caliber .45 M1911 and
M1911A,  The United States Marine: Essential Subjects, and The War Dictionary.  (73634-18D)

1759. LOT OF WEB GEAR This lot consists of approximately 35 pieces of web gear, mainly U.S. WWII era, including leggings, first aid pouch-
es, a holster, a gas mask bag, belts and suspenders. The overall condition is very good to excellent.  (73634-16A)

1760. LOT OF MILITARY ITEMS This is a lot of art-related items based mainly on WWII.  First is an excellent condition collection of 17 prints
by renowned aviation artist Ted Williams. Each one is an amazingly realistic and accurate full color drawing of a WWII aircraft with schemat-
ic-style drawings serving as a backdrop.  Identification is provided on the backs of the 13”x10” dark blue canvases to which they are mount-
ed, including some with squadron insignias in the form of adhesive stickers.  Examples of models are Seversky P-35, Lockheed P-38
Lightning, North American P-51 Mustang, Grumman F8F Bearcat and Brewster F2A Buffalo.  The next category is a group of seven framed
illustrations based mainly on the German municipality of Mittenwald, with five being drawings depicting German soldiers in battle and the
other two photographic prints of the area. They measure approximately 8”x6” each with glass covers, with five of wood construction and
painted green and the other two gold embossed metal.  Overall the condition is very good and structurally sound but there are mildew stains
present.  Next is a group of about twenty excellent condition 13”x10” color prints depicting different eras of the U.S. soldier. There is also a
collection of seven prints by Arthur Beaumont forming the Guardians of Our Ocean Ramparts: Ships of the U.S. Navy from the National
Geographic Magazine and dated September 1941. These magnificent color drawings measure 10”x6”, each with descriptive captions and
bound on white boards measuring 16”x12”. A couple show some liquid staining as does the original cardboard sleeve.  Next are three excel-
lent condition 1943 dated color advertisements featuring illustrations of U.S. GI’s, consisting of two from Chesterfield cigarettes that include
a patriotic theme as they request for the purchase of bonds and stamps and the other by Coca-Cola declaring the enjoyment it provides to
U.S. troops. Each measures 14”x10” and is bound to a sturdy corrugated cardboard backing.  The last item is a 15"x11" framed black and
white photographic image of a member of the U.S. 10th Mountain Division travelling on skis and carrying an M1 Garand rifle and backpack.
The silver painted wood frame is intact. There are mildew stains visible under the Plexiglas cover and frame.  (73634-22A) 

1761. LOT OF HOLSTERS This is a lot of three U.S. leather military pistol holsters.  First is an M-3 with strap and marked Enger-Kress that
shows only light wear and crisp markings.  The leather is somewhat stiff with a few scuff marks and verdigris present on metal parts that
have stained areas on the back.  The stitching is strong and the overall condition is about very good plus.  The second is an M-1916 rat-
ing good plus with some cracking evident and an overall very stiff texture particularly at darkened areas where it appears to have made
contact with a harsh liquid, which may have caused the loss of stitching at the belt loop. The interior shows average wear and the hang-
er and lanyard are present.  Lastly is an M-1942 marked "Fink" in about very good condition with scuffing mainly along the front, average
overall wear, and some verdigris along the metal parts. The U.S. logo is still strong and the top loop and hanger are intact as is the bottom
brass loop.  (73634-39A)

1762. HOLSTER LOT This is a brown leather flap holster for the Japanese Type 26 revolver with strong leather and light scuffing in isolated
areas. The stitching is tight but worn in some areas.  The pouch, straps and all hardware are firmly intact and verdigris is present around
the brass.  There is light to moderate white mildew staining on about 30% of the leather surfaces. The cleaning rod is present.  Overall the
holster shows below average wear and rates about very good.  (73634-39B)
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1763. LOT OF MILITARY CLOTHING This lot consists of a rare WWII armored flyers vest complete with armored apron and all straps and
components.  Together they weigh 25 lbs. with a 32" front and 20" back.  The outer material is OD green nylon exhibiting mild white mildew
staining, a few scattered brown spots and light red stains from dye transfer resulting from contact with the red tug strap which when pulled
caused separation of lift dots which allowed the armor to fall away.  The interior is lined in white corduroy and most of its surface has some
combination of mild mildew staining and ingrained dirt, and also has a red stain on the apron, this one more expansive as it runs along a
few creases.  Despite the discoloration, the outfit shows little wear.  Both the apron and vests have weight stamps and retain their tags
identifying them as manufactured by Fashion Frocks Inc.  (73634-37A)

1764. LOT OF UNIFORMS This is an assortment of WWII-era military clothing, mainly U.S Army, with the majority of cotton, but some wool.
Included are 6 pair of trousers, 9 garrison caps, 1 pair of wool and leather gloves, 13 shirts, 3 jackets and a pair of Bauer Winter Flying
Suit Pants, made of insulated nylon.  The overall condition is very good to excellent.  (73634-33)

1765. LOT OF FOOTWEAR  This lot consists of 7 pairs, all different models, of WWII-era U.S.-issued footwear in good to very good condi-
tion overall, complete with laces, straps and buckles with some showing mildew stains and in various levels of wear.  The models are com-
bat service, laced leather waterproof, type 1 service shoe, jungle boot, winter A-6A conversion flying shoe, and an 18" tall pair of brown
leather boots with regular lace configuration but also lacing at the exterior sides of the tops.  Also included are three OD green boot laces
in original wrap.  (73634-46A)

1766. LOT OF FOOTWEAR This lot consists of a pair of unused and excellent condition U.S. Legging Top Leather Field Boots.  It is rare to
find WW II era boots in this state.  The 17" tall brown leather boots come complete with the original laces and all three straps and buck-
les. The General Shoe size 8 and stock code stamps are still legible on the interior as are the B.F. Goodrich markings on the wear free
soles.  Also included is a pair of Type 1 Service Shoes rating near very good with light mildew stains.  (73634-46B)

1767. LOT OF MILITARY GEAR This is an unmarked pack board similar in construction to a Yukon Pack board but with only three hori-
zontal boards that are slightly contoured. It measures 33"x19" and weighs five lbs.  It consists of a khaki colored canvas cover and straps.
All components are intact and this uncommon pack shows light wear and areas of ingrained dirt but overall rates very good to near excel-
lent.  (73643-29A)

1768. LOT OF MILITARY EQUIPMENT This is one U.S. Army Signal Corps Code Training Set AN/GSC-T1 by McElroy Mfg. Corp., with
serial no. 00.  The mechanism is enclosed in its OD green wood carry case with steel reinforced edges and measuring 17"x10"x14" with
the entire unit weighing 44 lbs.  The top of the case bears the Signal Corps insignia, each side retains the carry handle and closure snap
and the back retains the locking mechanism for the hinged top that opens to reveal all the original power cord, dials and components with
the exception of one fuse cap.  The operating packing instructions plate is still intact, there is no headset included and the unit has not
been tested for operation, but structurally it is in near excellent condition overall.  (73634-14A)

1769. LOT OF MILITARY EQUIPMENT This lot consists of three U.S.-issued Blitz Cans, also referred to as Jerry Cans including two with
clamp lids and steel bodies painted OD green of which about 90% remains, there are areas of surface oxidation and a few spots with white
and other shades of green paint.  These two cans are marked at the top:  "Monarch 44", the other "Cavalier 44" which also reveals mod-
erate oxidation at the bottom.  The third flat sided 5 gallon can has a screw-on cap with chain and has been painted red with about 70%
remaining as a result of flaking which is currently occurring.  The bottom is painted OD green and is marked "Wheeling/20 5 44".  All three
cans reveal mild interior oxidation and light dirt and grime particularly at the tops.  (73634-46C)

1770. LOT OF MILITARY EQUIPMENT This is a WWII-era Army cot with dark green canvas backing and wood legs that fold for easy
transport.  When unfolded it measures 74"x27"x16" and 38"x9"x5" in its folded state. The overall condition is excellent with some minor
stains to the canvas and light contact wear on areas of wood.  The two end braces are not present.  (73634-29B)

1771. LOT OF MILITARY EQUIPMENT This is a 1945 or 1946-dated Army cot with a 72"x26"  canvas surface and stands 19". When
folded it measures 38"x9"x5".  The OD green canvas rates excellent other than a large liquid stain near the middle.  The wood frame also
rates excellent and the unit comes with two additional 31" wood pieces that attach as end braces.  The steel hinges are showing small
areas of surface oxidation.  (73634-29C)

1772. LOT OF LONG GUN CASES This lot consists of two leather hard cases.  First is an M-1938 Rifle Scabbard for the M-1 Garand
marked "US J.O.M.D. 1942", measuring 30"x8" with 6" brass tunnel and all straps and hardware intact with snaps showing verdigris.  The
stitching remains strong as does the brown leather which shows a few handling marks including a gouge about 8" from the muzzle end,
some white mildew staining, and other small areas of discoloration.  The interior shows virtually no wear but has some spots of mildew.  A
complete and very good condition M-1938 scabbard.  The second item is a Winchester leg-o-mutton case marked "15W/M1907" mea-
suring 27"x7" with a tan leather body exhibiting whitish mildew staining on about 60% of its surface and areas of fading.  The lid retains
a legible Winchester stamp and all stitching with the hinge straps showing wear and the onset of cracking.  About 70% of the stitching on
the muzzle has torn but is repairable and the carry handle is present and functional, as is the sling attachment hardware.  The sling is not
present.  The red velour interior is lightly faded and the compartment separator slides easily and the muzzle base shows heavy contact
wear, cracking and a one inch hole.  Overall the piece rates about good to near very good.  (73634-44A)

1773. LOT OF WOOD CRATES This lot consists of three empty U.S. ammunition crates.  The first measures 19"x7"x13" with a functional
cord rope carry handle attached to the metal hinged lid. The front of the crate is marked "S4F1A/10 GRENADES, RIFLE/SMOKE YEL-
LOW/STREAMER,M23A1/10-CTGS, RIFLE GRENADE, CAL30 M3/CTGS GRENADE, AUX M7/3 LAUNCHER POSITIONING
CLIPS/WT 36/CU0.89/LOADED 6-54  LOT OAP-12-28.  The back retains most of a shipping label showing shipment from Seneca Army
Depot to Fort Devens Warehouse.  The box rates near excellent with a small chip at the lid near the front closure, areas of minor fading,
wear and ingrained dirt. The interior retains original packing blocks.  The second crate has dimensions of 16"x12"x8" and retains about
96% of its original brown paint with yellow stencil on four sides reading "2000 CARTRIDGES/PISTOL BALL CALIBER .45 M1911/IN CAR-
TONS/AMMUNITION LOT NUMBER/FRANKFORD ARSENAL 632”.  The near excellent condition box features carry inlets and a screw-
on lid that attaches by way of the six original screws which remain intact, no nuts are present.  One side of the interior has some calcula-
tions written in lead pencil  The last item measures 28"x14"x6" with a metal hinged lid with dual closure clips and stacking boards. The lid
is stamped in black: "AMMUNITION FOR CANNON WITH/ILUMMINATING PROJECTILES/R4HMA/LOT RD-8-42".  The front is
marked "3 SHELL ILLUMINATING M301A1/W FUZE TIME M84 81 MM MORTARS" and the sides each feature the original cord rope
carry handles.  Near excellent condition overall.  (73634-9A) 
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1774. LOT OF POSTERS This is a collection of ten U.S. WWII based posters beginning with three 24"x18" excellent condition gloss wall
posters pertaining to General George S. Patton including the portrait by Czedekowski of Patton in full uniform with sidearm and interest-
ing articles on the back; a black and white close up with color graphics depicting a famous quote; and a color example with the general
bearing combat helmet and the back featuring text of "Patton's Address to His Troops".  Next is a similar sized print titled Giant-Killers with
a caption reading "Elco PT…World's Fastest Combat Vessel".  Copyright 1943 Electric Boat Co., New York.  The color print depicts a fero-
cious naval battle depicting a couple examples in the foreground taking on a much larger enemy vessel.  The sheet has light fading and a
seven inch tear at the right side.  Next is a 20"x14" poster by the U.S Government Printing Office dated 1942 titled "Buy U.S. War Stamps
and Bonds"  and showing an illustration courtesy of Ladies Home Journal  of a mother and daughter applying stamps to a book.  It is light-
ly faded with a three inch tear at the top.  Next are two color 22"x16" posters from the U.S. Forces Command based on the U.S.A.A.F, the
first being a representative display of 100 aircraft squadron insignia and dated 1988, the other dated 1990 and featuring 48 examples of
WW II aircraft nose art.  Next is a large, (44"x29") Nov. 23, 1943 dated example of Approved War Dept. Graphic Training Aid 5-6 (50)
Chart No. 50 and titled "To Disarm Secondary Fuzes in German Tellermines" from Mines and Booby Traps Section II, German and
Hungarian.  It lists the five steps along with large close-up black and white photos.  Very good condition with three folding creases and
areas of ingrained dirt and some liquid stains on the back.  Next is a 20"x16" print of side and frontal views of a Consolidated B-24
Liberator, by Barry Louweral. The last item is a 36"x24" glossy black and white period poster stating that the sixth war bond drive is now
in its  fifth week alongside of the Fighting Angels logo and featuring large close ups of members.  The condition is excellent.  The posters
and prints in this lot are in rolled up form.  (73634-42A)

1775. LOT OF MILITARY GEAR This is a rig consisting of a belt with attached holster, canteen and magazine pouch.  The M-1936 Pistol
Belt is OD green with crisp "US" and "Masco Awnings" stamps with the date stamp obscured by one of the snaps, which like all the brass
hardware rates excellent, as does the canvas, showing only minor dirt spots.  The M-1916 Pistol Holster marked "Enger-Kress" rates about
very good with leather showing various shades of brown and some blackish spots from poor storage or direct contact with liquid.  The
stitching is strong with areas of white mildew and the snaps show moderate verdigris. The belt loop, hanger and leather lanyard are all
present and intact and the U.S. logo is still crisp. The interior shows virtually no wear and the holster has very few light handling marks.
The M-1942 Canteen rates excellent retaining 99% black enamel with only a small handling mark at the bottom which is marked
"U.S./REP/1942".  It comes complete with cap and chain and is enclosed in a nonmatching aluminum cup and faded canvas cover with
very good U.S. stamp and also stamped "MADE RITE L.R. CO./1942" with snaps, hanger and a good amount of ingrained dirt and small
liquid stains.  The O.D. green two pocket 1923 pattern magazine pouch rates excellent with crisp "U.S." and "Boyle/1942" stamps and
light oxidation on the back snap.  It contains two steel unmarked magazines for the 1911 rating excellent but have the initials "AKM"
scratched on one side and base of each.  (73634-12A)

1776. LOT OF MILITARY GEAR This is a rig consisting of a belt, holster, canteen, magazine and first aid pouches.  The O.D. green, "US"
stamped M-1936 Pistol Belt rates near excellent with surface oxidation on some of the hardware and a few small brown spots on the can-
vas.  The brown leather flap holster formed for a semi auto pistol is unmarked with scattered handling marks particularly at the top of the
flap, the hanger and snap displaying verdigris.  The leather is supple with wear mainly on the inner flap.  The two pocket excellent condi-
tion OD green magazine pouch for the M1 Carbine is stamped "Gen S. Corp./1943" and has a crisp U.S. stamp.  It currently houses two
15 round .30 cal. magazines by Bridgeport Metal Goods with light wear and areas of surface oxidation and pitting.  The 1941 dated first
aid pouch manufactured by Burlington Mills, Inc. also rates excellent and exhibits crisp stamps and houses an empty metal Carlisle Model
can retaining 90% OD green paint with areas of pitting.  (73634-12B)

1777. LOT OF MILITARY HEADWEAR This lot consists of a total of 21 pieces.  Included are a variety of mainly U.S. WW II era items
such as garrison caps, service caps, campaign hats, field caps, a winter hat, and a camo helmet cover.  Very good to excellent overall
condition.  (73634-15A)

1778. LOT OF MILITARY GEAR This lot consists of two canvas U.S.A.A.F. Flight Bags.  The first one measures approximately 24"x20" when
in carry (folded) mode.  It features large auxiliary pockets at both its front and rear.  Both have dual leather straps that are present but brit-
tle and the top has an intact carry handle, but the shoulder strap is torn and nearly all is missing. The khaki-colored canvas surface displays
mild to moderate staining and some areas have become misshaped from storage.  One of the side pockets is stamped in large text "JOEL
B. HILL/01100592/1ST. LT. CE".  The overall condition is about good plus.  The second bag is in considerably better condition and shows
very little wear at all.  It is almost identical in construction to the one described above but is OD green in color with all leather straps present
but brittle, with the top leather strip that acts as a binding showing wear marks particularly on one edge.  The canvas surface shows light
ingrained dirt and other light stains and one of the pockets bears an 8"x5" patch with the U.S. Army Aviation insignia.  (73634-32A)  

1779. LOT OF MILITARY GEAR This is a lot of two WWII U.S. Plywood Packboards measuring 24"x16"x3" with OD green surfaces, orig-
inal canvas back supports, suspenders, and tie cords.  The first is by American Seating Co. and date stamped "1-20-44" rating near excel-
lent with one upper corner showing a top layer losing adhesion and minor wear marks and white spots on the frame and canvas.  The sec-
ond is by Blue Lion Cabinet Co. and date stamped "June 22, 1944" and also rates near excellent overall with light wear along the edges
of the frame and the back support. Attached to it is an OD green one compartment haversack with straps and buckles that rates near
excellent with the beginning of a one inch tear at the top and areas of light ingrained dirt. Also included is an attached M-1912 pistol belt
with wear along the top and a first aid pouch for a Carlisle kit.  (73634-14A) 

1780. LOT OF MILITARY GEAR A total of 21 pieces of canvas WWII-era U.S. issued bags, packs, and pouches including five large duffle
bag sized, gas mask bags, and two paratrooper signal panel sleeves.  The overall condition is about very good.  (73634-13A)

1781. LOT OF MILITARY GEAR A total of 17 pieces of mainly U.S. WWII-issue comprised mainly of belts but also includes an M8 spare
barrel cover, suspenders, and bandoleers. Very good to excellent overall condition.  (73634-34A)

1782. LOT OF MILITARY TOOLS First is a U.S.A.A.F. Emergency Aircraft Axe measuring 15"x8" with correct rubber handle marked "42 D
8331" and exhibiting two strips of reflective white tape applied. There are wear marks along the blade but very sound structurally.  Next
is a U.S. Ice Pick Axe measuring 37" in length with the 11" steel head showing mild to moderate oxidation with pitting evident in some
areas.  A rare item in near very good overall condition.  Next is an Italian WWII shovel and bayonet sharing original green carrier with strap
securing the pair together.  The shovel measures 22" in length with an 8"x6" square blade showing light wear and oxidation and the
M.1891 Carcano bayonet with ribbed scabbard measures 17" in overall length with the blade exhibiting very little wear and a pleasing
brown patina throughout most of the surface.  Next is an apparently unused and excellent condition M-1918 rope drag with shoulder strap
by Jay-Dee and dated 1943.  The last item is an M-1910 Pick Mattock with OD green canvas carrier,  17", handle and head dated 1944.
The condition is very good to excellent.  (73634-39C)

1783.MILITARY LOT This is an Italian shovel and bayonet sharing original green leather carrier with strap securing the pair together.  The
shovel measures 22" in length with an 8"x6" square blade showing light wear and oxidation and the  M. 1891 Carcano bayonet with ribbed
scabbard measures 17" in overall length with the blade exhibiting very light wear and a pleasing brown patina throughout most of its sur-
face.  The overall condition is very good.  (73634-39D)
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1784. MILITARY LOT This lot consists of two items pertaining to the M-1 Carbine.  First is a Carbine carrying bag that shows light wear and
a few minor stains over its OD green body with good U.S stamp.  It measures 36" long with a fully functional zipper with canvas handle,
and leather reinforcements showing wear and scuffing.  The correct sling is present, showing only a minor liquid stain. Near excellent over-
all. The second item is an M-1 Carbine leather scabbard with a stiff leather body exhibiting numerous shades of brown over its surface as
well as several areas of mildew spots.  The stitching is strong and the sling is present but showing a slight tear where it contacts the loop
and it has somewhat weakened through the years as the scabbard is marked "U.S./J.O.M.D./1944/E.N.S.  All hardware is present includ-
ing sling buckle hanger and aluminum bolt tunnel showing a few minor wear marks. Near very good overall.  (73634-27A)

1785. LOT OF AMMUNITION CANS This lot consists of nine U.S. WWII era .30 cal. size metal ammunition cans with original green paint
with the exception of one repainted black and marked as a repacked lot.  The overall condition is near very good with a few showing var-
ious levels of oxidation.  (73634-9A)

1786. LOT OF AMMUNITION CANS This lot consists of a total of six U.S. WWII-era military cans ranging in condition from good plus
to near excellent.  There are five 50 cal. size and one measuring 14"x10"x4" and painted gray with excellent yellow stenciling. It was
originally packed with 20mm for use in the M139 gun. An uncommon box with some oxidation and staining common for boxes of the
period.  (73634-9B)

1787. LOT OF MAPS First is a 26"x22" excellent condition sheet prepared by G-3, 100th Infantry Division titled “Finale” and divided into two
halves, with the left half comprised of copies of three memos issued by Commanding Generals regarding fighting in Heilbronn, Germany
and a colored logistical map of the area making up the right side.  Next is a map measuring 29"x22" when unfolded, by the U.S. Army Map
Service for use by the U.S.A.A.F.  and dated August 1942.  It is categorized as an Aeronautical Chart and is numbered "(234) Oskol River",
located in Russia and the Ukraine.  The chart rates near excellent with notes written by the officer to whom it was issued.  The next item
is titled Military Map of the United States and issued by Union Pacific Railroad.  One side has a 1942 copyright and shows the continen-
tal U.S., depicting the locations of all air fields, bases, and stations, naval bases, and army camps, forts and posts.  The reverse side, dated
1945 shows an alphabetical listing of the posts with corresponding railroad station and post office. It folds neatly to 9"x4" from its unfold-
ed 32"x18".  Another interesting item included in this lot is a map titled Road Map of France, dated 1944 by the U.S. Army Map Service
that pulls out to 65"x19" and is actually comprised of two separate sheets adhered to provide the entire country by way of dividing the
north and south into individual sections and requiring the reader to flip the map around to switch sections.  The map is enclosed in its fold-
ed configuration in the original 11"x5 1/2" Europe Road Map Series sleeve which it was once glued to but has come undone.  Next are
four sheets by Bernard Picture Co. Inc. measuring 12"x9", each depicting a continent or hemisphere. The text is in Latin and the maps and
full color borders give this a centuries-old feel.  The last two maps in this lot are topographical maps of areas of Germany in 1944 original-
ly written in German but translated to English by the Allied Forces. The black and white maps measure 22"x20" and rate near excellent
Also included is a 1960-dated item from the U.S. Government Printing Office titled Mine Card GTA 5-21.  The four page tan colored, 7"x4"
card provides information for eight different mines and rates excellent condition-wise.  (73634-14A)

1788. LOT OF LEATHER ITEMS 11 items total including three unmarked brown holsters, a TT33 Tokarev holster, U.S. M-3 Pistol Holster
by Boyt, a brown belt with two dual section ammunition pouches, a 10"x5" zippered brown leather pouch with a large U.S. navy logo at
its center, a tan ammo pouch, an unmarked 12"x9" carry bag with shoulder strap, a pistol belt with shoulder strap, and a military trousers
belt.  The overall condition is very good.  (73634-30A)

1789. LOT OF MILITARY GEAR The U.S. WWII-era is the focus of this lot of three items that includes a life preserver dated 1940 and man-
ufactured by Atlantic-Pacific Mfg. Corp.  This rare vest is designed to encompass the entire chest and upper back region and constructed
of eight flotation blocks enclosed in white canvas showing ingrained dirt, some liquid stains and a couple of minor tears.  All straps are pre-
sent and firmly attached and the item shows very little wear.  The second item appears unused and is a Jungle Flotation Bladder with OD
green canvas surface measuring 15"x9" with 5" of black rubber tubing protruding from the top center.  The Philadelphia Q.M. Depot stamp
is a bit smudged at the date area but appears to read "AUG. 27,1942".  The last item is an apparently unused and excellent condition OD
green plastic sleeve measuring 50"x8" and marked "Type II Cover, Waterproof-/Rifle or Carbine" and dated 6-27-44.  (73634-41F)

1790. LOT OF MILITARY CLOTHING AND GEAR This is a collection pertaining mainly to items issued by the U.S.A.A.F. circa WW II.
Included is a full size, excellent condition and apparently unused OD green blanket, a K-1 Flight Suit, a Type C-1 Emergency Sustenance
Vest, a pair of Type 8 Alpaca lined Flight Trousers, a M-1943 Jungle Pack, and an unused pair of Type Q-1 Electric Flying Shoe Inserts com-
plete with attached plug in devices. Other cold weather items are a pair of insulated OD green canvas boot covers with leather soles and
measuring 14" in height, an excellent pair of Type A-12 Winter Flying Mittens, an unused pair of Type 1 Trigger Finger Insert Mittens, two
winter caps, a wool OD green shirt, an American Red Cross wool face mask and neck coverage hat, and one wool leg warmer.  Also
included are two pairs of trousers, a shirt, two neckties, two pairs of socks 12 Garrison caps and  a 1942 dated Type A-3 Gunner's Safety
Belt with spring attachment. The overall condition is near excellent and the items retain a mild odor resulting from storage using
dichlorobenzene. (73634-38A)

1791. LOT OF MILITARY CLOTHING AND GEAR This lot consists mainly of WWII era items issued by the U.S.A.A.F. including an A-
11 Flying Helmet complete with cups to accept headphones, a B-6 Flying Helmet, an A-9 Flying Helmet and a rare and excellent condi-
tion OD green carry pack dated 1945 by International Latex Corp. constructed around a non-removable and expandable plastic water bot-
tle with a cloth covering and complete with chain and cap.  Other interesting items include a M-1942 Mackinaw, which is double breast-
ed and blanket lined, a pair of Wet Weather Trousers made with synthetic coated material and complete with suspenders, a pair of OD
green bib-and-brace winter trousers with suspender straps, a camo patterned bib, a money belt, an OD green barracks type bag mea-
suring 24"x14", a Type B-2 Mechanics Apron, an American Red Cross sweater vest, and a jacket issued to a Major.  Also included are
two shirts, three trousers, three neck ties, a pair of socks, an individual sock and glove, seven Garrison caps, and two berets.  The overall
condition is near excellent and the items retain a mild odor caused by the use of dichlorobenzene for storage purposes.  (73634-38B) 

1792. LOT OF MILITARY CLOTHING AND GEAR This is a mainly U.S.A.A.F. themed lot consisting of a Type A-11 Flying Trousers, a
pair of Type A-9 Flying Trousers, a sleeping bag liner, four carry bags/packs, one jacket , two pairs of socks, an individual sock, a thermal
undershirt, a pair of cotton shorts, two shirts, and one pair of trousers. Other period items are one beret, four garrison caps, one B-1 Flying
Cap, an A-9 Flying Helmet, one WWII Winter Cap, an A-4 Mechanics Cap, a face mask, a pair of Winter Flying Gloves, a pair of suspenders,
two neckties and a linen MP banner measuring 18"x4".  The overall condition is near excellent with the items experiencing a mild odor
from dichlorobenzene.  (73634-38C)

1793. LOT OF MILITARY GEAR This lot consists of two pack systems. First is a Yukon Packboard with a wooden frame covered in canvas
marked "W.L. Dumas Mfg. Co./1943".  The 31"x15"x3" piece rates about near very good with the wood showing wear and slight loss at
the top corners, the OD green canvas having faded somewhat and displaying light ingrained dirt and a small liquid stain.  The leather rein-
forcements show various shades of green and the hooks exhibit oxidation in spots.  The unit remains structurally sound and retains the
original straps. The second is a Framed Rucksack marked "Lichtenberger-Ferguson Co./1943" and in excellent condition complete with
tubular frame.  The unit comes with three outer pockets with leather straps and all straps present.  (73634-40A)
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1794. MILITARY SURVIVAL LOT The first item is a U.S. Type B-4 Life Preserver.  The pneumatic vest issued to air crews measures 26"x12"
with a May 6, 1943 manufacture date and the yellow cotton outer exhibits light ingrained dirt and grime stains throughout nearly the entire-
ty of its stiff surface. All components are present.  The other item is a U.S.M.C. Flotation Bladder measuring 15"x11", complete with strap
and rubber tube, and the green canvas body exhibiting moderate mildew staining.  (73634-11A)

1795. LOT OF MILITARY GEAR This is a lot of three U.S. WW II winter military items.  First is a pair of army snow shoes in near excellent
condition with the canvas parts showing areas of dirt stains.  The  oval shaped 20"x9" wood frames show only minor handling marks and
all buckles and straps are present.  Next is a pair of Extreme Weather Mittens complete with snap in insulated inserts.  This is the varia-
tion with the dark wool tops, tan leather gripping area and green cotton wrist/forearm section. This pair shows light wear and moderate
ingrained dirt on the leather.  The last item is a pair A-9 Winter Flying Gloves rating about good to very good with a couple holes in the
leather, mild mildew staining and light cracking.  The zippers are still fully functional. (73634-17A)

1796. MILITARY SURVIVAL LOT The first item is a rare U.S. Life Preserver Belt by the Firestone Tire and Rubber Co. and dated Oct. 21,
1942.  It comes complete with all hardware and rubber tubes and the khaki colored outer canvas has some minor stains but the 54"x12''
belt is in near excellent condition with virtually no wear or handling marks. The other item in this lot is also a life preserver, this one being
a U.S. Type B-4 life vest with yellow cotton outer stamped with a 1944 date and showing scattered stains but very little wear.  All compo-
nents are present.  (73634-11B)

1797. LOT OF MILITARY GEAR This is a lot of three U.S. WW II cold weather military items.  First is a pair of 1942 dated oval shaped snow
shoes measuring 21"x10" with the wood frames in great shape.  The mesh is strong and tight but the leather straps have deep creases at
the slots and wear at contact points.  The second item is a pair of Extreme Weather Mittens with insulated inserts snapped in.  They fea-
ture brown wool tops, tan leather palms, and green cotton upper area.  They are in very good to excellent condition overall with the tan
leather exhibiting light ingrained dirt.  The last item is a pair of A-9A Winter Flying Gloves with the index finger and thumb having separate
sections.  Near very good condition with mild to moderate wear and ingrained dirt.  (73634-17B)  

1798. RARE MILITARY ITEM This is a U.S. Signal Corps PG-102/CB Pigeon Container with carry handle, upper and lower steel snaps and
wire mesh floor.  Also included are two M-210 Message Books, a tissue pad for map overlays, feed tray, ten PG-67 plastic message con-
tainers, and two, likely original, pencils.  All items are unused with the message books showing some liquid and mildew stains.  The top
lid opens to a one inch deep section containing the accessories and revealing the entire instruction label and ID plate still fully attached
to the inner lid.  The 13"x8"x9" structure holds two pigeons. It is unused and the OD green surfaces have only minor handling marks and
areas of light grime and the metal parts have areas of oxidation.  The canvas carry handle is fully intact.  (73634-24A)

1799. LOT OF MILITARY CLOTHING This is a pair of U.S. Army Air Forces Type B-1 Aircraft Mechanics Trousers in size large by S.H.
Knoff Mfg. Co.  The bib and brace style trousers made of sheep shearling and were produced for use by mechanics while working on air-
craft during the winter months of WW II.  The dark brown shell is brittle and has a few tears and holes, the largest being what appears to
be a cutout 3"x3" section at the lower left leg.  The trousers are equipped with two horsehide patch pockets for tools and intact sus-
penders and buckles but the zippers are nonfunctional.  The liner and shell show areas of dirt and wear. The overall condition of this hard-
to-find item is about good plus.  (73634-20A)

1800. LOT OF MILITARY CLOTHING This is a U.S.A.A.F. Type D1 Flying Jacket in size medium and manufactured by I. Spiewak & Sons.
The shearling jacket shows wear marks over about 15% of the dark brown outer shell, the stitching is intact as is the fully functional zip-
per with handle.  Very good condition overall with lining displaying traces of dirt and wear.  (73634-20B)

1801. LOT OF MILITARY CLOTHING  This is a U.S.A.A.F. Type B-3 Winter Flying Jacket with thick liner and two tone brown hide shell.
This example retains about 75% of its insignia on the upper left sleeve.  The overall condition is good to very good with the somewhat stiff
hide experiencing cracking and displaying a few small tears and moderate wear marks.  The zipper, buckles and straps on this desirable
piece are all present and functional.  (73634-20C)

1802. LOT OF MILITARY CLOTHING First is a pair of U.S.A.A.F Electric Flying Trousers for the Type F-3A Suit.  This example is a size
medium regular and manufactured by General Electric.  Excellent condition bib style pants with a small tear at the knit cotton cuff of the
right leg. Item is OD green in color and of what feels like nylon comprising its shell exhibiting isolated areas of fading. This rare item comes
complete with cord and plugs.  Another item in this lot is an Electrically Heated Jacket For Type F-3 Suit, of the same size, color, materi-
als and manufacturer as the trousers.  Excellent condition also with light fading in areas.  Both garments appear unused  The last items
are a pair of G.E. leather gloves specifically designed to accompany the F2 or F3 suits .  (73634-20D)

1803. LOT OF MILITARY CLOTHING Included in this lot are the following OD wool items: field jacket, two trousers, one with belt, and
full length overcoat bearing U.S.A.A.F buttons, a service coat, and shirt.  Also included are a matching black jacket and trousers set. Also
included are two neckties.  The lot is in excellent overall condition.  (73634-15B)

1804. LOT OF MILITARY CLOTHING Included are the following U.S. Army items: eight shirts, 1 skirt, 2 trousers, one undershirt, 3 hand-
kerchiefs, 1 camo face veil, 1 cap, 1 pair of socks, 1 pair of wool gloves and one pair of extreme cold weather mittens.  The overall condi-
tion is very good.  (73634-15C)

1805. LOT OF MILITARY CLOTHING First is a M-1938 HBT OD One-Piece Suit in excellent condition, dated 1941 and complete with
belt.  The second item is also a one piece work suit, this one a U.S.A.A.F. Type A-4 rating very good with a few grime stains and buckle
showing some oxidation.  The next item is a Wet Weather Parka rating near excellent with buckles and draw string present.  Next is a two
piece canvas snow camo suit rating excellent with areas of minor dirt stains.  Also included is an excellent cloth hood, a one piece poplin
hood and shoulder cover.  (73634-11C)

1806. LOT OF MILITARY GEAR This lot consists of a two man, OD green U.S. Tent Shelter dated 1941 by Colorado Tent and Awning Co.
The condition is near excellent with a few minor stains. Included are ten original pins, two 3 piece poles and a guy rope.  Also included
with the lot is full size U.S.-issued OD green wool blanket, an OD green netted tent or cot enclosure, a pullover head and face net, and
another with cotton head coverage.  These items are in excellent overall condition.  (73634-10A)

1807. LOT OF MILITARY GEAR First is an M-1944 wool sleeping bag that appears unused and in excellent condition and measuring
approximately 70"x18".  This is the older variation with the shorter zipper, which on this example works perfectly.  Second is a U.S.-issued
two man tent shelter by Colorado Tent & Awning Co. and dated 1941.  The OD green canvas shows a few stains and some ingrained dirt
but overall very good plus.  There is no hardware present.  The next item is a large netted shelter suitable for covering a cot.  Also includ-
ed is a U.S. marked waterproof sleeping bag cover with a small tear and light mildew in areas.  The last item is a face and head net in
unused condition.  (73634-10B)

1808. LOT OF MILITARY GEAR AND CLOTHING Included in this lot is a rare U.S. WWII resin coated poncho in excellent condition
with all snaps and drawstring present. This is the early coated-cotton version, OD green in color and measuring a whopping 60 inches
wide and 40 inches tall.  Next is a black leather jacket by L.L. Bean that resembles a G1 Flying Jacket. The size large, regular, piece rates
very good with mild wear and a strong fully functional zipper.  The third item is an excellent netting suitable for keeping mosquitos out of
an enclosed area about the size of a cot.  Also included is a full size U.S. issued wool blanket, a large apparently unused tan vinyl tarp and
an OD green mosquito head net.  (73634-10C)
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1809. LOT OF MILITARY GEAR  This lot is made up of several WWII U.S.-issued items connected to a M-1923 cartridge belt dated 1943
with virtually no wear but displaying sun fading in areas and light verdigris on some snaps.  Attached to it is a factory sealed excellent con-
dition Carlisle Model First Aid Packet by Conray Products contained in an excellent 1945-dated pouch by Dubuque Awning & Tent Co.
Also hanging from the belt is an M-1910 canteen with cup, chain and cap marked "U.S-43" with M-1910 cover showing ingrained dirt
and liquid stains but a good "U.S." stamp and light wear.  Also part of this rig is a M-1928 Haversack Marked "Morton M. Rose/1942"
currently holding a U.S. issued wool blanket, a mess kit complete with utensils and an entrenching tool with oxidation on steel parts and
wear on the wood.  The overall condition of this grouping is very good to excellent.  (73634-14B) 

1810. LOT OF MILITARY GEAR This is a parachute harness that appears unused and in excellent condition and OD green in color.  The
stamp appears to read "PART NO. 5016859/FASHION TRUCKS INC./DATE OF MFG. 6 52".  Also included are six various harness straps,
and three additional straps.  Also included is a 15"x14" khaki colored and canvas shelled cushion marked "A-N PARACHUTE SEAT
CUSHION/47565-1  MAR 1943/JULIUS KAYSER CO./CONT.42-22059-P" rating very good with minor stains and wear.  (73634-32A)

1811. LOT OF BOOKS AND PERIODICALS  11 total.  The Longest Day: June 6, 1944 D-Day, by Cornelius Ryan; c. 1959 Cornelius
Ryan. 288 pages paperback.  Ultra Goes to War, by Ronald Lewin; c. 1978 Ronald Lewin.  498 pages paperback. Two copies of Eyewitness
History of World War II: Blitzkrieg, Vol. 1 by Abraham Rothberg; c. 1962, this 12th. printing 1973.  215 pages paperback with photos.
Eyewitness History of World War II: Counterattack, by Abraham Rothberg.  215 pages paperback with photos.  Piercing the Reich: The
Penetration of Nazi Germany by American Secret Agents During World War II, by Joseph E. Persico; c. 1979 Joseph E. Persico, 464 pages
paperback with photo section.  Spies of the Revolution, by Katherine and John Bakeless; c. 1962 Katherine and John Bakeless. 220 pages
paperback.  The Main Street Pocket Guide to American Longarms, by H. Michael Madaus; c. 1981 The Main St. Press.  255 pages paper-
back with color photos.  Firearms Assembly 3: The NRA Guide to Rifles and Shotguns, foreword by Pete Dickey; c. 1980, 1986 The
National Rifle Association of America.  264 pages illustrated paperback.  November 1942 issue of Radio News, Special U.S Army Signal
Corps Issue, edited by B.G. Davis. 282 pages glue bound illustrated periodical.  February 1944 issue of Radio News, Special 1944 U.S.
Army Signal Corps Issue, edited by B. G. Davis. 452 pages glue bound illustrated periodical.  The overall condition of the lot is very good
with several displaying mildew stains.  (73634-42A)  

1812. LOT OF BOOKS Ten total.  The Best from Yank the Army Weekly; c.1945 Franklin S. Forsberg.  304 pages illustrated hardcover.  The
Officer's Guide, 9th. edition; c. 1942 The Military Service Publishing Co.  493 pages hardcover with jacket.  Military Laws of the United
States 1915, fifth edition, War Department, Document No. 472.  Brave Men, by Ernie Pyle; c. 1943, 1944 Scripps- Howard Newspaper
Alliance, c. 1944 Henry Holt and Company, Inc.474 pages hardcover.  The Feather Merchants, by Max Shulman; c. 1944 Max Shulman.
145 pages hardcover with jacket.  Patton: A Study in Command, by H. Essame; c. 1974 H. Essame.  280 pages hardcover with jacket.  S-
2 In Action, by Shipley Thomas; c. 1940 The Military Service Publishing Co.  128 pages hardcover.  "That’s me all over, Mable", by E.
Streeter; c. 1919 Frederick A. Stokes Co.  69 pages hardcover. A Treasury of War Poetry: British and American Poems of the World War
1914-1917, edited by George Herbert Clarke; 280 pages hardcover.  America's Fascinating Indian Heritage, edited by James A. Maxwell;
c. 1978 The Reader's Digest Association, Inc. 415 pages hardcover with jacket, excellent condition with a personal note written on end
paper.  The balance of the lot rates good to very good with typical wear and fading for books of the period.  (73634-42B)

1813. LOT OF MILITARY PATCHES This lot consists of approximately 200 patches based mainly on the U.S. Army Air Forces.  Many are
contained in a full size binder containing 13 clear display sleeves, each capable of displaying nine patches.  Also included is a framed wall
display with Plexiglas face and measuring 21"x17" and currently displaying 17 of the patches.  The third display piece is a 24"x18"x4" wood
display box also with a clear plastic front and featuring a hinged top. The patches are in excellent overall condition.  (73634-7A)
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1814. LOT OF MILITARY MEMORABILIA This is a lot of approximately 16 various items proclaiming fondness and honor for mainly the
U.S.A.A.F. and the U.S. military in general. Included are five mounted pennants, caps, linen items, a greeting card, and a large vinyl sign.
The overall condition is near excellent.  (73634-5A)

1815. LOT OF MILITARY MEMORABILIA A total of approximately 350 pins, medals, ribbons and other small items comprises this lot of
a mainly U.S. Army Air Force theme.  Also included is a 20"x11"x10" plastic display case. The overall condition is excellent.  (73634-5B)

1816. LOT OF MILITARY MEMORABILIA This lot consists of a wide range of small WWII-era items including about 40 matchbooks, a
1943-dated trophy awarded for air service, some plaques, an ash tray, and an Air Training Command lighter.  Also there are belt buckles,
pins, powder compacts and ear rings, bracelet, a necklace and other items.  Very good to excellent condition overall.  (73634-5C) 

1817. LOT OF MILITARY MEMORABILIA This is a grouping of predominantly WWII-era items including currency, rosters, a Europe road
map, booklets, patriotic wall decorations, patches, photographs, framed award certificates, and two small plaques honoring POW's.  Also
included is a small 39 page hardcover book The Risen Soldier, by Francis J. Spellman; c. 1944 The Macmillan Co. and a service album from
Fort H.G. Wright N.Y.  The overall condition of the lot is very good to excellent.  (73634-2A)

1818. LOT OF MILITARY ITEMS This is a lot of approximately 20 small items that pertain mainly to WWII survival.  Some examples are a
tourniquet, two first aid dressings with pouch, Swedish Pimple, U.S. Navy signal cards, a sewing kit, signal mirrors, Fogpruf Paste, and a
hand saw.  Very good to excellent condition overall.  (73634-6A)

1819. LOT OF MILITARY ITEMS This lot consists of mainly U.S. WWII-era first aid supplies.  First is a hinged metal first aid box measuring
9"x5"x3" and currently housing items such as tourniquets, iodine, tweezers, compress, and ammonia inhalants. The box rates very good,
retaining the original instruction label, and about 90% OD green surface and white ID paint.  Next is an 8"x5" khaki colored dual snap can-
vas pouch with strong "U.S". and "H&P/11-18" stamps and currently holding three items: a factory sealed pack of sublimated gauze, a box
with a triangular compressed bandage and a small first aid dressing.  Next is a sealed bandage packet contained in a green canvas pouch.
Also included is a jungle pack dated 1944 and housing a sealed Carlisle Model tin and an empty black plastic vial for matches.  The last item
is an empty but excellent condition Carlisle pouch with a 1942 dated stamp.  The overall condition of the lot is very good.  (73634-6B)

1820. LOT OF MILITARY ITEMS This lot focuses on U.S-issued optical equipment and consists of a pair of Sun, Wind and Dust Goggles,
unused and in the original wrapper and box that also includes a sealed envelope of neutral gray plastic lenses.  Another set of goggles in
this lot is the N-2 or all Purpose Goggle, this example rating near excellent and part of kit No. 1021A including cloth case with instructions
and three auxiliary lenses in designated pockets.  Also included in the original factory box are three additional lenses.  Another is M-1944
Goggles with amber lens and in excellent condition and there are two individual framed lenses as well.  Next is a soft case marked
"Ronson" and containing five pair of unused, colored aviation lenses. Also included is an optical device by Bushnell, an empty Khaki col-
ored binoculars case, a hard plastic case containing correct aviators glasses with damage to one lens and frame, and a U.S. Army Air
Forces Aerial Dead Reckoning Computer with manual and protective sleeve.  The last item is a Rocket Launcher Face Mask, unused and
in original box.  The overall condition of this lot is near excellent. (73634-1A)

1821. LOT OF MILITARY ITEMS This lot consists of four M15 Grenade Launcher Sights, unused in the original cosmoline wrap and with
instruction sheet and contained in carrying case.  Next are two cleaning rods in their original case. The first one is marked "Case, Cleaning
Rod, M1-CG573A".  The second, "Case,/Cleaning Rod, M1/C6573".  Also included is a brass cleaning rod in canvas case and an empty
cleaning rod case marked M15.  The cleaning rods rate very good to excellent.  (73634-8B)
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1822. LOT OF MILITARY GEAR This is a lot containing aviator equipment.  First is a DH-132 Helmet Shell with matching padded liner with
earphones, cable and microphone attached. About very good plus with wear marks to outer shell.  The second item is a Hand Microphone
No. 4A with cord.  Next are two microphones complete with switches and shoulder straps.  An additional unused shoulder strap is includ-
ed as is an additional T-17 microphone with steel body, an extra cord, and a set of earphones with cable.  In addition there is a sealed
package marked "Michrophone T-30", an M 33 Light Instrument, a Signal L M-308-Lamp, and two U.S. marked flashlights.  The overall
condition is very good.  (73634-21B)

1823. LOT OF MILITARY GEAR This is a Pararaft M-641 manufactured by U.S. Rubber Co. of Woonsocket R.I. and dated 8/31/45. This
survival raft measures approximately 62"x38" when deflated and is a deep yellow color with an teal colored bottom.  It appears unused
but has some areas of stains, mainly ingrained dirt and comes complete with carbon dioxide canister and rubber tube.  Also included for
transportation and protection is a U.S. issued Duffel Bag. The lot rates near excellent overall.  (73634-27B)

1824. AIRPLANE PROPELLER LOT This single wood propeller measures 44" in length and features a six bolt configuration.  The wood
surfaces retain about 92% original brown finish and the edges are experiencing light wear in areas and a couple of minor chips.  This nice
looking propeller bears only one marking: "9439" near the bolt holes.  (73634-41B)

1825. MILITARY LOT This lot consists of a WWII parachute with included pack stamped "Type A-4"  and dated Dec. 1944. The white nylon
parachute appears to be free of tears and holes and rates excellent overall with a few spots of grime.  The parachute and pack are con-
tained in a light OD green canvas Aviator's Kit Bag with both carry handles intact, fully functional zipper and outer shell showing light wear
and a moderate amount of stains from ingrained dirt and liquid.  (73634-27C)

1826. LOT OF MILITARY EQUIPMENT This lot includes two parachute harnesses with the first one being a tan/OD green color and marked
"Type B-2A" and "Aerial M.T.C.L.I.C.N.Y." The second harness is brown and unmarked, both rate excellent with straps included.  Next is a
22"x12" U.S. back pad marked 42D2013 and rating near excellent with a few minor stains.  The last item is a U.S parachute pack stamped
"AN 6510-1" and dated "Apr. 20 1944".  The OD green canvas shows areas of mild edge wear and rust colored stains. (73634-27D)

1827. LOT OF MILITARY GEAR  First is an excellent U.S. M-1944 wool sleeping bag with an extra outer shell also in excellent condition.
Next is a small area shelter with netting and lastly two wool blankets. All items are U.S.-issued and in excellent condition.  (73634-9C)

1828. LOT OF MILITARY EQUIPMENT This lot consists of three items.  First is a folding wood table painted OD green with no visible mark-
ings with plywood top measuring 36"x24" and standing 28" with mild wear and edges showing small chips.  The underside is experienc-
ing some mildew/grime.  The table comes with the original strap used for its folded state. The accompanying OD green wood folding chair
is in better overall condition with a few handling marks.  It stands 30" tall with a 15"x15" plywood seat.  Both items exhibit an uneven paint
job.  The last item is a near excellent wood and khaki canvas folding seat measuring 17" tall with a 13"x12" seating area. (73634-4B)

1829. LOT OF MILITARY MEMORABILIA This is a lot of Nazi-related items.  First is a group of nine vinyl records containing German
war songs and patriotic music.  The 33 1/3 r.p.m. records rate excellent overall and with the exception of one, are scratch free.  Each is
contained in its correct sleeve and cover.  The covers exhibit some edge wear and areas of discoloration.  Next is a Mauser K98 cleaning
kit with pull through chain, oiler, two brushes and tool.  Lid interior is marked "CUX", exterior "CNX" and the metal surfaces retain about
90% original finish.  Next is a 16" leather strap with buckle and marked "Cyrus I. Harvey" centered around two swastikas.  The last item
is a silver painted alloy wall plaque in the form of the Nazi logo of the eagle above the swastika.  Excellent condition.  (73634-7B)

1830. LOT OF MILITARY ITEMS This is a mainly Italian based lot.  First is a WWII Italian canteen with gray wool outer liner showing very
light wear and original green web shoulder strap rating excellent as well. The interior shows no signs of use and the unit is complete with
correct cap and chain.  Next are two Carcano dual pocket pouches with all loops, straps and snaps intact. The pouches are attached to
a correct leather belt, also holding a Carcano bayonet belt frog.  Also attached to one of the pouches is a matching shoulder strap.  This
grayish green leather rig rates very good to excellent overall with light wear and some white mildew stains on the frog.  Next are two sim-
ilarly colored large (8"x4") magazine pouches with loops and hardware attached. The pouches exhibit moderate mildew and some edge
wear.  Also included is a similarly colored wood ammunition box with carry handle and functional snap closure.  The box retains 90% orig-
inal green/gray paint on the outer surfaces outside of the bottom which is virtually void of any paint.  The box measures 13"x5"x8".  The
next item is a 1918 dated booklet written in Italian. The gray colored cover reads "Tavole Dei Distintivi Di Grado Per Gli Ufficiali".  Containing
approximately 30 pages, the booklet details uniform badges and insignia for the period.  There is also a portrait of a young and uniformed
Benito Mussolini measuring 17"x13". The German printed, color and glossy image shows a few small tears and creases.  The last item is
a 1932 dated program for a testimonial dinner for Cavaliere Joseph C. Johnson, in New Haven CT headlined by the state governor and
congressman. Very good condition with light dirt and liquid stains.  (73634-42C)

1831. LOT OF MILITARY GEAR Total of 33 pieces of primarily U.S. WWII web gear, pouches, headwear, and leggings. Some examples
are three garrison caps, a three pocket grenade carrier, pouches for snout-type and lightweight service masks, two pistol belts, and a four
compartment Signal Corps pack containing a Message Book M-210 in its appropriate pocket, as-is the original translucent yellow plastic
graph sleeve with attached protective canvas cover.  The overall condition is very good to excellent.  (73634-16B)

1832. LOT OF MILITARY GEAR Total of approximately 30 pieces of a variety of U.S. issued gear and clothing.  Some notable examples are
a Spec. AN-H-15 Flying Helmet, a vest with front and rear pockets and stamped "Ammunition Bag/M2", an excellent condition and appar-
ently unused WWI Watering Bucket with bottom rope supports and an 11" diameter, Extreme Cold Weather Mittens with liners, a service
gas mask pouch, and a pistol belt. Very good to excellent condition overall.  (73634-16C)

1833. LOT OF MILITARY ITEMS This lot consists of approximately 40 items, mainly U.S. WW II related.  Some examples of this very diver-
sified group are a steel framed haversack, a canister marked "57MM Rifle/Container M167A2", an M-1941 canteen cup with smaller cup
enclosed, an entrenching tool, several Extreme Cold Weather Mittens, and a Sleeping Bag Hood. Also included are two tent spikes, shoe
laces, pouches, a duffle bag, an overseas cap ,and a pistol belt.  Very good to excellent condition lot.  (73634-16D)

1834. MILITARY LOT This is a 1944-dated U.S. Army Signal Corps Switchboard BD-72 in the original wood carry case exhibiting a white
stencil that reads "Shulton-Monroe Squadron/Civil Air Patrol".  The board is made accessible by way of two hinged snaps, one on each
side of the 25"x10"x12" case.  The unit retains its handset with cord still attached as well as the 12 cords that tucked neatly under the
switchboard.  All switches and components appear to be present.  In addition the unit retains a 1944-dated label that reads
"Tropicalized/Per. Sig. C. Spec. 71-2202A".  The top of the case has a lid that opens the entire length and half of the width to reveal num-
bered ground terminals.  Still firmly attached are two steel carry handles, one on each side, and a shoulder strap to carry the 65 lb. unit.
The wood case retains about 92% OD green paint and exhibits a few handling marks and small chips.  Overall the condition of this hard-
to-find item is very good to excellent.  (73634-39B)

1835. MILITARY LOT  This is a 1948-dated U.S. Fiber Record Chest.  This uncommon item, essentially a portable field desk, has a metal rein-
forced outer shell/carry case painted OD green and a structurally sound, three section fiberboard interior composed of two wider sections
abutting a taller narrower section to their left.  The varnished wood surfaces exhibit an uneven patina and areas of stains and wear.  The
two side snaps are present and intact as is the leather carry handle, however the top main snap is missing. The outer case retains about
85% finish with nearly all the loss at the top which has had contact with some liquid. The overall condition is very good.  (73634-9C)
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1836. MILITARY LOT This lot consists of a foot locker filled with clothing.  First is an apparently unused but white mildew-laden raincoat.
Next is a Type B-11 Winter Flying Jacket featuring alpaca insulation and a fur-lined hood and in excellent condition apart from cuff wear.
Also included is an unmarked green parka rating very good and a duffle bag with very light wear and white mildew in isolated areas. In
addition there is a light green cold weather undershirt rating near excellent.  The last two items are in excellent condition: an OD barracks
bag and a wool overseas cap.  The fiberboard and metal reinforced foot locker retains about 95% OD green finish over its 31"x17"x13"
surfaces with all snaps and handles present.  The center snap is quite bent, there is no key or inner drawer present. The interior shows
light wear in areas.  (73634-9D)

1837. LOT OF ARTWORK This is a collection by the Editors of Life, titled "The First World War: A Portfolio of Eight Battle Paintings".  Each
of the prints in this complete group of eight measures 22"x16" and fit snugly in the original cardboard portfolio sleeve dated 1964.  Eight
separate artists are represented. The dynamic color prints depict battles on land, air and sea and rate near excellent overall with some
faded edges and rounded corners.  Also included is a four page brochure providing a brief overview of each work.  A rare and beautiful
ensemble.  (73634-2B)

1838. LOT OF ARTWORK  The first item is a framed photo dated 1906  by Underwood and Underwood depicting a formal outdoor military
gathering of U.S. soldiers from that period.  The scene includes a large field with approximately 200 soldiers and officers standing in ranks,
including some on horseback.  The background is comprised of dozens of white tents and several large buildings.  The photo measures
approximately 20"x8" with a small area of the image of the sky missing as a result of water damage.  The image is contained in a 25"x13"
wood frame with glass glazing and cardboard backing.  Very good overall condition.  The second item is a WW II-era 19"x19" printed silk
or rayon pillow cover with edging frills and embroidery, and proclaiming: "Army Air Corps/Greetings from Maxwell Field".  The colorful and
decorative piece is shrink-wrapped to a foam backing and remains in excellent condition.  The last item is a 26"x16" wood sign with bold
yellow text over a brick red background stating "Military Reservation/No Trespassing".  There are no other markings on the very good con-
dition sign showing a few minor handling marks and dirt.  (73634-2C)  

1839. LOT OF ARTWORK This is a U.S. Navy themed lot.  The first item is a print of an image used at the U.S.S. Constitution Museum of a
sailor in uniform with a young boy gazing at "Old Ironsides".  This painting by an artist whose signature is not quite discernable includes
in large text "Heritage" serving as the foreground as does the bottom right corner with "Navy" displayed in white on a navy blue back-
ground.  The painting in this instance is enclosed in a blue wood frame with a particle board backing with pull out stand and was used for
recruiting purposes, evidenced by the label posted at the top which reads "U.S. Navy Recruiting Station/94 Elm Street/New Haven, Conn".
The print and frame exhibit areas of light dirt but overall the condition is very good to excellent.  Next is a group of 12 lithographs com-
missioned by the Naval History Division, dated 1966 and titled "Uniforms of the United States Navy 1776-1898".  Measuring 20"x16",
these color drawings by H. Charles McBarron include brief identification captions and are in excellent condition as they were properly
stored in the included original sleeve with corrugated cardboard support sheet, and shipping envelope.  Also included is the original book-
let providing detailed information on the uniforms illustrated in this collection.  A rare find, particularly in this condition.  The next item is a
print dated 1942 of the Destroyer U.S.S. Gridley by Gordon Grant.  The color image portrays the vessel traversing choppy seas with other
ships in the background and fighter planes overhead.  The rendition is enclosed in a 21"x19" wood with Plexiglas glazing. Near excellent
condition with some scattered light spots of dirt or grime.  The last item is a print by Robert L. Benney titled "Mission Accomplished" with
a 1942 copyright date by Electric Boat Company, New York and a caption that reads "U.S. submarine catches a close-up of Jap carrier it
torpedoed".  The carrier referenced is shown engulfed in flames as it sinks with planes falling off and sailors fleeing for their lives, some
on life rafts shown in the foreground, not far from the sub's periscope hovering above the surface.  This dramatic print measures 24"x19"
and is protected by a clear plastic wrap taped to a cardboard backing. The item rates very good to excellent with small spots of discol-
oration and light impressions.  (73634-2D)

1840. SIGNAL AND AIR PISTOL LOT First is a Webley and Scott No. 1 MK 5 Signal Pistol with serial # 148575, 5 3/4" barrel, with sil-
ver grips and a repainted black frame and barrel with "11" painted in white on the barrel. Gun requires mechanical attention and rates
good plus overall with areas of grip wear and loss of paint.  Included is a correct canvas holster and straps with light wear and moderate
staining. The other item in this lot is a Daisy No. 118 Target Special air pistol rating good plus with about 80% oxidation staining and pit-
ting to its metal surfaces.  (73634-22A)

1841. HOLSTER AND TOY PISTOL LOT  First is an actual size die-cast pistol replicating a Colt 1911.  This toy has no moving parts and
its metal surfaces are painted flat black, of which 97% remains.  As it is actual size, it fits perfectly in its accompanying real U.S. M-3 Pistol
Holster with shoulder strap.  Holster exhibits light wear inside and out, with lower strap loop beginning to separate from the body. U.S.
and Enger-Kress markings are somewhat worn but still legible. Also include is a cap gun mimicking a  percussion  style pistol and mea-
suring 6" in overall length with a  gold finished metal body and brown plastic stock.  Trigger is marked "Japan" and toy seems to function
properly.  (73634-22B)

1842. HELMET LOT  One U.S. Army WWII Tankers Helmet with OD green fiber dome and tan leather liner and ear protectors.  The dome
which features ten vent holes is strong with support band firmly in place.  Helmet retains only the right side of the chin strap but the neck
guard and ear protectors are present as is the canvas strap that connects the ear protectors by way of a channel running through the
neck guard. The leather liner shows mild to moderate wear, a couple of blackish spots, and isolated areas beginning to crack.  The skull
protection area shows some scuffing but retains 97% finish and the neck guard is experiencing extensive flaking and currently retains
about 60% OD green finish.  The front band is intact with strong stitching.  All snaps are present.  Overall the condition rates about good
to very good.  (73634-23A)

1843. HELMET LOT This lot consists of an Italian M35 Tanker's Helmet in excellent condition.  This helmet was likely never issued as it shows
only the slightest wear and the stamps on the liner are very crisp, however this example stamped size 57 exhibits a year of manufacture
stamp that was applied inaccurately resulting in a date difficult to discern (possibly 1963).  The seven flap tan liner does exhibit a small
spot of grime but is otherwise excellent. The chin strap, like the entire outer surface is black, and has a buckle that shows traces of light
oxidation, the holes retain their original shape, again supporting the possibility of this never being issued.  The symmetrical fiber shell has
a few very minor wear marks and the padded brow bumper shows a small white blemish.  The left side of the leather skirting tends to
retain an upward slope from storage.  A hard-to-find item in excellent condition.  (73634-23B)

1844. HELMET LOT This is a U.S. M5 Flak Helmet used by bomber crews during WWII, showing virtually no wear but with indications of
exposure to humidity. The OD green steel dome exhibits a blotchy uneven patina with very few wear marks or scratches.  The interior of
the dome shows scattered brown spots of oxidation forming. The canvas webbing is strong and fully intact with only a small liquid stain at
the end of the back strap.  The tan leather sweatband is free of any blemishes worth mentioning.  The tan leather chinstrap has the begin-
nings of some minor cracks and some whitish mildew stains.  The overall condition is about very good to near excellent.  (73634-23C)

1845. HELMET LOT  One M5 Flak Helmet issued by the U.S.A.A.F. to bomber crews during WWII, complete with ear flaps, chin strap and
inner webbing.  The steel dome and ear flaps retain about 90% OD green finish with scattered areas and combinations of blackish mildew
staining, light surface oxidation, wear marks, and dirt.  The front exhibits non-discernable remnants of white stencil markings and below
them, some roughly inscribed images in the likeness of stars.  The interior dome exhibits more pronounced oxidation, with pitting occur-
ring in isolated spots, including the left ear flap where the pad is no longer present, the right pad remains intact.  The canvas webbing is
also intact, showing light wear and spots of light whitish mildew.  The canvas chinstrap shows dirt and oxidation stains, likely from contact
with the buckle which is experiencing moderate oxidation.  The overall condition of this uncommon helmet is very good.  (73634-23D)
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1846. HELMET LOT This lot consists of one British WWII Mk II helmet with an OD green dome exhibiting surface scratches, oxidation spots and
retaining about 97% original paint.  The interior has areas of grime and dirt attached to the metal surface.  The black rubber liner shows only
light wear with stiff brown leather cross straps with a white "58" still a strong stamp.  The OD green chinstrap shows little wear and light dis-
coloration in isolated spots.  Also included is a homemade green yarn outer webbing.  The overall condition is very good.  (73634-23E)

1847. LOT OF HELMETS  This lot consists of two U.S. helmets.  First is an M-1917A1 that retains the original WWI chinstrap loops, an exam-
ple of the converted helmets by McCord Radiator Co.  The mottled OD green, rough textured surface exhibits a light white film in some
areas and a more pronounced white area on the right side, a result of paint runoff from what was intended to be a vertical line.  The front
of the outer dome is marked "0-173" in black stencil.  The soft leather lining shows mild wear, ingrained dirt, and a patch of blue dye or
paint at the front. Also present is the identification hand written in what appears to be black paint: "Private Edwin Dorp 32 229 192".  The
second helmet is an M-1 with outer surfaces retaining about 85% OD green finish and exhibiting scuffs, wear, dirt and oxidation staining
with the top center beginning to show faint pitting.  The inner fiberglass shell rates excellent. The canvas lining has light dirt and is marked
AM Stay Co.  The leather sweatband shows little wear.  Both the canvas and leather straps are present and intact.  The overall condition
of the lot is very good.  (73634-23F)

1848. HELMET LOT This is one British M-1944 helmet  with metal surfaces retaining about 97% dark brown finish with silvering occurring
along the brim edge.  The black rubber liner shows only light wear as does the light khaki colored chin strap.  The top padding exhibits
some white mildew and the outer dome has a few scratches, handling marks, traces of oxidation and some narrow black streaks that
appear to be of paint.  The overall condition is near excellent.  (73634-23G)

1849. HELMET LOT This lot consists of one German M40 Helmet with single decal. The outer surfaces retain about 60% of a mottled dark
green paint with loss due mainly to oxidation, including pitting in several areas.  There are also handling marks and some spots of what
appears to be spilled brick red paint. The decal is moderately worn off.  The interior exhibits only about 20% finish remaining with moder-
ate oxidation occurring, predominantly in the upper two thirds.  All that remains of the interior parts are the liner band and buckles.  The
overall condition is about good plus.  (73634-23H) 

1850. LOT OF HELMETS This lot consists of two U.S. M-1 helmets.  The first one has a rough OD green textured painted surface with some
scratches, scuffs, spots of grime, and a two inch dent towards the top of the front.  The interior fiber shell has a light film of dirt at the liner
level and up, a small streak of light green paint at the brim and wear marks at the edge. The green canvas strap, dated 1945, shows light
wear as does the leather sweatband. Very good condition overall The second item is painted a glossy OD green and designated for a
Captain and includes two additional white stripes running horizontally around two thirds of the outer surface.  Another distinguishing fea-
ture is a yellow under coating that is exposed in isolated spots.  The outer shell also shows several scratches, wear marks, areas of dirt,
and a black streak along the top.  The interior reveals that no liner is present, with remnants of glue remaining as well as mild oxidation.
The chin strap and only the right buckle are present.  The condition rating of the second helmet is good to very good.  (73634-23I)

1851. HELMET LOT  This is one British Motorcycle Rider's Helmet featuring a dark brown textured finish with light scratches throughout most
of its surface and silvering along the edge. The "BMB" marked leather sweatband and felt lined brown leather ear flaps show light wear.
The brass buckle and snap are excellent and the padding, leather, and white canvas webbing are strong. The overall condition is near
excellent.  (73634-23J)

1852. HELMET LOT  One U.S. M-1917 Helmet exhibiting a mottled textured OD green outer dome with the lower section somewhat whitish.
It also shows several tan scuff marks and silvering along the edge.  The interior retains the leather, and string lining as well as the felt mate-
rial, minus a small tear, at the top.  Also present is the original label reading: "Tighten Cord/And Adjust Net to Fit the Head".  There is also
handwritten in ink on the label: "26th. Div.-103rd./D.E.F."  These components along with the brown leather chinstrap show light wear and
brittleness.  The inside of the brim shows runoff paint and is marked "Z E29" and the chinstrap is handwritten "Capt. Gendron U.S. Inf.”
Overall very good condition.  (73634-23K)

1853. LOT OF MILITARY EQUIPMENT This lot consists of 12 empty feed trays for the Italian Breda MG Model 37.  Each 10 1/2"x3 1/2"
tray will hold 20 rds. of 8mm (8x59 Breda) and overall retain about 95% parkerized finish with some experiencing oil and grime.  They are
accompanied by a correct wood carry case with metal reinforced edges, dual leather carry straps, and OD green painted surface exhibit-
ing some scrapes on the wood area and light oxidation and flaking on the metal.  This is a rare find in very good to near excellent overall
condition.  (73634-9D)

1854. LOT OF MILITARY EQUIPMENT This is an inert U.S. M2-2 Portable Flamethrower in excellent condition and apparently unused.
Overall the components retain approximately 99% OD green finish.  The left gasoline tank has a two inch dent at the bottom and there are
a few scattered very light scratches.  The lot comes complete with frame, both large gasoline tanks, nitrogen tank, and wand.  Item weighs
approximately 45 lbs.  Also included is an unused canvas pouch measuring 15"X7" and stamped "Tool Kit For Portable Flame Thrower
M2-2".  (73634-16D)

1855. LOT OF AMMUNITION CRATES This lot consists of two empty wood ammo crates.  The first one has a face that reads in yellow:
"350 RDS/7.62MM BALL L2A2/IN CHR MK3/ IN BDR MK3/1.”  The 16"x5"x9" brown box is constructed of wood with metal reinforced
edges and includes the original inner metal can minus the tear-off lid. The can rests in place by way of the included side and top braces.
The case retains the original Safety Class 6 warning sticker for explosives, bold ID markings on top and front, and the sealing tape that
reads "FID/RG".  The outer box exhibits some minor scratches, pitting on areas of edges and dirt mainly on the lid.  The inner can is clean
and all hinges are present.  The second crate measures 16"x10"x7" with a charcoal gray original paint serving as a backdrop to ID mark-
ings that include "1200 CARTRIDGES CAL. .45/IN CARTONS/T2AAF/BALL 1911" This information is provided on the front in bright yel-
low with a repack date of Dec. 6, 1944.  The box is constructed with wood reinforcements on either end that double as carry handles.
There are stamps on each side as well as the top and all are strong.  The wood surfaces retain about 95% paint, with some loss occur-
ring due to a couple of small chips on the sides, with scattered spots of mildew and dirt.  The screw-on lid is accompanied by all four
screws in place, both cross members and three wing nuts.  The overall condition of the lot is very good. (73634-9D)

1856. MAGAZINE LOT This is a rare snail drum magazine for the German MG34 and MG42.  Also called a basket magazine, it holds 50 rds.
This example appears unused and retains about 97% original light green paint with minor handling marks.  The top is marked "797 40/9957
o".  This is a hard to find item in excellent condition. (73634-44A)

1857. LOT OF MILITARY ITEMS This group encompasses a wide range of items including a fuze setter marked "M23" with all text and
increments still strong and an area of oxidation but otherwise excellent.  Next are two red metal triangular warning signs for mine fields with
lots of condition.  Next is a group of six decorative brass pieces made from cartridge shells including a pair of candle holders, salt and pep-
per shakers, a paperweight in the image of the Tower of Pisa and marked "Italy 1945", and a 22" rod constructed of a string of shells.  Very
good condition with the rod showing isolated tarnish and oxidation.  Also included is a can of U.S. issued Shoe Dubbing, an OD green device
marked "Model No. 142/Dust Gun-1944", and a U.S. Navy Star Finder and Identifier No. 1202-C with dial, seven plates, instruction sheet
and leather storage sleeve.  Also included is an unused U.S.  Grenade Launcher Sight, M15 in the original cosmoline wrap and with instruc-
tion sheet and canvas pouch with oxidation on snaps.  Other items in this diverse lot are a head space gage for .50 B.M.G., canvas slippers
in a pouch marked "Iwo Jima 1945", a U.S. WW II brass oiler with leather pouch, gun rack clips, gun cleaning patches, a kamikaze head-
band, a pair of quick detachable sling swivels in factory sealed package, a six oz. whiskey flask made in England, an HKS model 10-A speed
loader in unopened package, eight unused steel bolts with nuts, two fishing reels and a few other small items.  (73634-8C)
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1858. LOT OF MILITARY ITEMS First are three empty mortar tubes marked "Sabot 60mm" in a correct  three compartment OD green
canvas carry case marked "U.S." and "Victory Canvas Co. 1944".  The case has faded somewhat and exhibits some white mildew spots
and light wear but is free of holes and tears.  It features a padded inner compartment bottom, shoulder strap, and loop attachments.  The
intact buckles and straps are experiencing oxidation.  The black cardboard tubes with metal end caps are near excellent with areas of light
discoloration and dirt.  The next item is a U.S. WW II base plate for a 60 mm mortar and includes the lock arm.  The OD green steel plate
exhibits light surface oxidation and dirt in isolated areas but overall the condition is near excellent.  Also included in this lot are two
unmarked collapsible OD green bipod extensions measuring 26" when fully extended and in  very good condition with minor wear and
oxidation.  (73634-45B)

1859. LOT OF BAYONETS This lot consists of four bayonets.  First is a British No. 4 MK II with a broken tip and mild wear with correct scab-
bard showing light wear and areas of oxidation pitting.  The second item in this group is French M. 1892 Second pattern with an overall
bright blade with areas of grime and mildew at the tip and moderate surface oxidation at the ricasso.  The guard, tang and pommel all
exhibit nearly complete oxidation coverage and the grip is intact with mild wear and fading.  The correct scabbard exhibits moderate sur-
face oxidation and pitting. Next is a Japanese Type 30 Arisaka with a guard that is bent inwards and a blade showing moderate pitting.
The grip is missing and the frame exhibits total oxidation coverage.  The included scabbard retains about 20% finish with the balance con-
sisting of various levels of oxidation.  The last bayonet is an Italian M. 1938 fixed rating about good with moderate pitting in several spots.
The grips are well worn and exhibit a crack at the guard and there is no scabbard.  Also included is a very curved 16" long leather kukri
style scabbard with brass hardware and leather belt loop and in very good condition.  (73634-28A)

1860. LOT OF 22 RIMFIRE AMMUNITION Five boxes total: (1) Remington Hi-Speed Kleanbore red and green box containing 50 rds.
of 22 short.  The box rates very good overall with light scuffs and torn rounded edges and the cartridges rate excellent; (1) Remington
DuPont green and red box containing 33 rds. of Kleanbore standard velocity 22 LR.  The box rates very good with lightly rounded corners
and edges and the cartridges rate excellent; (1) Remington U.M.C. green and red dog bone box containing 38 rds. of Kleanbore lubri-
cated 22 LR.  The box rates good overall having darkened with age, separated but enclosed endflap and rounded edges and corners and
the cartridges rate about very good overall with light oxidation on the lead projectiles and brass cases; (1) Remington Hi-Speed Kleanbore
faded red and green box containing seven rds. of assorted 22 LR cartridges and eight rds. of 22 LR rat-shot.  The box rates poor with a
split cover and missing detached endflaps, the cartridges rate very good overall; (1) Western Super-X yellow and red box containing 32
rds. of 22 LR rat-shot.  The box rates fine with light scuffs and dirt staining and the cartridges rate excellent.  (56229-A15-18)

1861. SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a single Weatherby Mark XXII 4X50 rifle scope with duplex reticle and clear optics.  The gloss black
finish is in excellent condition showing a few very minor handling marks.  The mounts are integrated into the scope and fit on 3/8” grooved
receivers.  (126520-2773A)

1862. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 36 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #3J8, 38 Spl, 1 7/8” pinned barrel with a bright excel-
lent bore.  The metal surfaces on this J frame revolver retain 90% original blue with some thinning to a gray-brown patina on the gripstrap,
handling wear on the topstrap, a spot or two of light oxidation, and a faint turn ring on the cylinder.  The hammer and trigger exhibit excel-
lent case-hardened colors with a tiny spot of oxidation on the trigger.  The checkered walnut Magna grips with a square butt and inlayed
S&W medallion rate very good with some rounding of the checkering and other light handling wear.  Comes with blue unlabeled S&W
box.  (126604-2) (200/400)

1863. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 457 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #BDK7842, 45 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 98% blue with the steel slide showing a couple of minor handling marks and the alloy frame having minor
light wear long some high edges.  The black synthetic grips rate near excellent with several light handling blemishes and some flat-
tening of some of the checkering. Comes with a single seven round magazine, manual, cable lock, and its original S&W blue plastic
box.  (126587-S17730) (300/500)

1864. TAURUS MODEL 85 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #NH55206, 38 Spl, 2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The
brushed stainless steel surfaces rate excellent with a couple of minor handling marks and a faint turn ring on the 5 shot fluted cylinder.
The hardwood grips also rate excellent showing a couple of minor handling blemishes.  Features a spurless concealed hammer that fits
flush with the frame and comes with its factory box and manual.  (126518-11) (200/300)

1865. TAURUS MODEL 445 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #QF542397, 44 Spl, 2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The
bright stainless steel finish rates excellent with a light turn ring on the 5 shot fluted cylinder.  The black rubber finger groove grips
also rate excellent.  It features a spurless concealed hammer that fits flush to the frame and comes with a manual and factory box.
(126518-10) (200/300)

1866. DIAMONDBACK MODEL DB380 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #ZF2841, 380 ACP, 2 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with a few faint handling marks.  The synthetic frame rates excellent.  This pistol appears to
have had little use and comes with a single finger extension magazine, extra flat magazine floorplate, manual, lock and its factory black
plastic case.  (126578-1) (250/450)

1867. DIAMONDBACK MODEL DB380 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #ZF3223, 380 ACP, 2 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The slide’s nickel finish rates excellent.  The barrel shows a scuff from movement of the action.  The synthetic frame also rates excellent
with a ding near the muzzle.  This pistol appears to have had little use and comes with a single finger extension magazine, extra flat mag-
azine floorplate, manual, and its factory black plastic case.  (126578-2) (300/500)

1868. INTRATEC MODEL AB-10 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #A000747, 9mm, 2 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal sur-
faces retain 98% original matte black finish with a few light handling marks and some light freckling and spotty oxidation primarily on the bar-
rel.  The synthetic frame rates excellent.  It comes with a single 32 round magazine and a black plastic Intratec case.  (126556-2) (200/400)

1869. SMITH & WESSON BODYGUARD 380 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #EAS5277, 380 ACP, 2 3/4” barrel with a bright excel-
lent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue.  The synthetic frame rates excellent.  It features an integrated laser and comes with
a single finger extension magazine, original factory box, and manual.  (126587-S17627) (250/350)

1870. SIG SAUER MODEL P232 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #S230297, 380 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The
metal surfaces retain 85-90% original blue with the left side of the slide showing thinning to gray with some light oxidation.  The alloy
frame’s matte black finish rates excellent.  The rubber finger groove grips also rate excellent with a little oxidation on the grip retaining
screws.  Comes with a single finger extension magazine, an extra set of Sig Sauer grips, and its original factory black plastic case.
(126587-S17273) (350/450)

1871. SAVAGE MODEL 29 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #144980, 22 S,L,LR, 24” octagon barrel with a bright excellent bore.  This
takedown rifle’s metal surfaces retain 90% original blue thinning to a brown patina with some rub wear on the tube magazine and barrel
from movement of the slide action, a few minor handling marks and wear.  The checkered walnut stock and forearm rate excellent with
some minor handling blemishes, a chip by the upper tang, and an added finish.  (126529-25) (200/400)
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1872. STEVENS MODEL 1915 FAVORITE SINGLE SHOT RIFLE serial #U627, 25 Stevens, 24” round barrel with a moderately
bright near excellent bore showing a light frosting.  The barrel retains 70% original blue thinning to a brown patina with scattered light oxi-
dation and pitting.  The frame is a brown patina with several light impact marks; it is drilled and tapped on the top tang.  The walnut stock
and forearm rate near very good with the forearm having several light handling blemishes, a small chip, and an added finish; and the stock
having a flaking added finish with several light scratches and impact marks.  (126599-28) (150/250)

1873. STEVENS FAVORITE SINGLE SHOT RIFLE serial #V88, 25 Stevens, 24” round barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The barrel
retains 98% original blue with several scattered spots of light oxidation and a couple of minor handling blemishes.  The frame is a gray
patina with a light brown undertone, a few light spots of the original case-hardened colors, and a couple of spots of pinprick pitting.  The
hammer and block show original blue with silvering on high contact areas.  The walnut stock and forearm rate very good with an added
finish and several light handling blemishes; a couple of checks in the wrist, by the lower tang, in the forearm, and again at the toe; and a
repair on each side at the wrist.  The forearm fits loose to the barrel.  The gun features a Beach combination front sight, a folding rear sight,
and the upper tang is drilled and tapped.  (126599-30) (200/300)

1874. WINCHESTER MODEL 03 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #124783, 22 RF, 20” barrel with a bright good bore showing a ring and
bulge about 3” from the muzzle.  The metal surfaces are a gray and gray-brown patina with scattered spots of oxidation staining and light
pitting and a couple of silver stains on the frame.  The smooth walnut stock and checkered forearm rate very good with multiple light dings
and handling blemishes on the buttstock with an added finish; the forearm is in excellent condition with a couple of faint handling marks
and appears a slightly darker tone than the buttstock.  (126599-29) (100/200)

1875. REMINGTON MODEL 34 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #13716, 22 Winchester Automatic, 24” barrel with a bright excellent
bore.  The metal surfaces are a fading blue turning to a gray-brown and brown patina with some oxidation staining, minor handling blem-
ishes.  The walnut stock rates very good to near excellent with a few very minor handling blemishes and a faded finish.  This rifle comes
without a bolt.  (126600-6) (100/200)

1876. STEVENS SPRINGFIELD MODEL 87A SEMI-AUTO RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 23 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal
surfaces retain 98% original blue with some scattered light oxidation and oxidation staining.  The hardwood stock rates very good with mul-
tiple light scuffs and scratches.  The plastic buttplate is in very good condition and sits slightly proud of the wood.  (126606-6) (75/150)

1877. EMF 1866 YELLOWBOY CARBINE LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #48474, 44-40, 19” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The barrel and tube magazine retain 98% original blue with some light scattered oxidation on the barrel.  The brass frame and buttplate
rate excellent with a couple of small spots of tarnish and some minor handling blemishes.  The buttplate sits slightly proud of the stock
at the toe.  The hardwood stock and forearm also rate excellent showing a couple of faint handling marks.  A nice Winchester replica.
(126599-16) (400/600)

1878. REMINGTON MODEL 513T MATCHMASTER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #67131, 22 LR, 27” barrel with a bright excel-
lent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 80% original blue with some oxidation and light handling blemishes.  The heavy walnut target stock
rates very good with multiple dings scratches and other light handling blemishes.  The barrel and receiver are marked “US Property” with
the barrel also marked “Military Finish”.  There is a 4-H sticker on the buttstock, the rear sling swivel is missing.  This gun features a Redfield
aperture rear sight, ramp front sight, and comes without a magazine.  (126602-12) (150/250)

1879. REMINGTON MODEL 513T MATCHMASTER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #202598, 22 LR, 27” barrel with a bright excel-
lent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 85% original blue with some oxidation and light handling blemishes.  The heavy walnut target stock
rates very good with several dings and other light handling blemishes, and a faded finish.  The receiver is marked “U.S.”.  The gun features
a Redfield aperture rear sight and a front globe sight.  There is a 4-H sticker on the buttstock.  This gun comes without a magazine.
(126602-13) (200/300)

1880. REMINGTON NYLON 66 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #2584654, 22 LR, 19 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal
surfaces retain 90% original blue with the receiver showing a couple of scuffs, a scrape and some spotty oxidation.  The brown nylon stock
rates very good with several light scratches and minor handling blemishes, and a crack on the right side of the forend.  This rifle comes
with a BSA 2.5X20 scope.  (126599-80) (150/250)

1881. CBC NYLON SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #GR19979, 22 LR, 19 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain
90% original blue with scattered light spotty oxidation and a few minor handing blemishes.  The black nylon stock rates near excellent with
several light scratches and minor handling marks.  This Remington Nylon 66 copy imported by FIE comes with a Sietco 3-9X32 scope.
(126599-78) (100/200)

1882. REMINGTON MOHAWK 10-C SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #2452255, 22 LR, 19 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The
metal surfaces retain 95% original blue with some light scattered oxidation and minor handling blemishes.  The brown nylon stock rates
near excellent with a few light scratches and handling marks.  This rifle comes with a single magazine and a Weaver B4 scope.
(126599-79) (150/250)

1883. MANHATTAN FIREARMS HERO SINGLE SHOT PERCUSSION PISTOL 34 Cal, 2” barrel with an oxidized bore.  The iron
barrel is pewter with scattered light oxidation staining, pinprick pitting and a couple of small tool marks.  The brass frame is dull ochre with
multiple light impact marks and a couple of spots of tarnish.  “M.F.A. Co.” and “HERO” are double stamped on the left side of the frame.
The bag shaped walnut grips rate good with multiple light handling blemishes, a faded finish, and a loose fit to the frame.  This pistol func-
tions mechanically.  (126229-129) {ANTIQUE} [Elliott Riggs Collection] (200/300)

1884. AMERICAN STANDARD TOOL HERO SINGLE SHOT PERCUSSION PISTOL serial #48353, 34 cal, 3” barrel with a
gray-brown lightly pitted bore.  The iron barrel is gunmetal gray with light pitting, spotty oxidation staining, and a few tool marks.  The brass
frame has been cleaned to a goldenrod patina with multiple light impact marks and scratches.  The grip frame is slightly bent.  The wal-
nut grips rate very good with a few minor handling blemishes.  They are ill-fitting to the frame and may be period replacements.  This pis-
tol functions mechanically.  (126229-58) {ANTIQUE} [Elliott Riggs Collection] (50/150)

1885. UNMARKED CENTER HAMMER SINGLE SHOT PERCUSSION PISTOL serial #41, 30 cal, 2 7/8” barrel with a dark
moderately pitted oxidized bore.  The iron barrel is bright pewter with scattered pinprick pitting and a few small spots of oxidation stain-
ing.  The brass frame is dull ochre with a couple of small impact marks.  The hardwood grips rate very good with some light handling
marks and an added finish.  They are ill-fitting with a small gap at the top where they meet the frame.  (126229-563) {ANTIQUE} [Elliott
Riggs Collection] (150/250)

1886. MANHATTAN FIREARMS POCKET REVOLVER serial #1111, 22 RF, 3” octagon barrel with a gray lightly pitted bore.  The bar-
rel is a brown-gray patina with a little spotty oxidation staining, a loose scroll engraving that is in very good condition, and a German sil-
ver dovetail period front sight.  The cylinder is primarily gunmetal gray with a few patches of oxidation staining, some faint pinprick pitting,
and a moderately strong engraved scene.  The hammer exhibits light remnants of the original case colors with a couple of spots fading to
a brown patina.  The brass frame is a tarnished goldenrod patina with a few minor handling marks.  The walnut grips rate very good with
a flaking thinning finish and a couple of light handling marks.  The frame, cylinder, barrel and grips are numbered alike.  This pistol is
mechanically functional.  The barrel-to-frame fit is loose.  (126229-73) {ANTIQUE} [Elliott Riggs Collection] (150/250)
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1887. MANHATTAN FIREARMS POCKET REVOLVER serial #6179, 22 RF, 3” octagon barrel with a light gray frosted bore with a few
patches of light pitting.  The barrel is a gunmetal gray patina with some light oxidation staining, scattered pinprick pitting, and a loose scroll
engraving in very good condition.  The cylinder is dull gunmetal gray with spotty oxidation staining, some light pinprick pitting and an
engraved scene in very good condition.  The brass frame is a dull ochre patina with scattered traces of the original silver plate, and sever-
al light handling blemishes.  The hammer has faded to a gray and gray-brown patina.  The walnut grips rate very good with one grip dark-
er than the other; they have multiple light handling marks, and a fading and thinning finish.  The grips are unnumbered.  Needs minor
mechanical attention.  The barrel hinge and latch both have slight play.  The frame, cylinder and barrel are numbered alike.  (126229-71)
{ANTIQUE} [Elliott Riggs Collection] (100/200)

1888. MANHATTAN FIREARMS POCKET REVOLVER serial #6725, 22 RF, 3” octagon barrel with a gray bore with scattered light
pitting.  The barrel is a light brown and gray patina with strong remnants of silver plate and loose scroll engraving in very good condition.
The cylinder is plum-brown with pinprick pitting and an engraved scene in very good condition.  The hammer is a dark brown patina.  The
frame is dull ochre with remnants of silver plate and a few minor handling marks.  The walnut grips rate very good with a couple of tiny
chips, some light handling blemishes and a fading and thinning finish.  The gun functions mechanically; the barrel-to-frame fit has slight
play.  The barrel, frame and cylinder are numbered alike.  (126229-60) {ANTIQUE} [Elliott Riggs Collection] (200/300)

1889. ITHACA SKB MODEL 900 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #S507615, 12 ga, 28” ventilated rib barrel choke modified with a
bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with several scattered light handling marks.  The checkered pistolgrip
hardwood stock and finger grooved forearm rate very good with multiple light scuffs and minor scratches.  This gun features a gold trig-
ger and has a gold engraved game scene on the receiver that is in near excellent condition.  (126599-34) (200/400)

1890. WINCHESTER MODEL 90 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #3674,
22 short, 24” mail order proofed octagon barrel with a bright near excellent
bore showing a ring about 3/4” from the muzzle.  The barrel retains 80% origi-
nal blue fading to brown with scattered light oxidation and multiple light handling marks.  The
slide is primarily an oxidized brown with blue showing in protected areas.  The take-down frame is a
mottled brown patina. The crescent buttplate is a dark brown patina with hints of blue present.  The walnut
stock and grooved forearm rate good to very good with multiple light handling marks, some staining and discol-
oration from use, and an added finish.  The rear sight on the barrel is missing leaving the dovetail slot vacant.  A Lyman
aperture sight is mounted on the tang.  (126526-1) {ANTIQUE} (400/600)

1891. WINCHESTER MODEL 94 LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #3525929, 30-30 Win, 20” barrel with a bright near excellent bore
with a small patch of oxidation at the muzzle.  The metal surfaces retain 85-90% original blue with spotty and patchy oxidation most promi-
nent on the frame.  The walnut stock and forearm rate about very good with a mottled thinning finish and some light handling marks.  A
presentation plate is inset in the right buttstock with the inscription “Captain Andy Bulems with appreciation from the men of Division 4”.
(126587-S16672) (150/250)

1892. MARLIN MODEL 375 LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #20077938, 375 Win, 20” barrel with a bright near excellent bore with
a couple of spots of oxidation staining near the muzzle.  The metal surfaces retain 70% original blue with patches of heavy pitted oxi-
dation and some scattered light spotty oxidation.  The walnut pistolgrip stock and forearm rate very good with multiple dings and
scratches, and other light handling blemishes, and a fading finish.  The gun comes with a Glenfield 4x32 scope mounted on see through
rings.  (126587-S16665) (100/200)

1893. JC HIGGINS MODEL 31 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE 22 RF, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The barrel and tube magazine
retain 80-85% original blue with areas of light to moderate oxidation, some light freckling, and a few minor handling blemishes.  The alloy
receiver shows a couple of dings and a few minor handling blemishes.  The hardwood pistolgrip stock and forearm rate good with mul-
tiple scratches and dings, a thinning finish, and an unfinished carved modified wrist.  The buttstock receiver fit shows a little play.
(126587-S17688) (40/80)

1894. WINCHESTER MODEL 94 LEVER ACTION SADDLE RING CARBINE serial #936735, 32 Spl, 20” barrel with a bright
excellent bore.  The barrel and magazine tube retain 50% original blue thinning to a gray and gray-brown patina with a few light handling
marks and some lacquer splatter.  The receiver is gunmetal gray with a thin veil of very light oxidation showing a few remnants of original
blue in protected areas.  The refinished stock and forearm are in good condition with multiple dings, scratches and other handling blem-
ishes.  The buttplate sits proud of the wood and is primarily a gray patina with oxidation staining and a few remnants of blue showing.  The
sights have been replaced with Marbles sights.  (126586-D28473) {C&R} (400/600)

1895. GERMAN GECO CARABINER MODEL 1919 BOLT ACTION SINGLE SHOT RIFLE serial #234, 22 LR, 23” barrel with
a moderately frosted very good bore.  The barrel is a mottled brown and gray patina with some light scratches.  The receiver is a thinning
blue turning to brown.  The metal buttplate is blue wearing to silver with spots of oxidation staining and sits proud of the wood.  The hard-
wood stock rates very good with a few dings and scratches, a couple of stains, and only remnants of a finish.  (126556-21) (25/75)

1896. WINCHESTER MODEL 37 SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN 12 ga, 30” full choke barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal sur-
faces retain 90-95% original blue with multiple light scratches, some light freckling, and several other light handling blemishes.  The wal-
nut pistolgrip stock and forearm rate very good with some light scratches and impact marks, some scuffs and staining at the butt, and a
chip and crack at the toe.  Comes with a zippered soft case.  (126587-S17559) {C&R} (150/350)

1897. STEVENS FAVORITE MODEL 1915 SINGLE SHOT RIFLE serial #1997, 22 LR, 24” round barrel with a good bore that is pri-
marily bright excellent with the first few inches heavily corroded.  The barrel is a thinning blue turning to a mottled brown with spotty oxi-
dation staining.  The frame is a brown patina with a few light impact marks and light handling marks.  The walnut stock has numerous light
scars, a few checks at the wrist and toe, and a chip at the toe with an added finish.  The forearm has darkened with use showing multiple
light handling blemishes and an added finish.  The buttplate is missing as are both sights.  (126568-7) (50/100)

1898. KEYSTONE CRICKET BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #43223, 22 LR, 16” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces
retain 99% original blue.  The black synthetic stock rates excellent with a couple of faint handling blemishes.  This rifle comes with sling
swivels, a soft case, a stuffed cricket, manual, screwdriver, scope base and its original box.  (126518-6) (100/175)

1899. STEVENS SPRINGFIELD MODEL 15 BOLT ACTION SINGLE SHOT RIFLE S,L,LR, 22” barrel with a bright excellent
bore.  The metal surfaces retain 97% original blue with some thinning to gray-brown and a few minor handling marks.  The hardwood pis-
tolgrip stock rates very good with multiple scratches, a few impact marks and other light handling blemishes.  (126518-28) (100/200)
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1900. SAVAGE MODEL 219B SINGLE SHOT RIFLE serial #1849, 22 Hornet, 26” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The barrel is a
gray-brown patina with spots of oxidation staining and a few minor handling marks.  The frame exhibits excellent case-hardened colors
with a few freckles.  The alloy triggerguard is worn to light gray.  The hardwood pistolgrip stock and forearm rate very good with several
light scratches, a few impact marks and a flaking finish on the buttstock.  The forearm has an added finish.  (126570-1) (100/200)

1901. WHITNEY MODEL NO 2 ROLLING BLOCK SINGLE SHOT RIFLE serial #73674, 32 RF, 26” octagon barrel with a mod-
erately frosted bore.  The metal surfaces retain 97% reblued finish with a few impact marks, light scratches, scattered pinprick pitting, and
light freckling.  The perch bellied walnut stock and forearm with ebony schnabel tip rate very good with several impact marks, some
scratches, and a few other light handling blemishes.  There is a small chip in the ebony tip.  The buttplate is blue with some oxidation and
light pitting and fits proud of the wood.  (126556-11) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)

1902. FRANK WESSON TWO-TRIGGER SINGLE SHOT RIFLE serial #467, 22 RF, 24” barrel with a gray lightly pitted bore.  The
barrel is primarily a brown patina with some light pitting and an area of thinning blue towards the breech.  The frame is a brown patina
with several light impact marks.  The triggerguard is brown with remnants of flaking silver plate.  The walnut stock has a few deep scratch-
es, several light handling marks and a couple of cracks near the toe.  The brass buttplate is dull ochre and sits slightly proud of the wood.
Features a fixed rear sight with no front sight present.  (126552-1) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1903. W. RICHARDS SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #2016, 12 ga, 32” barrel with a poor bore.  The barrel is a gray and brown
patina with patches of oxidation staining.  The frame is silver plate flaking to a brown patina partially covered with lacquer showing some
light pitting.  The buttplate is a brown patina and sits proud of the wood.  The checkered pistolgrip hardwood stock and smooth forearm
are in very good condition showing a couple of checks in the stock and another in the forearm with multiple light handling marks.  The
stock appears to have been refinished.  (126568-6) (25/75)

1904. DAISY POWERLINE MODEL 717 AIRPISTOL serial #7A07139, .177 cal. 9 1/2” barrel.  Side-lever cocking single-stroke
pneumatic single shot with right-handed plastic target grips.  This pistol is in overall very good condition showing a few light handling
marks.  (126416-45)

1905. CROSMAN MODEL AUTO AIR II CO2 AIR PISTOL Single shot .177 cal. pellet, repeater 4.5mm BB.  Gun is gray plastic with
black grips and is in very good condition.  (126416-46)

1906. CROSMAN MODEL 1088 CO2 AIR PISTOL 4.5mm BB/.177 cal pellet.  Silver plastic with a couple of handling blemishes and
black plastic grips in very good overall condition.  (126357-S17140C)

1907. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 79G SINGLE SHOT CO2 AIR PISTOL serial #Q092145, .177 cal, 8 1/4” barrel, brown plas-
tic grips, adjustable rear sights.  Overall near excellent condition.  Comes with factory box, manual, two CO2 cartridges, and a packet of
pellets.  (126416-37)

1908. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 78G SINGLE SHOT CO2 AIR PISTOL serial #Q006881, .22 cal, 8 1/4” barrel, brown plastic
grips, adjustable rear sights. Overall near excellent condition.  The grips are cracked by one of the screws.  Comes with factory box, five
CO2 cartridges, and a packet of seals.  Needs mechanical attention.  (126416-36)

1909. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 586 CO2 AIR PISTOL serial #S9245564, .177 cal, 4” barrel.  The air gun comes with two ten-
shot revolving cylinders, has a gloss black finish and textured rubber grips.  This revolver is in overall near excellent condition and includes
the factory plastic case, a tin of pellets, cleaning tools, and a manual.  (126416-4)

1910. KWC SOFTAIR PISTOL  This pistol is designed to look like a Sig Sauer P226 and is in overall excellent condition.  It comes with a 12 shot
capacity magazine and shoots 6mm round projectiles.  Comes with a Styrofoam lined box, manual, and a box of projectiles.  (126416-32)

1911. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 10-5 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #D138780, 38 Spl. 4” pinned barrel with a bright
excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue with silvering on some high edges, some scattered light freckling, a few
spots of light oxidation, a couple of scuffs and a light turn ring on the fluted cylinder.  The hammer and trigger exhibit excellent case
colors.  The Hogue finger groove rubber grips rate near excellent with a few light handling marks.  Comes with a metal box and two
speed loaders.  (126587-S17568) (250/450)

1912. SMITH & WESSON 38 SECOND MODEL SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #16683, 38 S&W, 3 1/4” barrel with a light-
ly pitted bore.  The metal surfaces on this spur trigger revolver retain 95-97% original nickel finish with several spots of oxidation, a few freck-
les, a couple of spots of flaking, and a turn ring on the five shot fluted cylinder.  The hammer exhibits strong case colors with some light
freckling.  The checkered hard rubber grips with S&W monogram rate near excellent with some light handling wear.  The grips are pencil
numbered to the gun.  The frame, cylinder, barrel, and tip-up release lever are numbered alike.  (126599-4) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1913. REMINGTON MODEL 51 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #PA58590, 380 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with a frosted very good bore.  The
metal surfaces retain 70% original blue with thinning to gray-brown on the slide, gripstrap and triggerguard; a few spots of pitting and oxi-
dation staining; and a few minor impact marks.  The checkered hard rubber grips rate near excellent with a couple of minor handling blem-
ishes.  (126534-9) {C&R} (300/500)

1914. REMINGTON MODEL 51 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #PA14660, 380 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with a lightly frosted bore.  The metal
surfaces retain 60% blue with thinning to gray brown on the slide, scattered light freckling, a few spots of light oxidation and pitting, and
silvering on high edges.  The checkered hard rubber grips rate very good with some minor handling blemishes and some flattening of the
checkering.  Comes with a total of two magazines.  (126488-2) (250/450)

1915. LOT OF 1911 MAGAZINES Three blued magazines marked "19200- / ASSY 550694 /MFR. 1M291" along the floorplate.  The
magazines range in condition from good to very good with each showing different amounts of scratches and light oxidation scattered over
its body.  (106417-7D)

1916. LOT OF MINI 14 MAGAZINES  Four items; first are two Eagle International Inc., 10 round, clear plastic magazines in excellent
condition.  Second is a steel unmarked 20 round magazine in excellent condition.  Third is a Buffer Tech., Mini-14/30 recoil buffer in its
original packaging with instruction sheet.  (106417-7K)

1917. LOT OF GLOCK 21 MAGAZINES  Two thirteen round polymer magazines, one has the Super2 floorplate both are in very good to
near excellent condition.  (106417-7AE)

1918. LOT OF S&W 41 MAGAZINES  Two blued steel marked S&W magazines.  Both magazines show wear in the finish along the con-
tact points and have strong springs and are in excellent condition.  (106417-7H)

1919. LOT OF REMINGTON 22 MAGAZINES  Two marked 6 round blued magazines.  First is marked with an R on the floorplate show-
ing a few light scratches in excellent condition.  Second is marked Remington along the floorplate with some light oxidation staining and
silver along the high edges in very good condition.  Likely for the “500-series” of rifles.  (106417-7T)
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1920. LOT OF 1911 MAGAZINES  Five total, each magazines has a Pachmayr rubber base and is unmarked.  The blued finish magazines
are in excellent condition.  (106417-7O)

1921. LOT OF 38 SUPER MAGAZINES  Three total; first is a blue Colt-marked magazine that has several light scratches and silvering
along the edges in excellent condition.  Second is a stainless steel Colt-marked magazine in excellent condition.  Third is a Mec-Gar
marked blue magazine with a few light scratches in excellent condition.  (106417-7AC)  

1922. LOT OF S&W 41 MAGAZINES  Two blued steel marked S&W magazines.  Both magazines show wear in the finish along the con-
tact points and have strong springs and are in excellent condition.  (106417-7J)

1923. LOT OF S&W 41 MAGAZINES  Two blued steel marked S&W magazines.  Both magazines show light wear in the finish along the
contact points and have strong springs and are in excellent condition.  (106417-7I)

1924. LOT OF AFTERMARKET 1911 MAGAZINES  Four total, first are three Wilson Combat magazines with plastic floorplates in
excellent condition.  Second is a Chip McCormick "Power Ten" magazine in excellent condition.  (106417-7M)

1925. LOT OF BALL AMMUNITION  Includes three full 20 round boxes of 1960-dated M72, 30-06 cartridges from the Frankford Arsenal.
The tan boxes with red white and blue colored labels are in near excellent condition with some light dirt staining and ink markings pre-
sent. The boxes remain sealed with one showing a tiny tear in the corner.  (106019-1CE)

1926. LOT OF MIXED CALIBER AMMUNITION  Three boxes; first is a partial 50 round box (43) of Western X Super-Match 45 ACP, 185
gr., FMC cartridges in excellent condition.  Second is a full 50 round box of Western 30 Mauser, 86 gr., metal cased cartridges in very good
condition.  Third is a partial 50 round box (7) of Remington 30 Mauser, 85 gr., metal cased bullets in near excellent condition.  (106019-1CH)

1927. LOT OF BALL AMMUNITION  Four boxes; first is full 20 round box marked "GOB., REP., Dominica Caliber 30 M/2 1947-48
Winchester Repeating Arms Company".  The cartridges are in very good condition and the box shows several small tears and split seams
due to the glue losing its strength.  Second are three boxes of Frankford Arsenal Ball M72 Cartridges with the eagle clutching 3 arrows
and an olive leaf.  There are two boxes dated 1960 one full and one partial both in good overall condition.  The third box is dated 1959 in
similar condition.  (106019-1CF)

1928. LOT OF MIXED BALL AMMUNITION AND BLANKS  First are 40 rounds on five round stripper clips of FA 38 headstamp
marked .30 cal. ball ammunition showing varying levels of oxidation along the brass.  Second is a full 20 round box of PMC 7.62 mm Ball
M80 ammunition in excellent condition.  Third are six full 20 round boxes of Winchester Repeating Arms Co., blanks labeled "Cal. 30
M1898 (KRAG)".  The boxes are sealed and contents are in presumably excellent condition.  (106019-1CG)

1929. LOT OF MILITARY PRINTS  Includes an assortment of "Hero's in action" prints depicting scenes from the life of soldiers from the
Revolutionary War era through World War II.  The prints have been stored rolled up and are in very good overall condition.  There are a
total of 14 with only minor crinkled edges and one having a small tear in the right corner.  (103559-58)

1930. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Two steel 36-round M11 .380 caliber magazines that show light scratches in the finish around the contact
points in very good to excellent condition.  (106214-14)

1931. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Four blued steel 30-round Thompson stick magazines.  First are two Auto Ordnance-marked showing some
light scratches and even fading on one and strong blue with light scratches on the other.  Second are two Seymour Products Co. maga-
zines showing faint scratches in the blue and all four are in excellent condition overall.  (106214-11)

1932. CONTENDER BARREL LOT  Includes a Thompson Center Arms marked 22LR, 10" round barrel with bright excellent bore.  The
barrel retains near 90% original blue with scratches present along the area where the forend would be.  The barrel has a standard front
sporting sight and fully adjustable rear.  (106214-12)  

1933. CONTENDER BARREL LOT  Includes a 10" round .30 Herrett barrel with bright excellent bore.  The barrel retains 95% plus of its
original blue with loss due to scratches consistent with removal of the forend.  (106214-13)

1934. DRUM MAGAZINE LOT  Includes a 50-round Auto Ordnance West Hurley type L Thompson Sub-Machinegun Magazine.  The
magazine retains 95% plus of its original finish and comes in a cardboard shipping sleeve with instruction sheet all in excellent con-
dition.  (106214-10A)

1935. DRUM MAGAZINE LOT  Includes a 50 round Auto Ordnance West Hurley type L Thompson Sub-Machinegun Magazine.  The
magazine retains 95% plus of its original finish and comes in a cardboard shipping sleeve with instruction sheet all in excellent con-
dition.  (106214-10B)

1936. BRASS HULLS  Includes eight 10 ga., unprimed brass shotshell hulls showing light amounts of oxidation staining on the brass that
should clean up nicely when run through the tumbler in very good to excellent condition.  (106019-1CI)

1937. LOT OF MAGAZINES Includes six unmarked blue steel AK-47 Style 30-round magazines.  All showing very light traces of oxidation
staining scattered about the metal surfaces with a few light scratches in excellent overall condition.  (106382-6)

1938. LOT OF MAGAZINES Includes 5 unmarked steel AK-47 style 40-round magazines.  All showing light scratches around the top edges
consistent with use and are in excellent condition.  (106382-6A)

1939. ARSENAL REFURBISHED GERMAN MODEL 98K BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #2700l, 8 mm Mauser, 23 1/2" barrel
with a strongly rifled, although lightly frosted bore.  The arsenal grade refinished barrel is marked AV, denoting that it was produced
by Vereinigte Deutsche Metallwerke AG rates very good, having retained about 97% of its arsenal reblued finish over some slight pit-
ting.  The Gustloff Werke receiver and bolt assembly similarly rate very good, also having retained about 97% of arsenal reblued finish
over slight pitting. The receiver is marked “bcd 4*” denoting the abbreviation for Gustloff Werke and what was likely the year of man-
ufacture which has since faded and been lost; however, research would seem to indicated that the rifle was originally produced in 1941.
The triggerguard is also subject to some pinprick pitting under the layer of arsenal rebluing.  The smooth wood pistolgrip stock rates
near very good, however there are several chips and scuffs, as well as the wood conveying a relatively rough texture; the stock also
displays the initials "T.H." lightly etched into the rear section on the right side of the stock and highlighted by what appears to have
been a black marker.  The rifle features a hooded front sight and sling mounts; comes with a leather sling and cleaning rod.  Overall
this is a very good example of an arsenal refurbished Model 98k and would likely prove an adequate and economical shooter or hunt-
ing rifle despite its flaws. (136403-4) {C&R} (200/400)

1940. LOT OF HEADSPACE GAUGES  Lot items are for 300 Mag.  The lot consists of three (3) gauges.  Two of the gauges rate excel-
lent, while the remaining gauge rates very good plus as it is subject to extremely minor light oxidation. (131096-1A)

1941. LOT OF HEADSPACE GAUGES  Lot items are for 30 Carbine.  The lot consists of three (3) gauges, all of which rate very good but
present signs of minor light wear. (131096-1B)
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1942. LOT OF HEADSPACE GAUGES  Lot items are for 30 Carbine.  The lot consists of four (4) gauges.  One of the gauges rates excel-
lent, while the remaining gauges rate very good and display signs of minor light wear. (131096-1C)

1943. LOT OF HEADSPACE GAUGES  Lot items are for 30 Carbine.  The lot consists of four (4) gauges.  Two of the gauges rate excel-
lent, with the remaining two rating very good plus due to some extremely minor light wear.  Three of the gauges are marked: “Field;” “Go;”
and “No Go” respectively, with the fourth lacking any such indication.  All of the gauges come in sealed containers. (131096-1D)

1944. LOT OF HEADSPACE GAUGES  Lot items are marked for 243, 308, and 358 Winchester.  The lot consists of two (2) gauges, both
of which rate very good, although exhibiting some signs of minor light wear.  The gauges come in sealed containers. (131096-1E)

1945. LOT OF HEADSPACE GAUGES  Lot items are for 22 Rimfire.  The lot consists of three (3) gauges, all of which rate excellent.  The
gauges come in a sealed container. (131096-1F)

1946. LOT OF HEADSPACE GAUGES  Lot items are for 22 Rimfire.  The lot consists of four (4) gauges.  All of the gauges rate excellent.
(131096-1G)

1947. LOT OF HEADSPACE GAUGES  Lot items are for 223 Remington.  The lot consists of two (2) gauges marked as “M16-223
Remington.”  Both of the gauges rate very good, with some signs of minor light oxidation.  The gauges come in a small envelop and include
an instruction sheet. (131096-1H)

1948. LOT OF SHOTGUN TOOLS  The lot consists of three (3) items, includes: 1) a rim cutter for a 410 bore; 2) a chamber length tool
for 12 Gauge; 3) a chamber reamer for 12 Gauge housed in a transparent, yellow plastic protective sleeve.  All of the tools rate very good
as they exhibit only extremely minor signs of light oxidation.  Each tool is stored in a red cardboard cylindrical container. (131096-1I)

1949. LOT OF SHOTGUN CHAMBER GAUGES  The lot consists of five (5) gauges.  Items included in this lot are rated for gauges: 1)
410; 2) 28; 3) 20; 4) 16; 5) 12.  All of the chamber gauges rate very good but demonstrate moderate oxidation development.  The cham-
ber gauges come with an instruction sheet. (131096-1J)

1950. LOT OF TOOLS  Lot items are for 30-06 Springfield.  The lot consists of four (4) items; includes: 1) Rougher Reamer for a US Model
1903; 2) Neck Reamer for a US Model 1903; 3) Finisher Reamer for 30-06; 4) Wilson 30-06 Finisher Reamer.  All of the tools rate very
good, only demonstrating minor light oxidation or minor signs of light wear. All of the items come in capped plastic tubes.  The plastic tube
for the rougher reamer shows signs of cracking at both ends. (131096-1K)

1951. LOT OF REAMERS  The lot consists of two (2) reamers, includes: 1) finisher reamer for 243 Winchester; 2) reamer for 308
Winchester.  Both tools rate excellent and demonstrate negligible signs of minor extremely light oxidation.  The reamers come in capped
plastic tubes. (131096-1L)

1952. REAMER LOT  Lot item is a single reamer for 30-30 Winchester Center Fire.  The reamer rates excellent and is essentially in like-new
condition.  The reamer is housed in a hard plastic case and stored in a small cardboard case. (131096-1M)

1953. LOT OF HEADSPACE GAUGES  The lot consists of four (4) gages.  All of the gages are made for a 1.6310 headspace and are
marked “U.S. Govt. Insp.”  All of the gages rate in excellent condition. (131096-1N)

1954. LOT OF HEADSPACE GAUGES  Lot items are for .303 British.  The lot consists of two (2) gauges, marked “Parker-Hale .064” and
“Parker-Hale .074” respectively.  The gauges rate very good but exhibit minor oxidation development. (131096-1O)

1955. LOT OF L.E. WILSON BURRING TOOLS  The lot consists of two (2) burring tools.  Both items rate very good but do show signs
of age as well as some minor instances of oxidation.  Both tools come in a factory box. (131096-1P)

1956. LOT OF L.E. WILSON TOOLS  The lot consists of two (2) tools.  The items included in the lot are: 1) Shell Holder marked “308
Win. 243 Win. 358 Win.”; 2) Cartridge Case Trimmer Cutter Bearing marked 7/16”.  The shell holder rates very good but exhibits moder-
ate oxidation; the shell holder comes in a factory box.  The cutter bearing rates very good but demonstrates minor to moderate light oxi-
dation; the cutter bearing comes in a factory box.  Both items are housed in a faded, but very well maintained, box from L.E. Wilson and
includes two (2) instruction sheets. (131096-1Q)

1957. LOT OF SHELL HOLDERS  The lot consists of two (2) shell holders.  The shell holders are marked: 1) 308 Winchester; 2) 270
Winchester.  The shell holders both rate very good but exhibit moderate oxidation. (131096-1R)

1958. LOT OF REAMERS  The lot consists of two (2) reamers, included: Chamber Gauge for 38 Special which rates near excellent but does
demonstrate some extremely minor signs of light oxidation; Reamer for 38 S&W which rates near excellent and demonstrates negligible
signs of wear, the reamer comes in a capped plastic tube.  Lot also includes an instruction sheet from L.E. Wilson Inc. (131096-1S)

1959. LOT OF REAMERS  The lot consists of two (2) reamers, included: Reamer for 44 Remington Magnum; Reamer for 44 S&W Special.
Both reamers rates very good plus to near excellent and demonstrate extremely minimal signs of either wear or oxidation.  Both reamers
come in capped plastic tubes. (131096-1T)

1960. LOT OF HEADSPACE GAUGES  Lot items are for 8 mm Mauser.  The lot consists of three (3) gauges individually marked as:
1) Field; 2) No Go; 3) Go.  The gauges rate very good but show signs of long storage.  The three gauges come in a capped plastic
tube. (131096-1U)

1961. LOT OF HEADSPACE GAGES  Lot items are for 30-06 Springfield.  The lot consists of three (3) gages.  Two of the gages are
marked 1.950, with one of these being marked as 1.950 Field; while the remaining gage is marked as 1.940.  The gages rate excellent
and display negligible signs of age or wear.  The two gages marked 1.950 come in a capped plastic tube, with the remaining gage being
unpackaged. (131096-1V)

1962. LOT OF HEADSPACE GAGES  Lot items are for 30-06 Springfield.  The lot consists of three (3) gages.  All of the gages are marked
as 1.946. The gages rate excellent and display minimal signs of age or wear.  The gages come in a capped plastic tube.  Included with the
headspace gages is an instruction sheet from the L.E. Wilson Inc. (131096-1W)

1963. LOT OF HEADSPACE GAUGES  Lot items are for 308 Winchester.  The lot consists of three (3) gauges individually marked
as: 1) Field; 2) No Go; 3) Go.  The gauges rate very good but show signs of long storage.  The three gauges come in a capped
plastic tube. (131096-1X)

1964. LOT OF HEADSPACE GAUGES  Lot items are for 300 Winchester Magnum.  The lot consists of three (3) gauges individually
marked as: 1) Field; 2) No Go; 3) Go.  The gauges rate very good but show signs of age and minor wear. (131096-1Y)

1965. REAMER LOT  The lot consists of a single reamer for Remington Hepburn 32-30.  The reamer rates very good but displays some minor
oxidation.  The reamer comes in a capped plastic tube. (131096-1Z)

1966. HEADSPACE GAUGE LOT  The lot consists of a single headspace gauge for 257 Roberts.  The headspace gauge is marked “Field,”
and comes in a sealed container.  The gauge is in near excellent condition. (131096-1AA)
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1967. REAMER LOT  The lot consists of a single reamer for 9mm Luger.  The reamer rates near excellent.  The reamer comes in a capped
plastic tube. (131096-1AB)

1968. REAMER LOT  The lot consists of a single reamer for 22 LR.  The reamer rates near excellent.  The reamer comes in a capped plastic
tube. (131096-1AC)

1969.FIRING PIN PROTRUSION GAUGE FOR THOMPSON 45 ACP SUB-MACHINE GUN  The Gauge rates in near excel-
lent condition. (131096-1AD)

1970. REAMER LOT  The lot consists of a single reamer for 20 Gauge.  The reamer is for a 2 3/4” 20 Gauge barrel; rating very good but does
display staining and age.  (131096-1AE)

1971. REAMER LOT  The lot consists of a single reamer for 22 Hornet.  The reamer rates near excellent.  The reamer is stored in a green
wrapping. (131096-1AF)

1972. LOT OF M1855 U.S. BAND SPRING AND TUMBLER PUNCHES  The lot consists of a total of twenty-two (22) punches.
The punches rate near excellent to excellent. (131096-1AG)

1973. LOT OF TOOLS  Lot items are for 45-70 Government.  The lot consists of three (2) items.  Included in the lot are: 1) Reamer for 45-
70 Gov’t; 2) 45-70 Gov’t Shell Holder reloading tool.  The reamer rates near excellent; the reamer comes in a capped plastic tube.  The
shell holder rates very good but demonstrates minor light oxidation acquisition; the shell holder comes is wrapped and stored inside of its
factory cardboard box. (131096-1AH)

1974. LOT OF TOOLS  Lot items are for 30 Carbine.  The lot consists of three (3) items.  Items included in the lot are: 1) L.E. Wilson Shell
Holder marked M-1 Carbine; 2) “B-C Co. High Speed Reising Light 30 Cal Rifle” Breech Finish Taper Reamer; 3) “B-C Co. High Speed
Reising Light 30 Cal Rifle” Bullet Lead Reamer.  The Reising Light 30 Cal Rifle was a 30 carbine prototype by H&R, loosely based on the
company’s M50 Reising 45 ACP submachine gun, and was submitted for the military trials which ultimately resulted in the adoption of the
M1 Carbine.  The shell holder rates very good but exhibits moderate oxidation; the shell holder comes in wrapping inside of its factory
cardboard box.  Both “B-C Co. High Speed Reising Light 30 Cal Rifle” tools rate in very good plus to near excellent condition; both come
in capped plastic tubes. (131096-1AI)

1975. REAMER LOT  The lot consists of a single L.E. Wilson inside neck reamer.  The reamer rates near excellent as it displays negligible
signs of age.  The lot includes an instruction sheet from L.E. Wilson Inc. (131096-1AJ)

1976. LOT OF TOOLS  Lot items are for 7mm.  The lot consists of two (3) items: 1) what appears to be a roughing reamer; 2) a 7mm throat-
ing tool, purportedly a Pope Finish Throater; 3) headspace gauge marked as “No Go”.  The first two items rate very good but do show their
age, while the headspace gauge rates as near excellent.  Both reamers come in capped plastic tubes, with the headspace gauge being
secured in a sealed container. (131096-1AK)

1977. LOT OF DENT RAISERS  The lot consists of three (3) brass mechanical dent raisers; all of the dent raisers rate near excellent but
do show some negligible signs of minor wear and age.  The dent raisers are screw-style which expands the brass fingers. (131096-1AL)

1978. LOT OF DENT RAISERS  The lot consists of two (2) brass mechanical dent raisers; both of the dent raisers rate very good but do
exhibit moderate light oxidation development.  The dent raisers are screw-style which expands the brass fingers. (131096-1AM)

1979. LOT OF TOOLS FROM BROWN & SHARPE MANUFACTURING COMPANY  The lot consists of six (6) items.  Items in
the lot include: 1) five (5) end mills for Morse taper; 2) one (1) counter bore.  The end mills measure: 1/4”; two (2) end mills in 5/16”;
3/8”; 7/16”.  The tools range in condition from very good to near excellent, with most having acquired minor to moderate oxidation.  The
lot comes in wooden case with a sliding cover, marked H&M Tool Co. (131096-1AN)

1980. LOT OF MISCELLANEOUS TOOLS The lot includes, but is not limited to: 1) unknown ordnance gauges marked .303 and .306;
2) another British ordnance gauge which may be throat wear; 3) a Parker Hale striker point and radius gauge; 4) a 65 degree dovetail
cutter; 5) unidentified reamer for unknown caliber in a capped plastic tube; 6) what is likely a bullet mold cherry.  Items rate in very good
to near excellent condition. (131096-1AO)

1981. LOT OF MAGAZINES The lot consists of four magazines for Smith & Wesson pistols.  Magazines in the lot include: 1) stainless steel
11 round magazine for 40S&W Smith & Wesson pistol; 2) two stainless steel 10 round magazines for 40S&W Smith & Wesson pistol; 3)
stainless steel 15 round magazine for 9mm Smith & Wesson handgun.  All of the items rate very good plus and only display some faint
indications of prior use. (136417-8D)

1982. LOT OF MAGAZINES The lot consists of four magazines, as well as a two magazine pouch.  Magazines in the lot include: 1) three
blued steel 13 round magazine for Sig P228, P229 9mm pistols; 2) single blued steel 13 round magazine for Browning Hi-Power 9mm pis-
tol.  All of the magazines rate very good but do exhibit light signs of prior use. (136417-7N)

1983. LOT OF MAGAZINES The lot consists of two magazines.  Magazines in the lot include: 1) two blued steel 8 round magazine for Sig
P220 45 ACP pistol.  Both magazines rate very good but do show some signs of previous use. (136417-7F)

1984. LOT OF MAGAZINES  The lot consists of three magazines.  Magazines in the lot include: 1) two black polymer 10 round magazines
for Glock 45 ACP pistol; 2) single black polymer 13 round magazine for Glock 45 ACP pistol.  All of the magazines rate very good plus but
and do demonstrate minimal light indications of previous use. (136417-7AH)

1985. LOT OF MAGAZINES  The lot consists of three (3) magazines.  Magazines in the lot include: 1) two Chip McCormick Shooting
Star Classic stainless steel 7 round magazines Model 1911 45 ACP pistols; 2) Unknown manufacturer stainless steel 8 round maga-
zine for Model 1911 45 ACP pistols.  All of the magazines rate very good, but do exhibit some extremely minor faint to light oxidation
development. (136417-7A)

1986. LOT OF MAGAZINES  The lot consists of two 15 round stainless steel magazines for Smith & Wesson Sigma 40 S&W pistol.  Both
magazines rate very good plus and only demonstrate relatively minor signs of previous use. (136417-8C)

1987. LOT OF MAGAZINES  The lot consists of three magazines.  Magazines in the lot include: 1) 5 round blued magazine for Smith &
Wesson Model 52 38 Special Wadcutter pistol; 2) what appears to be an 8 round blued magazine for Smith & Wesson Model 39 9mm
Luger pistol; 3) 8 round stainless steel magazine for a variety of 45 ACP Smith & Wesson pistols (models include: 645, 745, 4506, 4526,
4546, 4563, 4566, 4567, 4576, 4583, 4586).  The magazine for the 9mm rates very good although displaying some obvious light silvering
from wear; while the two remaining magazines rate excellent as they exhibit negligible signs of any such wear. (136417-7E)

1988. LOT OF MAGAZINES  The lot consists of four magazines.  Magazines in the lot include: 1) two Chip McCormick Shooting Star
Classic blued 8 round magazines for Model 1911 45 ACP pistols; 2) two unmarked 7 round magazines for Model 1911 45 ACP pistols
(one stainless steel, the other blued).  All of the magazines rate very good but nonetheless exhibit some minor light oxidation and/or
noticeable wear. (136417-7AD)
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1989. LOT OF MAGAZINES  The lot consists of three stainless steel magazines for Sig P220-1 45 ACP pistol.  Magazines in the lot
include two 8 round magazines, and a single 10 round magazine.  All of the magazines rate excellent and exhibit negligible faint signs
of wear. (136417-7Q)

1990. LOT OF MAGAZINES  The lot consists of three blued magazines for Kel-tec P32 32 ACP pistol.  Magazines in the lot include two 7 round
magazines with 1 round extension baseplates, and a single 10 round magazine.  All of the magazines rate very good plus with some extreme-
ly negligible signs of faint wear.  The lot also includes several spare magazine base plates and other assorted small parts. (136417-7C)

1991. LOT OF MAGAZINES  The lot consists of two 7 round blued magazines for Beretta Model 1915-1919 series 32 ACP pistols.  Both
of the magazines rate very good but do exhibit some minor signs of blue loss stemming from wear. (136417-7W)

1992. LOT OF MAGAZINES  The lot consists of four magazines.  Magazines in the lot include: 1) stainless steel 7 round magazine for 7.65
caliber Ortgies semi-automatic pistols, the magazine base plate features the Ortgies-Pistols logo circa 1921–1924; 2) blued 8 round mag-
azine for 25 ACP Beretta 950 Jetfire; 3) blued 7 round magazine for 380 ACP Walther PPK/PPKS series pistols; 4) an unknown blued
magazine for 380 caliber pistol.  The first three magazines in the lot rate in near excellent to excellent condition; while the remaining
unknown magazine rates very good, although subject to extensive noticeable wear which has led to substantial blue loss. (136417-7P)

1993. LOT OF MAGAZINES  The lot consists of two magazines.  Magazines in the lot include: 1) John Masen manufactured blued 5 round
magazine for 22 LR Winchester Model 52/57/69/75 series rifles; 2) what appear to be a parkerized magazine for Springfield Model
1922M1 military training rifle featuring a single shot capacity nylon follower. Both of the magazines rate very good plus but do exhibit some
signs of age and minor wear. (136417-7V)

1994. HOLSTER LOT  The lot consists of a single pocket holder for a High Standard Derringer model DM-101.  The holster rates excellent
and exhibits minimal signs of wear. (135705-64A)

1995. CARTRIDGE HOLDER LOT  The lot consists of a single R.H. Long 3 compartment belt for U.S. Model M1917 Revolver.  The
belt features a two-cell design for each compartment and comes a total of six half-moon-rings, which houses and includes 3 rounds
of 45 ACP per each ring.  The belt
itself rates very good plus to near
excellent; with the moon-rings
rating very good, and exhibiting
light to moderate surface oxida-
tion. (135945-13)

1996. TARGET PRACTICE
ACCESSORY  The lot consists
of a Hollifield “Dotter” Apparatus
Target Practice Rod Boxed Set for
use with 1911 pistols.  The rod
itself rates very good, but exhibits
some fading of its finish.  The set
also includes several unused tar-
gets.  Both the targets and rod
come in a wooden case, which has
held up quite well; featuring an
instruction sheet on the inside
panel, exhibiting age related wear
and some loss of its print but still
largely legible. (135939-4)

1997. LOT OF RELOADING TOOLS
The lot consists of three (3) items.
Items in the lot include: 1) two Ideal
Manufacturing 30 caliber reloading
tools; 2) Winchester reloading tool
for 38 S&W.  Both of the Ideal tools
rate very good plus, but do exhibit
some wear and extremely minor
instances of faint oxidation; while the
Winchester tool rates very good,
although displaying speckling
throughout. (135091-4E, G; F)

1998. HOLSTER LOT  The lot consists of a single pocket holster with both the manufacturer and intended model of handgun being unknown.
The holster rates very good plus but does exhibit normal amounts of expected wear. (135487-S16226A1)

1999. LOT OF MEDALS  The lot consists of two medals for “Eastern Mass. Rifle League”.  The first medal was awarded for “High on Team:
League Matches” and is dated 1964; while the second medal was awarded for “High on Team: Iron Sights” and is dated 1967.  Both of
the medals rate very good plus to near excellent in condition, with each housed in an individual case. (133746-7D13)

2000. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION  The lot consists of two 25 round boxes of .45-90 soft point, metal patched, 300 grain grooved
bullets produced by Winchester.  The bullets rate very good overall; with the factory original boxes rating very good considering their age, how-
ever they do exhibit some fading and other signs of general deterioration one would expect to find as associated with age. (135539-1A)

2001. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION  The lot consists of two items; included are: 1) single 25 round box of .45-90 soft point,
metal patched, 300 grain grooved bullets produced by Winchester.  The bullets rate very good overall; with the factory original box rating
very good considering its age, however it does exhibit some fading and minor deterioration one would expect to find as associated with
age; 2) single 25 round box containing 15 rounds of unknown caliber metal patched, 255 grain grooved bullets produced by Winchester.
The bullets rate very good overall; with the factory original box rating good despite its age, however exhibiting extensive degrees of both
fading and deterioration. (135539-1B)

2002. LOT OF REVOLVER GRIPS  The lot consists of two rubber grips for Smith & Wesson J Frame revolvers; included are: 1) checkered
black rubber grip by Pachmayr in near excellent condition, as well as both looking and feeling excellent; 2) checkered black rubber grip
by Uncle Mike’s in very good plus condition.  Both grips come with necessary frame retention screws. (135190-43)
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2003. LOT OF POWDER FLASKS  The lot consists of three black powder flasks.  Included in the lot are: 1) a single “Double Eagle and
Shield” brass pistol powder flask for Model 1849 Colt revolver which rates very good plus with little to no fading of the designs and “E.
Pluribus Unum” clearly legible on both sides under the crossed pistols; 2) a single “Flame & Shell Pattern” white metal and brass powder
flask which rates very good plus and exhibits no readily noticeable signs of damage; 3) a single powder horn type flask which rates good
but exhibits numerous deep divots, some of which run through to the interior of the flask. (134591-121)

2004. CARTRIDGE BOX FOR US MODEL 1879 TRAPDOOR RIFLE  The box rates good and exhibits extensive deterioration.  The
leather shows significant wear, culminating in the loss of the finial strap where it should connect with the brass clasp; as well as cracking
and separation of some portions of the leather, particularly along the brass hinge.  Additionally, the interior canvas likewise displays some
deterioration, particularly some of the twenty loops designed to hold 45-70 caliber cartridges, having become brittle and in cases begun
to crumble. (134736-18A)

2005. REDFIELD PALMA REAR APERTURE TARGET SIGHT  The sight rates very good plus, only exhibiting some extremely minor
light wear. (135933-25)

2006. PAIR OF US MARKED SPURS  The spurs rate very good, but do show signs of wear from previous use. (135267-4)
2007. PAIR OF GRIP PANELS FOR SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER  The smooth wood panels rate very good plus, but do exhibit sev-

eral light dings as well as a couple of faint scuffs and an extremely minor shallow crack on the upper portion of the right panel. (135706-43)
2008. LOT OF AMMO  The lot consists of nine (9) rounds of what is likely 43 Spanish round nose, centerfire ammunition.  All of the ammo

appears to have held up very well, with the exception of one round which exhibits some deterioration of its bullet.  The ammo rates very
good, overall with light tarnishing. (135867-7)

2009. BARREL ASSEMBLY FOR 357 MAGNUM DAN WESSON REVOLVER  The 2” barrel exhibits an excellent, bright bore
and retains about 98% of its factory blue finish with some extremely minor instances of faint oxidation isolated to the muzzle and front sight
ramp areas.  The assembly rates near excellent overall and comes in an excellent condition Dan Wesson factory box, although not original
to the barrel assembly as the box is marked for a 6” barrel assembly. (135333-103A)

2010. P.B. & CO. DUAL MAGAZINE POUCH FOR M1911  The canvas magazine pouch rates very good plus as it exhibits no signs
of deterioration with only some minor marks present on the back side of the pouch; the factory markings on the interior of the flap have
held up extremely well.  The magazine pouch includes two 7 round magazines for 1911 series pistols.  The first magazine rates very good
plus as it retains most of its factory blue finish, although dulling and in some places converting to faint silvering; the second magazine rates
very good, however the magazine exhibits extremely light pitting development in addition to the upper third of the magazine having con-
verted to a silver tint. (135945-14)

2011. JOHN PETTY & SONS FOLDING KNIFE  The knife rates very good with the blade retaining much of its edge and featuring a
“Barrel trademark” along the left side of the blade; however, the knife does exhibit significant chips in both wooden panels as well as a
few cracks running along the length of both panels. (135461-55)

2012. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION  The lot consists of three items; included are: 1) two boxes of Frankford Arsenal with mis-
cellaneous lead bullets, both boxes rate very good as they remain intact although exhibiting obvious signs of their age; 2) one partial box
of Winchester primers, the box rates near very good but does exhibit some deterioration; 3) a bag of miscellaneous antique cartridges
which rate very good overall. (136017-1)

2013. STONE AXE HEAD  The lot consists of a single loose Native American stone axe head in very good plus condition and lacking an axe han-
dle.  What appear to be some tooling marks are present, likely from when the axe head was honed into its present configuration. (132370-8)

2014. RUGER 10/22 TAKEDOWN SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #826-04962, 22 LR, 17 1/2” threaded barrel with an excellent, bright
bore.  The barrel rates near excellent as it has retained approximately 98% plus of its factory blue finish, but does exhibit a few minor faint
marks along the length of the barrel.  The receiver rates excellent, managing to retain about 99% of its factory blue finish, and lacking any
discernible marks; the receiver has been factory drilled and tapped for the installation of an included top rail.  The checkered black poly-
mer forend and pistolgrip stock both rate near excellent and feature all factory tags, but do exhibit a few minor light scratches; addition-
ally, the grip cap is not properly secured and may fall out.  The rifle features dovetail front blade and rear folding leaf sights; additionally
the threaded barrel features a “birdcage” style flash hider.  The rifle includes a single ten round rotary magazine, backpack-style soft case,
factory original box, manual, receiver rail mount, and sling. (136593-17) (200/300)

2015. SPORTERIZED US MODEL 1903-A3 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY REMINGTON serial #3561886, 30-06 Springfield, 24”
barrel with a near excellent bore.  The parkerized barrel rates near excellent, with what appears to be some areas having been refinished;
the barrel is marked “R.A. 3-43” and does not include any front sight, although a front sight slot is present.  The scene present on the
magazine base plate has held up extremely well and shows no indications of fading in the future.  The parkerized receiver and bolt assem-
bly likewise both rate near excellent with only some minor usage-related wear present.  The smooth wood Monte Carlo stock with ebony
forend rates very good but displays several dings and minor scratches.  The stock features a 1” black rubber Pachmayr Decelerator Recoil
Pad, which adjusts the overall length of pull to 14 1/2”.  The rifle includes a mounted Glenfield 4x32 scope with Fine Crosshair reticle and
crisp optics; the scope rates very good as it retains most of its factory blue finish, however it does exhibit fading as well as a few minor
light scratches.  Despite its functionality the scope was mounted leaning slightly to the right, as such the field of view when aiming is not
centered, but correcting the issue should prove a simply enough task.  Also included with the scope is a set of unmarked lens covers.
(136586-D28961) (300/500)

2016. SPORTERIZED NO.4 MK1* BOLT ACTION RIFLE MANUFACTURED BY LONG BRANCH serial #38L0110, 303
British, 25” barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The barrel rates very good plus as it has retained about 97% plus of its parkerized finish,
but exhibits some scratches.  The parkerized receiver rates very good but exhibits a few minor scratches as well as some faint silvering
along edges.  The bolt assembly rates very good plus, though having lost much of its blued finish as a result of use-related wear.  The
smooth wood stock and forend both rate very good, but do exhibit several minor light dings and scratches. The metal buttplate exhibits
some light oxidation as well as numerous scratches; likely from attempts to open the butt trap, which does still open with effort.  The forend
has been cut down to just above the middle barrel band to make for a lighter, sporterized configuration.  The rifle features a Simmons 3-
9x power scope with duplex reticle and crisp optics on an S&K mount above the receiver.  The scope rates very good plus but does exhib-
it some minor extremely faint scratching, as well as some loss of blue from the scope rings.  The rifle also features sling mounts; comes
with a camouflage patterned nylon sling and a single 10 round magazine. (136578-23) (200/300)

2017. MARLIN MODEL 336 LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #70106548, 30-30 WCF, 20” barrel with a very good, although lightly oxi-
dized bore.  The barrel rates near excellent, retaining about 97% of its factory blue finish.  The receiver rates very good plus as it retains
roughly 95% of its factory blue finish, but does convey indication of extensive handling associated with prior use.  The action exhibits rather
stubborn cycling, but is by no means inoperable.  The rifle features an extended hammer spur.  The smooth wood forend and pistol-grip
stock rate very good, but exhibit numerous dings, scuffs, and scratches.  The stock features an imbedded medallion in the right side of the
stock which denotes, and is corroborated by the serial number, that the rifle was manufactured Marlin’s 100th year of production (1970).
The rifle features a Universal Standard 4x32 scope with fine crosshair reticle and crisp optics and comes with a set of transparent lens cov-
ers; the scope rates very good plus but does show a few marks along the scope body.  The rifle features a hooded front ramp sight as well
as sling mounts; comes with a GI style leather sling in excellent condition.  Rifle also comes with a soft case. (136587-S17542)(250/450)
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2018. REMINGTON 870 EXPRESS PUMP SHOTGUN serial #A059035M, 12 Ga., 28” barrel with an excellent bright bore.  The venti-
lated rib, choked barrel rates excellent, appearing to retain about 99% of its factory parkerized finish and exhibiting no signs of either wear or
damage.  The receiver rates near excellent having retained 98% plus of its factory parkerized finish but exhibits a light scratch running verti-
cally along the right side.  The checkered forearm and pistol-grip stock both rate very good plus but does exhibit some wear from previous
handling.  The shotgun features a bead sight and Remington recoil pad; comes with a soft case and sling. (136587-S17706) (200/300)

2019. MOSSBERG 500AG PUMP SHOTGUN serial #J122791, 12 Ga., 28” barrel with a bright, near excellent bore.  The ventilated rib,
choked barrel rates very good plus retaining about 93% of its factory blue finish but exhibits minor faint oxidation development.  The receiv-
er rates very good as it retains about 95% of its factory blue finish but exhibits some bright scratches and scuffs, particularly along the left
side.  The checkered wood forearm and pistol-grip stock both rate very good but exhibit various instances of damage.  The rifle is miss-
ing its front bead sight but does feature a recoil pad; comes with a soft case. (136587-S17687) (100/200)

2020. INTRAC ARMS IMPORTED NORINCO EAGLE 96 PUMP SHOTGUN serial #YL12-129600754, 12 Ga., 20” barrel with a
bright, near excellent bore.  The barrel rates excellent and has retain 98% plus of its factory blue finish. The receiver rates excellent, retain-
ing about 99% of its factory blue finish and shows no noticeable signs of damage.  The smooth wood forearm rates very good plus but
does exhibit a few light dings and scratches.  The checkered wood pistol-grip stock rates very good but exhibits a few deep scratches
and dings.  The shotgun features a hooded front sight and adjustable rear sight integral with a scope mount, the shotgun also features
sling mounts.  The front sight is wrapped in black vinyl tape. (136555-2) (100/200)

2021. IAC HAWK MODEL 982 (NORINCO 98) PUMP SHOTGUN serial #001627, 12 Ga., 18 1/2” barrel with a bright, near excel-
lent bore.  The barrel rates very good plus with an about 97% retention of its factory matte black finish, but does exhibit several cases of
light handling marks and wear.  The receiver rates very good plus with a similar about 97% retention of its factory matte black finish,
although some instances of wear as well as a couple of light scratches along the left side.  The checkered black polymer forearm and stock
both rate near excellent, exhibiting some faint wear from handling but largely free of any damage.  The shotgun features a recoil pad, sling
mounts, and ghost ring sights with painted front sight. (136570-2) (100/200)

2022. MOSSBERG/NEW HAVEN 600AT PUMP SHOTGUN serial #H841980, 12 Ga., 28” barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The
ventilated ribbed, choked barrel rates very good, retaining about 93% of its factory blue finish but exhibits some minor oxidation develop-
ment.  The receiver rates very good plus with a retention of about 97% of its factory blue finish, but there exist several bright scratches
along the left side, as well as few minor light scratches elsewhere on the receiver.  The checkered wood forearm and pistolgrip both rate
very good plus but do exhibit some minor faint scratches and dings.  The shotgun features a bead sight and comes with an additional 23”
barrel with a bright, very good plus bore. The barrel rates very good, retaining about 91% of its factory blue finish but exhibits some minor
oxidation development and a light scrape on the right of the muzzle.  The additional barrel features a painted front ramp sight and rear
folding leaf sight. (136543-11) (200/300)

2023. ITHACA SKB ARMS COMPANY MODEL XL 300 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #S1359158, 12 Ga., 20” barrel with a
bright, near excellent bore.  The barrel rates very good but exhibits considerable loss of its matte blue finish in conjunction with some light
scratches and wear.  The receiver rates very good and has retained about 90% of its factory blue finish, although exhibiting numerous
scratches and scrapes ranging in condition from light to bright.  The smooth wood beavertail forend and pistol-grip stock both rate very
good but exhibit extensive faint scratching and dings, being more prevalent along the stock.  The shotgun features a Ray-Bar “Glow-Red”
DeerSlayer front sight insert and an adjustable rear sight, the shotgun also features sling mounts. (136555-1) (250/350)

2024. REMINGTON MODEL 48 MOHAWK SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #5270080, 12 Ga., 28” barrel with an excellent, bright
bore.  The barrel rates excellent, having retained 98% plus of its factory blue finish with no discernible signs of damage or wear.  The receiv-
er rates excellent, likewise retaining 98% plus of its factory blue finish and with no discernible signs of damage or wear.  The checkered forend
and pistol-grip stock both rate very good plus, exhibiting only limited minor wear and extremely faint handling related marks.  Of note, the
forend can exhibit some wobble, but it appears to be secure to the shotgun.  The shotgun features a bead sight. (136571-2) (200/300)

2025. REMINGTON MODEL 700 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #C6471872, 7mm Mauser, 22” barrel with an excellent, bright bore.
The barrel rates excellent, having retained 98% plus of its factory blue finish with no discernible signs of damage or wear.  The receiver
rates excellent, likewise retaining 98% plus of its factory blue finish and with no discernible signs of damage or wear.  The black forend
tipped checkered walnut Monte Carlo stock rates near excellent with only extremely negligible faint handling related marks present.  The
stock features a Remington recoil pad.  The rifle features sling mounts but does not feature any sights. (136612-1) (300/500)

2026. WEATHERBY VANGUARD BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #VS269999, 300 Weatherby Mag., 24” barrel with an excellent, bright
bore.  The barrel rates excellent as it has retained about 99% of its factory matte blue finish and exhibits a few extremely light signs of
wear.  The receiver rates excellent, likewise retaining about 99% of its factory matte blue finish and lacking any discernible signs of dam-
age or wear.  The rifle’s fluted bolt rates near excellent only exhibiting expected wear as associated with prior use.  The “tan with black
spiderwebbing” fiberglass Monte Carlo stock rates excellent, with the only noticeable damage being a minor light scuff mark along the
upper right portion of the stock forend, parallel to the barrel.  The stock features a Weatherby recoil pad.  The rifle features sling mounts
but does not feature any sights, however the receiver has been factory drilled and tapped for the installation of a scope and includes
mount, although lacking scope rings. (136602-17) (350/550)

2027. WINCHESTER MODEL 12 TAKEDOWN PUMP SHOTGUN serial #1648109, 16 Ga., 26” barrel with an excellent, bright bore.
The barrel rates very good, although much of the factory blue finish has faded to a sort of gunmetal gray tint.  There are numerous minor
light scratches over the course of the barrel’s surfaces, in addition an isolated area of light pitting is present along the right side.  The bar-
rel included is not original to the frame as its unique serial number denotes that it was produced in 1942, while the frame was not pro-
duced until 1957.  The receiver likewise rates very good and exhibits an acquired gunmetal gray finish.  The receiver exhibits numerous
minor light scratches and silvering along edges, as well as moderate pitting covering the right side.  The smooth wood forearm and pistol-
grip stock both rate very good, but exhibit numerous light scratches, dings, and some minor scuffs and scrapes.  There is also what appears
to be a shallow crack in right side of the forearm.  The rifle features an installed post-manufacture adjustable choke with bead-type sight.
(136573-6) (250/450)

2028. CZ MODEL 452 ZKM SCOUT BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #826829, 22 LR, 16” barrel with a bright, near excellent bore.  The
barrel rates excellent as it retains about 99% of its factory blue finish and no discernible marks or wear.  The parkerized receiver rates near
excellent, retaining 97% plus of its factory finish but exhibiting a few extremely faint scratches as well as some isolated instances of silver-
ing.  The smooth wood stock rates near excellent with the only cases of damage being a slight area of scuffing rear of the bolt and some
etching along the left side located below the rear portion of the receiver.  The rifle features a hooded front and adjustable rear sights.  The
rifle comes with a single shot adapter, but is missing the 5 round that would have originally came with the rifle. (136518-31) (150/250)
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2029. RUGER 10/22 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #248-73875, 22 LR, 18 1/2” barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The stainless steel
barrel rates very good plus as it has retained about 91% of its factory finish, but it does exhibit some moderate wear, particularly along
the underside of the barrel.  The front sight block exhibits some moderate oxidation accumulation. The aluminum alloy receiver, trigger-
guard and barrel band all rate near excellent and show no discernible damage.  The checkered black polymer skeletonized pistol-grip
stock rates near excellent and only exhibits some minor, extremely faint marks.  The rifle features a folding leaf rear sight and comes with
a single 10 round rotary magazine.  The rifle also includes a Simmons 4x32 scope with a duplex reticle and clear, crisp optics; comes
with lens covers. (136416-40) (200/300)

2030. ITHACA MODEL 37 PUMP SHOTGUN serial #281130, 16 Ga., 28” barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The barrel rates very
good, retaining 90% plus of its factory blue finish but exhibiting extremely faint oxidation development.  The receiver rates very good and
has retained about 93% of its factory blue finish as well as maintaining both of its factory engravings; however, the receiver does exhibit
some minor pinprick pitting along the left side as well as extremely faint oxidation, additionally there are a few light scratches on the left
side.  The smooth wood forearm rates excellent with negligible faint wear; while the checkered wood pistol-grip stock rates very good,
although exhibiting numerous light dings and scratches as well as a crack in the right side of the stock extending from the receiver area.
The rifle features a bead front sight. (136372-7) (200/400)

2031. BALLARD SINGLE SHOT SPORTING RIFLE BY BALL & WILLIAMS serial #2293, .44 RF, 24 1/2" octagon barrel with an
about good bore showing strong rifling with pitting evident, predominately toward the breech. The metal surfaces of the barrel show even
brown patina overlaid with older textured surface oxidation. The top flat is marked "BALL & WILLIAMS/WORCESTER MASS", with "BAL-
LARD"S PATENT/NOV. 5 1861 appearing on the right adjacent flat and "MERWIN & BRAY AGT'S/NEW YORK" on the left adjacent flat.
The frame shows as dark mottled gray brown with silvering on the high edges. The lever and split type breech block show as pewter gray
mottled with patches of brown oxidation. The initials "HMX" have been filed into the bow of the lever and appear as a period addition.
The walnut stock and forend are in good condition, showing some original finish with numerous older dark impressions and usage marks
scattered across the wood surface. A 1" crack is apparent at the upper tang. The rifle wears a blade front sight and a military carbine type
flip rear sight. Overall a good example of these early manual extractor Ballard rifles. (146572-1) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)

2032. PERCUSSION COAT PISTOL BY SHARPE OF LONDON, .54 caliber, 5" octagon barrel with a lightly oxidized bore. The bar-
rel shows a mottled brown surface turning to silver at the edges and overlaid with an added coat of clear varnish. British proofs are visi-
ble on the left barrel flat, with the top flat marked "LONDON". Older pitting is visible around the nipple and bolster. The lock and hammer
show as smooth mottled gray brown and bear simple leaf engraving with borders. The square-cornered triggerguard is similarly engraved
and features a simple pineapple finial. The English walnut stock is in about good condition with strong checkering  and numerous dings
and impressions across the surface. A glued 2" crack is visible on the left side, traveling from the breech through the sideplate escutcheon.
A horn forend tip is present, showing a later coat of varnish, now loose and peeling. The ramrod fits well and appears to be of the period,
with a turned brass tip. (146393-353) {ANTIQUE} (200/300)

2033. WHITNEY WOLVERINE SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #29368, 22 LR, 4 5/8" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces show
about 95% original dark gray phosphate finish with the black plastic barrel shroud showing as gloss black and bearing the white WHITNEY
logo. Light scuffs and surface marks are visible on both surfaces. The checkered brown plastic grips are in excellent condition with no chips
or cracks. Included is one original magazine. Overall a good example of these less-than-beautiful pistols. (146393-290) (200/300)

2034. CHILEAN MODEL 1895 MAUSER BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY LOEWE serial #G3311, 7mm Mauser, 29" barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces of the barrel and receiver retain 85-90% smooth original blued finish with the loss due to patches of
heavy pitting on the muzzle forward of the front barrel band, now cleaned and showing a dark cold blue finish that is not obtrusive. Pitting
is also evident on the front sight blade as well as on the ramrod tip. The receiver bears a crisp Chilean crest as well as the Loewe Berlin
manufacturer marking on the left side rail. The triggerguard and floorplate show a smooth dark gray blue surface, also showing a later
touch up with cold blue. Bright fire blue is still visible on the bolt release, magazine follower, and rear sight elevator. The bolt remains in-
the-white with a bright polished surface and shows scattered light freckled oxidation spots, predominately on the bolt knob. All visibly
numbered parts are matching, including the ramrod. No import marks are visible. The walnut stock is also correctly numbered and remains
in near excellent condition with strong original finish and a crisp Chilean crest visible on the left side of the buttstock. Numerous rack marks
and light impressions are scattered across the wood surface. Included is a correct but non-matching bayonet with a bright unsharpened
blade and a correct but well-worn scabbard. Overall this is very nice Chilean Mauser, all matching with a great bore and marred only by
the areas of pitting at the muzzle. (146599-64) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)

2035. WALTHER MODEL 9 VEST POCKET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #623072, .25 ACP, 2" barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 85% smooth original blue with the loss due light thinning on the grip frame and silvering on the edges of the slide.
The checkered black plastic grips with round medallions are in excellent condition with no apparent chips or cracks. The pistol appears to
function correctly. Included is one original Walther marked magazine. Overall an excellent example of these diminutive little pistols.
(146393-272) {C&R} (300/400)

2036. WINCHESTER MODEL 63 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #90479, 22 LR, 23" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal sur-
faces retain 98% of a later dark olive bead-blasted parkerized finish. The left side of the barrel has been drilled and tapped to accept a
side mount for the R.A. Litschert "Spot-Shot" scope now in place. Both the mount and the scope have been parkerized to match the rifle,
with the front bell of the scope remaining black. The scope appears functional with slightly cloudy optics. The walnut forend and buttstock
are in near excellent as-cleaned condition, showing a smooth surface with a few minor scuffs and usage marks. The forend has been
relieved on the left side of the barrel channel to allow fitting of the scope mount. The original magazine tube is retained within the butt-
stock. The rifle wears a blade front sight with brass bead, with the rear sight dovetail now vacant. Overall a nicely refinished Model 63 that
should make a good shooter. (146599-37) (400/600)

2037. US MODEL 1884 TRAPDOOR SPORTER serial #425103, 45-70 Govt., 25 1/2" barrel with an about good bore showing strong
rifling with moderate pitting throughout. The metal surfaces of the barrel have faded to a mottled blue brown patina, with  numerous dings
and scuffs across the surface. The receiver,  breechblock and lock show dark brown patina mottled with gray. The triggerguard shows evi-
dence of an early nickel plated refinish now flaking to brown patina, while the single barrel band shows a later bright nickel refinished sur-
face. Quick release swivels have been added to the triggerguard and to the barrel via an oversized barrel clamp with rubber shim. The wal-
nut stock has been "sporterized" by cutting off the forend 2 1/2" forward of the barrel band, with the remaining cleaning rod channel still
visible. The wood remains sound with no visible cracks, and shows numerous impressions and dings across the surface. A diamond-shaped
white faux ivory medallion with the initials "EB" has been let into the left of the stock. The rifle wears a blade front sight with brass bead,
and a Buffington type rear sight. (146599-44) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)
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2038. US NAVAL BOARDING PIKE LOT This lot consists of one 1830's-era
U.S.-marked naval boarding pike with wood shaft. The pike head shows a
mottled brown surface patina with areas of older bright metal still visible
under a coat of yellowed varnish. The point is rectangular in cross section and
measures 5 1/2" from point to the base of the flats. One flat bears a "U.S"
marking, with the adjacent flat being marked "N.Y.W" for "Naval Yard
Washington".  The forged iron pike head measures 8 1/2" to the base of the
socket, and has an overall length of 16" including mounting straps. The light
hardwood (possibly Ash) staff remains in excellent condition and appears as
a possible original, measuring 85" from socket to ball end, and tapering from
1 1/2" at the socket to 1 3/16" just forward of the ball, with tight riveted
wood-to-metal fit. The wood surface shows about 40% coverage of older
white paint, now flaked with age and giving the whole pike a wonderful peri-
od appearance. Overall a scarce and very appealing U.S. Naval marked pike
dating to the post-War of 1812 period. (146387-56)                     (500/700)

2039. US MODEL 1905 FENCING MUSKET This lot consists of one U.S.
fencing musket consisting of a Model 1884 Trapdoor rifle with hammer
removed and thumb piece/breech block latch ground flush with the lockplate.
The metal surfaces show an even dark brown patina with dings and impact
marks across the surface. The walnut stock remains solid with numerous
chips, dings and fencing marks that tell of hard training use. The SWP car-
touche remains faintly visible. Overall length from butt to muzzle measures 43
1/2". The bayonet appears as a Model of 1912, consisting of a spring steel
blade showing a 1/4 twist and being mounted to the barrel via two cross
pieces rather than a socket. Both mounting screw holes are now vacant. The
original leather blade cover
with padded tip is intact,

showing a dry
abraded surface and

tight stitching just starting
to loosen at the base. Overall a very good

example that shows appealing wear commensurate
with hard military use. (146387-28) {ANTIQUE}   (400/600)

2040. FIREARMS INTERNATIONAL "PRE-BRONCO" SINGLE SHOT RIFLE serial #B5352, 22 LR, 16 1/2" barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces of the barrel and simple swivel breech action retain 90% original blue overlaid with spotted light pin-
prick surface oxidation as well as a few scattered light scuffs and scratches. The cast zinc solid frame and skeleton buttstock show 90%
original deep maroon crinkled enamel surface. A few scratches are present showing the grey base metal through the crinkled paint fin-
ish, most notably on the upper surface adjacent to the rear sight. While not visually apparent, the blued steel tube forming the bottom sec-
tion of the buttstock remains in place, but is loose with damaged threads. The action functions and locks up tightly. The rifle is equipped
with a simple eared blade front sight as well as an even simpler single blade rear sight. A nice example of these interesting little Firearms
International guns that preceded Garcia's later "Bronco" model. This example, having a serial number but no Bronco name, can be dated
to 1969-70. (146601-21) (200/400)

2041. WINCHESTER MODEL 61 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #104367, 22 S, L, LR,
22" round barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95-97% original blue with

the loss due to a hint of silvering at the muzzle as well as scattered light surface scratches. Several light dings
are noted on the bottom edges of the non-grooved receiver. The walnut buttstock and grooved long forend are

in excellent plus condition with clean original finish and showing only a few very light impressions and storage marks. The rifle
wears a blade front sight with silver bead and an adjustable rear sight with elevator intact. Manufactured in 1948, this is a very fine

Model 61 that will please both the collector as well as the shooter. (146586-D29194) {C&R} (500/700)
2042. PERCUSSION DOUBLE SHOTGUN BY PERKINS, 16 bore, 28 1/2" damascus barrels with gray bores showing patches of light

oxidation. The metal surfaces of the barrels show gray patina evenly interspersed with brown damascus twist pattern. The breech is adorned
with two silver bands and shows dark brown patina with patches of older pitting surrounding the nipples, which appear as later replace-
ments.  The barrels are mounted with a wide flat rib marked "LONDON" in an engraved foliate surround, and also bears a somewhat crude
silver inlay showing a stag and doe in simplistic habitat. A single nickel silver bead is mounted at the muzzle, and is highlighted with a silver
inlay displaying an arrow pointing in the direction of fire. The barrels bear British proofs, and appear sound. Two ramrod pipes are mount-
ed, with the brass tipped ramrod appearing of the period if not original. The iron furniture and back action locks bear foliate engraving and
show old brown patina peppered with fine pitting and wearing to pewter at the tang and triggerguard. The locks are marked "T. Perkins"
and are functional with the hammers showing firing erosion and small chips at the faces. The walnut buttstock features checkering at the
wrist, now worn nearly smooth, and features a simply engraved nickel silver tailpipe, wedge escutcheon, as well as a spare nipple trap inlet
into the toe of the stock. The stock remains solid with a pleasing worn surface showing numerous older dark impressions and usage marks.
Overall a nice old shotgun that shows evidence of use but not abuse. (146599-22) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)

2043. MEXICAN MODEL 1910 BOLT ACTION CARBINE serial #16494, 7mm Mauser, 18" barrel with a dark bore about good bore.
Metal surfaces show 85% smooth reblued surface, silvering at the muzzle and high edges and overlaid with light freckled oxidation. The
receiver bears a fully visible Mexican national crest and 1932 manufacture date. The bolt is matching and shows an as-cleaned bright sur-
face. The stock has been lightly sanded and shows several tight age cracks emanating from the butt. No import marks are evident. The
carbine wears an eared blade front sight and military leaf rear sight graduated to 1400 meters and showing a slightly bent adjustable blade.
No cleaning rod is present. Included is a period military sling. In overall good condition. (146599-66) {C&R} (200/300)
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2044. CHILEAN MODEL 1895 BOLT ACTION SHORT RIFLE BY LOEWE serial #C2936, 7mm Mauser, 21 3/4" barrel with a good
bore showing strong rifling with frosting within the grooves. The metal surfaces of the barrel, receiver, floorplate, and triggerguard show a
smooth older reblued surface now thinning to brown and silvering at the edges. The receiver bears a Chilean crest now only faintly visi-
ble, as well as the Loewe manufacturing address at the left side rail. Scuffs and usage marks appear scattered across all metal surfaces.
No import marks are evident. The non-matching bolt remains in-the-white and shows a later polished surface with freckled older oxida-
tion at the bent bolt handle and bolt knob. The smooth walnut stock has been lightly sanded, with only a faint shadow the Chilean crest
remaining. Surface dings and usage marks appear across the surface with a glued repair at the toe, as well as a glued crack at the rear
of the forend iron. Both repairs are well done and appear solid. The cleaning rod remains intact. The rifle wears an eared blade front sight
and military leaf rear sight graduated to 1400 meters. In overall good plus condition, this Model 1895 Short Rifle should make a nice shoot-
er. (146599-71) {ANTIQUE} (150/250)

2045. SPANISH MODEL 1916 BOLT ACTION SHORT RIFLE serial #3003, 7mm Mauser, 21 3/4" barrel with an about good, dark
bore showing strong rifling with fine pitting throughout. The metal surfaces show a smooth reblued surface overlaid with lightly peppered
specks of oxidation, as well as scattered light scuffs and usage marks. The receiver bears the Oviedo Arsenal marking as well as manufac-
ture date of 1913, indicating the use of a Model 1895 carbine receiver at the time of arsenal conversion to the Model 1916. No import marks
are evident. The matching bolt (safety lever non-matching) shows a later polished bright surface, with the bent bolt handle showing light
brown oxidation with light pitting visible at the knob. The smooth walnut stock is correctly numbered and shows a lightly sanded surface
with numerous impressions and usage marks scattered across the surface. A 1" crack is visible at the wrist, emanating from the upper tang.
The cleaning rod remains intact. The rifle wears an eared blade front sight, as well as the tangent leaf rear sight and buttstock mounted sling
bar indicative of the second pattern Model 1916 Short Rifle. In overall good plus condition. (146599-70) {C&R} (150/250)

2046. SPANISH MODEL 43 BOLT ACTION SHORT RIFLE serial #EA34915, 8mm Mauser, 23 3/4" barrel with a dark frosted bore
showing strong rifling. The metal surfaces of the barrel and receiver show 85% arsenal blue finish now wearing to silver at the high edges
and having numerous scuffs and usage marks visible across the surface. No import marks are apparent. The receiver bears a strong
Spanish Air Force crest on the forward ring. The triggerguard extension is correctly numbered, with  the floorplate showing a non-match-
ing number and aging to blue brown patina. The matching bolt retains 50% blue finish with the loss due to areas of bright contact wear
caused by cycling of the bolt. The extractor shows a plum brown refinished surface.  The dark walnut stock remains in near excellent con-
dition showing a smooth un-sanded surface overlaid with period dings, impressions, and evidence of use. The cleaning rod remains intact.
The rifle wears an eared blade front sight and a tangent leaf rear sight graduated to 2000 meters. Included are an unmarked bayonet and
scabbard as well as a military style leather sling of modern manufacture and a spare extractor not tested for fit. Overall a pleasing exam-
ple with unusual Spanish Air Force marking. (146599-68) {C&R} (300/500)

2047. BSA MARTINI MODEL 12/15 SINGLE SHOT RIFLE serial #P67567, 22 LR, 29" heavy barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of the barrel and receiver retain about 80% thinning original blue now toning to dark brown and freckled with light pep-
pered oxidation over most surfaces. The receiver bears the BSA stacked arms logo on the left side , with an importer marking stamped on
the right side. The breechblock and lever retain traces of case-hardened color. The hardwood  forend and pistolgrip buttstock are later
replacements and remain in good condition with a smooth dark brown finish showing scattered light impressions and usage marks. The
buttstock features a cheekpiece for a right handed shooter and is slightly loose on the receiver with a somewhat poorly fitted checkered
black plastic buttplate. The rifle is fitted with a Parker-Hale #FS22 interchangeable disc target front sight as well as a Parker-Hale #7A
international target style aperture rear sight. While the replacement stocks are somewhat crude, this old BSA has a great bore as well as
a great set of sights and is likely still a tack driver. (146610-7) (200/400)

2048. HAENEL KK SPORT MODEL SINGLE SHOT RIFLE serial #4084, 22 LR, 28 3/16" octagon barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces of the Bohlerstahl barrel and Haenel marked frame show a somewhat crudely executed reblued finish overlaid with
light oxidation spots and fine scratches. Buffing marks and rounding of the sharp edges are apparent on all surfaces. The barrel features
a matted top flat with flush quarter rib and has been drilled and tapped on both right and left flats forward of the frame, with the left flat
holes now crudely filled and filed flush. The rifle now wears a Weaver G4 scope mounted to the right flat. The scope shows clouded optics
with non-functioning adjustments. The original schuetzen style diopter rear sight is missing, as is the original blade insert for the ramp
mounted schuetzen front sight. The finely checkered walnut buttstock and forend are original, showing a refinished surface with a loose
and poorly fitted repair at the toe. A blued steel grooved buttplate is present. The rifle remains fully functional and would likely be quite
accurate if a suitable alternative to the current optics could be devised. (146586-D29014) (200/400)

2049. US MODEL 1898 KRAG SPORTER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #60654, 30-40 Krag, 24" barrel with a dark heavily worn
bore. All metal surfaces show a dark blue refinished surface overlaid with textured brown oxidation, turning to deeper pitted orange oxi-
dation in the area of the barrel band and adjacent to the barrel channel. The bolt has escaped with a bright cleaned surface and freckled
pinhead pitting on the refinished extractor. The smooth walnut stock has been cut 1 1/2" forward of the barrel band, and shows a smooth
lightly sanded surface with no apparent cracks. The rifle wears a sporting ramp front sight with an added dovetail mounted adjustable
sporting rear. The screw mounting holes for the original military rear sight remain vacant. Overall a shootable Krag sporter that might have
another Maine deer season left in it. (146601-22) (100/200)

2050. WINCHESTER MODEL PRE-‘64 MODEL 94 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #1824467, 20" barrel with a bright excel-
lent bore. The metal surfaces of the barrel and magazine tube retain 20-30% original factory blue in protected areas near the muzzle and
around the rear sight, with the remainder thinned to pewter gray and freckled with areas of older pinprick surface oxidation. The frame
shows evidence of an earlier cleaning, now showing as gray metal toning to brown. Vertical wire brush marks are present but not obtru-
sive. The smooth walnut stock is in excellent condition with strong original varnish showing some flaking and a few scattered light impres-
sions. No cracks are apparent, and the original checkered steel buttplate is intact. The rifle is equipped with the original front sight with
hood, as well as the original adjustable sporting rear with elevator intact. A solid, serviceable deer rifle with a great bore, manufactured in
1952. (146540-13) {C&R} (300/500)

2051. THOMPSON CENTER HAWKEN PERCUSSION RIFLE serial #K161859, .50 caliber, 28" octagon barrel with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces of the barrel show 98% bright high polish blue surface, with the loss due to a very few light oxidation speckles.
The lock retains virtually all of the original case-hardened color. The walnut stock shows a smooth varnished surface and features brass
furniture now toning to ochre and showing one missing patchbox screw. The ramrod is missing the threaded brass tip. The rifle wears the
originally supplied Thompson Center blade front and adjustable rear sights. Assembled from a kit as indicated by the K serial number pre-
fix, this rifle displays excellent quality and workmanship. (146543-10) {ANTIQUE} (150/250)
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2052. STOCK INSPECTION STAMP OF SPRINGFIELD ARMORY MASTER ARMOR-
ER ERSKINE S ALLIN This is one of the personal inspection stamps that Erskine Allin used in
his capacity as Master Armorer at Springfield Armory to stamp the final inspection cartouche on

the left side of all the arms he inspected.  The stamp is quality-made of heavy brass stock mea-
suring 1 1/2” long by 3/4” wide by 1/2” thick.  The stamp tapers nicely down to accom-
modate the oval stamping die with intertwining “ESA” initials of Mr. Allin.  The tapered
section, where one would naturally grasp the stamp is neatly hand file-cut.  The
impact surface at the butt shows some peen marks as one would expect, with the
edges neatly beveled, doubtless dressed numerous times over the years.  The die
itself is soldered to the body of the stamp.  Erskine Allin worked his way up through
the ranks at Springfield Armory starting as an apprentice in 1829 being appointed
master armorer in 1853.  Included with the stamp is a letter on the Springfield Armory
letterhead congratulating the owner on his find and giving a short narrative about

Erskine Allin.  Overall a very nice and exceptionally rare piece of American arms-making
history, doubtless used daily by one of Springfield’s most prolific inspectors.  (36387-53)

2053. LOT OF WINCHESTER ADVERTISING This is an original enameled metal Winchester-Western advertising sign, the “Sportsman’s
Game Guide” for metallic cartridges.  The left side of the sign shows different types of game: varmint, big-game, heavy and dangerous
game with depictions of the quarry mentioned.  To the right of these are a selection of Winchester-Western cartridges showing available
grain weights and bullet styles.  The very bottom of the view shows images of the Winchester model 70 rifle and model 94 carbine.  The
sign itself rates about excellent with a few minor scuffs and a few very minor scratches, one corner showing some very light wrinkling.
The rear features a cardboard back with a string suspension cord which is intact.  The sign measures 23” wide by 28 1/4” tall.  A very
attractive wall-hanging for the Winchester enthusiast or really any gun room.  (36512-11)
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2054. LOT OF WINCHESTER ADVERTISING This is an original enameled metal Winchester-Western advertising sign, the “Sportsman’s
Game Guide” for shot shells.  The left side of the sign shows different types of game: waterfowl, upland game birds, small game and other
game, along with depictions of the quarry feathered and furred.  On the chart to the right each animal is delineated, geese, ducks, grouse,
etc., rabbit, even fox and black bear.  Shell and shot size are given as well as suggested chokes.  The bottom of the sign shows a selec-
tion of Winchester shotguns from the Super X Model 1 to the Model 101 Pigeon Grade and the slide and semi-models as well.  The sign
rates about excellent overall with some minor scuffs, light dirt and a handling mark or two from the years.  The rear features a cardboard
back with a string suspension cord which is intact.  The sign measures 23” wide by 28 1/4” tall.  A nice sign with some neat depictions
that would certainly draw attention in any Winchester collection or gunning room.  (36512-11A)
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2055. LOT OF REMINGTON ADVERTISING This lot consists of a Remington metal banded poster “Know Your Remington Shotguns
and Shotgun Shells”.  Prominently featured are the Remington 1100, 870 and 3200 model shotguns.  The poster mentions gauges, chokes,
Remington shotgun actions, the difference between ventilated and plain barrels as well as barrel lengths.  The difference between rifle and
shotgun are explained and there is a table of shot size suggestions along with which brand of Remington shell to use for different types
of game ranging from all manner of feathered quarry to furred game right up through black bear.  Remington’s Power Piston wads are
explained as are chamber lengths and different pellet and shot sizes are shown as well.  Overall the depiction is still bright and in very
good shape.  The poster consists of the normal paper stock which had a mylar overlay, with metal bands for hanging at each end.  This
has been affixed to a piece of common cardboard which is now starting to delaminate slightly along its lower edge, possibly from light
exposure to moisture.  A very seldom-encountered poster these days that really should be professionally conserved.  (36512-11B)
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2056. LOT OF SMITH & WESSON ADVERTISING  This lot consists of three in-store posters from the late 1980’s advertising Smith &
Wesson firearms line and their “No-Bull” advertising campaign.   The large poster measures 23”x39” and shows the entire product line of
44 S&W revolvers and “second gen.” auto-pistols.  The poster shows some small wrinkles but is overall very good plus.  The next item is
the “No-Bull” S&W warranty program obviously aimed at Taurus from back when their ad campaigns were decidedly more hostile than
today.  The poster measures 18”x24” and rates about excellent.  Last is a cut-away view of the S&W model 469/669 auto-pistol.  The
poster measures 18”x24” and rates about excellent. Each has small pin marks at their corners but overall a neat lot of older S&W posters
you don’t often encounter these days, they really should be properly framed and displayed. (36512-12)

2057. LOT OF EDGED WEAPONS    This lot consists of two items.  First is a machete marked "Conquistador" by Andrews Co. of Stamford
Conn. measuring 23" in overall length with an 18" blade showing mild wear, a layer of dried grease over much of its surface, and scattered
surface oxidation.  The black plastic grip shows light wear and handling marks.  It is accompanied by a mismatching green canvas scab-
bard with light wear with loop and hanger intact.  The other item is a U.S. Camillus Sword Brand MK2 Fighting Knife measuring 12" in
overall length with a 7" bright blade showing various levels of surface oxidation in isolated areas.  The brown leather grip exhibits a mot-
tled patina and light wear.  Included is a correct brown leather scabbard rating near very good with areas of discoloration, and strong stitch-
ing.  The belt loop and grip strap are present but the snap does not function perfectly.  (73634-28B)

2058. BELGIAN BRITISH BULL DOG REVOLVER, 44 Centerfire, 2 5/8” barrel with a pitted and oxidized bore.  The metal surfaces are
even gunmetal gray with scattered freckling and pin prick pitting.  The grips are unmarked real ivory with a small chip missing from the toe
of the left panel.  They have mellowed to a nice cream and coffee coloration and there is evidence they have shrunk over time.  Finally, there
are a few tiny age and stress marks around the escutcheons.  There is a five pointed star / R proof mark on the upper front of the frame
and another mark on the lower left that is a not distinguishable.  There is a Liege proof on the cylinder.  The “H” in the word British appears
to be overstamped.  The action still functions but, the single action may need some attention.  (86393-362) {C&R} (75/175)

2059. BELGIAN BRITISH BULL DOG REVOLVER, 44 CF, 3 1/4” barrel with an oxidized bore.  The revolver retains about 99% of its
reapplied blue finish.  Many of the marks and the light engraving have been washed out by over-enthusiastic metal preparation for the re-
blue.  The grips are unmarked real ivory that still fit the gun well and have a nice cream color with coffee-colored streaks present.  The
grip maker never drilled the grip panels for the retention pin at the top and they tend to pivot out of alignment.  This should be a fairly easy
fix.  There is a Liege proof on the cylinder and the upper left frame is marked F&C Btls with most of the marking washed out.  The revolver
still fully functions.  (86393-363) {C&R} (75/175)
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2060. COLLECTOR’S MASTERPIECE EDITION G.I. JOE TOY SOLDIER  This new-in-box “Masterpiece Edition” features the
familiar G.I. Joe trademark on the front with a depiction of “Joe” running with his Garand.     The interior of lid has a short narrative on the
history of G.I. Joe and explains the included book and of course “Joe” himself.  In the right-side compartment is Joe along with his dog
tag and hat; also a manual in the form of a U.S. Army field manual.   The included book on Joe is by G.I. Joe creator John Levine with
assistance from writer John Michlig and explains Joe’s whole history from inception to adoption to the Hasbro line to the iconic toy he is
today.  The book and Joe rate excellent and are still-sealed in their original packaging.  The outer cover shows a couple very minor scuffs
but otherwise rates excellent.  This 1996 offering is “volume 1”, the G.I. Joe Army edition.  Three other offerings were to be made, the
Action Sailor; the Action Marine and Action Pilot.   Depictions of these other offerings are seen on the rear of the box along with an iden-
tical depiction of Joe seen on the cover.  A very seldom-encountered collectible in excellent plus overall condition.  (36512-15)

2061. BELGIAN SAFETY LEVER BULL DOG REVOLVER serial #8932, 38 CF, 2 1/2” octagonal barrel with an excellent bore.  This
revolver retains about 99% of its blue finish on the barrel and cylinder and the case-hardened colors on the frame are quite robust with some
light fading to gray on the lower right side of the frame.  The birds head grips are walnut with light checkering on the back of the panels and
the remainder being smooth.  The grips are not correctly hand numbered to the gun but, are in near excellent condition with light dents and
handling wear present.  The trigger and hammer have been engine turned and exhibit light handling and operational wear.  The revolver is
equipped with a lever-operated safety on the left side of the frame and a lanyard ring on the butt.  The revolver has Belgian proofs and * / W
controller of proof marks.  A very nice condition Bull Dog style revolver that is still fully functional.  (86393-326) {C&R} (100/200)

2062. BELGIAN BULL DOG STYLE REVOLVER, 44 CF, 2 3/4” barrel with a lightly oxidized and pitted bore.  The metal surfaces have
been cleaned to pewter color with some scattered light oxidation blemishes present.  The checkered walnut grips are in good to very good
condition with moderate handling wear observed and the diamond points exhibiting moderate wear.  The revolver is Belgian proofed on
the cylinder with the only markings on the frame being a six pointed star / Z inspectors mark.  The action does not properly function and
is in need of professional attention.  (86393-364) {C&R} (25/75)

2063. REMINGTON-ELLIOT RING TRIGGER DERINGER PISTOL serial #11705, 32 RF, 3 5/8” barrels. All four barrels on this
unique pistol are in good to very good condition with light oxidation and pit present in each.  The metal surfaces are devoid of any finish
and are predominately a brown hue with the occasional blue finish present in protected areas.  The smooth hard rubber grips are in very
good condition with moderate handling wear and light denting at the bottom.  There is play between the frame and barrels but the firing
mechanism is still fully functional.  (86393-343) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)

2064. FRANCISCO ARIZMENDI YDEAL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #8118, 25 ACP, 1 7/8” barrel with an excellent bore.  This
pistol retains about 90% of its factory bluing with most of the loss to the top of the slide from a mottled mix of gunmetal gray and brown
with scattered light pitting.  The hard rubber grips are in very good condition with light to moderate handling wear.  The pistol is marked:
Pistolet Automatique “Ideal” with proof marks below it.  Included is a single magazine.  (86492-21) {C&R} (100/200)

2065. MANHATTAN FIREARMS PEPPERBOX PISTOL serial #116, .31 cal. percussion, 4” barrel.  All six bores of the single rotat-
ing barrel exhibit light to moderate oxidation.  This pistol is gunmetal gray with some bluing and thinning bluing present around the pro-
tected areas of the triggerguard and frame. There are a few pits present on the metal and varying degrees of slot screw damage on the
screws.  The smooth walnut grips are in very good condition with light to moderate scattered dents visible and they appear to have reap-
plied varnish.  The hammer is marked Manhattan Firearms with a New York address.  The barrel, frame, grips mainspring and hammer
have correct matching serial numbers.  This little gem still functions and is a nice representative sample of a Manhattan pepperbox.
(86393-354) {ANTIQUE} (350/550)

2066. UNMARKED EUROPEAN FLOBERT SINGLE SHOT PISTOL, 5mm Rimfire, 8 1/4” barrel with moderate to heavy corrosion
present in the bore.  The metal parts are a mottled mix of brown and gunmetal gray with some light scattered pits at hand.  The tang, bar-
rel screw escutcheon, finger spur triggerguard and butt cap are accented with light scroll and dot engraving.  The walnut stock is in good
to very good condition with a pair of arched dual grooves running down each side of the grip ending with the matching buttcap and fea-
turing a Schnabel forend.  The stock has several large dents behind the tang and a 1/2” scuff to the left of the tang.  There are two fine
cracks on the forend of the stock.  (86393-380) {C&R} (150/250)

2067. SPANISH PERCUSSION COAT PISTOL MARKED EIBAR, 62 cal. percussion, 2 1/2” barrel with an oxidized smooth bore.
The metal surfaces appear to have been cleaned and are a fairly even pewter color with some random light pits and dark staining.  The
light engraving and other marks remain strong but, lightly washed out from the cleaning.  The walnut stock is in good condition with scat-
tered light dents and scratches.  There is a crack running from the lock plate screw escutcheon to the barrel channel.  The lock does not
cock back more than 1/2” but, remains fully functional.  A steel ramrod is included.  (6393-329) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)
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2068. EUROPEAN SINGLE SHOT PERCUSSION PISTOL serial #216, 38 cal. percussion, 7 1/8” smooth bore barrel with a near
excellent barrel exhibiting faint oxidation.  The barrel retains about 98% of its brown finish with case-hardened colors on the breech plug,
lock plate and other furniture remaining strong with some light scattered fading noticed.  The full length walnut stock is in good to very
good condition with numerous dents, scuffs, scratches present and a small crack running from the barrel channel down through the lock
screw escutcheon on the left side.  The only markings observed are the serial number situated on the inside of the triggerguard.  A wood
ramrod is included.  (6393-330) {ANTIQUE} (150/250)

2069. MEDITERRANEAN FLINTLOCK COAT PISTOL, 48 cal., 5” barrel with a corroded smooth bore.  The metal surfaces are pre-
dominately a brown color with scattered pits and some isolated silvering from cleaning.  The barrel has eight assorted geometric shaped
brass inserts with heavily worn crude engraving running up the barrel.  The full length stock is in fair condition with random scratches,
nicks dents and handling wear.  The pistolgrip has two cracks running around the circumference with four pins on the left side and three
on the right side installed to help repair the cracks.  The stock has also shrunk away from the butt cap at the base.  A steel ramrod is
included and the frizzen spring appears weak and in need of attention.  (86393-332) {ANTIQUE} (50 150)

2070. MAKAROV SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY IMEZ serial #BCK1311, 380ACP, 3 11/16” barrel with an excellent bore.  The barrel
appears to have some tool marks just forward of the chamber that were smoothed out during manufacture.  The dull nickel finish is in
excellent condition with about 99% remaining.  The wrap-around rubber grips are also in excellent condition.  This importer marked pis-
tol includes a single magazine and an inside-the-pants holster.  (86599-5) (150/250)

2071. LLAMA SMALL FRAME SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #655099, 22LR, 3 11/16” barrel with an excellent bore.  This pistol retains
about 98% of its factory bluing with light silvering on the high edges and some isolated pitting.  The checkered plastic grips are in near
excellent condition with some light handling wear observed.  This small frame pistol features a windage adjustable sight, ventilated rib and
1911A1 controls.  Included with the pistol are a Doskocil hardcase and a pair of magazines.  (86599-7) (200/400)

2072. STEVENS MODEL NO 35 OFFHAND SINGLE SHOT PISTOL serial #38478, 22 S, L, LR, 6” barrel with an excellent bore.
This pistol retains about 97% of its original dull blue finish with moderate silvering of the high edges and the smooth walnut stocks display
very light handling wear.  The hammer has been modified with the addition of a bead of weld on the rear to limit overtravel when cocking.
There is a slight amount of play between the barrel and frame.  (86588-7) {C&R} (300/500)

2073. SAVAGE-STEVENS SHORT MAGAZINE LEE ENFIELD NO.4 MK I* BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #C1396, 303 British,
25” barrel with bright excellent two groove bore. Manufactured under Lend Lease program in 1942 receiver is marked “U.S. Property” with
import marks. Exposed metal surfaces retain approximately 75% original thinning black arsenal finish with silvering on high edges. Standard
length hardwood buttstock, lower forend and two piece upper forend rate excellent with minimal surface blemishes. Military leaf rear sight
and dovetail front sight with protective ears are provided one detachable magazine is included.  (116518-29)   {C&R} (250/350)

2074. HERBERT SCHMIDT LIBERTY 8 MODEL SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #50745, 22LR, 4 3/4” barrel with excel-
lent bore.  Metal surfaces retain 95% original blue/black thinning on the grip straps cylinder and barrel near the muzzle.  There are a num-
ber of small nicks and handling marks visible throughout and minor damage to two screw heads.  The two piece molded plastic check-
ered grips are in excellent condition showing no blemishes.  Fixed sights are provided. This gun was manufactured in Germany as marked
on the bottom of the barrel and the right grip.  There is limited information available on this lot. (116562-11) (100/200)

2075. SAVAGE-STEVENS SHORT MAGAZINE LEE ENFIELD NO.4 MK I* BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #98C0410, 303
British, 25” barrel with bright excellent bore.  Manufactured under Lend Lease program this receiver is marked “U.S. Property” and has a
flaming bomb stamped on the left side.  Exposed metal surfaces retain approximately 98% original black arsenal finish with minimal sil-
vering on high edges of receiver.  Standard length hardwood buttstock, lower forend and two piece upper forend rate fine with a number
of impact marks and abrasions concentrated on the buttstock.  The rear upper forend piece is grooved to improve handling.  The buttplate
with trap is brass. Military Mk III leaf rear sight and dovetail front sight with protective ears are provided one detachable magazine is includ-
ed.  (116518-23)  {C&R} (275/375) 

2076. ISHAPORE MODEL 2A1 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #N8667, 7.62x51mm, 20” barrel with bright excellent bore. Exposed metal
surfaces retain 99% plus original black arsenal finish.  Two piece bolt with natural matte finish also in excellent condition.  Manufactured
in India at the Ishapore Arsenal receiver marked RFI and dated 1966.  Long hardwood buttstock, lower forend and two piece upper forend
rate excellent plus with minimal handling marks over original satin finish.  Military leaf rear sight redesigned and graduated for new round.
Dovetail front sight with combination bayonet lug sight protection similar to older SMLE rifles.  Detachable ten round magazine included.
(116518-16) (300/400)

2077. SWISS VETTERLI MODEL 1878 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #163159, 10.4x42mmR, 33” barrel with very good bore show-
ing pitting in the grooves.  Metal surfaces retain approximately 95% original blue finish with numerous visible areas of surface oxidation.
Bolt handle as left bright has turned an oxidized plum brown.  Receiver is marked Waffenfabrik Bern M:78 and all marked components cor-
rectly serial numbered. Buttstock with curved buttplate and full length forend rate very good plus original finish with impact marks and abra-
sions on all surfaces.  Original rear sight graduated to 1,200 meters permanently secured blade front sight eleven round tube magazine
and swivels are provided.  Cleaning rod is missing. (116518-39) {ANTIQUE} (225/325) 

2078. IVER JOHNSON CHAMPION MATTED RIB SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial # 87975XE, 12 Ga, 32” barrel with fixed
full choke and solid rib has very good bore with some pitting over full length.  The metal surfaces retain approximately 50% original blue
finish fading to brown on barrel and color case-hardened finish fading to brown on the receiver.  The satin finish checkered pistolgrip butt-
stock with original hard rubber buttplate and forend with schnabel tip rate fine as lightly cleaned with scattered impact marks and small
surface abrasions.  Lever operated top break action is tight and ejector is functional. (116599-31) {C&R} (100/200)

2079. BRNO ARMS SPECIAL POLDI ELEKTRO MODEL DOUBLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #6389967, 12 Ga., 26” barrels
with fixed modified chokes have excellent bores with minor plastic wad buildup beyond chambers.  Metal surfaces retain 99% plus origi-
nal blue finish with only minor fine scratches on the sideplates.  Top of receiver has one blemish behind left barrel and scattered pinprick
oxidation on the bottom.   Satin finish checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock with recoil pad added and full beavertail forend rate excellent
with a few very minor handling marks visible on both.  Sidelock non-selective double triggers ejectors white bead front sight and barrel
mounted front swivels are featured. (116586-D28867) (400/600)

2080. THOMPSON CENTER HAWKEN PERCUSSION MUZZLE LOADING RIFLE serial #K261237, 50 Cal, 28” octagonal bar-
rel with fine bore.  Metal surfaces retain 99% original brown finish on barrel and color case-hardened finish on the sideplate and ham-
mer.  Polished brass furniture with slight tarnish including crescent buttplate, patchbox, triggerguard forend cap, barrel wedgeplate, ram-
rod thimbles and tip remain in excellent condition as well.  Satin finish plain walnut halfstock with raised cheekpiece is in excellent con-
dition with sparse small handling marks. Adjustable rear sight dovetail blade front sight double set triggers and ramrod are provided.
(116599-38) {ANTIQUE} (175/275)
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2081. MUZZLE LOADING ARMORY PLAINSMAN PERCUSSION MUZZLE LOADING RIFLE serial #88-563215, 50 Cal, 28”
octagonal barrel with very good bore.  Metal surfaces retain 50% original blue finish with heavy surface oxidation throughout.  Brass furni-
ture is tarnished turning a dark goldenrod color.  Satin finish plain hardwood halfstock is in excellent condition with only minor handling
marks. Adjustable rear dovetail blade front sights double set triggers and ramrod provided.  (116587-S17687A) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)

2082. SHARON RIFLE BARREL CO MUZZLE LOADING PERCUSSION RIFLE 54 Cal, 32 3/4” octagonal barrel with fine bore.
Metal surfaces retain approximately 75% original brown finish with light surface oxidation on the barrel and furniture.  Satin finish medium
brown maple double keyed halfstock with raised cheekpiece patchbox and crescent buttplate rates very good with the exception of a 5”
split at the tip of the forend; damage has been repaired with three lateral pins.  Original fixed rear and replacement front dovetail sights
are present and tang has been drilled/tapped additional sight option. Double set triggers and brass tip ramrod included on this kit gun.
(116610-4) {ANTIQUE} (200/300)

2083. SAVAGE MODEL 1899A LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #53.763, 32-40 WCF, 20” tapered round barrel rates very good plus
with strong rifling and lightly frosted grooves.  Barrel likely shortened from original 26” length.  Barrel retains 98% blue fading to plum
brown as refinished.  Receiver and lever retain approximately 50% original blue finish fading to grey-brown silvering on the high edges
with sparse oxidation spots and handling marks.  Fancy grade walnut buttstock and forend have been refinished, the buttstock with cres-
cent buttplate rates fair with severe damage at the wrist.  The older fracture has been repaired however a 5” section of the stock to the
right of the tang has broken off.  A pair of cartridge heads have been fitted on either side in this same damaged area for reasons unknown.
Slim tapered forend with schnabel tip rates excellent as refinished with small chip repaired at receiver.  Open sights have been replaced
with Marble’s adjustable rear and Lyman dovetail front.  (116599-51) (500/600)

2084. THOMPSON CENTER MUZZLE LOADING PERCUSSION RIFLE serial #229824, 56 Cal S.B., 27” octagonal barrel with excel-
lent bore.  Metal surfaces retain 99% original blue finish on barrel and furniture and color case-hardened finish on the sideplate and hammer.
Satin finish plain walnut halfstock rates excellent with only a couple of small handling marks. Adjustable rear sight dovetail blade front sight
and ramrod are provided.  Double set triggers provided however, set trigger not functioning properly. (116543-9) {ANTIQUE} (200/300)

2085. IVER JOHNSON CHAMPION SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #48532, 12 Ga, 30” plain barrel choked tight modified
with a fine bore.  Metal surfaces retain approximately 70% original finishes with blue finish on barrel fading to brown with light surface
oxidation.  The color case-hardened finish on frame fading to brown with heavier surface oxidation.  Satin finish walnut wood rates fair
to good overall, the buttstock with round pistolgrip and hard rubber buttplate is damaged at the wrist and taped.  Scant forend has
several scratches and finish loss.  Lever operated top break action is tight and extractor is functional.  Front sight bead is missing.
(116357-S17195) (30/50)

2086. WESTERN FIELD MODEL M170 BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN 12 Ga., 24” plain barrel choked cylinder with excellent bore.
Metal surfaces retain 75% original blue finish under significant surface oxidation. Satin finish plain hardwood stock with raised comb pis-
tolgrip and recoil pad rates very good with numerous abrasions and impact marks. The bolt is stiff but operational as-is the tang thumb
safety. Single detachable magazine is included.  (116587-S17586) (40/60)

2087. IVER JOHNSON EXCELSIOR BREAK ACTION SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #78134 XF, 30” plain barrel choked
full with good bore. There is a significant bulge about 2” from the muzzle and a visible ring in the choke section of the bore. Metal sur-
faces retain approximately 65% original finishes. Blue finish on barrel and color case-hardened finish on frame have faded to brown under
fine surface oxidation. Plain hardwood buttstock is cracked at the wrist and has no buttplate. Forend is in excellent condition. Top mount
release lever will not return automatically as the actuating spring has been fashioned from a piece of hacksaw blade. (116363-4) (20/40)

2088. LOT OF AMMUNITION (1) 20 rd. box of Winchester Fail Safe 375 H&H Mag. 300 gr. FS, in excellent condition.  (54287-3A)
2089. LOT OF AMMUNITION (1) 20 rd. box of Winchester Fail Safe 375 H&H Mag. 300 gr. FS, in excellent condition.  (54287-3B)
2090. LOT OF AMMUNITION (4) 50 rd. boxes of Western Super Match 38 Spl., Mid-Range 148 gr. lead CCB in blue and yellow

boxes containing 199 rds.  The boxes show light scuffs, dirt staining and separating inner corners,  Some of cases show oxidation
staining.  (54287-3C)

2091. LOT OF RIMFIRE AMMUNITION (1) 500 rd. brick of Remington 22 Thunderbolt 22 LR Hi-Speed cartridges.  Inner boxes and
ammunition rate excellent, the outer box has slightly rounded corners.  (54287-3D)

2092. LOT OF RIMFIRE AMMUNITION (1) Aguila 50 rd. red  box with Spanish writing of 22 Super Colibri. 20 powderless cartridges;
(2) CCI factory 50 rd. transparent blue boxes of 22 LR Stinger cartridges.  Ammunition and boxes rate excellent.  (54287-3E)

2093. LOT OF AMMUNITION (2) Remington High Velocity 20 rd. boxes containing 34 rds., of 30-06, 150 gr. Core-Lokt PSP; (1)
Winchester Fail Safe 20 rd. box of 30-06 165 gr. FS; (1) Speer Nitrex box containing (4) five rd. pocket packs of 30-06 165 gr., Grand
Slam cartridges.  Ammunition rates excellent, boxes show dents and creased corners.  (54287-3F)

2094. LOT OF AMMUNITION 30-30 Win (1) Winchester 20 rd. box of 150 gr. Silvertip; (1) Winchester 20 rd. box of 170 gr. Power-Point
SP; (1) Remington High Velocity 20 rd. box of 170 gr. Core-Lokt PT.  All fine to near excellent condition, some of the cases show light tar-
nish and the boxes minor wear.  (54287-3G)

2095. LOT OF AMMUNITION (6) Wolf 20 rd. boxes of 223 Rem, 62 gr. HP steel case cartridges in excellent condition overall.  (56301-5A)
2096. LOT OF AMMUNITION (6) Wolf 20 rd. boxes of 223 Rem, 62 gr. HP steel case cartridges in excellent condition overall.  (56301-5B)
2097. LOT OF AMMUNITION (6) Wolf 20 rd. boxes of 223 Rem, 62 gr. HP steel case cartridges in excellent condition overall.  (56301-5C)
2098. LOT OF AMMUNITION (7) Wolf 20 rd. boxes of 223 Rem, 62 gr. HP steel case cartridges in excellent condition overall.  (56301-5D)
2099. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT    This lot consists of a Leupold M8-4x rifle scope with a gloss black finish that shows a few scratches and

light ring marks.  The optics are crisp with a duplex reticle.  The scope is overall in very good condition.  (126606-5A)
2100. SCOPE LOT    This lot consists of a Weatherby Mark XXII 4x50 rifle scope with a matte black finish in excellent condition showing a

few light handling marks and slight wear on the integrated mounts.  The mounts are designed to fit a grooved receiver on a rimfire rifle.
The optics are clean and crisp with a heavy duplex reticle.  (126520-2733A)

2101. LOT OF RIFLE SOFT CASES    This lot consists of two zippered 52” long rifle soft cases.  First is an Allen case with a vinyl exteri-
or and fabric interior that shows a little soiling and is zippered only at the end.  Second is a full zip GunMate with fabric inside and out.
Both are in excellent condition.  (126605-5A)

2102. LOT OF PISTOL RUGS AND SLEEVES    This lot consists of a total of 44 pistol rugs and sleeves of various types, manufactur-
ers and sizes including: 18 zippered rugs ranging from 9” to 17” in length; 14 gray padded soft sleeves with Velcro flap by Bore Store rang-
ing from 6” to 17” in length; one nylon sleeve with a snap flap 12” in length; and 11 sleeves that appear to be a very good quality home-
made ranging from 11” to 14” in length.  Most are in very good to excellent condition.  (126229-A72C)
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2103. ORTGIES POCKET AUTOMATIC BY DEUTSCHE WERKE SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #105458, 32 ACP, 3 3/8” barrel
with a very good lightly frosted bore.  The slide is worn to gunmetal gray showing remnants of blue, some scuffs, multiple light dings, some
superficial oxidation and areas of pitting.  The frame is primarily blue thinning in places to a blue-gray patina with some light freckling.  The
checkered wood grips with inlayed crouching cat medallion rate very good to near excellent with several light handling blemishes and a
light flattening of some of the checkering.  (126363-51) {C&R} (75/150)

2104. COLT POLICE POSITIVE DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #21488, 38 S&W, 4” barrel with a bright near excellent bore
showing a spot of oxidation at the muzzle.  The metal surfaces retain 60-70% original blue with silvering on high edges, thinning to a gray
and gray-brown patina on the gripframe and topstrap, some light scattered freckling, and a few light impact marks.  The grips rate very
good with a couple of light handling blemishes, a chip and crack on the left side, and are pencil numbered to the gun.  The barrel is marked
with patent dates with the last one being 1905; the left side of the frame is stamped “NEW POLICE” in a semicircle under the rampant
colt logo.  The cylinder is numbered to a different gun.  (126609-7) {C&R} (200/300)

2105. BARREL AND SCOPE LOT    This lot consists of a Smith & Wesson 7” barrel for a model 41, 22 LR with a bright excellent bore.  It
is fitted with a fixed front sight, adjustable rear sight, and a scope rail.  Mounted on the scope rail is a Timber King 4x32 rifle scope in near
excellent condition showing a couple of light handling blemishes, and having clear optics and a duplex reticle.  (126416-35A)

2106. MOSSBERG BROWNIE TOP-BREAK DOUBLE ACTION PISTOL serial #59055, 22 RF, 2 1/2” four barrel cluster with dull
lightly oxidized bores.  The metal surfaces are a gray and brown patina with a few scattered light pits and a couple of remnants of original
blue.  The one remaining wood grip is worn with a few handling blemishes and rounded grooves.  Needs mechanical attention.  Comes
with a black leather holster.  (126321-15) (50/150)

2107. REMINGTON-ELLIOT RING TRIGGER DOUBLE ACTION PEPPERBOX serial #711, 32 RF, 3 1/4” four barrel cluster with
light to moderately pitted bores.  The metal surfaces are gunmetal gray with some areas toning to brown and some light pitting.  The hard-
wood grips rate very good with multiple light handling blemishes.  (126020-238) (250/450)

2108. CROSMAN MODEL 2250B SINGLE SHOT CO2 AIR RIFLE serial #N99B17395, 22 cal, 14 3/4” barrel with a bright excel-
lent bore.  The metal surfaces rate near excellent with scattered light freckling.  The plastic stock rates excellent with a couple of light han-
dling blemishes.  (126496-11)

2109. TECH FORCE SINGLE SHOT CO2 AIR RIFLE serial #0204B10186, .177 cal, 21” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal
surfaces retain 99% blue with a few light freckles and minor handling marks.  The hardwood pistolgrip target stock rates excellent show-
ing a few minor handling marks, and features a raised cheekpiece and vented forend.  The exact model number is not known but is like-
ly model 78 or closely related.  Features a grooved receiver and a globe front sight, but no rear sight is included.  (126496-14)

2110. WESSON & HARRINGTON NO. 3 SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #3183, 32 RF, 2 3/4” octagon barrel with a very good
plus bore showing some scattered light pitting.  The metal surfaces retain 95% original nickel with some light scratches, scattered light
freckling, and a spot of oxidation on the five shot fluted cylinder.  The hammer is gray with light oxidation.  The walnut grips rate very good
with a few light handling blemishes and minor wear.  They are pencil numbered to the gun.  The frame, cylinder, and barrel are numbered
alike.  (126251-10) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

2111. AIR RIFLE LOT    Daisy Red Rider model 1938B 50th anniversary edition air rifle .175 cal.  The metal surfaces are in excellent condi-
tion with a few minor handling blemishes.  The walnut stock is also in excellent condition with a 50th year medallion inlayed in the right
side.  (126600-7A)

2112. LOT OF AIR RIFLES    This lot consists of two Daisy Red Rider model 40 .175 cal. lever action cocking air rifles.  The first rifle is in very
good plus condition with the metal surfaces primarily black showing some thinning to brown and some scattered spotty oxidation.  The wood
stock rates very good with a couple of checks in the butt and some light handling marks.  Second rifle is 60% blue with thinning to brown
and an alloy lever.  The wood stock and forearm are in very good condition with some handling staining and blemishes.  (126600-7B)

2113. LOT OF AIR RIFLES    This lot consists of two Daisy no. 25 .175 cal. pump/slide action cocking air rifles.  First rifle has a gunmetal bar-
rel and blue frame with scattered light pitting and oxidation, and features plastic pump handle and stock.  The second rifle has a brown bar-
rel and a blue frame thinning to brown with some light pitting.  The stock and pump handle are wood in very good condition.  (126600-7C)

2114. SAVAGE MODEL 1905 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 RF, 22” barrel with a moderate to heavily frosted bore.  The metal surfaces are
about 30% blue with the bulk being a mottled oxidized brown.  The hardwood stock is in good condition showing some staining, dings,
scratches and other minor handling blemishes.  The schuetzen style buttplate is primarily oxidized brown with a few hints of blue show-
ing.  No bolt comes with this rifle.  (126587-S17587) (10/20)

2115. EUROARMS REMINGTON NEW MODEL NAVY PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #074507, 36 cal, 6 1/2” octagon bar-
rel with a gray excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with a few minor handling marks.  The brass triggerguard is a
tarnished ochre.  The hammer shows excellent case colors with a ding in the spur.  The hardwood grips rate excellent with a couple of
faint handling marks.  (126564-17) {ANTIQUE} (100/150)

2116. AIR RIFLE LOT  Includes a Crosman 1077 Repeater; Co2 powered .177 cal., repeater with bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces
show light oxidation staining mostly near the muzzle and the one piece checkered plastic stock rates very good overall.  Included with the
rifle are the original box and owner's manual (no magazine included).  (105458-17)

2117. CROSSMAN MODEL 760B STARTER KIT AIR RIFLE, .177 caliber.  The blued barrel and air tube show heavy oxidation spotting
while the alloy receiver shows all of its black coloration.  The plastic pistolgrip stock and square fluted forearm rate excellent with crisp mould-
ed checkering and an unmarked grooved buttplate.  The gun is equipped with a blade front sight and an open rear sight missing its elevator.
The original plastic wrapper is included containing a pair of shooting glasses, a box of pellets, and a trigger lock.  (116357-S17151A)

2118. RUGER MINI-14 LOT  This lot consists two items for the Mini-14: first is a Mitchell Arms black synthetic rifle stock; second is an
unknown make, steel 40 round magazine. The stock does not include any additional hardware, exhibiting minor wear from handling and
storage. The magazine retains 95% original black finish with silvering from hand fitting near the top. The sides exhibit wear from light use
with the lot in very good to excellent condition overall.  (66287-219)

2119. REMINGTON STOCK  This lot consists of a Remington Model 700 SPS Stock, right hand, long action in Mossy Oak pattern cam-
ouflage. The stock retains 99% original Mossy Oak pattern with minor wear from handling and storage. The butt pad exhibits the
Remington logo, with the stock in excellent to almost new condition overall.  (66329-2D)

2120. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT  Includes a Vari-X III 6.5x20 E.F.R.  extended focus range rifle scope with target knobs in a glossy black finish.
The 1" diameter tube is free from any imperfections and shows the faintest of ring marks.  It measures 14 1/4" overall with a 40 mm objective
showing a fine duplex reticle and crisp clear optics.  The scope features a fast focus power ring and is in excellent condition.  (106393-90) 

2121. UNMARKED BELGIAN TOP BREAK FOLDING TRIGGER VELO DOG REVOLVER 22 cal. velo dog, 2 1/4" round bar-
rel with a poor bore.  The metal surfaces are an overall dull gun metal gray with light oxidation staining and near overall pinprick pitting,
some light, the butt quite a bit more moderate.  The checkered ebony grips rate about very good.  The mechanism seems to function well
however the top latch spring is either broken or missing.  (36310-2) {C&R} (75/150)
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2122. UNMARKED BELGIAN FOLDING TRIGGER VELO DOG REVOLVER serial #15, 28 cal. velo dog, 2" barrel with a fair bore.
The metal surfaces on this hammerless folding trigger revolver are primarily a tarnished pewter gun metal gray with overall light brown
speckling.  The finely checkered ebony grips rate very good plus.  The mechanism is sluggish.  (35905-10) {C&R}
(100/200)

2123. ANTIQUE SHOULDER BELT PLATE LOT  This lot consists of a plain, brass oval shoulder belt plate that measures 3 3/8" long
by 2 5/16" wide.  The brass has a mild tarnish and a few light handling marks and features two studs and a hooked tongue on the reverse
side which are integral with the plate.  A similar example can be seen in Campbell's American Military Insignia 1800-1851 which lists sim-
ilar examples that have been excavated from battle sites from the War of 1812, likely from the uniforms of British Infantrymen.  An excel-
lent example in splendid condition.  (45798-B143)

2124. BRITISH COAT OF ARMS HELMET BADGE  This lot consists of a cast bronze British coat of arms hat or helmet badge that mea-
sures 5" across and about 3 1/2" high.  The coat of arms of the Queen and Monarchy features the lion on left and unicorn on right and with
lion on crown on top of the seal in center with inscription and latin inscribed banner along the bottom.  The metal has a light tarnish and there
are six short loops for attachment on the back.  An excellent example overall.  (45798-B179)

2125. SCOTTISH CAP BADGE LOT  This lot consists of a Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders cap badge.  The badge measures 3 1/4"
long and is 2 3/8" wide and is silver-colored metal with a central circular emblem.  The center features a boar's head and cat surmount-
ed by a crown and with the words "ARGYLL AND SUTHERLAND" around the outside, all surrounded by a wreath of thistles.  An excel-
lent example overall.  (45798-B177)

2126. VETERAN LOT  This lot consists of a blue silk ribbon type banner or sash marked "VETERAN." in block white letters.  The white paint
is flaking and the blue silk has several small tears, creases and light stains.  A very good example overall.  (45798-B180)

2127. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON MODEL 1 AUTOMATIC EJECTING DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #2572,
32 S&W, 3 1/4” barrel with a very good but lightly pitted bore.  This top break revolver retains about 90% of its original nickel finish with
scattered light oxidation on the metal surfaces and the backstrap has flaked to a brown patina.  The case-hardened colors on the hammer
have mellowed slightly on the left side but the remainder is quite strong.  The fancy scroll hard rubber grips are in near excellent condi-
tion.  This revolver still functions mechanically.  (86252-5) {C&R} (25/75)

2128. FOREHAND ARMS COMPANY DOUBLE ACTION TOPBREAK REVOLVER serial #267635, 32 S&W, 3 1/4” barrel with
a pitted bore.  Overall the revolver retains about 90% of its nickel finish with a scattering of oxidation blemishes and some light flaking on
the high edges.  The case-hardened colors of the trigger and hammer have softened and the blued triggerguard has flaked to a brown
hue. The hard rubber grips feature the Forehand and Wadsworth logo with an eight pointed star around the escutcheons.  The grips are
in near excellent condition with light handling wear.  This late-manufactured revolver is mechanically sound except for the cylinder reten-
tion button which is in need of attention.  Included with this revolver is a leather, open top holster by an unknown maker but is marked
“1929” & “4 1/2” on the rear.  The holster has some light scuffs, crazing and general wear.  (86258-63) {C&R} (50/100)

2129. SPANISH JUKAR FLINTLOCK KIT PISTOL  .45 Cal., 6 1/4" octagon barrel with an about good oxidized bore.  The barrel has
been polished and remains in the white and has areas of minor to moderate pitting and erosion.  The brass furniture has a light tarnish,
the triggerguard is missing its tang.  The lock has some trace case colors visible and is missing the frizzen spring but the hammer cocks
and locks back correctly.  The hardwood stock rates excellent but is poorly fitted to the barrel with gaps remaining at the breech and upper
tang, a crude pin has been installed to hold the barrel.  The ramrod is included and is in similar condition.  A project in need of comple-
tion.  (46394-3) {ANTIQUE} (15/30)

2130. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON THE AMERICAN DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #116584, 38 CF, 2 1/2" octa-
gon barrel with a dulled bore with areas of light to moderate pitting.  The metal surfaces on this five shot version retain 90% plus original
nickel finish with a few small areas and some spotty oxidation; there is some pitting evident where the oxidation is more severe.  The trig-
ger and guard exhibit 60% original blue with freckling, spotty light oxidation and thinning to a brown patina; the hammer retains most of
its original case-hardened colors with thinning on high contact areas, and some freckling and minor spots of oxidation.  The hard rubber
grips rate good to near excellent with light handling wear and a small chip out of the bottom of the left side.  The top strap is marked “THE
AMERICAN DOUBLE ACTION”.  (126252-8) {C&R} (25/75)

2131. KOLB BABY HAMMERLESS MODEL 1910 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #10, 22 RF, 1 3/8” barrel with a bright near
excellent bore with very good rifling and a scattered light frosting.  The metal surfaces retain 97% original nickel finish with some small spots
of flaking with light oxidation.  The mother-of-pearl grips rate excellent with a small crack on the bottom of the left side.  The marking on this
revolver’s top strap do not include the manufacturers name.  This pistol needs mechanical attention.  (126416-21) {C&R} (150/250)
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2132. COLT POLICE POSITIVE DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #60313, 32 Colt, 4” barrel with a bright very good bore
with a couple of areas of moderate pitting.  The metal surfaces retain 98% dull refinished blue with some light pitting and freckling,
and a faint turn ring on the six shot fluted cylinder.  The checkered hard rubber grips rate excellent with the color fading to brown.
(126466-8) {C&R} (175/275)

2133. THAMES DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #3543, 38 cal, 3 1/8” barrel with a dark mild to moderately pit-
ted bore.  The metal surfaces retain 60% original nickel finish with the bulk of the areas of loss faded to a dull ochre and a small area of
bright copper with some flaking, freckling, and a few spots of oxidation.  The hammers case-hardened colors are strong; the trigger and
guard have faded to a gray-brown patina.  The hard rubber grips rate near excellent with some soiling and a couple of light handling marks.
The barrel, frame, cylinder, tip-up lever, and grips are numbered alike.  This gun needs mechanical attention.  (126363-39) (15/30)

2134. LOT OF MIXED MAGAZINES  Eight handgun and one rifle magazines total:  (1) 13 round HK USP marked 40 S&W magazine.  The
floorplate is marked “LM” in electric pencil otherwise magazine is in excellent condition;  (1) Ruger SR1911 8 round magazine in near excel-
lent condition;  (1) unmarked nickel finish extended 1911 style magazine in excellent condition; (1) 8 round Kimber-marked 1911 style mag-
azine in excellent condition; (1) Walther-marked P22 magazine in very good condition;  (1) unmarked 30 round M1 Carbine magazine with
scattered spots of oxidation and staining in good overall condition; (2) blued steel 25 round UZI style magazines.  The magazines are not
maker marked and show areas of finish loss consistent with use but still appear to be in excellent working condition.  (106329-5AY)

2135. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Four polymer 30 round magazines for the  Steyr Aug carbine.  The transparent magazines are in overall excel-
lent condition.  (106329-5G)

2136. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Nine AR-15 magazines total: (6) unmarked steel 30 round AR-15 style magazines in very good to near excel-
lent condition;  (1) 30 round plastic magazine by Lancer in very good condition; (1) 20 round steel Bushmaster BFI marked steel maga-
zine in near excellent condition.  (106329-5BJ)

2137. LOT OF 30 CARBINE  Approximately 13 lbs of loose assorted commercial and ball cartridges with three stripper clips containing 30
rounds of orange tipped cartridges housed in a GI ammo can in very good to excellent condition.  (106329-C64)

2138. LOT OF 50 BMG  Includes 13 rounds of loose mixed 50 cal. cartridges.  First are two red and sliver tipped with "T W / 52", and "S L
/ 4" head stamps.  Second are four silver tipped cartridges with "T W / 52" head stamp markings.  Third are seven ball cartridges with "
T W / 52" marked head stamps all show light tarnish on the brass and are in near excellent condition.  Also included in this lot is large
metal ammo can in good overall condition.  (106329-C61)

2139. BARREL AND RAMROD LOT  Includes an H&R Pardner 28", 12 ga., 3" chambered single shot barrel with bright excellent bore.
The barrel retains 75% original blue with scattered spots of oxidation staining near its entire length.  The entire lower lug has been bro-
ken off; (2) new in the package Knight Standard 26" ramrods in excellent condition.  (105458-15)

2140. LOT OF  SHOOTING ACCESSORIES  Includes six unrelated items: (1) 12" survival style knife made in Taiwan with vinyl sheath.
The blade measures 6" and the moulded plastic handle is camouflaged with a compass on the butt; (1) French military field sack in good
overall condition roughly 10"x4"x8" with shoulder strap, also included inside the sack is a hand loading capper /decapper tool with four
additional inserts; (1) M10 Tool Roll  Marked 9mm in black marker includes the proper hand loading tools for reloading shells in the field.
The items show some spotted traces of light oxidation staining on them but appear to be in very good overall condition; (2) well-used
shoulder holsters and (1) padded leather rifle sling.  The sling is tooled with quick detach swivels, slightly dry but still in useable condi-
tion.  The two shoulder holsters are for a large frame automatic pistol with the elastics moderately stretched but still useable.  (106086-6)

2141. FOLDING KNIFE LOT  12 assorted folding pocket knives: (1) two blade folding knife with synthetic grips that have a bronze sea
horse and Florida mounted to one side.  Measuring 6" overall with a 2 1/2" drop point blade and a 1 3/4" spay point blade;  (1) single
blade folder measuring 8 1/4" overall with a 3 1/4" drop point blade.  The plastic camo pattern handles rate fair showing multiple cracks;
(1) two blade folder measuring 5 3/4" overall with a 1 3/4" drop point and 1 1/4" spay point blades showing some light oxidation stain-
ing; (1) three blade Master Mechanic knife measuring 9" overall with a 3" drop point, 2" spay point, and a 2 1/2" serrated sheep's foot
blade all showing light amounts of oxidation staining;  (1) folding lock blade knife measuring 8 1/4" overall with a 3 1/2" drop point blade.
The plastic handles have a flying dragon on one side and is black on the other;  (1) Cabela's Club 10 year member knife a single blade
folder with wood handles and measures 6 1/4" overall with a 2 3/4" drop point blade;  (1) is a 13 function Swiss Army style knife com-
plete with toothpick and tweezers;  (1) sheathed Buck 500 folding lock blade knife with chrome and wood handles measuring 7 1/4" over-
all with a 3" drop point blade; (2) Maxam Speedster folding knives with belt clip.  Measuring 7" overall with a 3" drop point style blade.
The blade is equipped with ambidextrous thumb studs with Blackie Collins signature and the black nylon grips are textured;  (1) United
Cutlery Marine Force Recon folder measuring 8 1/2" overall with a 3 1/2" needle point blade showing a false unsharpened edge.  The
knife has a silver digital camo pattern on the handles and comes in its original box in excellent condition;  (1) Meyerco folding pocket knife
with aluminum handles 6 1/4" overall with a 2 3/4" straight half-serrated blade.  The blade is unsharpened and bears Blackie Collins sig-
nature and the knife comes in its original box in excellent condition.  (105458-2C)

2142. OPTICS AND FLASHLIGHT LOT  Seven items: (1) Noble fixed 4x32 rifle scope with rings.  The gloss black finish has several scratch-
es and the 32mm objective shows clean crisp optics with a fine crosshair reticle;  (1) Tasco fixed 4x15 air rifle scope with rings to fit a 1/2"
rail.  The scope has slightly cloudy optics with a fine crosshair reticle and comes with a single lens cap; (1) pair of Bushnell Xtra-Wide fixed
4x21 power binoculars.  The optics are clear and crisp and the binoculars are in excellent condition and come with a carry strap; (1)
unmarked single bulb measuring 5 1/2" overall in excellent condition; (1) Mini-Maglite three bulb 6" chrome colored light in very good con-
dition; (1) black Lightsaver 6" with strobe style single light that has been modified with friction tape to create more comfortable holding posi-
tion for use; (1) unmarked black 9 LED light measuring 4" overall.  The lights are all in working condition.  (105458-5D)

2143. LOT OF BULLETS  Includes an unmarked box of what appears to be 40 caliber paper patched bullets.  The box contains 50 bullets
in very good overall condition.  (106297-6D)

2144. LOT OF MAGAZINES AND EXTENDERS  Includes two unmarked polymer 10 round FN Herstal Five-Seven Pistol magazines
and four extension kits.  Items in this lot are in excellent condition.  (106329-5AB)

2145. LOT OF POWER HORNS    This lot consists of a total of two modern flat-sided powder horns.  The first is about 9” long with a brass
spout, leather thong and wood plug; it is in very good to near excellent condition.  The second is about 6” long, does not have a spout, is
fitted with a wood plug and has a leather thong; the wooden plug’s handle is broken but should be easy to repair.  It is in good to very
good condition with a small hole about 1 1/2” above the spout end.  (123081-1M)

2146. LOT OF AMMUNITION    This lot consists of two boxes of ammunition and two collectable tubes of air rifle shot: One full mixed box
of 32 S&W Long cartridges; 45 cartridges by Western, 5 cartridges by Remington.  The cartridges are in very good condition showing
some light tarnish on the casings and slight oxidation on the bullet. The box is a blue and yellow Western cartridge box in good condition
with some scuffing and wear, and one end flap missing.  The second box is a partial box of 32 Colt Police containing 40 Winchester car-
tridges in very good condition with some light tarnish on the casings and light to moderate oxidation to the bullet heads.  The Winchester
box is in rough condition; the top is tattered on its edges and separated from the box.  The air rifle shot includes two tubes of No. 2 Package
Western Lead Rifle Shot; the first tube is 3” long with a cardboard cap; the second tube is 2 3/4" long with a small metal twist cap; both
tubes appear to be about 70% full and in very good condition.  (123217-1D)
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2147. LOT OF SHOOTING ACCESSORIES.  The lot consists of two (2) items.  Items in the lot include: 1) C.C. Filson Co. tin cloth con-
vertible shooting bag; 2) Unidentified cartridge belt.  Both the shooting bag and cartridge belt rate very good plus with some minor signs
of wear. (135045-6I)

2148. LOT OF SPANISH BAYONETS  This lot consists of two Model 1913 Spanish Mauser bayonets.  These Toledo, Spain-manufactured
bayonets measure 20 1/2" long with 15 1/2" blades and have varying amounts of gray patina.  The metal also has some light handling
marks and areas of light staining and pitting present.  The ricasso markings and numbered reverses are light but still visible.  One has a
set of checkered wood grips, the other a smooth set, likely a later replacement.  The smooth grips have some light cracks and minor chip-
ping along the edges.  The checkered grip example includes a blued steel scabbard with frog.  The scabbard has a couple of small dents
and some light surface oxidation.  The frog is a newer replacement.  Two very good examples overall.  (46129-7R)

2149. LOT OF TURKISH BAYONETS  This lot consists of three Turkish bayonets.  First is a model 1903 shortened bayonet that measures
14 1/4" and has a 9 1/4" arsenal reworked blade and hooked quillion guard.  The metal surfaces are a mottled gray and have light tool
marks present.  The wood grips are faded and have a small repair on one side, the pommel has the Turkish "AS.FA" marking.  No scab-
bard is included.  The remaining two are Model 1935 bayonets and include scabbards.  One has the "AS.FA" marking and measures 14
3/4" long with a 9 3/4" blade and wood grips.  The metal appears to have been polished and the included steel scabbard has several light
dents and a very faded and thread bare leather frog.  The other is a Turkish variation of the Spanish 1893 with the same measurement as
the other 1935 model.  The metal has areas of light oxidation, pitting and staining and has minor tool marks.  The lug release mechanism
is missing and the wood grips have several small cracks, chips and are quite faded.   A steel scabbard that is in similar condition is includ-
ed.  All three are in good to very good condition overall.  (46219-7ZA)

2150. LOT OF BAYONETS  This lot consists of two Brazilian Model 1908 Mauser bayonets with scabbards.  Each measures about 17" long
and has an 11 1/2" blade.  One is unmarked and has a mottled gray appearance with dark, oil stained grips.  The other is by Simson &
Co and has a flaking nickel finish and has several minor tool marks.  The pommel has been malformed due to hammering and the wood
grips are cracked with portions missing.  The "dress" bayonet includes a steel bodied scabbard with a leather frog, the other has a ten-
der leather bodied scabbard - the throat portion has become separated.  Two about very good examples overall.  (46129-7T)

2151. LOT OF TURKISH BAYONETS  This lot consists of two Turkish Model 1935 bayonets with scabbards.  One measures 14 3/4" long
and has a 9 3/4" blade while the other is 1/4" shorter respectfully.  The bayonets have faded wood grips and the pommels each are marked
"AS.FA".  The metal surfaces are a mottled gray overall and have areas of light staining and handling marks present.  The steel scabbards
are in similar condition, one includes a modified black leather frog.  Two very good examples overall.  (46129-7ZC)

2152. LOT OF BAYONETS  This Lot consists of two Mauser bayonets.  First is an Argentine Model 1891 bayonet by WKC that measures
20 1/2" long with a 15 1/2" blade.  The Argentine crest has been ground and the steel has a mottled gray patina.  Bayonet features the
alloy grips, the hooked quillion guard and does not include a scabbard.  The second is a Toledo-made Spanish Model 1913 bayonet with
scabbard which has roughly the same dimensions as the first but has a darker patina with some areas of light surface oxidation present.
It features a lightly sharpened blade and has checkered wood grips that have a few light dings.  The leather-bodied scabbard has some
very light crazing and also includes a leather frog with a torn retention strap.  Two very good examples overall.  (46378-22A)

2153. BELGIAN BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of a Belgian Model 1916/24 bayonet with scabbard.  The bayonet measures 22 3/8" with
a 17 1/2" double edged blade that is marked with a "B" on the ricasso and has a slight bend.  The metal surfaces are a mottled gray
throughout and the wood grip panels have added finish and a few light dings.  The grip is equipped with the larger 1916 muzzle ring.  The
included steel scabbard is a mottled gray and brown and has several light dents and a slight bend which corresponds to the blade.  A
very good example overall.  (46129-7G)

2154. LOT OF BAYONETS  This lot consists of two Mauser bayonets.  First is a Czech Model VZ 23 long bayonet with scabbard that mea-
sures 17" with an 11 1/2" blade.  The blade is marked "CSZ / T" and has a mottled gray appearance, the wood grips have a large sliver
missing from one side.  The steel bodied scabbard has a few light dents and is in similar condition.  It includes a leather frog with torn
stitching.  The second is a Turkish Model 1903 short bayonet that measures 14 3/4" long with a 9 3/4" blade that has been lightly sharp-
ened.  The metal has a light brown patina with light handling marks and a few specks of light surface oxidation.  The wood grip panels
have small cracks but rate very good otherwise.  No scabbard is included.  Two very good examples overall.  (46378-22B) 

2155. BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of two bayonets: (1) Siamese Model 1896 Mauser bayonet with scabbard. The bayonet measures
14 3/4" long with a 9 3/4" blade with the Siamese markings on the ricasso.  The metal surfaces are a mottled brown and gray and have
light handling wear and areas of minor surface oxidation.  The wood grip panels are heavily faded and have several cracks.  The included
steel scabbard is Czech marked and has minor tool marks and includes a lightly crazed leather frog; (1) what appears to be an Austrian
Model 1912 export model bayonet with scabbard.  The bayonet measures 15" long and has a 9 3/4" blade that is marked "OE / WG" on
the ricasso.  The gray metal surfaces have a few areas of light staining and light surface oxidation, and a few small pits.  The oil soaked
wood grips have a few light dings and small divots and chips.  The steel scabbard has a mottled brown appearance and includes a suede
leather frog that is not marked.  A very good example overall.  (46129-7G1)

2156. JAPANESE BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of a Japanese type 30 Training bayonet with scabbard.  The bayonet measures 19 1/2"
long with a 15" unfinished, blunt blade.  The blade is not marked has light surface oxidation throughout.  The bayonet features a hooked
guard and the muzzle ring is slightly bent forward.  The wood grip rates excellent, one side is marked "67".  The include scabbard has
light surface oxidation and is brown.  A very good example overall.  (46372-4A)

2157. U.S. SOCKET BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of an unmarked, U.S. 1873 cadet socket bayonet.  The bayonet measures 19 3/8"
long with a 16 1/2" blade.  The metal surfaces have a brown patina with areas of light handling marks and light surface oxidation present.
A near excellent example overall.  (45897-9A)

2158. U.S. BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of a U.S. Model 1889 rolling block bayonet by Remington.  The bayonet measures 12 1/2" long
with an 8" blade.  The blade is marked "Remington Arms Co. Ilion N.Y." in the reverse fuller, the lettering is soft along the edges and the
last "Y" is missing.  The metal surfaces are a mottled gray that is mixing with areas of light pitting.  The wood grips are later replacements
and grip features a hooked quillion guard.  An about very good example overall.  (46129-7C) 

2159. LOT OF BAYONETS  This lot consists of two, unmarked Czech model VZ 24 style Mauser bayonets with scabbards.  Each measures
16 3/4" long and have 11 1/2" blades.  Both have a mottled gray appearance, one has areas of light pitting, surface rust and a large miss-
ing chip in one of the grips.  The other has light dings and minor dents to the wood.  The included steel scabbards each have a few light
dings, one has a moderately flaking enamel finish the other is a mottled gray.  Both are in very good condition overall.  (46129-7I)

2160. JAPANESE SWORD LOT  This lot consists of a set of three Japanese style Samurai swords with stand.  First is the Katana which sits
on top and measures 38" long with a 28" blade.  Next is the smaller Wakizashi which is 29" and has a 20" blade.  Finally is the Tanto, the
smallest of the group, which measures 19" and has a 12" blade.  All three have green grips and scabbards, the grips have a green and
white wrap and gold colored pommels, tsubas, throat and tips.   The tip is chipped on the Wakizashi scabbard and is missing on the Tanto.
The stand is painted black.  A very good to near excellent example of these decorative Samurai swords.  (45298-2)
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2161. KNIFE LOT  This lot consists of a Ceremonial Spider dagger with stand.  Measuring  13 1/4" long overall this almost scarab-looking fan-
tasy knife features a 7 1/2" double edged blade with a long, thin pike in center that runs the entire length.  The body has a skull head design
and bug-like abdomen with a large set of pincers for a guard and blades at the tips of the legs.  The knife fits securely into a circular base
with a web designed pattern.  An excellent example that will make an interesting centerpiece for your fantasy knife display.  (45298-5O)

2162. KNIFE LOT  This lot consists of three fantasy knives with sheaths from Frost Cutlery.  First is a Gil Hibben inspired knife that measures
15 1/2" long with an 8" blade.  The dragon-esque shaped knife has a black and hard chrome grip and a black nylon sheath with sharp-
ening stone.  Second is an unmarked Bowie style knife that measures 15" long and has a 9" blade with serrations along the spine.  The
grip has an African lion design on either side with ethnic designs along the guard and pommel.  It also includes a black nylon sheath.  Third
is called "The Beast" and is a similar design to the second knife in this lot.  It measures 13" long with a 7 1/2" blade that also serrated
along the spine.  The grip has a brass lion shaped ring guard with composite insert and includes a black nylon sheath and the original box.
All three are in excellent condition.  (45298-5C)

2163. KNIFE LOT  This lot consists of three fantasy knives from the Frost and Chipaway cutleries, each with a sheath.  First is the Frost Cutlery
knife which measures 17 3/4" long and has an 11 1/2" blade and green laminate wood grip.  The stainless steel blade has long "shark's
teeth" serrations along the spine and has a swept guard and pommel guards as well.  A black nylon sheath is included.  The second is a
similar designed knife by Chipaway that measures 17 3/4" long with a 10 1/2" blade.  The knife features a rainbow colored laminate wood
grip with brass plated guard and pommel.  A green leather sheath is included, the retention snap is broken.  The third knife has more sim-
ilar features to the second and has a 13" upswept, double edged blade with wide serrations along both sides and measures 19 1/2" over-
all.  It too has the rainbow laminate wood and brass plated grip and includes a black nylon sheath.  (45289-5A,K,N)

2164. KNIFE LOT  This lot consists of three similarly designed fixed blade knives with black nylon sheaths from Frost Cutlery.  The first mea-
sures 15 3/4" with a 9 1/2" fantasy blade with serrations down the spine and an overall shark-like design.  The second measures 16" with
a 9" blade with a slimmer style and finer serrations.  The third is a Flying Falcon and measures 13 5/8" long with an 8 1/2" long blade.
Each knife has a brown laminate wood grip of similar construction, but each is shaped slightly differently.  All three are in excellent condi-
tion.  (45298-5B,E,F)

2165. SWORD LOT  This lot consists of three fantasy short swords by Frost Cutlery.  First is a Dragon Custom that measures 22 1/2" long
and has a 14" curved, flame-like blade.  The dragon's head grip has a red laminate wood center and dragon guards.  Included are the
original box and black nylon sheath.  Next is a Little Gladiator sword that measures 20 1/4" long and has a 14 1/2" chromed blade.  The
grip has simple Greek and Roman style designs.  Included are the original box and composite bodied scabbard.  Third is an ornate short
sword that measures 25 1/2" long with an 18 1/2" double edged, stainless steel blade.  The grip has medieval and Egyptian style designs,
while the scabbard has more of an oriental look.  All three are in excellent to like new condition.  (45298-5K,L,M)

2166. KNIFE LOT  This lot consists of three sporting style fixed blade knives.  First is a Bowie-styled knife with sheath with a coffin-style grip
and measures 14" long overall and has a 9 1/4" stainless steel blade with an etched caribou design.  The blade has a few spots of very
light surface oxidation and has a jigged bone grip with lightly tarnish brass guard, liners and spacers.  A leather sheath is included.  Second
is an 11" long knife with a 6 1/2" stainless steel clip point blade in similar condition.  The knife has laminate wood grips and minor abra-
sions to the brass.  It too includes a leather sheath.  Lastly is a Frost Cutlery blacktail deer hunter knife with nylon sheath and in the orig-
inal box.  The knife measures 9 3/4" long and has a 5 1/2" drop point matte steel blade.  The knife features orange colored laminate wood
grips and is in like-new condition.  The first two knives are made in Pakistan the third is a product of China.  (45298-5D,G,J)

2167. CAVALRY LOT  This lot consists of a brown leather standard or flag holder.  The boot measures 10 1/2" long and has a tapered open-
ing with an about 1" inside diameter opening.  The bottom flap is marked "Made In England" and has a loop which may be to secure to
a stirrup strap.  The top strap has some light crazing and is stiff and will need proper oiling before use.  There are remnants of a smaller
strap from the top of the boot that is now missing.  An excellent example otherwise.  (45535-6A)

2168. LOT OF MILITARY RIFLE AMMO POUCHES  This lot consists of (8) military stripper clip pouches. Each pouch is constructed
of brown leather with two pockets per pouch measuring approximately 6"x4 1/2". These pouches are WWII era issue, most probably
Czech. The exterior leather surfaces exhibit wear consistent with age with no markings visible. The stitching remains sound. Each pocket
features a top flap with brass stud closure. The reverse features two leather belt straps and a metal D-ring for harness attachment. This
lot is in very good condition overall and will make an excellent addition for the hunter or collector.  (66129-4B4) 

2169. LOT OF MILITARY RIFLE AMMO POUCHES  This lot consists of (8) military stripper clip pouches. Each pouch is constructed
of brown leather with two pockets per pouch measuring approximately 6"x4 1/2". These pouches are WWII era issue, most probably
Czech. The exterior leather surfaces exhibit wear consistent with age with no markings visible. The stitching remains sound. Each pocket
features a top flap with brass stud closure. The reverse features two leather belt straps and a metal D-ring for harness attachment. This
lot is in good to very good condition overall.  (66129-4B6)

2170. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot consists of a bandoleer with six pockets containing (10) five round stripper clips of 7x57mm Spanish
round nose ammunition. The head stamp exhibits “PS/1920”. The exterior metal surfaces exhibit varying degrees of tarnish with some car-
tridges exhibiting small amounts of verdigris. This ammunition will make a nice addition for the ammunition collector.  (66129-4A3)

2171. LOT OF 8 MM MAUSER AMMUNITION  205 rds. of military ball ammunition total: (85) rds. brass case and (120) rds. of steel case
cartridges, both loaded in five round stripper clips.  The ammunition rates fine to near excellent with light tarnish on the cases. (56378-12A)

2172. LOT OF AMMO CRATES  (1) M2 ball wooden ammo crate measuring approximately 15”x10 1/2” with black lettering still clearly vis-
ible denoting contents. The crate also exhibits the flaming bomb denoting ordnance and Springfield Armory symbols. This crate contained
30-06 ammo on five round stripper clips inside bandoleers. The exterior exhibits scuffs and the occasional bruise consistent with age. The
lid is absent, with this lot in very good condition overall; (1) empty wooden ammo crate measuring approximately 15 1/2”x8 1/2”. The
crate’s exterior has light overall wear and exhibits black paint with yellow stenciled lettering addressed to the Century Arms in St. Albans,
VT. The crate features two rope handles with the lid absent. This lot is in very good condition overall and would make an excellent storage
bin for the reloader or collector.  (66129-4 A8,A4)

2173. OLD LEATHER TAKEDOWN SHOTGUN FOLDING CASE  This case is the old style two part case where one part houses up
to a 30" barrel and forearm and the other holds the action.  The action side shows lots of scuffs and marks with a hole evident at the bot-
tom whereas the barrel sleeve is actually in very good condition with a clean surface and reinforced toe.  The fleece lining is flat but intact
in the barrel sleeve but it is more worn away in the action compartment.  All the straps and buckles are good including the handle.  A neat
old case which could easily be resurrected.  (114420-2)

2174. CABELAS TAKEDOWN GUN CASE  This green canvas case provides two padded fleece lined compartments, one for up to 30"
barrels and the other for the stock and action. The bottom is reinforced with leather and there is a leather carry strap with zippered open-
ing.  The case shows some very light soiling but remains in very good condition.  (115783-2)

2175. LEATHER LEG-O-MUTTON BREAKDOWN SHOTGUN CASE  This solid leather case will take up to a 30" over/under or side
by side barrel.  The exterior shows scuffs and stains with lightly frayed edges and some flaking but remains solid.  The strap which holds
the cap in place is broken but the carry handle and carry strap are present showing some frayed edges and dry leather.  The interior is
unlined and has a solid leather partition to separate barrels and stocked action.  A classic American gun case.  (114299)
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2176. LEATHER DOUBLE ENDED SHOTGUN CASE  This case measures 33"x8" and has a compartment for up to a 32" barrel on
one end and a compartment for a stock and action on the other, both with leather covers secured by leather straps.  The brown exterior
shows some scuffs and edge wear but remains in very good condition.  There is a leather covered handle and rings for a shoulder strap.
A handy case for a break down shotgun.  (116393-389E-2)

2177. COLT COLLECTORS LOT   This lot consists of two Colt 1996 catalogs; one “Firearms”, one “Colt Wear and other Collectibles” along
with the corresponding retail and dealer price lists and a “valued dealer” letter from Colt.  A full-color Colt Custom Gun Shop catalog is
included along with price list and ordering instructions. Also is a point-of-sale promotional placard announcing “Free Cleaning Kit”.  This
stand-up placard also comes with 5 claim forms to receive your Colt cleaning kit after the purchase of any Colt O-frame pistol, along with
the dealer letter about the program.  The next item is really cool…it is a Christmas card from Colt to their warranty service center, person-
ally signed by the four Colt Customer Service reps at the time; postmarked Dec. 18, 1990. Also included are two sew-on Colt patches; one
oval with the Colt logo, white blue and gold, the other circular with Rampant Colt surrounded by “Colt’s Firearms Hartford Conn.” in iden-
tical colors.  The next item is a Colt button, also from the shot show, in 198?.  Button has the Colt logo in white lettering against a blue field
on the upper half while the lower half reads in red and blue lettering “Made Only in the USA” against a white background.  There is a blue
and red ribbon suspended below this.  Lastly is a nice metal Rampant Colt tie-tack, pewter in color in a plastic storage box.  Overall a nice
little lot for the Colt collector with some unique items for the enthusiast.  (36512-5F)

2178. LOT OF GUN ADVERTISING  Gun company catalogs from Marlin Firearms.  This is a sealed box of Marlin 1994 sporting firearms
catalogs.  Top features the horse and rider with shotgun logo and the legend “Marlin America’s Largest Riflemaker” with their North Haven
CT address.  The box rates excellent overall with shipping label intact.  The 1994 catalog celebrated the 100th anniversary of what else?—
The Marlin 1894.  There is an image of the arm on the cover with a Philip Goodwin print of two voyageurs in a canoe, Marlin rifle leaning
against the gunwale.  This cataloger has no idea how many are in a box; perhaps 30?  The box is 2 3/8” thick and as-mentioned is still
sealed.  A neat lot for the Marlin collector.  (36512-5D)

2179. LOT OF GUN ADVERTISING  Ammunition company catalogs from Winchester.  A full sealed box of 1996 “Winchester Ammunition
Product Guide” catalogs, quantity 50.  Cover features an image of the Winchester Horse and Rider on a bone rawhide bolo tie with bone-
tips, flanked by a Winchester Supreme rifle cartridge and shotshell and handgun cartridges.  The box is excellent without shipping label
and still sealed. A neat seldom-encountered lot for the true Winchester collector.  (36512-5E)

2180. DAVE HALL IMPROVED 6X37 SHOOTING KIT  This kit includes an assortment of sizers, seaters, cappers, decapper pins and
other small tools in a green RCBS plastic box; (1) small allen wrench set; (1) chamber brush with wood handle; (2) boxes of Federal small
rifle primers (one is partial); (1) handheld capper. (1) unknown T-handle tool;(1) plastic bag of bore brushes; (1) International Benchrest
Shooter handbook; (1) partial box of bullets; (2) threaded round brass bars; (1) 7 3/4” muzzle protector cleaning tool; (2) wood handle
turn screws and (1) unknown 10” aluminum rod with two cylindrical ends, one of which has a protective felt pad.  Kit is housed in a metal
Master Mechanic tool box.  (56106-501) [Warren Greatbatch Collection] 

2181. MANN TEST BARREL This a 7 mm, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  Intended to be used in a Mann style test machine with
a V-shaped barrel rest for the purpose of testing the accuracy and consistency of various bullet weights, powders and load combinations.
The barrel is in-the-white fading to dark gray mainly on one side with scattered light freckling, handling marks and specks of fine pitting
and oxidation staining. (56106-503) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

2182. LYMAN POLAROID TUBE SIGHT  The tube measures 16 3/8” only and retains 95-97% original blue with light handling marks,
scuffs and a few specks of light oxidation.  The tube sight is in very good condition overall and does not include the mounts, sight disc or
inserts.  A fair condition unmarked plain two piece cardboard box with scuffed torn edges, dirt staining and missing endflap, along with a
separated instruction sheet with torn, stained edges is included.  (56106-522) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

2183. QUALITY WARNER TOOL COMPANY SIGHT This is a Warner Tool Company #1 fully adjustable aperture receiver sight.  The
sight is as-new and shows no evidence of ever having been mounted.  It is numbered on its bottom “WTC/910-912”.  The sight comes with
instructions and parts list and is in its original shipping box.  There is a brass aperture adapter (bushing) in place, no aperture is present.
An absolute top-quality target receiver sight for the serious competitive shooter.  (36106-741) [Warren Greatbatch Collection] (250/450)

2184. EUROPEAN SWISS STYLE BUTTPLATE This older steel crescent shaped steel buttplate has a finial tipped semi-cylindrical toe
that is covered in a crazed flaking leather wrapped in thin linen cord, the mounting hardware and heel tip are no longer present.  The
metal is a dark gray brown with a modest covering of light oxidation.  Attached to the buttplate is an old tattered mailing label from
Charles Pope to Ray Smith with canceled postage stamps. Fading but matching names are written on the buttplate in old white grease
pencil.  (56106-689) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

2185. VINTAGE UNMARKED POCKET REAMER  (1) unmaker older pocket reamer for military crimps and rough edges from primer
pockets.  In fine condition overall with a lightly turned wooden handle and brass ferrule.  (56106-666) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

2186. COLT BARREL LOT This lot consists of (1) Colt, first generation, Single Action Army barrel that has been reamed to a tapered
smooth bore.  The barrel tapers from approximately .470" at the rear to approximately .445" at the muzzle.  The barrel still has the ejec-
tor rod stud attached and the front sight.  There are no visible markings on the barrel and the threads appear in excellent condition.  The
finish is gunmetal gray with light oxidation blemishes, and scattered dents, dings and scratches.  A good smoothbore barrel for an
Antique-only S.A.A.  (85896-11A) 

2187. G.I. BORE CLEANER LOT This lot consists of (1) one gallon can of “Cleaner-Rifle bore (CR)” manufactured by R.M. Hollingshead
Corp. of Camden, N.J.  The paint and markings on the can are in near excellent condition with light oxidation present on the unpainted
top, and light scratches and scuff present on the remaining surfaces.  The can appears to be full or near full of the cleaner.  The condition
of the cleaner cannot be determined.  (83081-GIS1)

2188. LOT OF ANTIQUE SHOTSHELL RELOADING TOOLS  This lot contains a 12 ga. Wood-handled roll crimping tool, a steel prim-
ing tool for 12 gauge, a powder measure with wooden handle marked "BGI CO." on the bottom, a screw-on choke device for a 12 gauge
shotgun, and an unknown wooden handle device with round metal head.  (115872-33)

2189. BRASS AND BULLET LOT  This lot consists of a tin containing approximately 60, 230 grain flat point bullets measuring .337", 12
old tarnished brass cases in a smaller tin marked 33-40 Pope, 42 empty brass 32-40 Winchester and UMC brass showing heavy oxida-
tion, 7 loaded 32-40 tarnished cartridges, and a decapping tool.  (115161-7)

2190. CARTRIDGE BOARD OF MISCELLANEOUS SHOT SHELLS  This 12"x16" heavy cardboard display case has 20 compart-
ments done in a red velvet and holds 22 old shot shells.  There are twelve 12 gauge paper shells from Remington, Winchester, American
Eagle, J. C. Higgins, Peters, and one Polish shell.  There is one 16 gauge Peters cartridge, one .410 Remington Peters plastic cartridge,
one unmarked paper case dummy shell, and seven 20 gauge cartridges from Remington, Peters, Canuck, Federal, and one Rottweil.  This
case has a glass cover and there is plenty of room for more shells.  (115300-15)
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2191. RIFLE STOCK LOT.  Lot includes a modified checkered wood pistolgrip stock for bolt action rifle.  The stock rates good, demonstrating
substantial faint scratching and dings, as well as some instances of scuffing.  The checkering along the forend rates near excellent, but the
original pistolgrip checkering remains negligibly intact.  The wood comprising the pistolgrip area has been whittled down to a rough con-
dition with wood putty present along the grip area on the right side.  The stock does not include a buttplate or pad, but does come with
a canvas gun sleeve. (135045-8)

2192. H. M. POPE HEAVY RIFLE BARREL  This 22 RF barrel measures 30" long and 1" in diameter with a bright excellent bore.  It
exhibits a brown and gray patina with a few scratches.  The top of the barrel has a pair of half-moon scope mount slots at the breech and
another pair about 7" up the barrel and it is stamped “H. M. Pope” between them.  The bottom of the barrel has 4 drilled and tapped holes
in a 1 1/2" line and is marked “250, 25/0, 8/10/11”, and “H. M. Pope”.  (116020-B1)

2193. A. H. FOX TOY DOUBLE GUN.  This toy
gun was made by the Fox Gun Company in Philadelphia around the mid to late

1920's.  The 16" barrels retain about 50% of a flaking black paint showing scat-
tered oxidation spotting and the frame and forearm exhibit 60 to 70% of a more subdued black

paint which is also flaking with spots of oxidation.  On the bottom of the stamped metal frame is "A.
H. Fox Gun Company, Phila, PA., U. S. A., Pats Pend on Gun and Shell".  The wood stock is carved with a

round knob grip and has a 12" length of pull to a plain wood butt.  It rates very good showing scattered dings and scratch-
es with chipping evident around the action.  The gun has two operable triggers and top lever and comes with two metal car-

tridges about 20 gauge in diameter and 3 5/16" long in size which are tarnished.  The gun was made to fire wooden pellets.  It does not
cock.  A rare piece of American gun history.  (116418-16) (250/450) 

2194. CONTEMPORARY BRASS BATTY PEACE POWDER FLASK  This flask measures 7 1/2" long and 4" wide and is embossed
with a heraldic eagle, clasped hands, and US on a stand of arms on both sides.  The flask shows some heavy tarnish around one of the
suspension loops and some lighter tarnish on the same seam below.  The charger is straight without markings and the cut-off and spring
work fine.  (114048-13A)  

2195. HOLSTER LOT  This lot consists of 6 leather holsters including a French Police MAS  Model 1950 black leather holster in excellent con-
dition, a Marbles 10 1/2" flap holster showing scuffs and stains with some repaired belt loop fasteners, an unmarked 11" leather flap holster
with worn tooled border showing some staining, a tooled leather Black Sheep 10 1/2" holster with strap in good condition, an 8" Red Head
holster with strap showing some scuffs, and a small custom leather open top holster with leather lacing in good condition.  (116372-9)

2196. LOT OF THREE HOLSTERS  This lot consists of one Smith & Wesson black nylon right hand holster for a semi auto pistol measuring
7" overall in excellent condition, a small black quality leather holster with strap measuring about 6" overall in very good condition, and a tooled
leather Redhead brand right hand holster with strap measuring 8" overall and showing a few scuffs and some edge wear.  (116363-60)

2197.  LOT OF FOUR BOOKS  First is an illustrated 320 page hardcover title Action Shooting Cowboy Style, by John Taffin, copyright 1999
in good overall condition.  The book has suffered some liquid damage.  Other than a red stain on the back inside cover and several wrin-
kled pages, the book remains in good overall condition.  Second is a 160 page hardcover title America's Heroes, published by Peter L.
Bannon, copyright 2001 in excellent condition.  Third is a 384 page illustrated hardcover title Story of the Great American West, A Readers
Digest Book, copyright 1977 complete with dust cover in excellent condition.  Fourth is an illustrated 618 page hardcover title The Mystic
Warriors of the Plains, by Thomas E. Mails, copyright 1972.  The book and illustrated dust cover are in excellent condition.  (105458-1B)

2198. LOT OF BOOKS Five total  An Elusive Victory, by Aubrey L Haines; c. 1991 by Glacier Natural History Association.  179 page soft cover.
The Custer Reader, edited by Paul Andrew Hutton; c. 1992 the University of Nebraska Press. 585 page jacketed hardcover.  Custer and
his Commands, from West Point to Little Bighorn, by Kurt Hamilton Cox; c. 1999 Lionel Leventhal Limited.  72 page soft cover.  The Custer
Album, by Lawrence A Frost; c. 1964 Superior Publishing Company.  192 page hardcover.  A Sad and Terrible Blunder, by Roger Darling;
c. 1990 Roger Darling.  295 page hardcover.  All of the above books are in very good to excellent condition with minor blemishes.  Included
with this book lot is a map of the Bitterroot National Forest.  (125538-17BF)

2199. LOT OF FOUR BOOKS  First is a 621 page illustrated hardcover title Speer Reloading Manual number 11, copyright 1987, a second
print edition in very good condition.  Second is a 680 page soft cover title Pet Loads, by Ken Water's, copyright 1980 fifth edition print in
good overall condition.  The book shows signs of water damage and has several folded corners.  Third is an illustrated 336 page soft cover
title Black Powder Handbook & Loading Manual, Lyman Publications second edition print in very good plus condition.  Fourth is a 320 page
soft cover title Metallic Cartridge Reloading, edited by Robert S.L. Anderson, copyright 1982 in good overall condition.  (105458-1C)

2200. LOT OF BOOKS   2 total  Custer: Favor the Bold, A Soldier's Story, by D A Kinsley; c. 1967 D A Kinsley.  557 page jacketed hardcover
showing a little bit of shelf wear and a couple of small blemishes in overall excellent condition. Custer's Luck, by Edgar I Stewart; c. 1955
University of Oklahoma Press.  522 page soft cover in excellent overall condition showing a couple of small stains on the binding and page
edges, and some minor edge creases on the cover.  Included are two copies of the Reno-Benteen Entrenchment Trail guide from the Little
Bighorn Battlefield National Monument.  (125538-17BM)

2201. LOT OF SIX BOOKS  First is a 592 page illustrated soft cover title Gun Traders Guide twenty fifth edition, published by Stoegers,
copyright 2002 in very good condition.  Second is a 122 page illustrated periodical titled Shooting Times, dated Oct 1980 in very good
condition.  Third is 400 page soft cover title Guns of the World, edited by Hans Tanner copyright 1972 in good overall condition.  Fourth
is a 288 page illustrated soft cover title the Gun Digest Book of Combat Handgunnery, by Jack Lewis and Jack Mitchell, copyright 1983
in good overall condition.  Fifth is a 256 page illustrated soft cover Handgun Digest, by Dean A Grennell, copy right 1987 in very good
overall condition.  Sixth is a soft cover title Lyman Black Powder Handbook, edited by C. Kenneth Ramage, copyright 1975 in very good
condition.  (105458-1E)

2202. LOT OF BOOKS   6 total  The Classic Military Jeep Illustrated, by Lizzie & Pat Ware; c. 1997 Warehouse Publications.  144 page soft
cover.  Military Jeeps 1941-1945, compiled by T Richards.  100 page soft cover.  Custer to MacArthur, by Turner Publishing Co.; c. 1995
Turner Publishing Co. 200 page hardcover.  The Cavalry of World War II, by Janusz Piekalkiewicz; c. 1976 Sudwest Verlag GmbH & Co.
256 page jacketed hardcover.  The jacket has a few tears along the edges.  War; the Cameras Battlefield View of Mans Most Terrible
Adventure, From the First Photographer in the Crimea to Vietman, by Albert R Leventhal; c. 1973 The Ridge Press.  252 page soft cover.
A Pictorial History of The United States Army, by Gene Gurney; c. 1966 Gene Gurney.  815 page jacketed hardcover.  The jacket has sev-
eral moderately big rips and folds with tattered edges; the cover has a light to moderate covering of mildew.  All of the above books are
in very good to excellent condition with minor blemishes unless mentioned differently above.  Also included is an article America's War
Eagle, from Birder's World August 1992; the 1st Extra front page of the Honolulu Star-Bulletin dated December 7, 1941; and the periodi-
cal Foreign Service, dated June 1945. (125538-17BJ)
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2203. LOT OF EIGHT BOOKS AND PERIODICALS  First are two issues of Field and Stream one dated June, 1943 and the other
July, 1958 both in near excellent condition.  Second is a 42 page soft cover title Principals of Personal Defense, by Jeff Cooper in good
overall condition.  Third is a 63 page publication by Garcia titled Improve your Pan Fishing, by Mark Sosin in very good condition.  Fourth
is a 286 page illustrated soft cover title Bob McNally's Fishermen's Knots, Fishing Rigs, and How To Use Them, by Bob McNally, copy-
right 1993, in good overall condition.  Fifth is an illustrated copy of Robinson Crusoe, by Daniel Defoe in fair condition.  Sixth is a 160
page illustrated hardcover title Freshwater Gamefish of North America, by Dick Sternberg, copyright 1987 in excellent condition.
Seventh is a 176 page illustrated hardcover title The New Complete Angler, by Stephen Downes and Martin Knowelden, copyright
1983 in excellent condition.  (105458-1D)

2204. LOT OF BOOKS AND PERIODICALS    4 books and 18 periodicals total  The Horse in War, edited by Michael Seth-Smith; c.
1979 New English Library Limited.  128 page jacketed hardcover.  Cavalry, the History of mounted Warfare, by John Ellis; c. 1978 John
Ellis.  192 page jacketed hardcover.  The Army Horse in Accident and Disease: Edition 1909, by the Training School Instructors,
Mounted Service School, Fort Riley, Kansas.  112 page hardcover.  The cover is stained with a couple of impact marks and a slight
warp.  Horse Equipments and Equipments for Officers and Enlisted Men, Washington Government Printing Office dated 1905.  55
pages plus 21 plates soft cover.  The Cavalry Journal, by The United States Cavalry Association; issues from 1931, 1933 and 1938 total-
ing six soft cover periodicals.  Crossed Sabers; a Journal of the US Horse Cavalry Association; issues from 1985, 1986, 1987, 1988,
and 1989 totaling 11 soft cover periodicals.  Arms Gazette; June, 1974.  72 page soft cover.  This periodicals binding is broken and
several pages from the middle are loose.  All of the above books and periodicals are in very good to excellent condition with minor
blemishes unless mentioned differently above.  (125538-17BH)

2205. LOT OF S.O.F. MAGAZINES  Soldier of Fortune magazine, “The Journal of Professional Adventurers” Consisting of 19 issues: Dec.
79; Dec. 80; Jan., Feb., April, June-Sept., Nov., Dec. 81; Jan.-Oct. 82 (missing April).  All very good or better; numerous with the “Support
Afghan Freedom Fighters” advertisements from when the Russians were there.  Bob Brown’s “buy a bullet zap a Russian invader” cam-
paign prominently advertised as well (my how the times have changed). Two issues of “Eagle” magazine are included; one “Commando”
(the premier issue!); one “Special Weapons”. Also a dozen or so assorted copies of “Guns and Ammo” and “Shooting” and various hunt-
ing magazines from the 80’s. Two copies of “Newsweek” from June and July 1954 as well. (36512-2)

2206. LOT OF BOOKS  8 total  The Conquerors, by Michael Beschloss; c. 2002 Michael Beschloss.  377 page jacketed hardcover.
Unexplained Mysteries of World War II, by William B Breuer; c. 1977 by William B Breuer.  238 page soft cover.  Eagle Against the Sun:
the American War with Japan, by Ronald H Spector; c. 1985 Ronald H Spector.  589 page hardcover.  The Man Who Never Was, by Ewen
Montagu; c. 1953 Walter L D Hart and Oliver H Frost.  160 page jacketed hardcover.  Das Boot, by Lothar-Gunther Buchheim; c. 1975
Alfred A Knopf.  563 page paperback.  Inside the Third Reich, by Albert Speer; c. 1970 The Macmillan Company.  734 page paperback.
Soldat: Reflections of a German Soldier, 1936-1949, by Siegfried Knappe with Ted Brusaw; c. 1992 Siegfried Knappe and Charles T
Brusaw.  430 page paperback. Blood and Honor, by Reinhold Kerstan; c. 1983 David C Cook Publishing Co.  192 page soft cover.  All of
these books are in very good to excellent condition with minor blemishes unless mentioned differently above.  (126242-16E)

2207. LOT OF BOOKS    3 total  Forty Miles a Day on Beans and Hay, by Don Rickey, Jr.; c. 1963 University of Oklahoma Press.  382 page
soft cover.  Custer's Last Campaign, by John S. Gray; c. 1991 John S. Gray.  446 page jacketed hardcover.  Frontier Regulars, by Robert
M Utley; c. 1973 Robert M Utley.  462 page soft cover.  All books are near excellent to excellent condition with some minor handling blem-
ishes.  Also included is a pamphlet Big Hole from the Big Hole National Battlefield in Montana.  (125538-17BC)
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•   Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. will make every effort to ship items in a timely fashion; most orders are shipped with-
in 48 hours of payment. All items, with the exception of modern handguns, are shipped via UPS Ground unless other
arrangements have been made.

•   All modern handguns are shipped via UPS Next Day Air service.

•   Buyer is responsible for any and all shipping charges.

SHIPPING

VIEWING

•  OUR OFFICE WILL BE CLOSED MONDAY AND TUESDAY FOLLOWING THE SALE. No merchandise will be
delivered on those days. We will resume normal business hours on Wednesday.

•   Our office hours are Monday through Friday - 8:00 am to 4:00pm. Please call ahead prior to arriving to pickup your
merchandise.

PICKING UP MERCHANDISE

ABSENTEE BIDDING
•   Bidders without prior credit approval are required to submit a 20% deposit prior to bids being accepted (credit cards may be used
for absentee deposits). Absentee bids will be bid in a competitive manner and an absentee bidder needs only to outbid another
buyer i.e. bidding will not be opened at the maximum bid unless that is the next competitive bid. Buyer is responsible for any and
all shipping charges.

•   Amoskeag Auction Co., Inc. will not be held responsible for errors or omissions of any type that may occur during this service.

•   All Silent Auction bids are due by 2:00pm on the day  of the sale. If you are planning on bidding on an excessive amount of items we
request that your bid sheets be turned in on the Friday before the sale. Please do not call the gallery once the auction has started
(after 10:00am) as we will not be able to make changes to bids. Faxed bid sheets will be accepted for the silent auction until 2:00pm.

•   All absentee/telephone bidder invoices are mailed within a few days of the sale, are due upon receipt, and are to be paid either by
cash, check or credit card. All items not paid for within 20 business days from sale date shall be considered abandoned as well as
any deposit that was made on those items and Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. shall have sole discretion as to their disposal.
NOTE: If paying by cash or check, the buyer's premium will be a discounted 15% versus 17.5% for those paying by credit card.

IF YOU FAX YOUR BID SHEET INTO OUR OFFICE, 
PLEASE CALL TO CONFIRM THAT WE DID RECEIVE IT.  THANK YOU. 603/627-7383

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE

DIRECTIONS
FROM SOUTH: Rt. 93 North to Rt. 101 West in Manchester to Rt. 293 North to Exit 5 (Granite Street). At end of ramp
go right onto Granite Street to first set of lights. Go left on Commercial Street and we are located in the Waumbec
Commercial Center, which is 1/8 mile up on the left. OR Rte. 3 (Everett Turnpike) North through Bedford tolls then off
at Exit 5 (Granite Street). At bottom of ramp go right, take first left onto Commercial Street, 1/8 mile on left.  FROM
NORTH: Rt. 93 South to Rt. 293 South to Exit 5 (Granite Street), at end of ramp turn left onto Granite Street to first set
of lights. Go left on Commercial Street and we are located in the Waumbec Commercial Center, which is 1/8 mile up
on the left. ELEVATOR: Go around to the back of the building (river side), there is a set of three stairs with a glass door,
enter the lobby through the door that is marked "ELEVATOR", go to 3rd floor and follow signs. STAIRS: Enter South
entrance, go up stairs and follow hallway and signs.

Viewing will be available from Monday, May 5th through Friday, May 16th, by appointment, as well as on the day of sale
from 7:30am to 2:00pm. We do have a few select evenings available for viewing and those times and dates can be obtained
by calling our office. 
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